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Suggestion - Investment in whole community in Berwick area, what would it be?

Staff member in a Berwick school Td15 1sb Yes Progression routes with clear guidance on where their learning will fit in the wider community outside of the classroom. 

Greater emphasis on social, moral and cultural development and how this links to life choices and learning behaviours.

Yes Well resourced, well trained staff is required. Barriers to accessing outside agencies need to be removed. Funding for more 

knowledgeable staff, more local support and clear speedy communication.

Yes Reducing budget  reduces an integral part of support within the classroom, resulting in a loss of first quality teaching, and 

therefore loss of specifically tailored interventions to improve outcomes. 

Waiting lists and overwhelmed outside agencies add to this.  However,  if  schools were able to  amalgamate and share practice 

on a regular basis then  expectations would be clear and similar across the town, thus division or superiority would be 

eradicated, and therefore have a more positive  effect on the children. 

Mindset within the town needs support, positive thinking leads to positive outcomes, however this is not always the case 

depending  on personal circumstances.  Parental partnerships need to be valued to get the buy in as these links are imperative in  

continuity of learning.

Yes Reputation is paramount in small communities,  when seen in a negative way it takes  a long time to re establish. Yes Investment in modern functional systems like computing and DESIGN and technology are required for a  future generation of 

future citizens from as young as possible,  this should be readily available to much younger children in First schools as well as 

older children with clear progression routes.

1 6 5 2 3 4 Mental health and wellbeing for the whole community,  parents, staff,  children and anyone who needs support. Local SEND 

provision.  Opportunities for affordable wellness, including  exercise,  healthy food and dealing with emotions.

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

NE70 7NY Yes Belford primary school should be moved out of Berwick partnership and placed in Alnwick partnership due to being a primary to 

age 11 unlike the other schools in the Berwick partnership this will stop 2 changes taking place for our children.

Yes If children can be taught closer to home then they will be less tired for learning. Yes Children should be educated esp in primary/first schools close to home to reduce tiredness and increase learning. If rural 

schools are good this will keep families in the area.

Yes If education standards are high then this should attract more families to and area increasing jobs etc Yes Berwick requires a proper council led school to make it an option for all pupils in the area. 

Berwick partnership should all be primary and secondary schools no middle and firsts

Belford should be moved to Alnwick due to not fitting with the Berwick education system anymore and the vast majority of 

parents choosing to send kids from Belford to Alnwick.

1 6 3 2 4 5 Please eventually move Belford to Alnwick partnership and put free school transport on. This will keep families living and 

working in the area and give our children the best chance of an education instead of expecting them to move schools twice in 2 

years!

Staff member in a Berwick school TD11 3XW Yes All schools will be considered including special schools to ensure these children also progress with learning. Yes Children with SEND are increasing in numbers and the Berwick area  needs a school that is able to provide facilities and floor 

space to ensure equality in learning.

No Small country schools are also important to keep the rural communities viable. Yes However the local Special School needs to be priority within this system Yes All children's education is valuable to me but as a teacher in SEND my priority would be to the Development of a new Special 

School

3 4 6 2 5 1 A purpose built new Special Education Facility for PMLD/SLD children

Governor in a Berwick School NE66 2JN Yes Improve the quality of the high school. Do away with the middle school system. Yes If numbers in the partnership are on the increase then supply should be sufficient to meet demand Yes It is not economic or in the best interests of the children to have half empty schools Yes Money is being wasted supporting empty schools merging or restructuring needs to be done Yes Get the high school performing well which would encourage students to stay in the area. Set up a two tier system 3 2 6 1 4 5 Good final outcomes for students with increased local employment and options for students to move onto

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

NE70 7NZ Yes More investment Yes More investment Yes More investment Yes The whole system needs to be changed to primary and secondary school then you can have an all round good system and focus 

on improvement to each school. Then children will not have to move between primary/first/middle/secondary/high so many 

times

Yes School staff 

School transport

2 6 3 5 1 4 The whole catchment area needs changed!!! Free transport for children from Belford primary to Alnwick high school. Why 

should they be punished for wanting to go to a secondary school when there are no secondary schools to go to in the Berwick 

partnership!

Resident/member of the community 

living in area served by Berwick 

Schools

NE70 7NZ Yes More investment Yes More investment Yes More investment Yes More investment Yes More investment 6 2 5 3 1 4 The whole catchment area needs to be changed providing free bus travel from Belford to Alnwick as there is no suitable 

secondary school in the Berwick partnership clear links need to be made.

Resident/member of the community 

living in area served by Berwick 

Schools

NE70 7HW Yes A move to a primary/secondary system.

Better assessment of children’s prior learning and focussed teaching to address areas of weakness.

Yes Good provision for SEND pupils can be often be made within mainstream schools if these are properly resourced with ring 

fenced cash for SEND pupils

Yes A move to a primary/secondary system would help with viability of first and second schools as happened in Belford.  

Greater efforts need to be made to improve educational outcomes for children at, and the reputation of Berwick academy so 

that parents choose to send their children there.

Yes Change to primary/secondary system would ensure this at primary level. Yes Good early years provision which will help to boost educational outcomes through all age groups 2 3 4 1 5 6 Good early years support as in Sure Start centres 

Support for out of school activities for children and young people living in rural areas

Resident/member of the community 

living in area served by Berwick 

Schools

Live in Belford have 2 grand children 

of school age

NE707QD Yes The school should be better managered Yes All children should receive the help there need Yes There are new house been build in all local areas which in long run should mean more children so it's not a good idea to close 

school now that will be needed later

Yes Belford middle school was close due to numbers but there are more children in area now Yes Builds and transport 1 2 6 3 4 5 Transport and building fit for purpose

Staff member in a Berwick school Td15 2uL Yes Middle schools working closer with high school. Investment in high school. Yes Of course Yes Small rural schools must be kept open. Cannot expect primary children to travel long ristabves Yes Community must be on board for it to work Yes FixingBerwick Academy so parents are willing to use it 1 5 6 2 3 4 Sports provision

Resident/member of the community 

living in area served by Berwick 

Schools

NE70 7LJ Yes Children deserve the right to a good education. Part of that education is having consistency of teachers and not being placed in ie 

(sitting doing nothing) for silly things like uniform. These children are being failed by the current offerings at Berwick Academy. 

This generation Z are miles ahead in their learning methods and all schools need to catch up but most importantly listening to the 

young people. Alternative learning should be available to all.

Yes I have personally been shocked that someone who has a learning differences (SEND) can go completely unnoticed that they've 

left school (out of education) in Northumberland (when they are entitled to the age of 25). Parents having to fight to get them 

access to a teacher and GCSE or alternative education provision. Where is the support and follow up from SEND teams (and 

communication from school to them and SEND).

Yes If the quality of teaching is engaging and exam results are improved then more parents would opt to send them. Rather than to 

Eyemouth, Berwickshire or Alnwick.

There needs to be a radical change in policy to help these young people in their education. They shouldn't just be aiming for a 

pass, they should be aiming for the best mark possible.

Yes Schools need the funds in place to secure their long-term survival but need to dramatically improve results now. Yes Environment best to support pupils.

Improving policy on IE, so young people aren't missing out on their education.

Consistancy of teachers and ensure that the teachers have the support they need in the classroom. Possibly better systems for 

admin tasks and communication with pupils and parents.

1 2 6 5 4 3 I don't think it's necessary as Berwick has an AstroTurf pitch and opposite is a new sports centre.

Support for teachers and different teaching methods to catch up with this generation of young people is more important.

Urgent review of the use of IE and communication will the young people and listen to them.

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

TD15 2NY Yes Discipline seems to be an issue at Berwick Academy, I have heard numerous people comment that there is little to none.  In 

addition, I have heard reports of pupils being pulled up for uniform issues, whilst it is important to present a good image of the 

school, I would have thought that the focus should be on education and behaviour of the pupils rather than stifling their 

individuality by regulating their appearance

Yes As with all healthcare in Northumberland, people are expected to travel great distances with little understanding of the 

additional time and cost associated with this, services should be available where people need them, not where NCC have 

deemed it easy to provide them

No I know of at least one case where a child did not get a school place despite being in the catchment area, I’m not sure how there 

can be surplus places where this is happening

Yes Schools need to understand and support the needs of the community, the focus of the traditional education system on the 

academic and treating all pupils the same doesn’t really meet the needs of society. There seems to be a perception in the 

education system that academic ability is more important than practical skills, it would be good to see more focus and praise for 

those pupils who possess less academic proficiency but who may excel in other areas

Yes Ensuring we can recruit and retain excellent teaching staff who will encourage and inspire their pupils 2 4 6 1 5 3 Ensuring the education system does not discriminate those pupils who are not academically minded and employing teachers 

who encourage individuality and growth in their pupils

Staff member in a Berwick school TD15 2NJ Yes The Academy should revert to NCC control and become a high school again. It is clear that academisation has not worked. Yes More money needs to be put into the system. No This is very short term. The birth rate will change and fluctuate. Yes This whole survey seems to be about finance and saving money. Money needs to be invested in the academy and in the middle 

and first schools. The most successful school models in Northumberland have a three  tier system.

Yes Improved High School and Middle Schools. 6 2 5 1 4 3 The Middle Schools are good schools. The academy requires improvement. Focus raising the standards in the academy to the 

levels of the middle schools. Retain the three tier system and return the academy to NCC control.

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

NE71 6ED Yes Massive improvement to Berwick academy - behavioural issues addressed, staff need to be interested, sports improved,  

improvements to the building inside and outside and facilities, improve grades/school overall so that people actually want to 

send their children there

Make all schools in Northumberland two tier so that individual schools still have the choice on where to send their children. 

Currently that choice has been removed from Glendale Middle and we have to feed into Berwick academy or find alternatives, 

resulting in added strain, stress and financial costs for families, when the majority of children have always fed into Duchess’s in  

Alnwick.  

The school system is an utter disgrace at this current time and families are being split up and put under unnecessary stress. This 

needs to be sorted out.

Yes I have no experience with this Yes Make Berwick Academy somewhere where people want to send their children which will reduce the need for children being sent 

to schools outside of their catchment. This should of been addressed years ago.

I’m currently live within the Berwick catchment but send both my children to other schools and will never use Berwick academy 

unless it is improved significantly.

Yes All schools need to be two tier

Glendale needs to continue to have the choice between Berwick and Alnwick at secondary level

Improvements to Berwick academy

Yes New building

Investment into educational resources 

Investment into Staff

3 5 1 2 4 6 Berwick academy needs urgent help as it’s currently an utter disgrace and not surprisingly low in pupil numbers as no one wants 

to send their children their but are being forced into it. Northumberland County Council should be ashamed and should never 

have let this happen - families and children are now suffering and it’s absolutely disgusting.

Resident/member of the community 

living in area served by Berwick 

Schools

Ne71 6AS No Only Berwick Academy needs to improve their education and teaching standards by getting good teachers who have good 

organisational skills and who will stay at the school for longer than a year.

Yes Especially in Berwick Academy! Yes Berwick Academy has to improve massively and then more people will choose to go their instead of choosing schools with better 

education / teaching at present.

No It depends what the changes are! Yes I am not sure that ploughing all of the grants into the buildings alone will solve the current problems. Investments in better 

teachers / management is also needed.

2 6 5 1 4 3 Better teachers in Berwick Academy.

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

TD15 1DT Yes The Academy should come back under NCC control and not be an ‘Academy’ 

There needs to be a change in Governance. Too much nepotism and lack of transparency.

No Where do I start. Berwick parents of SEND kids feel frustrated and forgotten due to the lack of provision and support offered 

locally. Closed door, lack of transparency and everything is a battle. There is too much ignorance of  SEND amongst the general 

teaching community in our schools, and too much much ‘this is how we’ve always done things’ Not enough belief in parents 

knowing their child and too much paperwork and red tape to get meaningful support.

Yes No comment No Priority needs to be given to the education budget rather than widespread / sweeping change. Berwick likes the 3-tier system as 

it gives our children a more personalised education. They dont just ‘disappear’ into the crowd.

Yes But it has to be what the community at large wants and not just what the partnership wants. We do not want our high school / 

schools to be a business.

3 4 1 5 2 6 A base in Berwick or within a school where support professionals could work from full time.

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

TD12 4SP Yes Remove the academy and bring it back to a high school Yes Children need to be fully supported throughout their education Yes The situation does need to be addressed without compromising our children’s future Yes We must think about the future long term plan Yes There are a wide range of first and middle schools in the area but only the one high school which is poorly rated and desperately 

needs money and time invested in it

2 1 3 5 4 6 After school activities and evening classes

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

NE71 6NS Yes Teaching staff to stay in the jobs longer Yes There needs to be more places locally Yes If Berwick Academy was much improved then children wouldn’t go to other high schools outside the area & there wouldn’t be 

as many surplus places

Yes This would be good for everyone Yes Berwick academy 1 5 4 2 3 6 Improving the high school, and also children in Wooler should always have the choice to go to the Duchess school in Alnwick as 

they always have done. This is very host for lots of families who’ve had their children’s places refused this year for the first time 

ever

Staff member in a Berwick school TD15 1LA No The Academy is failing. Perhaps the partnership should take over the running of the Academy. All the other schools are working 

well and could offer input. Especially the Middle Schools.  Middle schools could help with leadership and core subjects. 

Leadership in schools in the town has been deemed good by Ofsted. They could offer input .

No The SEND provision in all schools works well. It is after the children reach the age of 16 that there seems to be issues. Yes Maybe merging the middle schools would help. Yes We need to look at something that helps all schools. I do not think that middle schools acadamising the Berwick Academy will 

help and this is what we are being told is the answer.

Yes All schools in the partnership becoming an academy. This would hopefully get rid if the 2 tier threat. Schools would then work 

together to provide the best for the children. This could result in some schools merging but again this would be in the best 

interests of the pupils.

2 4 5 1 6 3 A building that could house both middle schools. We could then merge the middle schools. The middle school sites could then 

house merged first schools.

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

TD15 1QE Yes Do not let academies replace public education! We can all see the dire outcome of the local high school as a result of 

academisation which is why more and more students feel compelled to cross the border into Eyemouth for a decent high school 

education which should not be necessary. 

Keep children in first school until year 6 and then transition to a decent non-academy high school which is accountable to the 

local authority.  Keeping children in their first school allows for consistency, familiarity and longevity in the same standard of 

education which allows for more comparable measurements of in terms of progress.

Yes The capacity of the The Grove school should be increased. It is rated as outstanding by Ofsted so it’s doing a brilliant job but 

there are many who have to ‘fight’ or wait to get their child a place.

Also the criteria for acceptance into special schools is extreme (I suspect due to the small number of places) and so those ‘in 

between’ children (not keeping up with the mainstream curriculum but not fitting the criteria for a place at special school) fall 

between the cracks and are sadly left behind. An extended provision of services within the Grove school which enables a greater 

scope and capacity of children to attend will not only benefit those children in the long run but also take pressure off teachers in 

mainstream who are trying to teach multiple needs and abilities with stretched resources within the same class.

Yes I do believe this should be addressed and I also believe that having a good option in terms of choice for first schools is very 

important.

My child attends St Cuthberts RC First School and being the only Catholic school in the area it was the automatic first choice for 

us as practising Catholics. It is vitally important that all religions are represented within the Berwick area and I hope that as a 

result of dwindling numbers that this amazing school is not affected negatively by that in terms of funding. It has been a 

wonderful school for our recently adopted daughter who has SEND needs and they have went above and beyond in terms of 

extra provisions for her. Being a small school it is personal, nurturing and very caring. They make time for parents even outside 

of school hours, something which a larger school would not be able to do.

Yes Children should be able to stay in their chosen first school until they begin high school for the reasons I mentioned earlier. They 

are so well settled and know their teachers and classmates so well. They are confident and receiving a consistent level of 

education only for it all to change for a couple of years before another big change again to high school. Are the middle schools 

really necessary….

Yes Saint Cuthberts RC First School needs funding to upgrade its building. It is quite tired and facilities abit outdated. Being a school 

that serves an unrepresented section of the local community it should not be left behind.

3 5 6 4 2 1 Increase the size of first schools by abolishing middle schools and upgrade those first school buildings so they are excellent 

buildings to teach in with top class SEND provisions so that all children no matter their ability have the best chance for really 

good employment outcomes.

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

TD15 1QN Yes Sort out the academy Yes Not adequate at present Yes Not known Yes Not known Yes Not known 1 2 6 3 4 5 Not inown

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

NE71 6PA Yes High schools need to be built in more rural areas living in wooler my child would only have the option of Alnwick or Berwick the 

additional travel times by school bus puts A huge strain in the children they are more tired having to get up early for the bus and 

loose valuable home work time by travelling home on the bus. Especially as my daughter is disabled she is partially sighted extra 

travel time will make her exhausted as her sight impairment makes her tired at the best of times

Yes Other disabilities are not covered in the list my daughters sight problems are not met by help with send she will really struggle 

with travelling so far on a school bus she wouldn’t even know which one to get on as she can’t see

Yes Smaller high schools should be built in rural areas so children don’t have to travel so far Yes Smaller high schools in rural areas will help attract more young families to the rural areas having to travel so far for school puts a 

lot of young families with children moving to the rural areas

Yes High schools in rural areas 2 3 6 4 5 1 High schools in rural areas they are safer and more efficient for the rural children it would also attract more families to the area

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

TD15 1NX Yes Surely the problem continues to be the actual and perceived performance of the Academy? Whilst performance for some 

first/primary/middle schools could be better, on the whole they are all performing well both in terms of results and the 

experiences and life chances they offer children. I'm a great supporter of the three tier model, as I think Middle Schools reduce 

the pressure on tweens and young teens that happen in primary schools (with the whole focus on Year 6 SATS) and secondary 

schools (where the peer pressure of being surrounded by older teens, along with more behavioural issues, etc, and generally 

unhappier children). However, the whole system falls down when the High School element of the equation doesn't provide for 

the full range of children in the area. Clearly the Academy has fallen prey to the usual vicious circle where 

performance/results/standards drop and the parents of brighter children/ambitious for their children don't send them (opting 

for Longridge if they have the money, or an alternative secondary school, often involving significant travel and upheaval).

Yes It is grossly unfair that children with SEND have to travel further - a better system in Berwick/Northumberland should be 

embracing raising standards for all children.

No I'm actually not sure, but you don't offer that option. If there was no question of finance, it wouldn't matter if there were excess 

surplus places as the point is to provide an education to rural children that doesn't require them to travel ridiculous distances, 

particularly for EYFS-KS1. That said, I'd imagine that the reasons for surplus places are different as you move through the 

system in Berwick - as already stated, I'd understood that the reason the Academy has such an excess of surplus places is that 

anyone with the option removes their child from the school system within Berwick at that stage and sends them somewhere 

with a better reputation. If the Academy had an outstanding reputation, they wouldn't lose so many pupils as it would be far 

preferable to be able to send our children to a local school where you were confident that their academic, social and emotional 

needs were being met (rather than having to add tiring travel to the beginning and end of their day)

Yes This is vital - without a school system that has a clear pathway from beginning to end that has a good reputation within the 

community, the economic future of Berwick is surely at risk. With a good school system, more people with young families/about 

to start a family, would be likely to move here/stay here (assuming good transport links to major centres and places of work 

continue to also be a priority of the Council).

Yes Whilst better facilities are clearly important, there also needs to be a focus on providing a rich and varied curriculum that 

potentially focuses less on traditional academic achievement but more on developing key skills needed for the 21st Century 

(digital ability, resilience, a focus on the climate crisis and how young people could respond to this positively, mental health, etc, 

etc). Within that, you'd want to feel confident that the education provided was able to stretch the brightest as well as support 

those with different needs. This requires strong, ambitious and potentially unconventional school leadership as well as the 

budget to recruit the best staff (again also likely to deliver broader economic benefit to the area by attracting more people to live 

and work here). So I'd say the focus needs to be less on just shiny new buildings and more on school leadership, culture and 

curriculum.

2 3 6 1 5 4 I think the community in Berwick would love to feel proud of our schools system - as a relative incomer, talking to people who 

have been here for generations, the same theme comes up: that Berwick is the ultimate 'left behind' community, that 'nothing 

ever changes' and 'the Academy has been failing for decades!'. These attitudes are toxic for our young people and we know it - it 

leads to children and young people growing up to feel that their chances have been reduced by default and they can't wait to 'get 

out' rather than feeling rooted in the community. For those of us with children - we want them to be happy now, but also to 

have access to an education that broadens their life choices and chances in a way that makes them ambitious not just for 

themselves, but for the community from which they've come. A good schools experience can deliver these things. 

Invest in the schools in the Partnership at all levels - listen to headteachers, school leadership and staff.  They likely already have 

ideas that could be further refined with Council, community and parent involvement and support. Bring in specialists and 

academics to test and challenge the status quo through evidence-based research. Give our schools what they need to develop 

ambitious and creative solutions to the challenges they face now (and in the future) and to build a school system for Berwick and 

North Northumberland that is the envy of the rest of the county and beyond!

Resident/member of the community 

living in area served by Berwick 

Schools

NE716NE Yes Ensure that there is enough well qualified staff to cover all subjects and that their performance is monitored at the point of 

delivery

Yes resources in rural areas are generally  patchy at best . Yes To attract young families into the area there needs to be better access to affordable housing, reasonable rental properties and  

the generation of more jobs. Until these issues are addressed the situation will only  get worse, not better

No Change has to be in consultation with families, so that they can be part of decision making and own the changes rather than 

feeling as though changes are being imposed on them

Yes safe , suitable buildings,

more and better qualified  teachers  and less reliability on less qualified staff to deliver teaching

2 5 6 1 4 3 a regular forum to open up discussion  about changing demographics and how to meet the needs of the  age profile  as that  

changes.

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

TD15 2JU Yes Listen and understand the children that are struggling and not for the child to feel like they are supited or not worth the teacher  

time I have two children in school at Berwick middle and one of them think they are  just wasting the teacher time by being a 

little bit slow and understanding and just agree that the know the things the teacher telling the class I have brought this up with 

the school but nothing has changed he comes home with homework and hasn't got a clue what is to be ask or done and when he 

ask for help there telling him just give it a go

Yes My son is in year 6 and still is struggling to read the easyist of words so you can't say send work Yes Needs more help for children who struggling to read and spell Yes It will help my kids and more kids to come Yes More help with making sure all kids can read and spell and get lost in the system 3 4 5 1 2 6 Reading and spelling for kids all ages

Staff member in a Berwick school td15 2jf Yes The schools are working hard to improve standards and outcomes, and this can be seen in most schools within the partnership.  

By closer working partnerships between the Academy and the two middle schools within the partnership, closer synergy for 

curriculum, behaviour systems and expectations can be achieved, leading to better outcomes.  Clearly, close working practices 

are required as the Academy has only one year with students before commencing student GCSE programmes, and therefore, 

much of the preparation needs to take place in middle schools.

No SEND provision meets the needs of the students locally.  The distance of Berwick from other places is a different matter. Yes The number of first and middle schools would seem to be surplus to requirement. Yes This is a badly worded question, and does not achieve anything other than a mandate for change.  Answering "no" is quite 

clearly ridiculous, and yet there are aspects of the current system that already fit that description.

Yes Ensuring that the high school students have facilities in line with those of high school students elsewhere within the county.  

Putting together one middle school and co-locating it with the high school, while maintaining separate identities.

6 2 3 4 1 5 See earlier answers.

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

Td15 1pw Yes My child has just started at high school. She will be choosing her options after Christmas. I feel it would be better to give them 

more time to settle into school and their curriculum before having to make such a huge decision. I feel this could be achieved by 

moving to a two tier system. This would give the children more time to settle.

No My child has been diagnosed with Autism. When he attended nursery nothing was picked up. As soon as has started in a school 

nursery staff noticed there were some concerns and took the correct and appropriate actions to arrange an assessment, to go 

through to diagnosis. They have been extremely supportive to both my child and to us as parents ensuring we are fully up to 

date with our child progress and his SEN needs. The SENDCO at our school is fantastic! Highly knowledgeable and supportive. 

The only issues I had with my child diagnosis process was having to travel to Morpeth for all the meeting. The school have been 

faultless.

Yes I really think and wish Berwick could move to a two tier system allowing the first schools to become primary schools. Yes I’m an in full support to a change in the Berwick school system. I am all for a two tier system. This will provide children and 

parents with more stability instead of having to move schools twice to be able to access the curriculum

Yes For my child to have access to a full and varied curriculum with support from staff in order for them to achieve their full 

potential and to have the best outcome possible. In preparation for their future.

1 5 6 3 4 2 To invest in changing the tier system. Having children in primary and secondary schools for longer will give families abs children 

more stability in their education and lives. This would be a positive move for Berwick which seems to behind the times with their 

education system. In particular the Catholic school in Berwick. Both my children have and are attending that school. I could not 

recommend any schools high enough to become a primary school. The nurturing and engaging curriculum with the local 

community is outstanding!  My children LOVE this school, they have excellent SEND provisions and leads. When you are part of 

that school you are part of a family and that is so very important for the community. Give everyone a sense of belonging. I 

would never consider sending my children anywhere else and I wish my children could have and could (my son with SEND) 

could stay there longer and this would be in my childs best interest.

Member of a Parish Council in area 

covered by Berwick Partnership 

schools

NE716NS Yes The report shows things have got worse over the years, Has this been the changes that have been made? 

Investment needs to be made across the board

Yes No comment Yes No comment Yes There needs to be a clear plan for this, schools find them in difficult situations with pupils leaving good put a good financial 

standing into a bad place

Yes No 6 5 2 4 3 1 N/A

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

TD15 1PT Yes Forest schooling made a priority, that every child attends an outdoor learning programme, with emphasis on child-led activities, 

guided discussion, open-ended activities, and time in nature (in or off school grounds)

Outdoor activities such as gardening, bushcraft, art, music, walking and playing games, meditation or mindfulness are so 

important to help young people gain a truly broad-spectrum and holistic education.

Yes I have heard from many affected parents of their struggles to find a suitable place for their send child, where the travel time isn't 

extremely long for the child

No I think that the priority should be the standard of education for children, regardless of whether the classes are larger or smaller. 

Taking funding away for fewer students just negatively impacts the school, students, teachers, and parents. What if the budget 

was kept the same and the smaller classes benefited from fewer numbers instead? Of course I mean in Berwick Town schools, 

not village schools that can't financially stay open

No I'm unsure how to answer the question above. I feel like you're referring to particular things ; my child has just started berwick 

middle school and I plan to move him to Eyemouth high halfway through his time at that school. I believe many parents do this 

and it seems like this is the problem you're referring to. However, with such an inadequate school as the academy i believe 

parents really have very little choice in this matter. You need to focus on turning the academy round, that will then create 

stability in all the other schools filtering down. Word of mouth is so important and what I hear is that a) school blazers at the 

academy are extortionately priced and parents feel this is a great hardship b) there is a  bullying problem at the academy, 

staffing issues and the personal relations between students, staff and parents are not good, and c) the provision of the academy 

falls far short of expectation

Yes Berwick academy, whatever it needs to become an excellent school. Beyond that, ask the teachers! 4 3 2 5 6 1 Outdoor space. Forest schooling. More varied provision for the children, and for adults. A million pound '21st century' computer 

suite is not going to improve the attainment of any child. Indoor gyms are not going to  improve the health of our adults.  Give 

people the chance to connect with the planet we live on and inspire them! Food growing, aware of nature, resiliency, self-

reliance, community reliance, good mental health. The number of people growing food has increased - provide allotments and 

community gardens! The number of people exercising outdoors has increased - improve the cycle paths! The number of wild 

swimmers has skyrocketed - build us a tide pool at the greenses Harbour again! We need to plant trees, grow gardens, grow 

community and improve mental health. Outdoors is the answer.

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

TD15 2PN Yes Berwick Academy is a disgrace. Teachers are more concerned about length of girls skirts than the education and mental health of 

pupils.

Yes My friends child has to travel 120 miles a day to attend school as there are none suitable closer to Berwick. Yes .. Yes Agreed with above Yes In my opinion the primary and middle schools are fantastic but education for 13+ is disgraceful so I would put funding into a 

much better secondary school for Berwick.

4 5 6 1 2 3 ..

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

Td15 2tx Yes There is a lack of discipline.

Berwick should move to a 2 tier system, in line with the rest of Northumberland.

Teachers that care about there job, who want to make a difference.

More help for sendco children, parents and teachers.

Yes There are a lot more special needs children, they get left behind, there needs to be more help and support, but also for the 

sendco teachers and parents.

Yes N/a Yes N/a Yes Teachers, give them more money. 

We need people that make a change.

1 6 2 5 3 4 Play parks with something for all ages including teens

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

TD15 2EE Yes To keep the three tier system but change the acadamy back to a high school.

To extend the grove school to a new building.

Yes The Grove school should be extended to a new building as the current building is not big enough and it would give children more 

opportunities to learn and grow.

No The three tier system should stay as it is a good system and works well in the Berwick area. Yes The Academy needs improved to keep parents sending their children there instead of them sending them to schools elsewhere. Yes The give the grove school a new building so more children can access the help and support they need and to give children that 

are already at the school more opportunities to learn and grow

3 5 6 2 4 1 A new building for the grove school and a high school that parents will be proud to send their children too.

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

TD15 2ED Yes Better teachers in the academy. Yes There is not enough special school places in Berwick and some children have to travel quite far with isn’t always good Yes New housing is needed to bring more family’s here and better leisure facilities are needed. Also a improvement to the academy 

as many chose to send there children to eyemouth high school.

Yes Perhaps it’s time to have primary school and a high school Yes New school and better staff 4 2 5 6 3 1 New schools, attracting better teachers

Resident/member of the community 

living in area served by Berwick 

Schools

TD15 2EJ Yes Teaches actually teaching not being judge jury executioner towards pupils. Pupils have the respect that the teachers would 

expect from there students.pupils who have mental illness have the space and the help when that are down and out and not 

shouted at and sent out of the classroom when that can't cope recognise not dismiss there feelings as I have first hand at this 

propleam as I have learning disabilities and I got ignored untill half way through my GCSE year and moved into a smaller exam 

room yhea I was greafull but a little to late and now I can't spell read and ect compared to my class year.to be honest when you 

drive past the Berwick academy it's nothing but a jail which it shouldn't be like that and it's causing so much anxiety to pupils.

Yes Because it is a joke and annoying to parents Yes So it can be more positive action Yes Continuity and reliability should be paramount Yes A stable reliable staff and adequate pupil support 2 5 6 1 4 3 Decent education and out and f school provisions for children and teens

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

TD15 1QB Yes I believe the school system should be changed to a two tier system Yes We should not have to travel more than 10 miles to assess additional needs Yes I believe there should be a set amount given to schools regardless of size Yes We should not be effected by people choosing different schools like eyemouth/alnwick Yes I believe our kids should have appropiate buildings to learn in 3 6 5 1 2 4 Not sure

Staff member in a Berwick school TD12 4EG Yes All schools in Berwick working closely together to ensure continuity of standards in Teaching and Learning in all Key stages, 

curriculum provision and maintenance of behaviour standards. Disadvantaged children are identified early on in education and 

provision continual throughout. SEND students supported throughout education and identified early for EHCP a number are not 

identified in Middle school as support can be provided with smaller numbers and can slip through the net of support 

identification at high school level can be too late for effective support for progression.

Yes Parent's also need to be on board with SEND and some can be resistant to identify their child's needs and the best way to 

support them.

No ... Yes Provision needs to be provided locally to stop the exodus of students to Northumberland college and Newcastle college at the 

end of KS4 and the Berwick community are unable to provide the facilities and courses to engage these students.

Yes Investment in new build school for Berwick Academy with facilities that are fit for purpose. Move to Tweedmouth and Berwick 

Middle being on one site to address surplus places.

2 5 6 4 1 3 New build for Berwick Academy

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

NE716AL Yes Berwick academy needs to be more inviting to families, at the moment it is a last resort school Yes As a parent of an ADD child,I would like to see some extra help within schools No Because we are a rural area,it is not surprising there is surplus places, also in Wooler (where I am) families choose Alnwick 

school because it is superior

Yes Something desperately needs done Yes Good teachers 1 2 6 3 4 5 A complete turnaround in schooling in Berwick, it is a beyond desperate situation we are in having to send our children to an 

inadequate school,it’s not fair

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

TD152JG Yes I personally feel the largest barrier around improving outcomes for the young people in our area revolves around their opinion 

of education.  If young people feel valued, included and supported on their journey the view of the education system will begin 

to change and with the support of the community I think the schooling system with thrive.  Sadly the main KS4 provider has not 

had the backing of the community and this is reflective of the student opinion of their school.  

An improved outcome would be for the pupil to be put first in all aspects of their education as well as the financial backing to 

improve much needed digital resources to allow our young people to seamlessly transition into the next stage of their lives.

Yes It is important for young people to be offered an inclusive provision in their local community.  Adding to anxiety, frustration and 

fear by having to travel outside of the local area is not only detrimental to our young people but also their parents.

Yes It should not be to the detriments of our communities education that pupil numbers are falling.  Steps should be in place already 

to ensure that our community can attend good local provision.

Yes The local community should be included in any changes to the schooling system to have a level of 'buy in'.  Without the backing 

of the community you will not change the perception of education resulting in poor achievement, retention and progression 

within our local education system.

Yes Building and digital infrastructure. 3 6 5 1 4 2 Further to the investment of buildings, a digital resource investment is vitally important so pupils are not disadvantaged when 

progressing into fast paced and ever changing industries.

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

TD15 2AW Yes A higher quality of teaching and leadership within the school Yes The send system is over stretched and under staffed. The children do not receive the help and support they need Yes If the school places are not being filled within a school it's a waste of resources. Those resources need to be used elsewhere. Yes The financial support should be provided without exceptions or limits . Yes To ensure that a school is safe and viable for pupils. 1 6 5 2 4 3 Better teachers , higher standard in leadership of the schools. Improved staffing of send.

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

NE716HW Yes n Yes n Yes n Yes n Yes n 2 3 4 5 1 6 n

Staff member in a Berwick school TD10 6YR Yes Two tier education with schools specialising in the Key Stage areas they are aligned with. At the moment the middle schools are 

concentrating more on KS2 which means that pupils in years 5 and 6 get a lot of focus and resource at the detriment to years 7 

and 8.

Yes Pupils should not have to travel to find education that suits their needs and we should be able to provide for all SEND in the area, 

whether with specialist provision in the schools or with additional spaces at The Grove.

Yes This is really difficult to achieve and I actually think the solution has to be at DFE level - there should be pots that can be raided in 

times where the school roll falls so that the ups and downs of population size can be managed, so as not to affect the standard 

of education. With more graduate jobs coming to the North East, more families will move into Berwick so the projected school 

roll will increase again in the future.

Yes Again - this needs solutions from DFE because rural areas are affected by population changes in ways that urban schools are 

not. There could be money saved in administration costs if for example the new money ear marked for Berwick Education was 

spent wisely, creating an Education hub for 5-18 with some other primary schools elsewhere in the area.

Yes I think I would prefer the money to be spent on a new build on the High School site which addresses the needs of the pupils in 

the whole area from the ages of 5 - 18; preferably two tier but not necessarily. With other primary schools in areas that they are 

needed - perhaps one to the north and a couple to the west/south.

2 6 5 1 4 3 A system that allows the Berwick Schools to adapt quickly to the changes required by a fast moving society, enabling them to 

provide a comprehensive education to pupils ages 3-18.

Staff member in a Berwick school TS17 0DB Yes We are working with creating stronger relationships with middles schools and this I feel is essential.  When students arrive at BA 

they are already part the way through secondary education and interventions are often required.  In a two tier system these 

interventions are often  secured in years 7 and 8 however this is not possible at BA.  Embedding key processes for new concepts 

if often undertaken by the middle schools and this may not always be as we would have liked or we are not aware of the middle 

school processes.

Greater cross teaching would benefit but this is currently being developed successfully.

Yes SEND needs are diverse and a significant number of students need support to engage them in education, enjoy learning and 

meet the educational requirements to succeed in their life plans.

Yes Schooling needs to be efficient with the correct level of funding allocated to allow for quality teaching.  Efficiencies will allow 

funding to be allocated prudently and effectively.

Yes Efficiencies need to be identified and systems consolidated. Yes Staffing, resourcing, workload. 3 5 6 1 2 4 Adult education

Governor in a Berwick School TD15 2YA No A more intense Year 8 offering in tight collaboration with the academy, to support the 'flight path' to KS4. Yes I know personally two people whose children now have to travel to the Morpeth area every day (different schools) to get a 

school that meets their child's needs, and I am just one not very sociable man. How many other families in the area must also be 

making similar arrangements?

Yes The idea being reduction in operating costs. But then there's less in the pot for improvements or extras. 

How about an increase in pupil funding based on regional needs, the harder it will be for schools to fill the places based on birth 

statistics and such like, the more per head funding they could potentially receive?

No You would need to specify before I said yes, 'any changes' is a bit too broad to agree with Yes Anything that encourages parents to keep sending their children to local schools, and encourages quality staff to apply for 

Berwick school vacancies.

2 6 5 1 4 3 As mentioned, it's not so much the fabric of the buildings as having them full of pupils and engaged staff with good ideas and 

values.

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

Td15 2PT Yes Teaching quality to challenge students with higher potential. 

Not expecting just good. Some students may have the potential to reach high goals but without encouragement to go further 

than 'good' they will not achieve them.

Yes If that is the case then of course, but I have no personal experience of this. Yes At the moment parents are not happy to send their children to Berwick due to its terrible reputation. Of course people are 

sending their kids longer distances to schools with better provision. Improve the school, improve the numbers.

Yes This is a confusing and leading question. I think you are saying do we need to make budget decisions now to ensure the future of 

the schools in the future. Well yes, but investing in provisions now is obviously imperative, so any cuts to school investment 

now will harm the future of the school as well. If you are saying do we need to make sure investment made now is fit for 

purpose in the future, then yes of course. I think this question has been badly designed, I'm really not sure what exactly you are 

asking.

Yes Striving for excellence. Make Berwick Academy a school that people WANT to send their children too. Make it a school where 

teachers WANT to work. Make is a school we can all be proud of.

1 4 5 3 2 6 Innovation. Look to the future of business, science, communications, international relations. Build partnerships with business, 

government, research bodies, environmental groups, art academies. Provide the facilities for our children to learn about new 

global developments and be part of them. A science hub? External speakers and events? Technology has to be on the list.

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

TD15 2AS Yes More support and guidance given to students and communication with parents is shocking. 

Coming from a mother who’s child was top end of set 1 in Y8 (and throughout the whole of middle school) to go into set 3 in 

year 9 at the academy is wrong. When questioning it to be told there is nothing that can be done due to covid bubbles isn’t 

acceptable. My child picked subjects based on which teachers were kind, considerate and listened to them instead of what 

subjects they actually wanted to take to further their career.  

I know there has been a big change around with new teachers coming and old ones going but it’s too late for the children that 

are already there.

Yes It’s taken me 5 years to get the school to finally listen and accept that my child is possibly dyslexic. I worked for 10 years as a 

youth support worker supporting exactly these children who had slipped through the net in school yet received no help when 

my own child needed it. 

It’s not all about ticking boxes and statements. This doesn’t work for all children.

Yes Introducing a two tier system while seeing like a solution doesn’t work in rural areas. Increasing children’s days with long bus 

journeys there and back is not an answer.

No While I agree is some areas I disagree in others. Yes Adequate teachers and teaching staff with the correct equipment to teach the children 3 6 5 2 4 1 Providing children with extra support and guidance

Staff member in a Berwick school TD152AG Yes A two tier system, so students attend secondary at an earlier age. Yes Children with SEND should not have to travel out of the Berwick area for education. Yes If a two tier system was introduced, there would be no need to have as many infant and junior schools within Berwick. Yes Again... there are too many first and middle schools in Berwick - a two tier system would negate the need for as many. Yes Two tier - Berwick population is not large enough to support as many schools. 3 5 6 1 4 2 Anything which encourages our children to reach their potential in life.

Staff member in a Berwick school Ne716ea Yes I think it is long time that an alignment is made in the north of that of other schools. Two tier should be implemented to ensure 

that children are not being disrupted throughout the academic year. 

Children are settled within a school and then moved on to another school only 4 years later causing undue anxiety and 

emotional factors.

By ensuring they move school only once, will allow them to become accustomed to a educational environment and hopefully 

promote a safe learning environment.

No I have no comment to make regarding SEND provisions at this time. My main focus is that of the education establishment tier 

system and striving to implement a two tier system.

Yes As stated, living in a rural county, there will always be surplus places. I do think that children who live within Berwick / 

surrounding areas should not be allowed to go into the Scottish education system without good reason. 

Children crossing into the Scottish education system from Berwick means that with the current funding formula, our schools 

loose money.

Cut the choice.

Yes No comment Yes My priority would be to ensure that children get the same opportunities in Rural Northumberland of those that other children 

get elsewhere.

Bring in two tier. Expand the course choices for Post 16 at Northumberland College to stop the Post 16 students flocking to 

Newcastle for education. 

The priority should be simple “Level Up Education in Rural Northumberland”

4 5 3 1 2 6

Staff member in a Berwick school TD15 2BA Yes More employment opportunities for pupils in the Berwick area, where they would require use of formal qualifications. Yes NA Yes A greater degree of partnership and unity (a united approach). Yes Yes, but that should not automatically mean that a Two tier system is best! Yes School site and facilities improvement, with significant improvement for It and Internet provision. 2 1 4 5 3 6 Most schools in the local area have not been upgraded and extended in line with others. The Scottish Borders school sites are 

much better / up to date / cater for the current climate of Internet and computing access. The school sites need to not only 

portrait a warm and welcoming atmosphere but also be accessible and usable for the purposes of delivering high quality 

education in the 21 century.

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

TD15 2UJ Yes Streamed learning and discipline

Those that want to actually achieve something are being dragged down by the pupils that couldn’t care less. There’s no other 

option for children here…some areas have that “good school” / “bad school” option , unfortunately they’re all lumped together 

here regardless of ability, outlook on life and date I say it class. 

I would like to see a return of entrance exams like the 11 plus and then the option of 2 schools, if you pass you go to 1 and if you 

fail you go to the other. At present my daughter is year 7 at middle school and I’m dreading her going to Berwick Academy at 

year 9. In my opinion where we live (catchment) has the potential of ruining my daughters future. That is extremely sad a d 

worrying that a gifted young lady could have her future stripped from her just because we live where we do and cannot afford 

private education.

Yes There should be separate provision for such children to avoid disruption to those that aren’t in need of such support. Likewise 

there should be equal support at the other end of scale for those children that are working in greater depth well beyond their 

years that will actually amount to something in life. The focus is imbalanced, 75% if the help a d funding  is at the bottom end, 

the middle of the road pupils get the other 25% and the high flyers are forgotten about

No Until the schools are actually in control of the pupils they have they should relish their slightly emptier class rooms. Population 

fluctuations are a cycle for example my son was 1 of 13 in reception last year, the year before had 3 in it, this year it has 7 in it. 

Smaller class sizes are better for learning. My daughters year 7 class has approx 30 in it, I think that’s too big and they should be 

split / streamed into two classes and taught according to ability not age.

Yes Pupils are going elsewhere because Berwick Academy is a joke, disruption, no discipline etc so of course funding will decrease 

but there needs to a huge turnaround to encourage pupils back there and I don’t see much happening. I’ve seen / know of 

people moving or buying houses in other catchments just to avoid the school…

Turn it around, instil discipline, focus on the pupils that actually have the capacity to learn and go somewhere in life, that’s a 

start. I literally am dreading sending my daughter there but where I live gives me no choice…

Yes A new school campus completely. Kelso and Jed have done it, the Duchess has done it. The whole place needs a complete 

overhaul, if the pupils have an environment that makes them feel good then it makes all the difference to learning and results

1 4 3 6 2 5 We just need a decent school for our children and if that’s not provided, then decent transport links to other schools.

Staff member in a Berwick school TD15 2GU Yes More discipline No N/A Yes Reduce the number of first schools in the town. Yes None Yes No answer 1 6 4 2 3 5 ?

Other Parent of child who has had to leave 

the Berwick area for appropriate 

schooling

TD15 1RR Yes KS1 and KS2 data is a blunt instrument as it only gives information on maths and English. First and Middle schools should be 

reporting progress for all learners across a number of subjects. Far too much time in KS1 spent on preparation for assessment.

Outcomes should be achievement not attainment measured. Schools need to be  inclusive and progressive.

Yes My child travels 100 miles a day to school at a major cost to the LA. If mainstream schools were more inclusive this would not be 

necessary. To achieve an inclusive environment staff in the Berwick partnership (teachers, senior leadership and governors) 

need to be properly trained to meet all children’s  needs over and above their need to get best results at assessments. The 

approach in these schools creates an enormous amount of stress for young people and parents are not listened to properly. The 

SEND graduated approach took 8 years for my child to get an EHCP and I was told by the head at Tweedmouth middle that she 

would not get one. Immensely disappointing experience of schooling for a really lovely young person which ended in a mental 

health crisis. Time to do better.

Yes Make Berwick a better place to live to attract families and keep young people here who might start their own families. Address 

the housing shortage and create jobs. Make the schools better. 

Make schools inclusive and progressive, attract teachers from further afield, Berwick partnership schools need adults with a 

broader world view to challenge old fashioned ideas about schooling. 

There is nothing wrong with mixed aged classes why not embrace this further.

Yes Don’t really understand this statement. Of course we need a viable school system and the local MP should be fighting in 

parliament for a reverse changes to the school funding formula which is so damaging to rural schools and communities.

Yes School buildings that are fit for purpose are necessary however a highly skilled and valued workforce are even more important. 3 5 6 2 4 1 Make Berwick a green town (transport, jobs, homes)

Resident/member of the community 

living in area served by Berwick 

Schools

NE71 6QJ Yes Make them 2 tier Yes I would imagine providing services for those with SEND would benefit the NON-SEND pupils too. Yes Changing to 2 tier should hopefully reduce the cost of education and doing it now would allow for the reduced number of school 

places required.

Yes Pupils leaving to go to schools outside the area or private school is partly due to the poor standards in Berwick area so it's a 

downward spiral.

Yes Buildings to some extent but if so many need work, now would be the time to move to 2 tier. But Alnwick High School had awful 

buildings until a few years ago and still had great results, so a lot is to do with staff too.

1 5 3 2 6 4 No idea



Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

NE70 7EF No For Belford primary to feed duchess high Alnwick with transport provided. I can’t understand why a primary is to then feed an 

already established middle school within Belford ? 

All we want is the for the children to follow the correct path of a primary to feed a high. Belford set them up for high school this 

is so confusing that the council then demand they haven’t funding to use to send to fund a bus the opposite way.

Yes Needs a total overhaul No N/a No Not sure on this question Yes . 6 5 4 3 2 1 A school bus for Belford to alnwick as they are saving a fortune not having to fund one that isn’t used from Belford to berwick

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

TD15 1LE Yes New buildings at Berwick High. Yes I believe that all children, whether they required SEND or not, should have the opportunity to be educated in their locality and 

not have to travel. In Berwick, we also seem to suffer by being made to travel long distances south for services and amenities, 

without access to similar services closer geographically over the border (I accept there is a different education system in 

Scotland, but Berwick is a long way from Morpeth, etc).

Yes NA Yes NA Yes I believe that modern, safe and properly designed facilities are a critical basis for education. It would be my No.1 priority that 

school buildings and facilities receive adequate investment as a matter of urgency.

2 4 6 5 1 3 Renovate Berwick High School.

Staff member in a Berwick school TD5 7QS No The achievement of pupils in First and Middle schools in Berwick is good or better. Many of our high attaining pupils leave the 

Berwick Partnership during or at the end of Middle School to go to either Longridge Towers private school, a high school across 

the border in Scotland (e.g. Berwickshire High in Duns or Eyemouth High) or they head to high school in Alnwick.

This has been a long standing problem for the Berwick Partnership - I have taught in Berwick for 20 years and it has been 

happening throughout, but has become even worse in the last 10 years.

The money, if spent on improving teaching provision and support at Berwick Academy could reduce class sizes, increase the 

options for subjects taught at GCSE and A Level, there by encouraging more Berwick Partnership pupils to stay in Berwick and 

attend the Academy, bringing their average data up.

By reducing class sizes and improving support available at the Academy issues of poor discipline, lack of engagement in learning 

and disruption to learning could be reduced. A good reputation for behaviour and for educational provision is paramount to 

encourage more pupils to stay on at the Academy.

Yes There is inadequate provision locally and money does need to be invested in improving e.g. the Grove School to accommodate  

all pupils, rather than many pupils needing to travel outside of the Berwick area for SEND education.

Yes As I previously commented, we lose a significant number of pupils each year to other schools, in Northumberland and over the 

border in Scotland. 

By improving the education system in Berwick hopefully this exodus of pupils (more often the more able pupils) will  cease.

Yes I agree that a solution which improves the educational provision for older pupils (KS4+) and keeps more of the Berwick pupils in 

Berwick schools will benefit the education system in Berwick.

Yes I think the priority has to be improving provision for SEND pupils enabling them to stay in the area as well as improving staff 

provision, class sizes, course options for KS4+ to encourage students to stay in Berwick schools.

Brand new buildings would be great - however, this is not realistic with the amount of money available.

1 5 6 2 4 3 Better provision for SEND pupils and pupils with different needs educationally. 

If a brand new, larger building was built, fit for purpose and to take a greater number of pupils, it could provide education not 

only for SEND pupils but also those pupils struggling to engage (behaviourally). There is currently a site next to Berwick Middle 

School ("Engage"). Pupils who struggle with academic learning and sitting in a classroom all day engaging with their lessons 

could be educated separately, doing courses which readily prepare them for adult life. They would benefit from more vocational 

courses and life skills - learning the skills needed for running a home, caring for a family, contributing to society in a positive 

way.

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

TD15 1AJ Yes Better buildings/ campuses. The estates are very poor if considered to nearest High Schools in Alnwick and Scottish Borders.

Better discipline in Middle Schools and Academy.

More attention to and better academic progress for KS3 children at Middle Schools. I believe the focus is on SATS in Year 6 then 

discipline and progress falls off in Years 7 and 8 and Academy inherits a problem.

Better outcomes for academically able children.

Yes Everything seems to based in south Northumberland - for all CYPS appointments and other support services we have to travel to 

Alnwick, if not further. There is little support for ASD children locally and it puts too much burden on school SENDCOs. SEND 

appears to be under resourced at the Academy from my limited experience.

Yes Part of the huge surplus at secondary level must be attributed to the fact that so many parents choose to send their children 

elsewhere because of either poor personal experience at Berwick Academy or poor reputation. Do you have any idea of the 

number of children in the Berwick catchment area who currently attend the following schools:

Duchess School Alnwick

Longridge Towers

Eyemouth High School

Berwickshire High School

Homeschooled

Online School

I believe the numbers are significant and it is almost exclusively because of the reputation of Berwick Academy.

Yes However investment is needed to turnaround the current situation and stem the flow of children to other schools outside of 

Berwick catchment. Also I know that the school situation prevents people from moving to Berwick and has an effect on the 

whole local economy. And the current situation is in crisis so something needs to be done in the short term so the children 

currently in the system aren’t failed.

No I believe that education is a right and that the children in Berwick have the same right as those in any part of the country, or in 

neighbouring Scotland to have a good standard of education and that it should not be just about financials. Schools with tiny 

numbers exist all over the country that can’t be financially viable themselves because of low population eg Norham First School, 

schools on Scottish Islands. Of course finance and viability has to be a consideration but definitely not the only one. I think your 

question is deliberately misleading.

1 6 5 2 3 4 Whatever it takes to turnaround Berwick Academy. It is letting down our children and a barrier to attracting families to the area.

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

I am also a parent of a child in a 

special school in Alnwick.

TD15 2JJ Yes The Berwick area must have more provision for children with special needs who can still achieve qualifications in the correct 

environment.

Yes My daughter (10 years old) has to travel to Barndale House School as this is the closest school able to meet her needs. There is 

no provision for children with autism, asperger's etc in the local area unless they have high dependency needs which can be met 

at The Grove School.

No I think if provision was improved at senior school level people would be encouraged to start their child's school journey in 

Berwick. I understand parents looking at the long term when accepting local first school places. The provision at Berwick 

Academy is very poor and there is a lot of disruption in classrooms causing distress to the children who are invested in their 

education and hungry to learn. If you are able to transport your child to a senior school with better outcomes you will.

Yes But it would be dependent on the changes proposed. Yes A more balanced provision for children with EHCPs. 3 2 6 4 5 1 Suitable specialist provision locally.

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

Td152fb Yes While I think there is always room for improvement, the first and middle schools appear to be doing a fantastic job. The Berwick 

Academy is what is letting the children of Berwick down and needs drastic improvement. There appears to be a number of 

members of staff who are not teachers, they have come from other backgrounds and try and run the school like a business 

rather than a school as they have no concept what it is to teach and provide an education. More investment is needed in the 

teaching staff to retain them and provide consistency for the children. Staff leaving, numerous supply teachers is not good for 

consistency in children’s education. The first and Middle schools now appear to have been able to retain staff, providing more 

consistency and this is seen in the level of education provided. The academy needs overhauled. The ofsted results have been 

poor for years and very little appears to have been done about it.

Yes Children with SEND need the specialist support. Some are being kept in main stream schools due to the distance. This is no good 

for the children or for those who are non SEND who are not getting the teaching attention they deserve as staff are having to 

provide extra time to children with SEND due to the lack of SEND facilities.

Yes None Yes I believe that part of the reason for children leaving schools in certain year groups has a lot to do with the reputation of Berwick 

Academy. Parents are choosing for children to travel to Alnwick or pay fees at Longridge rather than send their children to the 

Academy. I can imagine this is costing middle schools and the Academy a loss in financing. Solving problems at the academy may 

see an increase of pupils being retained in the Berwick area.

Yes As a parent with a child in first school the thought of them attending Berwick Academy has me looking at moving out the area so 

for me, major investment in a new high school and investment in the teaching staff who can be retained would be a priority.  

Should a 2 tier system be taken up then the skills of the head teachers and teaching staff from both middle schools brought to 

the secondary school to ensure the children’s education is a priority.

1 6 5 2 3 4 I think the main priority at this time should be the investment in education, buildings and teaching staff.

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

Ne71 6tp Yes My child has only been there (Berwick Academy) a week but I would say clamp down on disruptive and naughty behaviour and 

ensure good quality teaching.

Yes ? No Not if this means further travel. One child of mine goes 11 miles and is on the bus 1.5 hours per day, the other goes 25 miles and 

is on the bus over 3 hours per day! A reasonable travel time to school must stay as a priority.

No I don't necessarily believe the funding is right. Whilst schools should be able to break even, rural schools are being severely 

punished due to the way funding is given.

Yes Good teaching and facilities 1 5 3 2 4 6 Sports facilities.

It would be useful to have had some ideas of what they might be here

Other I'm a member of staff, governor and 

parent.

TD15 2TQ Yes The GCSE and A level outcomes need to improve, children need better pastoral support at this age range and a greater breadth 

of subjects - particularly post 16. 

The secondary school physical environment is not good and can't be a nice place for students or staff to be, it's structure and the 

arrangement and labelling of everything as blocks is reminiscent of a prison.  Better emotional support is needed and more of a 

"Thrive" like approach. The children need work to raise their aspirations.

The High School sadly does not have a good image in the town or among the pupils and this seems to have an impact on their 

engagement when they reach there. Children can be seen smoking as they wait to get into school.

Yes More in town based support, a specialist provision such as an ARP for those who find mainstream school difficult. The special 

school, is excellent but bursting at the seams and needs a rebuild that fits the vision of the staff who work there.  Children 

should not have to travel to Barndale or Collingwood for appropriate provision, that should be available in the town.

The Grove do much to help and advise schools within he partnership and are a fantastic resource to the town. 

We have a good network of SENDCos keen to work together to support children and their families but they need additional 

resources, we have good links with the HINT and LINT teams, we are sad to hear that CYPS will no longer run clinics in Berwick.

Yes I've answered yes, however surplus places has always been an issue in Berwick, I don't feel it impacts education and I wonder if 

the academy improved and house building continued, whether more people would move into the area and the surplus places 

would be less of an issue. The outcomes at GCSE and A level are a stumbling block to attracting people to the town, I find it a 

worry in terms of my children's education. 

I believe more people can realistically work and live in rural locations post Covid and with a good High School offer more families 

may well move into the area. 

My children attend a first school with surplus places and receive an excellent education and many wonderful opportunities 

there, despite its small roll.

Yes I believe the community want to see an improvement in the High School, they value the three tier system and are mainly hostile 

to academisation.

Yes Tis is definitely the goal and want of the community. 6 3 4 1 5 2 A provision for children and the community with facilities for all regardless of ability or level of need. A larger specialist provision 

with specialist resources available to all. 

Community and social support for all so families are well supported and children have stable home lives and arrive at school 

ready to learn. A sense of nurture and academic support from birth right through.

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

Td15 1rp Yes I feel the academy lets children down. I am a parent of a year 7 child but also work in a school in Berwick. I have great 

reservations about sending my child to the academy due to the quality of teaching and resolution  to improve seems to be 

somewhat lacking. The academy needs to go back to LA and standards must improve. The children of Berwick are being failed 

there.  When will this be addressed and who will oversee it?

Yes I have had a child at the Grove school and they are amazing. However provision needs to be made for children in the local area 

that they do not need to travel to other educational settings if Berwick cannot deal with them.

Yes The school I work in has no surplus places. Yes It needs to be assessed as an ongoing issue. Yes Remove sub standard teachers. Permanent teachers to be in place per subject. Continuity for the pupils in academy. Support 

staff available and knowledgeable. Purpose built school  with enough space for future intake and up to date facilities.

1 5 6 2 4 3 Youth activities for after school for able and disabled youngsters.

Staff member in a Berwick school TD152TE Yes Closer links with the schools. Yes There are not enough funds available to ensure consistency of support across the schools. Yes The issue of students travelling outside of their catchment area needs to be a clear focus. Yes The support of the community is vitally important. Without that  it will be almost impossible to address the situation of parents 

sending their children to other schools.

Yes Buildings and systems. 4 1 5 2 3 6 A building that was open to all.

Staff member in a Berwick school TD15 1LA Yes Remain as a three tier system, with more financial support. No No Intake will always change and any significant changes could only put us in the same position (or to reverse any major changes) 

in years to come. We cannot make decisions based on the unknown

No Yes Investment based off what the schools are telling you they need. Who else at the end of the day is going to know better. 2 4 5 1 6 3 As previously mentioned, listen to the schools. Too often people who are not there on a daily basis - do not fully understand 

what the school's need. Any big decisions made on school's behalf are sometimes just an idea that won't actually benefit those 

who require the support.

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

TD152DQ Yes Better send provisions and more upotunity for the children and more good gcse grades Yes Bigger schools  and more send provisions are needed Yes So every one in the attachment area can have a place Yes Definitely we need to provide a long term Yes Bigger school buildings  and more  help with disabled sen classes 2 6 5 4 3 1 The grove school need a bigger school to accommodate all the children  and send provisions it’s a great school

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

TD15 2DA Yes Berwick schools need to have the same support as the rest of the schools in Northumberland, more & more this town & the 

children are being forgotten about & deserve every chance as a child in Morpeth or Alnwick, even Ashington, I also think that 

that means extra money & also sometimes better teachers

Yes Every child deserves the best start in life..!! Yes It needs to be made stable as at the end of the day we never know when the number of children will start to rise again….if 

schools start to struggle with the number of children falling them they will definitely never cope when the number starts to rise 

again

Yes This just makes me panic ready these facts for my son’s future especially Yes Start with the teachers then the school buildings themselves 1 6 4 2 5 3 I would say giving children the chance to experience more sports than just your usual football

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

NE70 7NW Yes Greater emphasis could be made to hold schools accountable for the progress pupils make in years 7 and 8 so they are more 

prepared for beginning KS4 rather than losing 2 years of education at the end of middle school.  This could include KS3 planning 

across multiple schools to ensure a full coverage of KS3 subjects in preparation for the next key stage.

The introduction if a primary school in Belford has made it difficult for parents whose children attend there to then keep them in 

the berwick partnership, and the KS2 data from this school hasn't been published in this survey as it was stated that the KS2 

SATS take place at the middle schools in Berwick.

Yes Some pupils are having to travel over 100miles a day to be educated in a suitable setting, that seems too far, could there be a 

provision that is closer?

Yes This needs to be taken into account but so does the age of pupils and how far they will have to travel. It may be better to look at 

how to prevent parents from wanting to send their children to different communities to be educated.  Investing more in the 

schools higher up the key stages may reduce the amount of children being educated outside the community

Yes There needs to be a secure, well funded pathway through schools in the Berwick Partnership where all schools work together 

for the best outcomes for the students

Yes A building that has the potential to become a secondary school, the academy site has not changed for many, many years and 

needs invested in to bring it up to date and in line with other schools across the country and the county

2 5 6 4 1 3 A two tier system with primary schools using the best available buildings in the area that just need updated and a new 

secondary school site. Also, working in attracting and retaining high quality teachers.

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

Td152df No It’s  not always about the figures. You should be looking at the children and see what help could be put into place to help 

support them.

Yes Schools should be given a lot more training to help the staff support the children and their needs No Children have no space in the classroom at least now they will have the room that they need No Children already get lost within the system and I think have a 3 tire system helps them prepare and be supported for what needs 

to be done.  If you put all the children into 2 schools they will get lost things won’t be picked up on and the poor children will 

suffer

No I think the money would be better spent on a new SEND school and replace a few of the old schools and fix the ones that need it.  

Please do not combine all the schools this is not healthy for our children

3 2 1 4 6 5 A brand new SEND school.  The grove school is amazing but they are desperate for a new building. They have loads of children in 

the school and would definitely benefit from a new one with all the upto date equipment that they need

Staff member in a Berwick school Ne68 7bb Yes Smaller class room size

More teaching assistants for help with individuals who struggle

Yes Within each school there needs to be support on a one to one if necessary Yes With more support , extra teaching staff etc less children would maybe travel out of the area for school . Therefore reducing 

surplus places

Yes Not sure of the question Yes New school 1 2 6 3 4 5 New school that would provide a first class education for pupils , and also provide adult education at a much high level , there 

are more elderly people that need something to do 

Also utilising the sports facilities for the wider community

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

TD15 1SW Yes There is a lack of confidence in leadership within the Academy. Too much focus has been misplaced: Strict consequences for non 

confirmation to uniform; yet bullying not addressed adequately. 

Very inconsistent teaching standards, some fantastic nurturing staff, whilst some staff choose to ignore additional needs 

guidance and make a child’s life far more difficult than necessary. There is also far too much turnover staff wise.  No child should 

have a teacher change 3/4 times a year.

Yes Whilst there is a supportive core of staff within the academy setting. Accessing that help (often due to staff shortages etc) has 

proven difficult. There has also been failings in my opinion, regarding the sharing of information which is relevant to a child’s 

needs within a classroom setting, meaning not all staff have been equipped (sometimes they have been unwilling even) to deal 

with these.

Yes There is an argument for amalgamating schools etc. 

However, there are many surplus places at the academy due to people deciding that they have no confidence in the quality of 

education there so are choosing to place their children elsewhere. Perhaps if levels improved there would be fewer surplus 

spaces again.

Yes Again, this cannot be solved with a. Sticking plaster/ throw money at the problem solution. The school needs a strong 

foundation first and foremost, otherwise the problems will continue.

Yes Improvements in quality of teaching and retaining teaching staff. 

The high flying kids are still performing well whilst those with learning difficulties, and even those who are achieving ‘average’ 

marks are being lost and forgotten and aren’t reaching their potential.

2 6 4 1 5 3 Holiday provisions. Playschemes etc but subsidised to ensure people can afford it.

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

Td15 2fq Yes More support and better facilities for the children after they leave middle school. Yes Knowledge and understanding of sen , especially autism is very low in the Berwick area and there is little or no support for these 

children. More needs to be done to help identify these children, their needs and ability to learn and achieve with their peers 

successfully and fully.

Yes No one wants to see a school closed down but if there are so many surplus places, surely there is a better way to deal with this.  

Perhaps merging some schools and changing to primary and secondary, like in most other counties, would help this issue.

Yes Change is inevitable. Things cannot remain they way they are forever. Yes Access for all children to a broad and balanced curriculum which gives ALL youngsters opportunities to learn. 5 4 6 1 2 3 Better access to support needed that is currently hard to access in our area.

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

TD15 2TP Yes Improve facilities at Berwick academy which will in turn encourage parents to send their children there. Yes Not enough money put to schools to help children on the SEND register. Yes Unfortunately we live in an area with an ageing population and also lots of 2nd homes.  School number are falling and it seems 

very unfair that schools should always have their budgets cut because of this.  Staff and resources can’t always be set around a 

class size, somethings are the same for a class of 10 or 30.  Why should smaller classes miss out.

Yes Schools are part of a community and people need to encourage this for long term gains Yes Berwick academy 

This school has been overlooked for years and is the thorn in the side of local education.  People need to have faith that the 

school is improving to start to bring it back to life.  These children need the final stages of their education to count

1 6 5 4 2 3 I personally think that any money invested should be spent on the schools.  If schools had good facilities then some could be 

hired by local groups and community to bring them into schools and see what they can offer.

If money isn’t used for schools we need Indoor leisure facilities like bowling, cinema complex.

Adventure playground

Resident/member of the community 

living in area served by Berwick 

Schools

Ne716pa Yes Retain pupils in catchment for secondary education. Yes Better provision/ understanding in. First schools is a must.  The majority of SEND needs are picked up in this age group, 

currently the schools (wooler) is woefully inadequately motivated to support sen need

Yes Do not allow the drift of children at Y7 and Y9 away from the catchment.  Huge numbers of wooler Children are currently at 

school in Alnwick

Yes What changes are you thinking of? Yes SEN 4 5 3 1 6 2 Career pathways

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

TD15 2AG Yes Give children teachers who stay Yes SEND children need more support - the funding the schools get for them does not get spent on helping the child. Yes Governors should be investigating more, not exchanging knitting patterns. Yes The future of our children's education is in jeopardy if not Yes SEND 4 5 6 2 3 1 An overall improvement

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

TD15 2PG Yes A clear, detailed, published plan, stating specific actions, undertakings and timetables and linking those actions to specific 

outcomes (rather than just goals and wishes) with funding to resource the upper schools.

Yes Every child should be provided with the oppportunity to achieve their best possible potential. Being less able should not be a 

reason to be less provided for.

Yes The roll is reducing because parents are leaving the area to avoid sending their children to a failing school. Reducing the funding 

will only accelrate this problem.

No The question is gibberish Yes Upper schools (the academy) to arrest its fall into becoming a 'school of last resort' 1 6 5 2 3 4 The School. The school's primary duty is to the pupils - in order to teach pupils the school must be adequately resourced with 

teaching staff who are motivated and of high standard. Any suggestion that budgets are cut is, frankly, idiotic.

Staff member in a Berwick school Td15 2ee Yes Two tier Yes Berwick has been neglected for far too long Yes Make schools better Yes Less management and wasting money go back to basics Yes Concentrate on the children and stop wasting money 4 3 5 1 2 6 Two tier

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

TD15 2JG Yes More stability of teaching staff at Berwick Academy. Both Middle Schools have retained high standard of teachers for a long 

period, Berwick Academy have had a very high turnover of Key stage teachers in last 10 years

No I don’t know enough about this subject Yes I agree schools needs filled but sometimes I feel schools get no say in how they get to fill them. They need to be more open to a 

wider community

Yes We need to inject money into our schools but I honestly don’t think making it into a partnership with Tweedmouth Berwick 

Middle and Berwick Academy. middle schools are such strong structures for pupils and I have witnessed first hand the issues is 

once the pupils go to Academy. We need to keep the schools independent and separate in my opinion and improve each school 

on an individual basis

Yes Bringing classrooms up to date and bringing in specialist teachers so our children get the same education in all aspects of the 

curriculum like city schools

1 5 4 3 2 6 Better opportunities for 16+ pupils. We currently have to travel 60+ miles to continue education with a financial impact on top

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

TD15 1PT Yes As the three tier system does not fit with the reported outcomes at the various key stages  a move to a two tier system should 

be considered.  Reporting at the end of primary school ie the end of year six,  when the children have not had the upheaval of 

changing schools, would be preferred and would most likely improve their results.   They would benefit from remaining in their 

school until year six, giving them a better chance of success.

Yes An improved provision for SEND in Berwick is now essential and should be addressed as a  matter of high importance .  It is 

unfair to expect children to travel in order to access their education.

Yes Change to primary, with fewer primary schools than current first schools eg 1 primary school on the Berwick side of the river 

and two on the south side of the river. All of these feeding into one new high school. Expertise from both middle schools and the 

academy should be amalgamated to provide the very best educational opportunities.   Less buildings make more efficiency and 

better use of expert staff.

Yes As in my previous comment, changing schools at end of yr 6 would limit the damage caused by children leaving the area to go 

across the border.  This would enable much more  effective use of our teaching resources as the children move to year 7 in a 

secondary/high school as the numbers would be known at that point, instead of half way through a middle school.

Yes Invest in the most successful first schools to enable them to become primary schools. And invest the majority of the money in a 

new secondary school with the added provision for a new SEND which is fit for purpose.

3 6 5 1 2 4 A  cohesive education system with high quality buildings to attract the best teachers for our children.   This would prevent the 

movement out of the area for both pupils and staff which would go some way to preventing the problems arising.

SEND provision locally whi h can accommodate the required number of pupils.

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

Td15 1re Yes The academy to cease to be an academy and come under the control of NCC Yes The SEN provision is underfunded and poorly managed Yes What are the projected births for the next few years not just the one provided? Not enough information has been given. Yes Berwick has been under funded for many years and the school buildings are not fit for purpose, smaller school may have to 

combine and staffing also needs looking at.

Yes Sustained investment not just the nominal amount 3 4 5 1 2 6 Serious sustained investment, Berwick academy to fall back into NCC control

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

TD152DX No My impression is that Berwick has very good First Schools, Middle Schools are okay but there are concerns about Berwick 

Academy and other opportunities post-16.

No I can't comment as I have no experience of this provision. Yes Improving quality of the school provision beyond first school would help to retain pupils in schools in their own communities. Yes Viability, yes, but also investment in our local schools to maintain and improve on what is currently offered. Yes High quality education providing a breadth of opportunities for pupils beyond the end of First school 2 4 6 1 3 5 Investment in lots of high quality school staff and strong links to community organisations and local employers

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

Ne70 7nz Yes More SEND and pastoral input Yes There is not enough resources for the amount of students who require it within the settings across the partnership. Yes There is nothing in the area encouraging young families to move here. Yes Things need to be put in place now in order to ensure continuity and stability for the pupils. Yes Yes. The money needs to be invested in long-term solutions. 3 4 6 1 5 2 A long term plan for the school system from nursery to high school. Including feeder schools out of the Berwick town.

Resident/member of the community 

living in area served by Berwick 

Schools

TD15 2LG Yes Improved leadership and quality of teaching Yes Only if they can access the same quality of support Yes The problem, other than falling birth rate, is that people would not choose to educate their children at Berwick Academy   This 

includes potential teachers woth families.  In turn thus  will impact on recruiting the best candidates

Yes Not sure how this is achieved Yes New school,  similar to tat built in Alnwick 1 3 6 2 5 4 Atracting Jobs and opportunities

Governor in a Berwick School Td15 1ns Yes Investment in a failing Academy, as all middle schools are judged Good Yes Possible specific SEND provision at a School. No With an improved Academy less pupils would be encouraged to travel into a Scottish educational region. No Individual school budgets should be controlled by themselves with decisions made to balance budgets. No Development of the Academy structure to include a much improved 6th form. Continuation of the 3 tier system that works very 

well until transition to the Academy.

2 4 5 1 3 6 Investment in all pupils in the Berwick area and investment in the building  structure .

Other Parent  Higher level teaching assistant 

and Governor

TD15 2YB Yes More support given to Berwick Academy. To enable them to offer more subjects and attract new teachers and keep them.  This 

would hopefully help with numbers. Too many children are moving to Scottish schools or Alnwick.

Yes Yes I 100% agree.  The Grove school has expanded as much as they can.  I also think there is a need for a hub to run between 

mainstream and a special school.

Yes Once new sports centre, hospital and new high school is built hopefully that will bring move families to the area. Yes All schools and staff need a clear plan to help them maintain standards with the hours they are working with. Yes A new High School and Special school with bigger capacity 5 3 6 2 4 1 More focus and investment in SEND children

Staff member in a Berwick school TD13 2FQ Yes Moving to a 2 tier system, allowing more consistency. Yes Yes, better direct access to support systems and agencies. Yes Allows for a more cost effective model. Yes Long term stability is key to being able to recruit, train and maintain teaching standards, without constant fluxuation from 

changing role numbers.

Yes Single site, two tier system 3 2 5 4 1 6 New build school one one site, possibility of incorporating existing Design technology block.

Other Retired headteacher of Berwick area 

school

TD12 4NE Yes First and middle schools make good progress what happens to these same children when they hit the academy?

Is data available for the numbers of children who move out of the partnership at secondary level to either Scottish High school 

at Eyemouth or into private education?

Yes Probably the best school in the Berwick partnership is The Grove special school.

This centre of excellence needs to be retained and extended.

Yes Why do people choose to go outwith the Berwick partnership? Is data available? 

Simply moving to a primary/ secondary system as oppose to 3 tier does not solve all the problems!!

Yes Again why do people choose to move children out of the Berwick partnership? Is enough data on movement out collected to 

analyse for patterns?

Budgets based on numbers are always going to cause problems largely beyond the control of the school.

Yes Berwick academy building badly needs upgrading/new build.

There has been a significant movement of secondary pupils to Eyemouth high school which is a new build also movement of 

pupils into Scottish primary schools in order to secure places in Kelso and Duns High schools both new builds.

Some first and middle schools in the Berwick partnership are losing pupils to Scottish primary schools not because of any 

shortcomings in them but because parents do not want their children to progress to Berwick Academy

This must be addressed.

4 2 5 1 6 3 Further education extended:

College

Apprenticeships

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

TD15 2JR Yes Difficult to comment Yes Difficult to comment Yes Difficult to comment Yes Difficult to comment Yes Preparation for higher education (additional advanced courses before passing exams, tutoring). 1 2 6 4 3 5 The possibility of expanding knowledge outside of school, learning languages and exact sciences (for example, creating a science 

center for students who want to gain additional knowledge).

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

TD15 1QB Yes Not sure Yes .. Yes .. Yes .. Yes ... 3 5 6 1 4 2 .

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

Ne716hr Yes I feel that the parents are partly to blame with their blaming the teacher ethos. We need to find a way around this. Teachers 

need to make lessons fun and interesting, and find a way to lessen the distractions. Bullying needs to be tackled as a priority.  

Although the schools should keep their uniform standards, there is more to education than a uniform. A uniform does not help a 

child to learn.

Yes The voice of the child matters. Listen to them! Yes I feel that with us being the only 3 tier system it is going to be more difficult. Especially for Glendale middle who have children 

leaving in year 7 to attend Alnwick

Yes As previous Yes Making the schools modern and a place children would like to be and would respect. 1 4 3 6 2 5 Something that the children can express themselves with that stops them getting bored.

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

Td15 2fq Yes There needs to be consistency across all primary and both middle school so all children get to high school having all learnt the 

small things

Yes Children should not have to travel 100 mile round trips daily to get the help they need Yes Stop making children with SEND needs travel to Blyth and other schools, we need to be able to teach all children no matter what 

their educational or behaviour needs are locally instead of sending them on long daily journeys to get to a school with specialist 

staff.

Yes Teachers need to feel secure in their positions and be able to deliver education to children that is not full of supply teachers Yes Ensuring that our children receive the best possible education locally that is not interrupted by lack of staff so needing supply 

teachers

1 2 3 4 5 6 A good play park like can be seen in coldstream and Hawick within the Scottish Borders. Berwick has the potential to be a 

thriving tourist town but poor amenities mean people do not visit. Our children need activities out of school that can keep them 

engaged.

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

TD15 2WL Yes A national curriculum teaching is the same standard in all three schools. The teaching follows through the start of the secondary 

level to the end. Improved IT systems. stability of teachers, teaching assistants. More funding available for special needs. One 

uniform for all.

Yes It's absolutely diabolical. The council leave it for the high school to obtain ECHP which is too late to support the child. There is no 

funding to assist kids for read omg and handwriting. There are no 'free'Tas to support classes that need it. The council are 

disgraceful at this

Yes Up the level of education, better school premises, sports, It Yes C Yes Brand new IT facilitates, world class, drama , sports, dance. More maths and English teachers and interventions. Better support 

for SEND children

3 4 6 5 1 2 You need to update the national curriculum across all schools. They all need IT systems we are literally sending our kids to school 

in the dark ages totally outdated premises and huge gaps in teaching

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

TD15 2RD Yes Looking at the figures First and Middle schools are doing well it seems to me that outcomes from the Academy are consistently 

below national averages. Address the Academy problems and that will go a long way to improve the education experience within 

the Berwick partnership.

Yes The Grove School is an excellent provision and just needs enhancing Yes Hopefully the right solution will benefit the education experience within the Berwick partnership Yes Any other outcome is unthinkable Yes Bricks and mortar not staff 5 3 6 1 2 4 Berwick Academy

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

TD152FA Yes I think the grove school needs more funding. I feel like they are often forgotten about and it would make a massive difference to 

have  some funds spent on them too

Yes Absolutely! The grove have been a much needed support of my eldest son (not saying the other schools havent been for my 

other kids) but i feel like as ive stated begorethe groves much forgot about and i feel they would absolutely benefit from some 

extra funding to improve and build on.

Yes My youngest is at scremerston and thats an incredible wee school and i would hate anything to jeopardise her or any other 

child's education due to lack of space

Yes Berwick iw such a close knit community and for the future generations to come its essential that the path is clear! Yes Specifically SEND i feel this service needs the extra funding especially. 4 5 6 2 3 1 As ive stated before i feel the grove would benefit from a new school or more funding to help build on and have more facilities to 

with stand more pupils who much need the spaces.

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

Ne70 7pq Yes Invest in the community support work as it goes beyond what can be done in a school day. It links to wider aspirations, home 

support, access to resources like the internet etc. Schools have a big role but it can’t just be about them changing.

Yes The distances to travel for many of these young people is too far. We would benefit from a more blended approach where they 

can mix mainstream school time with bespoke alt Ed provision closer to home. Work with organisations like Berwick youth 

project and set up meaningful employment links, help schools support work placements for students as part of their educational 

provision in preparing them for next steps and working life

Yes Yes but look flexibly and make sure to consider beyond the next 2 or 3 years at any one time. Work on 8 years perhaps so snap 

decisions aren’t made that then need to be reversed!

No Not a very clear question? 

Depends on what the changes are as to whether they will support viability!

Yes Meeting the needs of our children - not just trying to fit a national model but work to do what is right for north Northumberland. 

Invest in community support, schools being able to offer engaging and aspirational curriculums and support for the children 

with additional needs early on so less support needed as they get older!

3 5 6 1 4 2 Youth and family support work providing wider curriculum experiences and access (free swim for under 16s maybe, healthy 

living, careers advisors …)

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

Ne71 6JA Yes Cannot answer my child is in primary school year 2 and I do not know of any other schools in Northumberland. Yes It would be better for the child concerned No I think small schools are essential for rural communities so that children and parents do not have to travel long distances. Yes Makes sense Yes Teachers and school equipment 6 5 1 4 2 3 Sorry I dont know

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

TD15 2rw Yes More incentives for pupils who work hard at there studies and those who retain good grades and those that improve should be 

rewarded. This then would hope to encourage those that aren’t doing as well and maybe more help for those that struggle

Yes I think extra help should be given. My niece has had problems with getting her autistic boys into a suitable school. Yes The schools obviously need to improve somewhat to stop pupils moving to schools out of the area. 

My children have friends that have left at various parts of the school term due to not wanting to go to Berwick Academy. 

I feel that it is up to the individual pupil to put the work and the studies in to get the grades they want. Nobody can force 

someone to learn and understand.

Yes I agree Yes Suitable teachers for the higher schools, someone who can get the pupils interested in their work, 6 5 1 4 3 2 Berwick Academy need serious improvements. I was shocked when I went to the toilet during a tour of the school in 2019 and I 

couldn’t even shut some of the girls toilet doors. It’s a very old building in parts and it is showing in many many parts.

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

NE707NT Yes Every school has its areas for improvement, however I feel that Berwick High school has consistently let down the community 

for decades. The way the school is run in terms of leadership and governance must be addressed to enable  the school be 

considered an opportunity for good teachers to work in

Yes I work as a teacher in another local partnership and know first hand that schools are dealing with children they are not always 

best equipped/ trained to as provision for children with autism or behavioural needs are situated too far for many families to 

access even if places are available

Yes Small schools should not be closed! Young children need a local school based within the community that can be a central hub for 

villages - not only does this keep villages alive, it allows children feel part of the community without becoming exhausted from 

ridiculous travel times!

Yes If issues are addressed with our high school parents wouldn't need to consider what schools to send their children too and for 

how long, its a shame for chn to be moved part way through middle school as parent search for better educational provision. 

Living in Belford we similarly fight to send our children to Alnwick to give our chn the best chance particularly now we have a 

primary school, i know most parents would rather avoid the berwick route

Yes Ditch academies! The fact someone with no training in educational fields can run or teach in a school is preposterous.

There needs to be greater accountability/assessment/ controls for leadership so that issues are dealt with quickly and they don’t 

just ‘do as they like’ but talk a good story

1 5 6 2 4 3 Funding to allow villages such as Belford to option to choose whether to send children to Berwick or Alnwick High with paid for 

transport either way!

Similarly funding to allow transport to any chosen first/primary school as the small schools in our are can be very unique and 

may not always fit with a parent’s ideas/beliefs

Staff member in a Berwick school Ne66 1qy Yes More choice at A level and GCSE

More investment in good teachers with exam board experience  

Closer collaboration with middle schools

Yes More investment and staff training and support needed Yes Need to enhance reputation of schools in Berwick so all children in catchment want to attend as first choice Yes Need to reduce potential redundancies or future deficits by careful long term planning Yes New school building for Berwick academy fit for purpose 1 4 6 2 3 5 An Arts, Creative centre. This could incorporate studios, IT suites, music recording studio, photography suite, performing arts 

with stage and rehearsal space, film and TV and radio production studio.

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

TD15 2YA No I think that Berwick Academy deserves more support from Northumberland County Council and the local community. Because 

of Berwick's unique geographical position, it is even more important that our only high school has suitable buildings, top class 

teaching staff and facilities for children of all abilities.

Yes Children of all abilities should be entitled to a good educational experience locally. No child should be forced to travel over 40 

miles to school every day.

Yes Pupils happily went to their local schools before a choice was given. Many families are now sending their children to Scottish 

schools, despite the improvements being made by Berwick Academy. This has affected numbers greatly. If the Council and 

middle schools could work together to promote The Academy and put out a positive message then perhaps numbers would rise 

again. However, unless our schools are made more attractive to families and teaching staff eg suitable buildings, facilities for all 

abilities, to enable them to achieve the education they deserve then this won't happen. Yes, reductions may be necessary, but 

not at the expense of our children.

No Not 'any changes' as this is too generalized. I would need to know what these changes were before agreeing. Yes The necessary upgrades that are required in Berwick to ensure that all our children get the best start in life. 3 6 5 1 2 4 Berwick is not in the middle of nowhere, even though it feels like it sometimes. We deserve the same level of education, 

healthcare etc as the rest of North Northumberland. Please invest in us so that we can give our children the best possible start in 

life. They deserve it.

Staff member in a Berwick school TD15 2AA Yes Better communication between middle schools and the academy, in particular regarding year 8 students to make the transition 

to high school a smooth one.

Yes Notes on SEND students passed from the middles schools to the academy in my experience so far have not always been 

accurate, this has a significant impact on the transition into high school for SEND students and can prove difficult for staff 

members working with these students. It would be useful for all students but in particular SEND students to spend more time at 

the high school in year 8 to get used to the teaching staff and TA’s and to allow the staff to form a relationship with these 

students before they become full time students at the academy.

Yes The funding granted to the schools in the Berwick partnership will allow more to be spent on learning resources and hopefully to 

create a more modern and better equipped learning environment for the students. This will have an impact on the choices 

parents in the community make when choosing which school to send their children to and hopefully reducing the number of 

surplus places.

Yes The schools working closely together to gain the support of the community can only be a bonus. Yes New builds and better resources. 1 5 6 4 3 2 A State of the art performing arts academy, with a small theatre, drama/dance studios, recording studios ect. Drama and music 

can be used as a medium to help young people build confidence and work through  issues, it also teaches them to be disciplined, 

dedicated and resilient, giving them many transferable skills. There has been so much money put into sport facilities in the area 

but there is nothing for young people with an artistic flair who want to practice their craft. Drama has been taken out of the 

curriculum completely at the academy and as it stands is not even offered as an extra curricular, probably due to budget cuts 

which is such a shame for students who would excel in these areas.  Some of the neighbouring communities (IE: St Benet Biscop 

Catholic Academy in Bedlington) have state of the art performing arts buildings in their schools, dance, drama, music and media 

studies are offered in the curriculum and private tuition for singers and musicians is available. In addition to this they offer 

school productions, regular theatre trips and after school theatre workshops as part of their extra curricular programme. So 

understandably members of the community with an interest in the arts may choose to attend a school outside the area that 

accommodates their educational needs.

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

Td15 2jg Yes I feel the academy needs to be moved back under the control of northumberland county council bring it out of special measures 

and then consider going 2 tier

Yes None Yes Work together to offer the correct amount of placed in the right areas Yes See answer on question 1 Yes 40million won’t go far when you start building new buildings. I agree some structural improvements need to be made. 4 3 5 1 6 2 Recruitment of key teachers for kegs stage 2+

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

TD15 1UG Yes Middle School outcomes are acceptable but Key Stage 4 outcomes could be improved by continuing with long term, consistent 

leadership. Ensuring the school building is suitable for modern teaching, with an uplifting and vibrant environment.  Ensure that 

any undesirable pupil behaviour is dealt with promptly with the aim of ensuring all students are able to access a high standard of 

education. In my experience the poorly behaved few cost the well behaved many access to a good education.

Yes SEND issues in  their most severe context should have local access to the support required, but should not impact on the 

education of children without SEND

No The schools should be looking to attract the local community to stay within the Berwick schools catchment and not to feel they 

need to travel out with Berwick to meet their education expectations.

No The schools need to strive to retain the pupils by offering a robust standard of education . Good reputations are a must. Berwick 

Academy needs to improve so that the special measures status can finally be removed.

Yes Invest in securing and retaining good quality, experienced staff.  Qualities: good leadership, high level of experience and ability to 

discipline pupils (pupil - teacher respect). Delivery of high quality education for all.

1 2 6 3 4 5 Invest in high quality teaching staff and experienced educational leadership

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

Td15 2nb Yes Reaching the need of the individual child as oppose too focusing on “one way” of teaching suits all 

More opportunities for outdoor learning instead of sitting at their desks for long periods of time

Yes This doesn’t affect me directly however the provision provided cannot accommodate for the growing number of children who 

require more specialised help/facilities. 

Cross school training on a “team teach” type of level would be an idea. Using the skills others already have and allowing them 

too transfer these to schools/staff who don’t have the budgets to train their staff. 

Schools staff are totally underpaid.

Yes Unsure of a comment for this Yes Budgets are difficult to manage 

If the money is not given then staff cannot be employed

Yes There is not one building suitable to meet the needs of all of the children. The local SEN school is very well equipped but is too 

small with no room for extension. 

A site which provides education for all will probably be out of reach for the budget provided. Combining sites could be a solution 

but again the buildings are old and don’t provide for the needs of all

6 5 4 2 3 1 Na

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

Ne707ER Yes Parents have little say in which schools children go to, Do far I have one in Alnwick high exam year one just started Berwick high 

and one at Belford to which unknown if the small child is required to apply for middle or straight to high school in Alnwick 

school, along with my second child a last minute information to prepare a child into an new area and school along with outdated 

information on Berwick high school, as past student whom did not do well at exams due the school not recognizing a learning 

disability such as dyslexia, now am studying at Northumbria university in my final year.

Yes Early invention matter Yes Children should not have travel miles to areas for an education or arrive tried Yes Maintenance of up to date information Yes Effective teaching methods recommended technology to assist in undeveloped education 1 2 6 4 5 3 Transport network railway to cut travel routes times technology to assist with learning difficulties supporting children with 

disabilities not dismissing the children’s rights to an education

Governor in a Berwick School TD145PX Yes To become a 2 tier system Yes All our children and young people should have easy access to hogs quality local provision. Yes Although my school bucks this trend as we are full and our numbers are rising, this position of having so many surplus places is 

unsustainable. Unfortunately there will have to be school closures, which will be unpopular but other wise we are wasting public 

money, which could be used to improve provision and standards. One way of doing this is by introducing a 2 tier education 

system in line with the rest of the country.

Yes See my previous comment Yes A new high school building, including development of high quality Sixth form provision  and conversion to a 2 tier system 1 4 6 2 5 3 Re development of the town centre along the lines of the plans for Stockton on Tees

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

Td151px Yes Consistent teaching and a clear expectations for both students, staff and families. Yes Yes it need to be consistent and across the board. It is stressful enough for both child and families if there was a clear plan for 

across the areas it would be better.

Yes Again of there was a clear and consistent learning then parents would feel. Less likely to seek placements outside the area. A 2 

teir system would help this.

Yes It is a difficult economy and need to be more effectively spent on targeted groups/places Yes Ensuring that the building is fit ofor purpose. I would ensure that the send services are equal throughout and to invest in ict 

systems

3 5 6 4 2 1 Links with all schools to ensure good practice. To put significant effort into the high school to improve the environment and 

teaching

Staff member in a Berwick school TD152GU Yes More access to services that lead to raising aspirations. Yes The Grove school provide amazing education for those children who get in but they can’t accommodate all children who may 

benefit from the education they provide.

Yes I do not agree with young children having to travel unacceptable distances to school. No I don’t agree that changes to the school system is supported or valued by all of the community. Yes A system to helps the children to realise their potential and open their eyes to all the opportunities that there are. 

Provide high quality provision for children with SEND. 

Provide high quality provision for children with behavioural needs.

1 6 5 3 4 2 High quality provision for children with behavioural needs.

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

TD15 2AE Yes Improved incentives for recruitment of staff to Berwick Academy 

Additional staffing to improve outcomes and support the school improvement agenda 

New building which is fit for purpose

Yes Travelling adds further distress fir children who need routine and consistency Yes Retention of current middle school system  preferred due to high standard being provided. 

Many first schools coasting and would  benefit from joining facilities and finance with middle schools or federating heads and 

SLT team

Yes Advantages and disadvantages for various models . Quality if teaching and our ubes for children need to be the main driver . Yes Middie schools are currently the strongest  facility so reluctant to go for a primary and secondary model.

I work in a primary and can see the impact a successful midde can make.

Alternatives such as 3 to 18 campus not ideal 

Improve the academy by investing there in short term in staffing and resoyrcubg will give parents more faith in a primary and 

secondary model

1 6 5 2 3 4 Community hub. No community facility at present

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

TD15 1QY Yes I still feel behaviour is an issue, particularly in the academy.   I feel that academy and possibly individual teachers are not 

supported in dealing with behaviour issues.     

More feedback and parent involvement-  for example- graded homeworks

Yes Yes Yes . Yes I’m not sure what I’m expected to answer here Yes . 4 2 6 1 3 5 .

Other Teacher for 15 years at St Mary’s C of 

E middle prior to closure.

NE659PP Yes I think the location is, and always has been a difficulty in that it’s a long way to travel to access staff courses, etc and teachers 

are far more isolated than in more populated areas. Perhaps, with the recent advances in online learning etc high quality online 

training and support might be more available.  However, there needs to be dedicated time given to this, not the usual “add ons” 

to busy days and huge workloads experienced by teachers and it needs to be genuinely supportive and collaborative rather than 

suggesting blame or weakness which so often happens.  An additional difficulty for many years is that pupils from both Belford 

and Wooler largely chose to go to high school in Alnwick, partly because of location and transport/family work links but more 

and more because of the difficulties Berwick was experiencing and the perceived advantages of the Duchess High.  I understand 

too that many in Berwick opted for schooling in Eyemouth or for private education. Inevitably, those with more support and the 

more able chose to go where they would have better opportunities and I would suspect this has skewed the intake.  As parents 

can and should have a choice of schools to send their children to it’s hard to see how this can change without much better 

provision in Berwick - a bit of a “chicken and egg” situation.

Yes Having worked at St Mary’s Middle and done supply at Glendale Middle, I observed that both schools were small enough and 

flexible enough to deal well with often quite complex SEND issues.  While a specialist unit was opened in Berwick High almost 20 

years ago the effective way this began changed after the first few years and, while my regular involvement with the pyramid 

ended in 2016, I doubt it’s any more adequate for needs than it was then. I’m also currently an admin assistant in the SEND 

department for NCC and am all too aware of the pressure on special school places and of their location. If the nearest suitable 

special school for a pupil in Berwick is situated in Morpeth or Ashington, it’s hard to see how a pupil in the catchment cannot be 

significantly disadvantaged even before they reach the school door.

No While in principle it may be correct to address surplus places, in areas with particular geographical challenges such as Berwick 

this may not be the best way to achieve optimum educational outcomes.

No Both the Belford and Wooler catchments have been severely disadvantaged by the Duchess in Alnwick moving to a two tier 

system as both villages traditionally accessed both Alnwick and Berwick according to the location of pupils.  Belford now has a 

primary school and there must be little incentive for a parent to remove their child from a school in which they are settled to 

move into a middle school 15 miles away, this is also the case in Wooler.  Add this to the under performance of pupils in Berwick 

High and parents in Belford and Wooler must be deeply concerned about their children’s future.

Yes Invest in high quality long term training and support for staff,  put money towards enabling staff and pupils to access 

educational opportunities that are geographically distant, look at comprehensive SEND provision in the north of the county, put 

money into high quality resources/books etc and, finally, improve buildings and physical facilities.  The buildings are important 

but, without addressing the reasons why parents choose to send their children elsewhere than Berwick High,     capital 

investment in the buildings alone will not solve the problems.

2 5 6 1 4 3 Better transport links to access areas of high population and therefore greater work and education opportunities.  These would 

also attract more varied work opportunities into the area which in turn might help raise educational aspirations.



Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

TD15 2EA Yes Move to a primary, then secondary school model as kids too young to move to middle school. Kids in the final year of middle 

school not pushed enough. Kids not settled long enough in academy before starting GCSE's. Much greater intervention needed 

at the Academy. It needs to be taken back under the management of the Council and run as a state school rather than an 

academy. Only then can real changes be made. A new building for the 'Secondary School' would also be needed.

Yes There needs to be much greater investment locally as it is wrong for kids to have to travel just to get adequate provision. Yes If the middle school system is changed to primary/secondary then there is less top level management but still the same number 

of teachers needed in slightly larger schools. This would help solve the problems. Also if the Council takes control of the 

secondary and brings much quicker improvement then more parents will send their kids there rather than sending them down 

to Alnwick or relocating over the border just to get their kids into Eyemouth or Duns to avoid Berwick Academy.

Yes Yes it needs a level of support, but unfortunately many parents have lived/grown up themselves in the middle school system 

and they do not know a different way. Therefore a change to the primary/secondary school system may be feared due to a lack 

of knowledge/experience. I therefore think local public opinion needs to be balanced with what actually is proven to work best 

in many other counties of England. I have moved and was brought up in North Yorkshire which had transitioned over to the 

primary/secondary system and in the rural area things worked much better than they do here in Berwick-Upon-Tweed.

Yes A state run secondary school (not an academy) with a new building and moving to a primary/secondary model. 2 6 4 1 3 5 Larger public spaces/halls that could be opened up for other public user groups for example for churches or uniformed groups. 

Berwick-Upon-Tweed has very few larger community spaces.

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

TD15 2JU Yes ... Yes .. Yes ... Yes ... Yes ... 3 5 6 1 2 4 ...

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

NE70 7LE Yes X Yes X Yes X Yes X Yes X 1 2 6 5 4 3 Free bus transportation for kids in Belford who will need to go to Alnwick high school

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

TD15 1NZ No Investment in the academy to build on results achieved through first and middle schools and ensure pupils attain expectations. Yes It would be in the best interests of children and parents for their educational needs to be kept local. Yes Consideration of reducing the number of schools together with a move to a 2 tier system may help - in addition to improving the 

results from the academy that leads to 'leakage' as pupils move through the partnership.

Yes Any change must be value add and not just disruption to no gain. Change to the education of the area would enhance perception 

of Berwick more broadly.

Yes Attracting and retaining high quality teaching staff at the academy in addition to spend on buildings and provisions 1 5 4 2 3 6 Improvement to the academy will enhance prospects and perception of the area.

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

Td152fa No Treat every child as equal Yes My child is dyslexic and needs more help Yes X Yes X No X 1 3 2 4 5 6 No comment

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

TD15 2JZ Yes Move to a two tier system so that key stage 3 is not split between two schools and children are better prepared to begin their 

GCSEs.

 

Abolish the Academy status, the school has been in special measures for 3 years and has required improvement since 2013!

 

Potentially send children to Alnwick for A-Levels.

Yes Expand the Grove school into one of the current middle schools which will be freed up by becoming two tier? Yes Combine the middle and high schools onto one site to create a center of excellence. Yes Change needs to be made rapidly with or without a new high school building , or the brain drain of more academic children will 

continue to impact on school numbers, especially at the academy.

Yes Repurposing of a middle school to expand the Grove school. The demolition of much of Berwick Academy to create a middle and 

high schools or preferably a secondary school if two tier was adopted. There needs to be a radical and rapid reorganisation of 

schooling in the Berwick area to improve outcomes for all our children.

2 6 4 1 3 5 An improved education in Berwick will be of great benefit to the whole community, including employers, parents and most 

importantly children.

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

TD15 2EB Yes Monetary  input.

Grove School needs a larger building

Yes As previously Stated  we are extremely  lucky to have the Grove School  in Berwick but they need a larger premises Yes We cannot afford to loose any of the present schools in Berwick No System needs to stay as it is would not like the three tier system to dissappear  it works much better than a two tier. Yes To keep the two tier system.

To invest in special education  allowing the Grove School  to have more space in a larger premises to expand as necessary

4 6 3 2 5 1 Early intervention for pupils with special needs. With theses needs met locally and not 30 to 60 miles away

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

TD15 2DL Yes Communication Yes Communication Yes ? No . Yes Better education 2 4 5 1 3 6 More communication through the whole year. Focus on the positive things and NOT THE NEGATIVE

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

Td15 1ue Yes Council take back control of the academy, turn it back to a high school Yes No experience with SEND Yes Only if the additional income generated is used appropriately and there is clear accountability for this Yes However I am hugely in favour of the three tier system. Berwick middle school has been brilliant Yes Take back control of academy

Employ educational leaders to take control/ manage/head the academy and run it effectively  

New school building and facilities

2 6 5 1 4 3 Management and leadership team for the academy 

New High school site and building, new start

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

TD152FW Yes A brand new state of the art academy building which would attract teachers, motivate students and give the children in Berwick 

what they deserve. 

A new Special school that could deal with the growing number of SEN children in Berwick and our surrounding area. The Grove 

Special school is a fantastic school but we need it to be bigger and on a new site. It could act as as a feeder school for those SEN 

who can cope with mainstream in the early years.

Yes As in my last comments I agree that we need to extend our provision for SEND. Wee need a new build in a new site and we need 

it to be big enough for mainstream schools to either feed into or have access to.

Yes There is nothing wrong with our first and middle schools. It’s the academy that’s the problem. We would attract young families 

to the area if we had a state of the art modern building for students at the end of their education.

Affordable housing is another important factor in this situation. Young families can’t afford to live in Berwick anymore

Yes Families are drawn to move their children over the border to Eyemouth /Duns or down to Alnwick as they avoid  the Academy. 

The Academy is the problem.

Yes A new state of the art academy

A new special school

2 4 6 3 5 1 New affordable housing

Other Parent and staff member TD151SL No All working witb the same aim to enure  best results for children.  All working with same marking format. All working together to 

ensure the curriculum leads to the right learning pathway to achieve the best outcome.

Yes Children should have better access to services locally.  Families should be able to access education locally and not have to send 

their children  miles away.

Yes This needs to be addressed so that schools are still able to provide dedicated staff to educate our children.  High quality staff 

need job security which is not there when there are falls in nos.   Schools need to be able to secure good staff.

Yes The children in Berwick-upon-Tweed deserve the same chances for their future as any otber children in the County.  Currently 

most parents worry about them joining the Academy and what their chances will be of success when they get there?   We need 

a clear pathway so that children thrive, parents know the children are following a successful pathway and are able to achieve.

Yes Teachers and staff - vital to good educarion.

Buildings- designed to improve the learning environment and bring into the Twenty First Century, as per investment on the 

Scottish side.

1 5 4 3 2 6 A suitable provision for children who struggle in school academically to allow them to learn a trade and life skills and avoid them 

being excluded and sent to Engage.  A facility that could cater for children with additional needs and allow them to fulfl their 

potential.   A school which by High School meant the children of this area were as well equipped to find employment as any 

other child in the country and not disadvantaged because of limited subject choices due to inability to retain qualifed staff.

Resident/member of the community 

living in area served by Berwick 

Schools

TD12 4SY Yes Glendale Middle and Berwick Academy need immediate attention, isn't there an option to bring in temporary heads and senior 

teachers who have a proven record at turning schools around. Recruitment must be very difficult in this most northerly part of 

the country but the local children are being let down by the lack of leadership and inspirational teaching.

Yes All children's educational needs should be met. The remote nature of the county means a different approach is required. The 

government needs to allocate money not based solely on number of students. More money is required in this area to attract 

high calibre staff and provide adequate provision in rural areas. Struggling schools mean people are not keen on moving to the 

area, this affects future spending levels in schools and the success of local towns. Families with children are put off living in this 

area because of the poor reputation of the local schools. Fix the schools and towns like Wooler will start to flourish again.

Yes I addressed this problem area, more money needs to be pumped into our local schools to support them. They can serve a dual 

purpose, school during the day, community hub in the evening and during the holidays. Evening classes could use the facilities, 

community libraries - all schools should have libraries and middle and upper schools should have them run by professional 

librarians, not an English teacher in their spare time.

Yes I am not convinced the three tier system is very effective in such a rural area as recruitment is so difficult. The figures show that 

our children are being failed and have been for years, a radically different approach is now required. Spend the money to attract 

the quality staff our children deserve.

Yes Buildings fit for purpose that are a pleasure to be in and inspirational staff who feel supported and enjoy coming to their place of 

work knowing that management has their back and the best interests of the students at the heart of educational planning.

2 5 6 1 3 4 Improved transport which is free for all students in full time education.

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

TD15 2HX Yes Make the teaching fit the child.  Catch those children with learning difficulties early and give them the support they need.  

Dyslexia, ADHD etc.  These are the forgotten children.  Through experience some schools play lip service to support, when in 

reality nothing is being done to support, then the child has behaviour problems because they are not getting the proper support.

Yes Experience with SEND has been appalling in some school, especially First school and Berwick Academy.  Unless you are 

physically disabled, anyone with Dyslexia, ADHD etc are made to “fit in”, rather than giving them proper support. Schools say 

the support those but in reality they don’t.    This in turn causes behaviour issues.

Yes X Yes X Yes Special Education  Needs.  The forgotten children. 2 6 5 3 4 1 X

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

TD15 2JW Yes More help and support in school for children with special needs Yes This should carry on for young adults as they don't get the support they need Yes More support Yes More ongoing support will allow young adults to go on and do well Yes More 1 to 1 support 3 2 4 6 1 5 More support in schools

Staff member in a Berwick school TD15 2JT Yes More transparency from the Academy. Work effectively with other schools and schemes in town without being so black & white 

on policies. More understanding with parents and pupils instead of "one size fits all" education style.

Yes I know of children who have to attend Barndale as there needs can't be met locally, and also one child who is of Middle school 

age, but currently has no school as her needs can't be met locally or as far as Alnwick.

Yes The obvious answer to all will be to close rural schools. There are only 3 true rural schools in the Berwick catchment area, not 

including Scremerston. All have healthy school roles and inclusive in the communitites where they exist.

Yes Clearly decisions that are best for viability are ultimately the way forward to ensure the future pathway can be sustained. Yes Potentially a new campus style school site with appropriate facilities for provision of, for example extensive SEND provision, 

included.

6 4 5 3 1 2 Extended out of school provision, e.g. school holiday activity programmes, similar to the HAF programme.

Put an end to parents being able to take children out of the Berwick School system and send to schools outside of the berwick 

catchment area, and to cross border schools.

Other Resident of Berwick TD15 2JR Yes Berwick academy should not be an academy Yes The grove school is excellent but not big enough and there should be other send provisions in the Berwick e.g some children may 

need specific support for some area that would not get them into the grove but mainstream does not have provision for. 

Mainstream Schools could possibly have a specialist provision within the school or within the partnership to support areas such 

as autism or slcn specifically

Yes I feel all that there needs to be something done but closure of schools would not be acceptable. It should also be taken into 

consideration that smaller class sizes sometimes benefits the children but obviously the school feels the impact because of the 

budget reasons

No There is already a clear system as the children move through the three tier system in Berwick. It is the academy that needs to 

change

Yes New school buildings, send provision with more staff or specialist provision in mainstream schools 5 4 6 1 3 2 More Send provision in the Berwick partnership

Staff member in a Berwick school TD15 1NX No Improved facilities and money for extra/improved staffing at Berwick Academy. Yes Further investment into Berwick. No As stated in the question:

In a rural county, it is accepted that there will always be a higher level of surplus places than in urban areas due to the need to 

ensure that children are able to attend a relatively local school and do not have unacceptably long distances to travel to school.

No Your question makes no sense. Yes The school sites of both Middle schools and Berwick Academy. 1 5 6 2 4 3 Berwick hub of school nurse and support that all schools can access as this has been and continues to be criminally underfunded 

and understaffed for all pupils of Berwick.

Staff member in a Berwick school Ne71 6pb Yes Primary model could be adopted Yes More special schools required Yes I am not sure how Yes Na Yes Ensuring schools have the facilities they need 3 2 6 1 5 4 A sports facility in the wooler and glendale area

Resident/member of the community 

living in area served by Berwick 

Schools

Ne70 7nx Yes Y No B Yes Y Yes U Yes Y 3 4 5 1 2 6 Y

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

TD15 2EE Yes Better learning facilities to enable children to reach their full potential and teachers the equipment needed to deliver the 

curriculum without limitation.

Yes Not enough information or services available to assist adequately in learning and teaching of children with SEND Yes None Yes None Yes Better facilities to aid learning 4 6 1 5 2 3 Unsure

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

Ne716qp Yes Children with SEN needs getting the support they need earlier.

Children need to feel comfortable and safe at school to be able to learn and I don't believe all children do. Bullying is an issue in 

certain schools and bullying policies are not followed. How can a child reach their full learning potential if they don't want to be 

at school?

Yes My son has autism and after a long few years of assessments he was diagnosed last year. I do not feel his needs are met.

He is still awaiting a plan for support in school, but was expected to just get on with it and expected to do work he can't do.  He 

was bullied because he's vulnerable and isn't taken seriously when I have reported this. ( Tweedmouth middle school)

I have now moved area and school so hopefully his needs will now be met.

Yes . Yes . Yes More staff to control the pupils who clearly don't know kindness.

Any thing to make school a happy place to be where children can actually learn and go without fear and anxiety.

4 5 3 1 6 2 Groups for children to attend and build friendships.

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

NE71 6AN Yes Get rid of the middle school system and use a Scottish system of 7 years at primary and 4 at high school.  Moving from first 

school to middle school then to high school is too disruptive.

Yes All children who require additional help should have it available locally Yes Lots of people I know have started sending their children  to Kelso instead of Berwick.  This is much further to travel Yes Yes Yes Better buildings, sports facilities, teaching standards 3 6 5 1 2 4 A more attractive school with better facilities.  Berwick Academy does not have a good reputation and people would rather avoid 

it.

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

TD12 4SP Yes Flatten the Academy and rebuild a ground-breaking school which children, adults and teachers are proud of and WANT to 

support. But not just an ‘off the shelf’ school like Alnwick.

Create an innovative learning environment  which fits in with this unique community and could actually help alleviate the socio-

economic challenges faced by parents (child care provision, jobs, social mobility, etc).

Attempt to catch up with all other schools which have all been seen significant investment over the past 10+ years (Eyemouth, 

Duns, Kelso, Alnwick, etc).

Recognise the geographical difficulties faced by students, especially those with long  distances to travel. Find ways to adapt to 

their needs and accept that one size does not fit all.

Create a learning hub which is open to the wider community for hands-on evening classes. If parents see the benefit of 

engagement than this might inspire the kids. Adult learning in Berwick is very poor so there is no inspiration for continuous 

learning.

Bring back a focus on practical courses and heritage and modern crafts which are career-focussed.

Yes I have no experience of this, however, I have seen how it is a benefit to provide dedicated support in mainstream schools. 

Equally a lack of help leads to behavioural issues which are disruptive to classes and teachers.

Yes Looking at the bigger picture, without affordable family housing and suitable, secure jobs spread across the board I think the 

problem will only continue. No school alone can overcome that. People come and people go when they realise how challenging it 

is to raise a family here. (Lack of childcare was always a big issue for me and presumably still is.)

My oldest child is 16 and has now left the catchment (county, country even) to board at Sixth Form in Edinburgh. He did not stay 

on at DCHS because we felt that the transport links are so bad that the travel-to-learning ratio was ridiculous especially 

considering that he might only need to be there for one lesson in a day (60-mile round trip).

My youngest child does not go to her catchment school either because (for the same historical reason that) I have higher 

expectations and was simply appalled by what I saw and overheard during an open evening at the Academy. Fortunately we had 

a choice and at the moment I can facilitate this by paying for transport and working flexible hours as a self employed, single 

parent.

Had I needed to I too would have chosen to rent/sell my house and move (anywhere) than have to sent my kids to Berwick in its 

current state. As it is I fought to get my daughter to DCHS which meant an early exit from Glendale and friends being split up. 

Her best friend (year 9) has been left high and dry and is in the process of accepting a place at Kelso for the same reason. Image 

the challenges this will bring when you live in Wooler! All these things have an impact of the foundation of learning and ability 

for kids to fulfil their potential when they are continually faced with having to transition, make new friendships, the fear of 

bullying, protracted journeys to school, lack of time for after school clubs, etc.

I do not believe that there is another area in Britain which faces such a fragmented, damaged and damaging approach to 

education. If there is I would love to know where.

Yes See previous comments relating to our circumstances.

In fact my son started in Sprouston Primary (owing to jobs & childcare in Kelso), transitioned to Ford in Year 2 (following an 

unsuccessful appeal for a place in the first place), went on to Glendale (out with catchment BUT nearest Middle School) then 

DCHS (30 miles), and is now in Edinburgh. We have muddled by (battled on) in ways I never expected we would have to after I 

simplywent from Primary to Secondary to Sixth Form - a path which was never called into question.

The pathway here is far from streamlined and, like the A1, needs a serious upgrade.

Yes A new school centre of excellence in Berwick and Wooler. 3 4 6 1 2 5 An exemplary grammar-style x craft-based hybrid school with an innovative eco transport system. This would attract and retain 

a wider demographic, increase business opportunities and promote inward investment within the community.

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

NE66 4PL Yes Extra help needed for pupils not achieving the required standard for thier age group.

More  reading lessons.

Yes Agreed Yes Yes, but i think it all depends on housing in specific areas. Smaller communities need to focus more on activities and play areas 

for young families to encourage families to want to live there (wooler for example)

I think the transport system works well in our area.

Yes Families that choose to live in rural communities must not be made to feel any less valued than those who live in towns and 

cities. Every effort should be made to ensure our children receive stability and quality education. Or else families will feel they 

have no choice but to move to urban areas for the sake of thier childerens education.

Yes Teachers/ teacher assistants. Children need more one on one time for reading/extra maths. 1 2 6 3 5 4 Parks, playareas, clubs, sports fields available for the whole community to use.

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

TD15 2PL Yes My experience in having children go through key stages is that children are strongly supported during primary and secondary 

school extremely well. At Berwick Academy I have felt my child have a change in attitude towards learning. I believe this is due to 

the issues the Academy has had and the staff turn around. More recently I believe there have been good improvements and felt 

that support during lockdown from individual teachers was good.

Yes All children should have easy access to the education and support they need on an equal basis Yes Improvements and modernisation of Berwick Academy facilities would support the quality and experience of education. This 

would potentially stop parents sending their children longer distances to the new modern facilities in ALnwick and Eyemouth

No I believe the issue to address is parents selecting to send children to school outside of Berwick. I do not believe this relates to the 

current system approach.

Yes As mentioned in the info above there is a large backlog in the maintenance of current school buildings. Addressing this to 

provide equitable facilities to those in Eyemouth and Alnwick would increase pupil numbers in Berwick. Although teaching is a 

key factor this is supported by this. I do not believe changing the current system of 3 tier will fix the backlog of maintenance.

1 4 6 3 2 5 Modern buildings that could be used beyond just school

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

NE71 6TN Yes To keep having middle schools. It supports children's mental health and general wellbeing. Yes There needs to be appropariate training and careful provision from county to support both schools, families and children wirh 

SEN

Yes soultions need to be found that does not have a detrimental effect on the children themselves including long travelling times 

before and after school

Yes But schools need more support in general with less uncertainty  to ensure long term viability Yes yes but that should not mean that one community looses out.

my priority  would be to ensure high standard, quality educational opportunities for all children

4 6 1 5 3 2 supporting school, ensure that they understand their value within the community and NCC, answer phones when they are trying 

to ask for support. Allow them to excel in what they do best. provide indivual aschool with the support they need so they can 

flourish and provide high value educatrion for all children

Staff member in a Berwick school NE66 3JB Yes Improvements to all school buildings to ensure they have all of the necessary provisions for the children. For example, ample 

classroom space for the number of children in each class. 

They also require updated electronic technology equipment such as iPad and laptops to ensure that all teaching staff can access 

and deliver a broad curriculum which prepares the children for a more technologically advanced working world.

Yes With the small number of specialised SEN schools in Northumberland, chiuldren often have a greater distance to go everyday in 

order to access education.  An increased number of schools which are able to accommodate special needs children, within either 

their main stream or as an additional unit, would be beneficial.

Yes There needs to be a solution which ensures that the youngest children are not having to travel as far or that catchment areas are 

readjusted to more evenly spread the number of surplus places.

Yes Parents need to be confident that the schools within the Berwick Partnership are able to provide a broad and balanced 

curriculum, in facilities which are fit for purpose, otherwise they will seek a more appropriate setting out of the catchment area.

Yes Ensuring schools remain viable by ensuring they are the best they can be for the people within the community. If this means that 

investments are made to ensure parents wish their children to continue to attend a setting or to transition into another Berwick 

Partnership school then they must ensure that they are desirable places for their children to go.

4 6 5 1 3 2 SEN provision in schools to reduce the number needing to attend a specialised provision outside of the Berwick Partnership.

Governor in a Berwick School NE71 6EA Yes Structural changes to align with greater national model of primary/secondary. Ensure greater accountability for outcomes 

across schools.

Ensure choice of provision at Primary/Secondary  school for parents and carers.

Yes Additional Send provision that covers :

Autism

Emotional and Behaviour provision

Addition resources for existing SEND school

Yes Rationalise primary places with fewer schools in Berwick town Yes Need to build for future with links to commerce and business as active partners Yes All pupils have access to high quality provision that meets their ,BD the community beeds 3 6 4 1 5 2 Technical and commerce provision an integral part of the educational provision

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

NE71 6TA Yes I think Glendale Middle school should continue through and become a 3-18 school on its own. It has an excellent headteacher 

who is doing a Stirling job. I would hate to see it amalgamate with Berwick Academy whose poor performance would only drag 

Glendale down

Yes It’s not always possible for children with SEND needs to have their needs met. It should be up to individual schools  to see if they 

can provide care especially in rural communities

Yes If there are surplus places does this suggest that people do not want to attend this school… if so … why? Yes Yes because tax payers want to know that their money is being invested wisely Yes To ensure that it is not only SEND pupils who benefit but also those pupils who are gifted and talented… too many bright 

individuals are not reaching their potential when they reach high school. They may exceed all the way through primary and 

middle and then ‘underperform’ at GCSE and A level… more money needs to be spent on good quality experienced teachers and 

not always just on NQT’s who don’t always even have a degree on their specialist subjects. Stop forcing teachers who are on 

UPS3 out of their jobs!!

1 6 5 2 3 4 Getting pupils involved more with scholarship programmes and prize funds for outstanding work in each curriculum subject to 

help foster and encourage individual talents

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

NE716AG Yes More proof that Berwick academy is a decent school that will help our children get the grades they deserve Yes I think there should be more funding and intervention in main stream schools before the child has to travel to a SEND school. I 

don’t feel there is enough support in main stream schools for children with learning difficulties which results in them having to 

be in SEND school taking the place of a child who could need to be at that school more.

Yes As I live in wooler we always had the option of Berwick and Alnwick until more recently. If you want parents to be sending their 

children to Berwick instead of Alnwick there needs to be more proof of the children getting a good education in Berwick as the 

reputation of the school went very down hill which left parents feeling like they didn’t want to send their children their.

No There will need to be big changes for a lot of the rural parents to trust that their children will get the education they need Yes There needs to be some big changes to the school systems in Berwick so that more children come to the school 1 6 5 4 2 3 Giving the children a decent high school that the children will enjoy being at.

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

NE716AY Yes For my children’s future I think it would be beneficial foe them to stay in wooler/Glendale middle until they’re at an age where a 

bus journey wouldn’t become exhausting

Yes Very important that children are covered fairly by send Yes Given that we live in wooler I feel it is important to keep the first school and middle school, the thought of my children travelling 

on a bus as far as 20 miles (which will take 30/40mins as it used to with Alnwick) would be an unfair journey for them. 

I think we need to look at the amount of new homes being built and the enormous demand in properties from cities to country 

side should also be considered.

No I don’t think this plan and forecast can work as true to life. Yes I would make it priority that the best options for everyone are covered. Eg rural kids aren’t neglected for in in town schools. 2 1 5 3 6 4 There needs to be more in the rural areas for kids and teens to keep them in the area, the reason young families are dwindling is 

because there isn’t much for them to do for entertainment purposes. Glendale had it great when the grassroots football was 

here, but they opted to choose Alnwick and now we’ve lost our young footballers because yet again we have to travel for an 

activity.

Staff member in a Berwick school TD12 4TQ Yes Stronger parental involvement in supporting children's academic development. Not expecting teachers to teach outside of their 

subject specialisms.

Yes Green spaces and rural hobbies / work are vital for many SEND children as this will shape their future. Travelling to meetings 

should only happen if online / Zoom / Facetime cannot or for children who cannot access this for whatever reason.

No The government needs to give more money to rural schools and stop talking about surplus places. In agricultural communities 

there will always be more sheep than people and government cannot expect rural schools to be filled to maximum capacity.

Yes All schools need to be viable medium / long term whilst also providing for our students today. Yes 1.Staffing

2. Suitable learning spaces.

1 6 5 3 2 4 The Arts. Closely followed by Sports.

Staff member in a Berwick school NE71 6EX Yes Investment in Berwick itself. 

A fit-for-purpose High School.

Attracting teachers of the highest calibre.

Yes It makes sense to incorporate provision for SEND pupils into any new educational structure within the Berwick partnership so 

that pupils don't feel 'different' but feel included whilst being supported.

Yes Having fewer schools will reduce the burden placed by surplus places, but the large geographical area needs to be considered.  

We should also consider sharing staff expertise across schools so that perhaps the financial implication of spare capacity is less 

of a burden.

Yes The Berwick community is desperate to have education provision to be proud of - not only in terms of achievements but also in 

terms of viability and being fit-for-purpose. A high-achieving High School will automatically attract pupils to it and encourage 

people with school age children to want to move to Berwick.

Yes Obviously buildings and infrastructure are crucial but a school is only as good as its staff and it is more important to attract the 

right people to raise standards and aspirations. A strong Head  who has the vision to lead from the front. A  visionary approach 

is necessary to make sure that the educational route for pupils in the catchment is mapped out and, more crucially, followed 

through.

1 3 6 2 5 4 Berwick, the town and the area, has SO MUCH history particularly centring on the Tweed and the border. It doesn't feel as if 

much is made of this. Investment in Berwick itself focussing on its history (perhaps with a 21st century Visitors' Centre 

celebrating the river and the area) will attract more people to the area and consequently lead to greater investment. This will 

have a beneficial knock-on effect to the schools and education provision in general.

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

ne665pa Yes As someone who was edicated in a 2 tier system, I am not convinced of the success of the 3 tier.  The Northumberland average 

is higher, is this due to the fact that they have moved to 2 tier?

Yes Some of these diagnoses are given without the ability to just move school so more avilability will become imperative.  As a child 

with mild autism (currently under assessment) I am very concerned how his needs are to be met, especially with lack of support.

Yes This needs to be considered, however there are many areas with a lot of building going on that will impact this positively.  It 

works both ways.

Yes I do but that is a very complex question. Yes The actual quality of learning, however, this cannot be done without a safe environment to study so this would need fixing first. 3 4 6 1 2 5 A facility that brought old and young together, a lot can be learned and benefited from here.

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

TD15 1DQ Yes Focus attention and resources on the teaching at Berwick Academy. No I only answered no as you present a binary yes or no as the only options. I honestly have no idea is the SEND provision is 

adequate.

No It is not clear what the question is asking but i suspect you are asking if schools should be closed. Other ways of addressing the 

problem include making the schools better (particularly Berwick Academy) to attract and retain pupils. It could be accepting that 

schools in rural locations cost more. The figures you present also omit the  number of families with school age kida currently 

moving to Berwick (it is also possible that the numbers fail to capture the children born in either Cramlington or Borders General 

in Melrose but whose parents live in Berwick).

No Again you are forcing a yes/no answer and this is what is known as a leading question. There is in fact no answer to this question 

as, first, it makes no sense (seriously, i’ve read the sentence several times and it's gibberish) and, second, without saying what 

changes you propose asking if people support them is pointless.

No Provide enough money to recruit high quality teaching staff and ensure they have sufficient resources and support to drive up 

attainment levels for all age groups.

2 4 6 1 3 5 These questions strongly suggest that the council already has well developed ideas for how it wants to spend any money on 

upgrading school facilities in Berwick. If you want to close some schools, add additional SEND provision or redevelop some of 

the school grounds to provide facilities that schools will share with the wider community then just tell us and let us make our 

minds up based on the quality of your plans. Asking us for our opinions on subjects that most people are wildly unsuited to 

answer is useless. Unless you have kids with special educational needs most parents have no idea whether the current provision 

is any good, or even what good is. By forcing  people to chose between a yes or a no to a leading question you will get the result 

you want. If you ask people “do you agree that changes should have a positive outcome?” the answer will almost always be yes. 

But a positive outcome for who? Pupils? Teachers? The council’s school budget? Failing the frame the questions properly make 

the consultation fairly meaningless. Either tell us what you want to do or don’t. Either carry out your plans or don’t. But spare us 

the false consultation process. As you can tell I’m a bit annoyed by this as I’ve just wasted a decent amount of my time engaging 

with a spurious, pointless and manipulative consultation.

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

TD15 2EJ Yes A 2 tier system in place.

Berwick Academy to be government run and lose its Academy status, it is not helpful or beneficial as it is classed as a business 

and not an institution for education.

The vested interest in is earning money over the individuals educational needs

Yes There is not enough support for children with special educational needs.

Travelling so far to have educational needs met is exhausting and sometimes traumatic for families.

A better service is needed

Yes A 2 tier system will assist with this.

There are far too many lower schools, too little middle schools and only one high school is inadequate.

We take out children out of area because both middle and upper schools are a disgrace 

Maybe some teacher education on how to interact with pupils will help to make us want to send our children to our local 

schools. 

The lack of respect within the teacher- student relationship is disgusting

Yes The only way to fix this is to make the schools better, the education system better and lose the academy status.

Until this happens we will continue to put our children in out of area schools

Our children deserve better 100% better not just marginally

Yes Losing the academy status

A new high school, a school that our children want to attend, with better facilities and better teaching.

Bigger schools, smaller class sizes

2 4 5 1 6 3 How about more than 40 million, this is not enough to do what needs to be done for this community and the current education 

system in place.

Do not focus solely on the academy, ask the community what they need and what they want before agreeing to anything.

Invest time into this community and you will reap the benefits.

They only want what is best for the generations to come and have been given sub standard everything for too long.

The council shod accept responsibility for their lack of investment into this town and the people who love in it. They/we deserve 

better that what is on offer

Staff member in a Berwick school TD12 4SW Yes Outcomes need to improve at KS4.   Although all schools can always improve, the need is clearly greater for GCSEs and A-level.

The data you provide above does not include the special school provision and so is an incomplete picture with regard to 

outcomes and Ofsted gradings as to the effectiveness of all schools.

Yes The Grove needs a larger and purpose build new building on better grounds with outdoor space. Yes Firstly, we need to stop children travelling out of Berwick catchment and we do that by improving the schools and in particular 

the Academy so that parents feel their child will succeed at high school level in Berwick.  Also, by increasing provision for SEND, 

children will not need to travel to SEND schools elsewhere in the county.

Yes I feel I need more information on this point. Yes Rebuild for The Grove and improvements for the schools whose buildings are in the worst condition.  I need more information 

about this.

4 5 6 1 3 2 Specialist provision

Other Alternative Provision Lead TD15 2NS Yes A change in governance and senior leadership at Berwick Academy Yes A more inclusive approach is needed Yes Better financial management of all schools Yes 2 tier system required Yes Creating investment for a 2 tier system 3 6 2 1 5 4 2 tier system

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

Td15 2yp Yes More specialist provision for children with special educational needs. A high number of children have to currently travel to 

Alnwick, Morpeth and even blyth on a daily basis to go to school as there are not enough spaces at the Grove or provision for 

children with specific behavioural needs. This is not good enough for the children of Berwick and unfair to expect them to travel 

such a distance because they have different needs.

Yes Please see previous response. Yes This is certainly an issue. However I do not think it is as simple as closing more rural schools to fill up more of the town schools 

as the quality of education in those more rural smaller schools is fantastic. Accessibility to schools in Berwick itself with traffic 

and parking being a huge issue. Even more so if numbers were to increase.

Yes Yes making first schools primary and   using schools with large space to do this and who have room to expand Yes Special educational needs.

Aswell as building a new facility for higher education investing in the schools such as scremerston who are in what was initially 

suppose to be a "temporary" building.

5 4 6 2 3 1 Specialist facilities for children with SEND

Resident/member of the community 

living in area served by Berwick 

Schools

NE71 6DN Yes Move to Primary / Secondary model would give a longer lead in to GCSE stage of education. 3 tier leads to students taking 

options about 12 weeks after landing in a High School. Teachers don't know the students and students are still settling in.

Yes More specialist provision for those with highest needs might allow better outcomes for both SEND and other students. Yes Yes but as mentioned in the preamble to the question, riral areas should be expected to have spare capacity in many instances. No This question is not at all plain English (and neither was the previous one) so please do not count this as a yes or a no but as a 

"did not reply"

Yes Q 14 should not be a yes no question. You should be asking what are the most important areas for investment and what 

outcome would they deliver (fair access, attainment, equality.

So, my priority would be investment to enable two tier education aimed at improved attainment.

3 6 4 1 2 5 Better mental health provision for young people. CYPS is not fit for purpose.

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

TD15 2EH Yes It would be good if parents of Year 8 children were able to get information from the Academy before they progress, as this can 

be a daunting time for the children and their parents.

Yes All children should have their needs met locally. No I'm not sure. Yes Not sure. Yes New Academy building as many parts are old and outdated.  Also using the money to provide up to date equipment and 

technology in schools.

2 4 6 5 1 3 I do think having a better connection between all schools would be a benefit, and helping with transition from schools.  Also 

improving the Academy building and improving technology in all schools.

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

TD152PE Yes Ensure good social and emotional support and that good pastoral care is a top priority. When pupils feel safe, secure an cared 

for then educational achievements will happen.  Good support for pupils with 'other extra needs' even if they haven't a diagnosis 

of particular named conditions.

Yes A much more robust and thorough approach to supporting pupils who need diagnosis. Especially in primary schools. Yes Accept that we are rural and might need to accommodate/fund some smaller schools. Also is it possible to merge some some 

school classes for specialist teaching/subjects? Provide extra funding to support schools with transitions of low pupil numbers 

to increases.

Yes Sort out the burning question of are we staying three tier or going two tier. Yes A new high school for Berwick. The current buildings on the Berwick Academy site are not fit for purpose and expensive to run 2 5 6 3 1 4 Skills share where adults get involved with pupils practical help in the community. Adult learning. social evenings. Helping with 

local issues, food bank, clothing banks, 

It's probable that all these have been suggested.

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

TD15 2FA Yes Not sure Yes More children to have access to a local SEND school of required rather than having to travel No Smaller class sizes and staffing should be considered Yes No sure Yes Support for all abilities 2 5 3 1 6 4 Not sure

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

Td15 2eb Yes Middle schools need to be covering the required work to ensure the pupils have the right skills before moving up to the 

academy.

All schools need to work together to ensure this happens.

Yes Children should be fully supported in the Berwick area Yes This needs to be addressed Yes a longer term view is required Yes Investment is needed in the school buildings, employing good teachers 1 4 6 3 2 5 New state of the art schools

Resident/member of the community 

living in area served by Berwick 

Schools

TD152AJ Yes The main concerns are with the high school, there is no choice as it is the only school in the area. People who have means send 

their children elsewhere due to its history of poor performance and extremely poor leadership. Academy’s may work in areas 

where there is choice but not in an area of such rurality. 6 form kids whose families can afford it send their kids to Newcastle for 

A levels. Lots of good staff have left and their is a very limited pool. If the new leadership team are improving things then great. 

Pastoral care was particularly poor when my children were there and mental health services were very difficult to access. The 

priorities were all wrong, there didn’t appear to be any real care and they appeared to be quite punitive in their approach with 

some teachers behaving very inappropriately and chastising the younger kids whilst not tackling the abusive behaviour of older 

children. I truly hope it has changed. Each one of my 3 children had a horrible experience despite having great first and middle 

school experiences. I also don’t think there is any place for an academy in Berwick.

Yes The challenges of having a SEND diagnosis is already significant without adding the stress of the journey and the additional 

fatigue that travel causes. It does require experienced staff with the right training so if it is to be provided locally it needs to be 

done well.

Yes As Berwick is a county town outside of the county of Berwickshire and the school is not considered to be as good as the two 

nearest schools in Eyemouth or Duns, many parents choose the Scottish schools. If the Berwick schools were better and had a 

great SEND provision, things could work the other way. There also should be some weighting financially for rural areas to ensure 

there is some equity of educational provision wherever someone lives-I appreciate this is a policy issue but there could be some 

attempt to lobby the local  MP.

Yes Yes we need to improve the schools to ensure Berwick is an attractive place to live. I personally would scrap the high school and 

expand the 2 middle schools that could use the facilities of the high school and pool classes for smaller subjects- this is just a 

rash, un evidences idea but it could work.

Yes Best trained high quality teachers, equity of access to technology comfortable classrooms 1 5 6 2 4 3 Good MH and pastoral services, real investment in supporting parents. More open schools that can support more inter 

generational learning and support.

Staff member in a Berwick school TD15 1JX Yes 1. A new-build special school, increasing the capacity of the current Grove School

2. Return the Academy into Local Authority control

3. Intensive support into the Academy

4. A post 16 option in Berwick

5. A new-build Academy

Yes The Grove is currently providing an excellent service to the children in the North of the county, but it is bursting at the seams!

A new-build school is needed to accommodate a larger number of children.

This would have a huge knock on effect on the rest of the schools in Berwick, who are currently either trying to provide the best 

education they can for children whose needs they cannot realistically meet, or having to send those children miles away down 

the county to the nearest provision.

Yes We can't do very much about the birth rate, and I can see that the number of children coming in to Berwick at Reception level is 

falling.

We can, however, do something about the number of children who are leaving Berwick further on in their school career.

If there was a good pathway for children, straight through from Reception to post 16 here in Berwick, we wouldn't lose children 

on the way.

Yes The education offer needs to be good from Reception to post 16 here in Berwick, to ensure that children go through their entire 

education here without leaving the area or the county.

We need to be able to attract good quality staff to the area, as working in Berwick is often a lifestyle choice as much as a career 

choice.

Yes 1. New-build special school

2. New-build Academy

2 5 6 4 3 1 New-build special school

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

Ne716hr Yes Made more up to date and food much better and more flexibility on choices as some kids didn't get too do what they wanted 

because the way the system worked

No Everything looks great Yes If it makes it better I do Yes People leave because the improvements needed Yes Too.makemthe school better so kids are more happy and let them have more choice even if it means more lessons 3 2 5 1 6 4 Somewhere sage for kids too hang out after school

Resident/member of the community 

living in area served by Berwick 

Schools

TD15 2PT Yes Berwick Middle School requires major improvement in plant -lab provision etc. There is no laboratory technician provision which 

is an unfortunate omission in this school. As a former head of Biology department in 2  Nottinghamshire Schools I relied on my 

lab technician and I feel science education would be greatly enhanced if lab. technician was employed in all primary 

schools/middle schools. I think that if Berwick became a 3 tier system of First,Primary up to age 11 and Secondary 12-18  ,the 

discipline of 12 -13 yr olds would be easier to manage than at present where they are the oldest pupils in the present middle 

schools. I was also appointed Head of PHSE in 1991 n the  Elizabethan High School Retford. I designed the course  which was 

taught in form period 1 day a week to yrs 7-9 inclusive and it included Personal, Social,Health,IT and Careers Education. Yrs 10 + 

11 were taught budgeting and financial management including banking as well as the topics taught to yrs 7,8 and9. I believe this 

PSHE content helped our school pupils in Retford develop their relationships with each other and respect their elders both in 

teaching and outside school. Career Education started early and involved work experience and practice job interviews in year 11. 

I believe PSE is now part of every schools curriculum?

Yes I feel thatSEND pupils are best catered for in a specialised school with staff with a particular interest and training in this area. I 

have worked with special needs children, who been placed in comprehensive schools and they are often intimidated by other 

pupils. Some of these children perform exceptionally well in  special schools

Yes Since my husband and I moved to the Berwick area in 1996 and ton our current home in 1998 we have been very aware of how 

many parents have sent their children to schools in Scotland or to Long Ridge Private School to avoid the low attainment at the 

11-18 provision. Several parents have actually consulted with us. because of our experiencing Notts where Larry was a Deputy 

Head at EHS until we retired here. I'm now 76 and he is 75.  Many teachers in this area tend to stay put because they love the 

area. In our experience teachers who move schools tend to experience different methodology. Berwick seems to have a problem 

attracting applications from very well qualified teachers from other areas  of the UK particularly at secondary level even though 

once here it is a beautiful area of the country ! I the general standard of education in the Academy could be raised then hopefully 

more parents will happily keep their children in the Berwick area system. Unfortunately Berwick Academy has never had a good 

reputation whilst we've lived here and parents who care about their children's education and eventual careers have often opted 

out of the system.

Yes Please refer back to my earlier comments. If the Berwick community can have confidence in all of the 3 tiers of Berwick schools 

and Glendale in Wooler in that all staff are respected and all are known to contribute well to their childrens education and 

standards at secondary level improves  to be more than comparable with other schools their children can access, I feel school 

numbers will increase to better reflect the area and make the schools more financially viable.

Yes As stated earlier improvement of plant where necessary.  Reorganisation as suggested, Lab provision improved where 

necessary to make it comparable with nether schools outwit this area and provision of lab technicians in the primary as well 

secondary education.

6 1 5 3 2 4 Some form of Technical College for over 16's and able to be accessed by all ages men + women in this community. I know there 

is an offshoot college on the Ramparts estate but this is only. for 18+ . In Notts when I was 2nd in 5th we transferred many boys 

to the FE College in Worksop for bricklaying, plumbing, electrical etc. at the age of 16.

Staff member in a Berwick school Ne71 6lf Yes Keep 3 tier system. Sort out Berwick Academy, it's  taking too long. Yes Perhaps with more special, extra, teaching staff in schools some of the pressure could be taken away from specialist schools, 

thereby freeing up space for those more desperately in need.

Yes School buildings within Berwick itself needs to be looked at with the possibility of amalgamating first schools, that have the 

availability for expanding,  thereby saving funds on infrastructure.

Yes Families will not move into the Berwick area if schooling is inadequate and no matter how good first and middle schools are if 

catchment forces pupils to Academy that is underachieving they won't come.

Yes Spreading funding evenly across all schools, especially remembering country feeder schools, that are often forgotten about and 

ignored.

1 5 6 2 4 3 Increased police cover as they seem to spend a lot of time at the Academy, to the detriment of the rest of the community.

Staff member in a Berwick school TD15 1AS Yes Improve communication throughout the schools in the partnership to allow a clearer progression through the schools and 

moving up to Berwick Academy.

Yes Very limited options for students in Berwick to receive the learning and support they need. Yes More funding in the schools would result in better opportunities and resources. Yes Having gone through the education system in Berwick myself I believe that the 3 tier system works very well in this location. Yes Priority investment should be aimed towards the students and children in KS3/4 as this appears to be where there is a drop off 

in results and increase in surplus places.

4 3 6 1 5 2 As mentioned earlier, growing up n Berwick I found that there was very little to do in my spare time, which often lead to others 

doing things that were not approved of, and children often complain of the same problem now. There needs to be some sort of 

entertainment park, possibly retail with restaurants and something like bowling alleys (in an ideal world).

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

TD152TB Yes Setting clear objectives for the students and teachers that are both achievable and measurable covering both the culture and the 

target the school and pupils wish to achieve. Ensuring a strong message for change in the school community. 

Providing resources to enable the change and commit to the objectives. 

Monitor the progress and report clearly back the progress made to all objectives.

Making sure the students are credited with contributing to the success.

Create a teaching environment that attracts the best from students and attracts the best teachers creating pride in the 

community.

Involve the parents.

Yes I think its extremely important that SEND students are supported within the local schools where they are able. Yes If an excellent provision is available in Berwick then the choice for locals will be the local school. We may even benefit from other 

areas choosing to travel to Berwick due to its provision. It would be foolish to reduce the provision by building for a smaller 

population as this could cause problems later.

Yes Why would you not agree to this. This is a strange question. Yes A new building with facilities (areas of the building or recreational areas) that could be used both by the school and hired out to 

recoup funds or put something back into the community. Providing resources for students to support their learning. Be smart 

with the use of technology for all so that nobody loses out if they dont have the equipment at home. 

Investing in teachers, and raising the standard where required.

3 2 6 1 5 4 Something that gives back to the community and restores a sense of pride in the education provided in the area beyond middle 

school.



Resident/member of the community 

living in area served by Berwick 

Schools

TD152DT Yes I am not sure, but if we keep doing what we have done for the past 30 years then our children will continue to be disadvantaged 

from aged 13+. Yes our children do well until age 13 but if the system fails them afterwards perhaps the system should change.

It is not good enough to keep blaming the academy, we have to look at education as a whole.  If nothing changes then the 

academy will struggle ,as a failing school, to recruit top class teachers who will wish to make their lives in Berwick. We cannot 

remain an outpost of the 3 tier system if it fails our children at the final hurdle. I recognise that most of the first schools & middle 

schools provide a very good education and people are very reluctant to give them up but we must improve our children’s life 

chances.

No The Grove School is amazing & a fantastic provision for children with SEND in Berwick. Yes Two tier system. Yes It will be difficult to persuade people that change needs to happen. The schools that are currently doing well will feel very 

protective of their success but ultimately we have to consider the whole education our children get. The final outcomes are the 

most important.

Yes To ensure that our children’s GCSE & A level results reflect their abilities & that they are not disadvantaged by their school. 2 6 5 1 4 3 Enable first class education

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

NE71 6DN Yes Smaller class sizes. Re open village feeder schools. Shorter school day. More teachers. Yes Fund centres, facilities much more locally in villages towns, with more teachers No If attempts to reduce surplus places includes getting rid of more small and local schools so pupils travel further - no.

Put up more of a fight to Westminster government to change the calculation of the nsff.

Improve local places (e.g. Berwick high street) to attract people to live there. It should be more popular for families where 

parents commute to Newcastle/Edinburgh. 

The new leisure centre is a great example

Of investment but much more creative thinking is needed to enhance areas.

No Cannot agree with such a vague statement No This statement could mean anything so impossible to agree with.

More teachers, smaller class sizes, local village and town facilities. Education is more than classroom walls so again making more 

of places will bring people/families to the area and mean more kids in schools.

1 2 6 3 5 4 Improve high streets and local amenities e.g. Open air lido swimming pool. Library, cafe/restaurant area; meeting rooms, large 

outdoor play area. Put classes on e.g. watersports, life saving, first aid. Great example

At Craven in yorkshire.

In Iceland these are pristine facilities that draw families and tourists.

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

NE71 6PA Yes Investment in staff Yes The current backlog of assessing a child with SEN is not acceptable, more funding required to ensure every child gets the same 

opportunity and support they need at the right time.

Yes Improve education in general, standards have dropped massively over the last 10 years, children that find it hard to keep up are 

left behind.

Yes Rural schools need more funding to address the staffing reduction Yes A good education system that provided education for all children with a multitude of different needs. 3 6 5 1 2 4 Extend Duchess High school so we are not forced to send our children to Berwick Academy!!

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

NE66 5NP Yes Berwick academy need to improve on all levels ie discipline, pastoral care, buildings updated, better teachers Yes Children with less obvious special educational needs need more help as they are slipping through the net and not getting the 

support they need. They are only just coping rather than thriving.

Yes The numbers for Berwick high school will stay low until it improves. Parents do not want to send there children to a school that 

is failing on all levels.

No Moving the catchment area for Berwick high school down to Powburn is a ridiculous idea it does not benefit the students as they 

would be travelling in access of an hour to get to school when there is Alnwick high school 15-20minutes away. Any address that 

is NE66 and Alnwick shouldn’t be going to Berwick high school as they are closer to Alnwick. This would only be done to increase 

pupil numbers and for the money. Not in the best interests of the students. If you live in wooler you should continue to get the 

choice as you are in the middle if you live south of wooler those pupils should go to Alnwick and north of wooler Berwick like 

they always have done for many years.

Yes School buildings with better facilities and a better environment for pupils to flourish. 3 5 6 1 2 4 Better school buildings and facilities that could also be used by community groups.

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

TD15 2AW Yes Recruit skilled teachers, and staff to assist with pupil discipline. It doesn’t matter what the school structure or building looks like 

if the teachers are not highly skilled to deal with all abilities. Children’s needs are now more complex and teachers need to be 

flexible, patient and highly trained. 

More focus needs to be on recruiting and retaining good teaching staff.

Yes Again it is all about recruiting, training and retaining the correct staff to undertake these specialist and demanding jobs. More 

focus needs to be put on the training of these staff members. 

There does need to be a new adequate building in the local Berwick area for this provision .

Yes I don’t know what the answer to this problem is, maybe the funding should be calculated differently for rural schools. Yes I don’t have enough information on this matter to make a judgement. Yes The high school buildings, and if we sit and talk about it for too long nothing will happen. Actions speak louder than words, let’s 

not lose this allocated money.

1 6 4 2 5 3 Recruitment of highly trained staff including kitchen staff as the school meals at the high school are very low quality. 

The building of a new high school is also needed but the highly trained staff need to come first.

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

TD152RG No There needs to be significant improvement in GCSE and A-Level or equivalent acheivements in the area.  Children receive a good 

standard of education until they reach this level.  It doesn't take much to show an improvement on recent years but in 

comparison with the rest of Northumberland and England in general we are still far behind.

Yes It is not acceptable that children must travel long distances from their home to be able to access appropriate SEN education. Yes Children need to be able to access acceptable education within the catchment area.  Many children go outside of the area to 

ensure a better standard of education from Year 9.  Many opt to move at Year 7 to ensure that their children can settle in a 

secondary school which has a direct effect on surplus places at Middle Schools even though they are good performing schools.

Yes That is a very complicated question and poorly worded to obtain responses.   I understand from it that you are trying to 

ascertain if I think it is important that the changes to the school system should be aimed at ensuring long term viability and 

quality of eduation? Then of course the answer must be yes.

Yes Improvements to the SEN provision to allow children in the local area to access suitable provision.  Improvements to school 

buildings to ensure a modern and innovative approach to education provision for all children. Improvements in the scope of 

provision for GCSE options, Alevels, vocational qualifications and further education options in the local area.

4 6 5 1 2 3 A better provision for eduation for all children to be able to access for all ages.  We need to broaden the opportunities for our 

children and show them what they can achieve despite where they live.  Just because we are a rural setting we should not accept 

limitations on the quality and breadth of education offered.

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

NE66 4YE Yes Better facilities and staff Yes All monitoring and diagnose needs to be quicker and the correct help given Yes I don't know how this can be achieved Yes ? Yes Safe and adequate bulids that are fit for purpose and that they are places children want to be 1 5 6 3 2 4 Good sports facilities

Art facilities

It

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

TD15 2JA Yes I think the high school in particular is very outdated. a whole new building and a look at the way things are taught are things to 

be considered

Yes I don't know enough to really have a comment but parents I know with  sen children are happy Yes - Yes - Yes New school building for high shcool 5 1 4 3 2 6 -

Staff member in a Berwick school TD15 1XQ Yes Switch to a two tier system to allow consistency in education from ages 11-16.

Ensure funding is adequate to provide teachers for all year groups up to age 18 to be taught without having to consolidate 

classes.

Yes Support should be available in every lesson for students who require it and adequate funding needs to be ensured for this. Yes Switch to a two tier system to reduce the need for excess staff required to run additional sites. Utilise savings to ensure quality 

of education increases and families are more willing to send their children to school in the area. Work with local businesses to 

ensure there are opportunities for school leavers with qualifications.

Yes Any changes must have the full support of the community by working towards an outcome that is beneficial to all. There need to 

be viable careers for young people and support throughout the education system for those who feel left behind.

Yes Invest in people. Berwick requires consistent, quality educators who are committed to driving the schools forward. Without the 

right people additional funding won't be successful.

1 6 4 2 5 3 One school site that the community could feel proud of and ownership over.

Other Former pupil of Berwick High 

(Academy), work with educational 

institutions although no longer in 

Berwick. Do not work with BA

LE5 0tl Yes Bringing Berwick Academy back under Local Authority control even if it costs a lot of money or getting an Academy Trust with 

success outcomes to take them over.

Retention bonuses etc for teaching staff.

Widening horizons for students through engaging with, for example, Higher Education Institutions

Raising aspirations through positive teaching

Yes This is vital. I have dyspraxia, Aspergers and NVLD. My needs were met then at Berwick High School. I wonder now whether my 

outcomes (gone to university and achieved a Masters) would have been the same had I gone to Berwick Academy now.

Yes This seems important- I am not sure I have anything useful to comment Yes Schools need to be able to run and improve Yes High quality teaching 1 5 6 2 4 3 Community learning facilities

Staff member in a Berwick school NE71 6AY No It is clear that Berwick academy needs the most improvement as most schools are working at the expected levels before they go 

into ks4. The quality of teaching staff need assessed and everything needs to be reset, more surveys to be done on what needs 

changed/improved specifically for the older children.

Yes Provisions for SEND should be one of the priorities as it I well known that facilities are extremely limited in our area. Yes Some schools are very close regarding distance, this could be looked into. I do think that long term this will be a problem with 

reducing numbers.

Yes In the future it will not be viable to have so many schools with not enough pupils. while the catchment area is not too large to be 

able to arrange transport which would cost less. The solution would be to go to 2 tier or reduce the amount of schools, extend 

and invest in the remaining schools.

Yes Staff particularly for ks4, school marketing, higher budget for school trips and swimming, school meals, send facilities, 

transport, building improvements/facilities.

1 3 4 2 6 5 The improvement of a new building,  quality staff and some sort of reset programme for the older children to put the trust back 

in their education. Any small schools that remain need investment for facilities for all needs and for the local communities, 

particularly  to help keep local communities to stay local and give them reason. Children in areas such as wooler need investment 

in after school activities as there is nothing.

Resident/member of the community 

living in area served by Berwick 

Schools

TD152AG Yes Key stages should stay together so schools can keep momentum going so primary up to y6 for KS1 & 2 & then secondary school 

for KS3 &4 y7 up.  Better qualified subject specific teachers who are teaching the children from year 7 would  improve results I 

believe.

Why should our children be different to the rest of the country in being moved 3 times and split mid  key stage in to different 

schools, it’s obviously not working.

Yes Bigger school with a wider remit for needs so that there’s capacity for all children who need it. Yes We can’t just carry on as we are - it would only create a bigger problem in the future. Reorganisation into a 2 tier system would 

help address this issue.

Yes Again a reorganisation into a 2 tier model would address this. Yes 2 tier system - primary/secondary model 3 5 6 1 4 2 Apart from a new high quality secondary school - y7 up

Some extra place /activities for teenagers, e.g rock climbing wall/bowling- I don’t know what maybe worth talking to them

One thing we do notice is aspirations are low so maybe things to aspire to/boost confidence

Staff member in a Berwick school TD12 4UD No I strongly believe a change to 2 tier would improve outcomes. I went through the berwick 3 tier system and then taught in 2 tier 

for over 10 years -  all the time believing 3 tier was superior. Returning to berwick to teach in 3 tier has opened my eyes to its 

limitations , and helped me to realise that features which I thought were advantages were actually detrimental to the progress 

and outcomes of students. 

We are compared nationally to students who are taught by subject specialists from y7  rather than y9. The middle school 

teachers can embed misconceptions, unknowingly, as they do not teach the subject beyond ks3.  Moving to 2 tier allows 

students to be taught from y7 by teachers with subject expertise for gcse and beyond.

An issue that parents have told me is that their child is inundated with homework in y5 and y6 as preparation for ks2 SATS  but 

that this drops off hugely in y7 and y8 with little homework set, which is not the best preparation for gcse study.  In my 

experience sudents in the 3 tier system are immature compared to their peers in 2 tier. They are not ready to make decisions 

about gcse options etc.

We have had years to work together as a 3 tier system, and it has not resulted in improved outcomes so far, I can't see why it 

would be any different now. 

For a town the size of berwick there are far too many small schools which is a waste of taxpayers money.

Yes I  feel that identification of students with SEND in berwick  is often very late in their school career. Yes For a town the size of berwick there are far too many schools. Consolidating places into say 2 primary and one secondary school 

would surely help school financial viability. 

It is noted that many leadership roles in berwick schools would be at risk if this were to happen, and one has to question the 

motivation of some stakeholders in berwick to keep the status quo.

Yes The current situation needs to end. It is perplexing how students who achieve above average at ks2 achieve well below average 

at ks4.

Yes 2 tier system with at least one primary on an all through site with a secondary school. 2 5 6 1 3 4 2 tier system possibly on an all through site. 

Provide better quality vocational resources, eg a school farm/ zoo, restaurant, beauty and hair facilities. 

To improve outcomes, provide financial support so that teachers have more non contact time in order to  have time to do more 

curriculum development work, and plan to teach students more effectively.

Staff member in a Berwick school Td152ns Yes Better and earlier integration between middle schools and academy. Yes Extended travel at the beginning and end of a school day is disruptive. Its clearly very costly as well. Yes Short to mid term: have more year groups on one campus.

Long term: improve the academy

Yes Not sure of the question but essentially an integrated pathway for students with stronger leadership and expertese in 

governance will improve viability in the long term.

Yes New High school campus. 11-15 4 6 3 1 2 5 As stated previously, a larger single campus high school

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

TD15 2NX Yes Behaviour management and buildings are outdated and in need of modernisation Yes My understanding is one middle school takes more SEND than the other which potentially Reduces respirated with children who 

don’t, if this is not fairly distributed across the schools different opportunities will be available

Yes This needs to be looked at and how it’s funded as birth rates may have fallen due to lack of services available in the area, ie 

removal of maternity. And or people having to live out of the area for opportunity 

I don’t have the answer to how to surplus places could be reduced

Yes N/a Yes Buildings and accessibility to fair after school

Clubs. One middle school has a variety of after achooo

Clubs and the other just two types this term

1 2 5 3 4 6 .

Other Grandparent TD152EX Yes Better discipline 

Teachers are there to teach not to  be their pupils best friends and win a popularity contest

Yes We need to be able to keep the kids local Yes My grandson could not get a place at Tweedmouth middle despite having attended spittal nursery tjen first school. Yes . Yes Places  and decent teachers 6 4 5 2 1 3 Better Internet and transport provisions got kids .

Resident/member of the community 

living in area served by Berwick 

Schools

NE716DN Yes Establish a two tier system to 1/ remove disruptions to pupils' education by having less school changes and 2/ provide medium 

to long-term financial stability to the rural schools of the partnership as they sit between a two-tier system (Alnwick) and a three-

tier system (Berwick).  

The low attainment of Berwick high school has meant that parents in Wooler prefer sending their children to Alnwick from KS3.  

Allowing Wooler schools to join Alnwick partnership would be a welcome change by parents.

Yes Provision for SEND children is not good enough. Children have to travel too far to reach special provisions, when there is a place 

available. SEND training and support also need to be improved. Late diagnostic affect children's educational outcome and their 

mental health. Cyps is not sufficient and doesn't provide appropriate support

Yes Quality of education and educational outcome play a role in parents living in the Berwick Partnership chosing to send their 

children outside their school catchment area. A complete reshuffle of the structure and an improvement of the education is 

required to give parents confidence that all schools in the area (Alnwick + Berwick) will provide equal quality of education. At the 

moment this is not the case and some parents are willing to move house the obtain the best education for their children.

Yes Two issues for our rural area having an impact on how much support parents are willing to give to schools within the 

partnership: 1/ Wooler sits between a 2 tier system and a 3 tier system. Some parents prefer the 2 tier system. 2/ quality of 

education means that Children are sent to KS3 outside the partnership, meaning that local rural schools are financially struggling

Yes Restructure the 3 tier system, new buildings, improve SEND provision 4 6 5 1 2 3 New educational structure, new building, good quality of education across  Northumberland, redraw school catchment areas, 

listen to rural schools

Staff member in a Berwick school TD14 5RX Yes Moving from a 3 tier system to a 2 tier system in line with most schools in England. 

Significant investment in buildings and staff/student ratios.

Yes Increased SEND capacity for children who would struggle to access mainstream education is needed locally. Yes Merging upper middle provision into Secondary will ensure that all schools remain financially viable. Yes There is a case for an all through 4-18 school in this scenario, which has been successful elsewhere in the North East. Yes Rebuild all schools to make them fit for purpose in the 21st century. There is historic underinvestment in Berwick compared to 

the rest of Northumberland, which needs to be addressed urgently.

6 3 4 1 2 5 A PRU provision beyond Year 9 for students who find it challenging to access mainstream education - this would reduce the risk 

of NEET and the strain on other services .

Other Grandparent to children in Berwick 

school and retired teacher

TD152PS Yes Better teaching. The employment of experienced teachers rather than newly qualified , especially in Berwick Academy which has 

been deemed Inadequate for so long. 

A highly qualified Headteacher is essential, One who has had success throughout his/her career, rather than employing a Head 

who has come from another failing school. 

The high quality of teaching is essential to the outcomes for pupils. Funds are better spent on good teachers in the first instance.

Discipline is hugely important. Again, leadership in this field must come from the top. 

Governors should also have much more knowledge of Education and teaching and be accountable in their role.

I believe the governing body and the trustees should be inspected by Ofsted as well as the school itself.

It is clear that Berwick Academy has been failing for a long time; for far too long. Improvement in this establishment must be the 

priority to improve  outcomes and to provide all children with the opportunity for a good education. 

Everything else must be secondary to this.

No I believe there are too many pupils with supposedly special educational needs. It has become too easy to receive a special needs 

diagnosis. All we hear about today is children with autism. I do not dispute that there are many children with severe autism who 

need a special institution because they cannot be taught in mainstream schools. But there are far too many pupils accessing 

special education who really are in need simply of good teaching. Rather than directing funds all the time into special needs, 

funds should be directed first and foremost into the provision of good teaching via mainstream schools. I understand parents 

can receive a carers allowance for looking after their autistic children. This money could surely go directly  towards providing the 

special education their child requires. There are too many children who whilst having a diagnosis of autism are demanding 

special requirements when in fact they could easily be taught in the mainstream. But for this to happen the quality of teaching 

and of leadership has to improve. 

I also believe that funds could be used more efficiently paying for excellent teachers and larger number of teachers rather than 

paying classroom assistants. Too often classes are left in the hands of classroom assistants rather than being taught by 

professionally qualified teachers. That is why standards are falling. 

Berwick Academy is the only school available to secondary aged pupils in the Berwick area. It is failing badly and it must come 

top of the list for improvement, before any consideration of special needs or anything else. Our children have a legal right to a 

good education and they are being denied this right now.

Yes I refer again to Berwick Academy where pupil numbers have fallen drastically over the years. I believe one reason for this is 

because of the appalling reputation of the school and its seeming inability to provide a good, sound education for the young 

people of the area. So families are either moving away or sending their children across the border to Eyemouth or Duns for a 

better education. 

Again the only way is for the Academy to improve its outcomes and hence attract pupils back. 

It is also my own personal experience that Ford First School was once oversubscribed and parents were fighting for places. Since 

then the standard of teaching dropped, too many newly qualified teachers were employed; too many teaching assistants were 

used; the new Headteacher was inadequate and the school numbers dropped. It’s Ofsted Inspections went from Good to 

Requiring improvement. It all comes down yet again to the employment of good staff who have been properly trained in 

Education. 

This is where the funding must be directed.

Yes If schools are delivering an appropriate curriculum for their pupils then numbers will steady and budgeting will be easier. But 

schools have to deliver, first and foremost. And if they are unable to deliver because of inadequate staffing then they must be 

held to account and the funding must come from elsewhere. It is a legal requirement for a school to deliver a good education so 

the funding has to be provided.

Yes As stated previously the priority has to be highly qualified staff, and highly qualified Headteachers, who have previously led 

successful schools. 

There also must be more accountability. Governors, trustees and all in any way associated with the running of the school must 

be accountable and be subject to inspections.

1 2 5 3 4 6 A new High School.

Other Trustee TD151UT Yes Move to two tier system. Yes Of course there is always a need for more resources for children with additional needs. It would be a nonsense to answer no to 

this question.

Yes Creating a two tier system offers a chance to remodel and reduce the number of schools when the system changes and offers a 

time graded opportunity to do this to minimise impact.

Yes This is for those who make decisions to determine Yes New buildings for older students as whole system funnels all children through to that end point. 

Sale of other buildings and land. 

Investment and improvements to remaining primary schools

3 5 6 1 2 4 A system that reflects the needs of Berwick - teacher training and nursery/childcare training ; a leadership development centre 

to train leaders for all sectors within Berwick - managers, senior position training and so on; 

An integrated system that reflects and replicates  the myriad opportunities open to children who live in large urban areas so that 

we educate children in wider life and what is out there!

Resident/member of the community 

living in area served by Berwick 

Schools

TD15 1RD Yes The academy should find a way to get back under the control of the LEA. It used to be 'good' when it was a community high 

school. Its standards fell very quickly after academisation. It should also work to resolve these problems without leeching 

funding and reputation from the middle schools, who are performing well.

Yes I do not know too much about this issue personally but I do know that research suggests academies do not serve children with 

special needs well. Anna Feuchtwang, Chief Executive of The National Children’s Bureau, has been quoted as saying there is  

"...anecdotal evidence that academies are more reluctant to accept children with special education needs unless they have an 

education, health and care plan already in place.” Richard Rieser of World of Inclusion, which provides training on implementing 

disability legislation, also said, “I have heard lots of anecdotal stories of people with special needs being turned away [from 

academies].” It is to be expected, as academies try to run schools like businesses and cut costs.

Yes Yes, but the leading question above needs exploration. Closing schools is not the answer, nor is axing a very good three-tier 

system which is showing some very good educational and child welfare outcomes, just to cut costs.

Yes Of course - another leading question. But the answer is NOT to cut services down to a two-tier system. Parents have repeatedly 

rejected this move in the past - remember this.

Yes A properly funded local education authority 2 3 6 1 4 5 First, let me say what it is NOT. There is no evidence that Multi-academy trusts improve educational standards and in many 

cases MATs have led to a fall in standards. There is no evidence that a two-tier system performs better than a three-tier system 

and in an area like Berwick there are clear detriments to pupils and families if this was to happen. So please take these unproven 

ideas off the table. Campaign for better LEA funding and find a way to bring the academy - which is the biggest problem in the 

Berwick area - back into LEA control.

Staff member in a Berwick school TD15 2DN Yes A two tier system No There needs to be more specialised provision Yes Yes Yes ? Yes First schools 4 1 6 3 2 5 ???

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

TD14 5EN Yes Outcomes can always be improved but only with increased provision.

If The Grove special school had buildings that were fit for purpose, an already outstanding school would be a leading light for the 

nation. There would be the potential to offer new learning outcomes for more students.

The Berwick First, Primary and Middle schools are doing  well, in terms of results, but there is so much more that matters to the 

children, the parents, the staff and the governors.

If mainstream class sizes were smaller, you would see an immediate improvement in behaviour, interaction, communication 

with families as well as education outcomes.

If there were more TAs, you would see all of the above as well as reduced stress in teaching staff and reduced absence.

Likewise, if TAs were paid more appropriately for the job they do, you would attract a wider range of TAs from a greater pool.

A new build is only going to improve outcomes if the existing team of staff, parents and governors are already excellent. A new 

build in itself does not improve outcomes. Therefore, I would not back a new build for the Berwick Academy as there is clearly 

so much wrong besides the state of the building.

Yes It is clear from the configuration of the graph that the upward trend is set to continue.  The Grove School in Berwick is ideally 

suited to meet the needs of children with SEND and their families. The Head Teacher manages a strong team of dedicated 

teachers and support staff, leading from the top with a great ethos. The atmosphere in the school is such that all children feel 

safe and secure. 

The only issue that prevents The Grove  from meeting the demands of a greater number of children with SEND is the building 

itself. It is on a split site, it is too small, each room is too small, there are no  intervention rooms for visiting specialists, the Head 

Teacher shares an office,  there are not enough changing facilities, there is not enough storage for learning resources or for 

bulky equipment such as standing frames, walkers, wheelchairs., there is limited outdoor space in an age where we recognise 

outdoor learning as essential for well being, there is no gym, the list goes on and on. The outstanding status of this school is 

proof that the excellence is there. Let's invest in that excellence and provide it for more children with SEND and their families.

Yes My first point is that not all schools have surplus places. The Grove for example has few available spaces. Some schools are full 

in some year groups. It appears to be dependent on the geographical position, the reputation and the varying outcomes of each 

individual school.

It is not all to do with a falling population. One of the reasons that Berwick Academy has surplus spaces is that many families 

have moved their child to Eyemouth or to Longridge. They have voted with their feet.

Because the education system in Eyemouth is two tier, many children have been moved before finishing Middle School so as to 

start in Eyemouth in the first senior year. This has increased surplus spaces at the middle schools.

If you want to decrease the number of surplus places, you will have to increase the quality of teaching and support at Berwick 

Academy and tempt those families back into Berwick.

Yes Should any changes ensure viability? YES

Should there be a clear school system? YES

Should there be a clear pathway? YES

Should any changes serve, be supported by and valued by the people of Berwick? YES

Yes At this point in time my priority would be to provide a new building for The Grove Special School to allow more local children 

with SEND the opportunity to be educated in an appropriate setting.

4 3 6 5 1 2 A new building for The Grove Special School which would include a hub providing information, support, advice and support to 

the community.

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

TD15 1DU Yes The first schools are good and the middle schools are fine, which rules out a problem with the children's backgrounds or home 

lives. I don't know what's wrong with the academy but the numbers give the strong impression that a complete reset couldn't 

make things worse.

Yes It is clearly better for children with SEND to have their needs met locally, as long as the numbers and population density make 

this practical.

Yes My daughter is currently at Tweedmouth West First School and whilst I recognise that some school closures will end up being 

inevitable, I hope they get to carry on; they're all really nice. 

"This is also exacerbated by the significant number of children and young people travelling outside of the community to attend 

schools elsewhere"

I hope the whole point of this exercise is to improve standards locally so that this doesn't happen. I hope that Berwick Academy 

is good enough to send my children to by the time they are old enough. That there is a much higher surplus places percentage at 

high school level is evidence that the Academy is failing.

Yes That's such a vague and anodyne sentence that it's impossible to disagree with it. Yes Buildings are important, but teachers are more important. Ask the teachers what they need, and go with that. Probably less of a 

lot of things - less testing, less jumping through politically motivated hoops, less rigidity in the curriculum. More freedom to 

innovate and to inspire children without having to teach to a test every single day.

1 3 4 2 6 5 I see plenty of evidence of investment - the new leisure centre, the £40m for school buildings, the Maltings redevelopment. Let's 

just use all these new facilities to their 

fullest. 

Or to put it another way; there seems to be enough in the way of big, flashy, top-down development. Why not try putting some 

money aside for a wide variety of grassroots schemes. I don't know what they are, but I know they must be out there 

somewhere, and small groups and societies can deliver much more bang for your buck with a very small amount of funding.

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

TD15 2DD Yes A bigger school fir children with special needs also better facilities in main stream schools  for additional needs. Yes We have a fantastic SEND school but it is very limited with the amount if students it can take with alot of children having travel 

outside the berwick area to other schools. What is needed is a much bigger SEND school with more outside space as the current 

school does not have a playing field only a yard.

Yes I think changing  the Berwick area to a 2 tier system would be beneficial I helping reduce the surplus. Yes Making 2 tier would help as nit as many schools needed. Yes Better SEND provisions 4 3 6 2 5 1 Unsure.

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

TD15 2ER Yes Middle schools working with academy more closely.

More transition work from Y7 onwards.

More consistent staffing at academy. Eldest step daughter reports lots of staff moving on and use of supply.

Yes Specialists should be available within schools. If not possible there should be at least a specialist that is based within one of the 

schools and is able to visit the other local schools when needed.

Yes Could some smaller first schools form a partnership. Yes Without adequate funding schools cannot provide and broad and balanced curriculum. Some changes need to happen so there 

are not as many surplus places.

Yes New building with technology more suited to teaching in today’s modern world.

Specialist staff

2 6 5 1 3 4 New school/schools

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

TD15 1QB Yes Making lessons easier to understand by using fun methods of learning. More outdoor activities and not sk much pressure ie 

homework. Kids are at school 6hrs a day I don't believe they should need to do homework ontop of this 6hrs it's all too much 

pressure.

Yes I agree. Yes I agree. Yes I agree. Yes Teaching and supplies so all children get to learn at the same rate. 2 3 4 1 5 6 More facilities for children in and around Berwick to help them out of school.  Ie- there is absolutely nothing for kids to do out of 

school hours other than walk around the streets. Give the kids something to do and I can almost guarantee everything will 

improve including them wanting to learn when at school. This town is slowly being forgotten and it's horrible to see I would love 

my children to enjoy Berwick but I fail to see what they can enjoy.  As for the school hours massive improvements in 

teaching,supplies and facilities need to be made in order for families to want there children attending the Berwick schools again. 

Unless massive improvements are made my children will not be attending the Berwick academy,but iam hopeful things will 

improve before I need to make that decision.

Staff member in a Berwick school TD15 2NX No Results and progress across KS1, KS2 and KS3 are good across First and Middle schools. Outcomes could be improved at KS4 

and KS5.

Yes Children who do not meet the requirements of the Grove have no place to go - for example, those with High Fuctioning ASD etc 

have to travel to Barndale etc.

Also those children who do not cope with mainstream, often SEMH children, attend Engage - a private company when it needn't 

be. They belong to the partnership and it should be us who helps them.

No Over years, number on roll naturally rises and falls.  We must ensure we have the available spaces for the years where numbers 

are high: eg, Tweedmouth Middle's current Years 5 and 6 are at capacity.

No Changes to the system - creating a MAT - may drive parents away.  First and Middle schools don't lose children - it is after Middle 

school they are lost to Eyemouth, Longridge etc.

No It isn't the whole 'school system' that needs to change - look at the building etc that need the additional money. 6 3 5 2 4 1 SEMH school that could provide excellent provision to meet the needs of local children. 

Support for struggling schools (Academy).

Staff member in a Berwick school TD15 2JJ No Results and progress across KS1, KS2 and KS3 are good (if not outstanding)  within Berwick. Outcomes could be improved in KS4 

and above. That is where the support is needed.

Yes The children of Berwick should not have to travel in buses and taxis down to Alnwick or further to meet their educational needs. 

The Grove and Engage do not accept all SEND children and this provision needs extended. There should be a school such as 

Barndale within the Berwick partnership.

No It's the nature of schools that sometimes we have big year groups and other times we have smaller ones. This is natural and an 

immediate solution is not necessary. We must keep appropriate provision for when the numbers increase.

No This does not include all schools, changes to the whole system is not necessary the answer and might actually create more 

problems. Parents who have faith in the current First and Middle Schools could be driven away from an education system they 

trust. The next stage in the provision, KS4 onwards, is where the changes need to happen.

No The schools would benefit from financial investment into buildings etc, and additional support in certain areas in the curriculum. 

This doesn't necessarily mean that the whole 'system' needs to change; just ensure adequate support for the ones who need it.

6 3 5 2 4 1 A SEND school, where all local children could attend if necessary and have their educational needs met. 

Also support for any struggling schools (i.e Berwick Academy)

Staff member in a Berwick school TD15 1AS No Outcomes in KS1 and KS2 are good, if not outstanding, across schools in Berwick. It is outcomes in KS4 that need to be 

improved.

Yes There should be provision in the local area for children in Berwick. They should not have to travel as far as Alnwick or further for 

their educational needs to be met.

No Throughout my time at school, I have noticed that there are years where the number of children on roll will increase and 

decrease. This is natural. We have to ensure that we can consisntly provide for capacity.

No First Schools and Middle Schools work. No The schools would benefit finanically from an investment. However, the money should be used for upkeep of buildings and into 

areass of the curriculum to create further opportunities for pupils.

6 3 5 2 4 1 A SEND school that provides excellent provision to meet the needs of local children.  I also think that further support should be 

specifically aimed where schools are struggling. For example, Berwick Academy.

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

TD15 1SN Yes I think a major overhaul and simpler system would help Students build better more stable relationships with staff and friends, 

giving them a more stable 2 tier system with choices/options.

Yes My neighbours boy is 10 and for several years now has sat in a taxi for 1hr 20 mins to get to a school That was suitable for him. I 

feel

As a parent and school governor this is unacceptable!

Yes A two tier system, offering a primary and secondary school either side of the water in Berwick would work well, giving people 

the choice to travel if they wish.

One of each primary and secondary should then offer an additional needs section within to help with those currently having to 

travel large  distances.

Yes By reducing the number of schools, the level of pupils on roll would significantly increase as their would only be 2 options 

primary and giving two options for secondary would help keep students in the area instead of pushing them across the border.

Yes Not just fixing what we have but relocating to existing buildings that offer  room to rebuild/extend and selling those not needed 

or viable.

4 5 6 1 2 3 2 primary locations, 2 secondary locations, improve the grove and use an existing building to create a send location for those 

currently having to travel!

Have one primary and one secondary either side of water to help reduce travel time for kids.

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

TD15 2PG Yes That is a difficult question to answer, some information has been provided here but much more would be required about The 

Academy to know how to improve outcomes. It seems clear to me that both pupils and schools are doing well up to year 8 and 

everyone is being let down by outcomes at The Academy.

Yes Obviously - who could argue with that statement. 

The graphical information provided is probably misleading - it relates to children in Northumberland not the Berwick Partnership 

area.

Yes Surplus places could be reduced by providing good or outstanding education at Berwick Academy - parents would probably start 

sending their children from all over and there would be no surplus places at all.

No I do not understand the statement. Yes Give the first, primary and middle schools whatever they need to keep going as they are (brilliantly), and leave them alone, they 

are doing a great job.

Spend some money at The Academy, but not on the fabric - it needs to be brought back under local authority control and to be 

provided with an exceptional leadership team.

1 4 5 2 3 6 Good or outstanding High School education please.  (As soon as you can, my child just started year 7, so I need it sorted in less 

than 2 years)

Resident/member of the community 

living in area served by Berwick 

Schools

TD15 1RJ Yes improved communication between schools to ensure that no part of the curriculum is ever repeated- my  children experienced 

this within the Berwick partnership. 

Berwick Academy, as the failing school within the partnership and not a local authority school taking charge of this situation.

Yes more and more children are placed in main stream schools who cannot cope, this means we are also failing a majority day to day 

as teachers are taken away to deal with them.The SEND provision should be streamlined and expanded so there is provision for 

all locally -suitable supervisec integration to main stream schools should also be an option

No there is no guarantee that there will be a boom the future! Yes all children deserve this! Yes a school system which is under the control of the local authority and our 3tier system maintained 1 6 2 3 4 5 a community space for other organisations to use such as guides, scouts, youth clubs, OAP groups etc as many of the buildings 

available are not fit for purpose nowadays

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

TD15 2JP Yes I think that more information etc towards the parents would benefit both pupils, teachers & parents.

Also a more structured setting with regards to contacting the schools as at the minute this does not happen.

Yes As a mother of a disabled child, I have had nothing but good things come from the SEND service.

I hope it will continue on.

Yes Locally children do tend to walk home however the way people park outside tweedmouth middle & academy is a joke, also the 

kids just walking out in front of cars not even apologising etc is a real concern. The road access around these schools is terrible.

Yes All schools need updating frequently, however as long as the kids get the right information in school work etc that should be 

what matters.

Yes Updating technology, making sure there is enough staff to cover classes, rules to be the same for all kids eg uniform

Appropriate teachers books etc

1 4 5 3 2 6 The kids are bored in the evenings & weekends, hanging over the streets the nearest cinemas for example is Edinburgh or 

Newcastle, alot of families who do not drive or can't afford a car, or trains etc cannot financially afford a day trip away. Kids 

need to be entertained but there isn't anything for them to do. Skate park at highcliffe has graffiti all over it & its not exactly a 

great size, more needs to be done. I know a football pitch is being built near the new Swan centre however not all kids like 

football.

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

TD15 1PT Yes As the reported assessments are at the end of year 6, it would make sense to have primary schools instead of first schools, 

bringing them in line with government reporting.  Children in year 6 would benefit from not having the stress and upheaval of 

changing schools earlier and should therefore be in a better position to achieve their best.   A change of schools at that stage 

would be better. A secondary school would need to be formed,  taking the children right through to sixth form. 

Given the fact that Berwick Academy has been in special measures for an unacceptably long time, a new school is required.  The 

middle schools do not appear to be able to work well with Berwick Academy, which is why I would support a move to a two tier 

system.

Yes A new fit for purpose SEND provision is needed in Berwick to meet the needs of the community. Yes Fewer schools would reduce the number of surplus spaces.  Look to make the most popular first schools into primary schools,  

create a brand new secondary school which would be attractive to potential students, increase the amount of vocational 

opportunities at secondary school in order to attract as many students as possible. 

A better working relationship between the primary schools and the new secondary school is essential in order to promote 

education in the town and give the young people a better chance of achieving their best.

Yes By reducing surplus places, this would help the financial viability as well as having fewer separate buildings to maintain. A 

concentrated effort needs to be made to ensure that our young people stay in Berwick for their school years and this has been 

sadly lacking in recent years.

Yes Revert to a two tier system in line with the government's reporting system and provide a new secondary school with a wider 

range of opportunities to attract a larger number of students.  

Provide a new SEND provision in Berwick.

2 6 5 1 3 4 An education system that works.  The unacceptably long period of time that the current Berwick Academy has required 

improvement has damaged the educational provision in the area.  The whole community would benefit from a good or 

outstanding school which would be a worthwhile investment in our young people.

Other Teacher at a Wooler school NE66 2YE Yes Investment in the High School and Middle School infrastructure across the partnership.

Better support for disadvantaged pupils and families.

Investment in support for SEN / lower ability pupils

Yes Children are travelling out of the area to attend special schools because of the lack of provision. Yes Children should be able to attend a first and middle schools close to home. No A move to two tier will not guarantee this improvement. It will simply move the problem elsewhere. Yes Ensuring that schools can offer a wide ranging curriculum, not just driven by exam outcomes.

Ensuring that all schools are fit for purpose and energy efficient.

4 6 3 1 2 5 Provision for young people’s mental health and well-being. 

Schools that are properly resourced and fit for purpose.

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

TD15 2DF Yes More support withing the academy.

More teachers specialising in certain subjects.

Yes The Grove School Berwick is fabulous but definitely needs a bigger premises to cater for the growing demand! My child has been 

lucky enough to secure a place within the Grove school but others aren't so lucky and have to travel miles to get an education!

Yes The academy supluss spaces could be reduced if they got better grips on the Anti bullying policy and parents having to remove 

children for their own safety and mental health!

Yes People are moving their children early so they can avoid the academy Yes If the right structure is put in place it could benefit all Children. Especially for parents that are having issues with children from 

middle to academy

1 5 6 3 4 2 Better teaching within the academy, larger school for SEND children that attend the Local Grove School. Better Facilities

Governor in a Berwick School TD12 4UT Yes Effective leadership. Governing bodies of certain schools are old school and stagnant amd ineffective. Head Teachers should be 

Teachers, Not managers from a different sector. New teaching staff encouraged to teach here who have new ideas, instead of 

the nepotistic hierarchy that seems to exist in places like Berwick Middle School.

Yes Currently the state of SEND provision is appalling across the board but practically non existent at Berwick Academy Yes The first schools in the entire area provide only church associated school education. This is archaic and divisive. Especially for 

those who aren't Christians, you don't have any other choice in Berwick and the surrounding area but to place your child within 

a school and have religion shoved down their throats.

Yes The current financial state of the Academy is, in the long term, unsustainable. They can't even afford to run the GSCE subjects 

they present to the children as options for their year 10 and 11 exam options. The school is badly run by the head and the 

governing body is unreachable and when reached are unapproachable and stubborn. Yhe first schools need investment from 

county.

The people who originally decided to turn the Academy into an Academy need holding to account for their actions.

Yes County level. Take away the Academy status. Revert to a school run amd funded at County  level 6 3 4 5 2 1 A new high school funded by County, responsible to County with an effective head.

Staff member in a Berwick school TD15 2FL Yes A planned curriculum between ages 9 and 18. Yes Pupils with SEND needs often have travel long distances.

More specialist provision must be available for pupils without the need to travel.

Yes Cost savings could be realised through rationalisation.

The new school building would have to be built to reflect the local population and remove surplus places.

Yes Schools that are struggling financially will be distracted from their core purpose.  Changes need to be made in the interests of 

students and this may require downsizing of existing provision/reorganisation.

Yes Ensuring that school provision is sustainable financially in the long term. 4 5 3 1 6 2 New buildings for middle and high schools.

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

TD152HL Yes More assistance for children, classes are sometimes too big and children often get missed. Better facilities and positive 

encouragement for children

Yes Waiting times for school nurses neesd to be reduced. Due to the amount of cases children and parents are waiting months to 

see the school nurses

Yes I have seen instances where siblings are placed into different schools due to no available spaces. Surly this should not happen 

how can parents be at 2 different schools at the sams time for drop off/collections

Yes No comment Yes More teachers and and teaching assistants so all children have a chance of help if needed 1 5 4 2 6 3 Things for children to do after school hours. Children often roam the streets as they have nothing to do. Night time clubs or 

activities at a reasonable price would be good

Staff member in a Berwick school TD15 1LE Yes Better  buildings and equipment. Improve teaching at KS4 and give a greater choice of subjects. 

More funding for all schools....

Yes Better provision needed for all the reasons above.  Berwick is the poor relation in all areas. Yes Middle schools  lose pupils in Year 6 & 7 because parents choose to get them into 2 tier schools elsewhere in the area or over the 

border in Scotland.  The main reason for this is to avoid sending their children to Berwick Academy.

Yes Berwick community Happy with first and middle schools. Yes Improved facilities 3 2 6 4 1 5 Education!

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

TD15 1NT Yes More resources Yes Yes! I have to travel over 40mins to every appointment for my child, I don’t have access to certain thing due to where we live. 

It’s unfair for sen children to be missing out due to where we live.

Yes We have such limited resources so that’s why parents are moving their children. Yes Yes our kids shouldn’t need to travel or parents feel like they need to send them to a school 60miles away to get their needs met Yes The grove school! They are the only school in Berwick that have no grass field for the kids. They are crammed into a tiny area. 

The whole school share a tiny yard. It’s a complete let down to SEN children. They are  completely forgotten!

6 5 4 2 3 1 Better parking. A suitable school for Sen children. Access to more resources

Staff member in a Berwick school NE71 6QS Yes A purpose built high school and ensure all staff have high aspirations for their pupils Yes It is not good for the children's well being to travel long distances to access the correct educational setting for them. Yes You also need to consider the distances that will be travelled by children if their school closes. Yes Schools have to be viable but they also need to serve the needs of a rural community. Excessive travel times for some children is 

not acceptable.

Yes Invest in every child, regardless of their ability. Provide local schools that offer a high standard of education. 2 5 6 1 4 3 A purpose built high school that would attract more staff and pupils.

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

td15 2nz Yes more SEND Yes I have a son at the grove school.he has attended since he was eight .he is now fifteen.I am also a parent gov . The school has 

been at saturation point for quite some time now and has no room to expand anymore without taking away the essential 

outdoor space some of the children need.A bigger school would make a massive difference to the existing pupils and indeed 

staff members as well as being able to offer services to the local children rather than some having to travel upto 60 miles a day 

to go to a specialist school for their specific needs.the cost of transport must be astronomical each year.surely the savings could 

be put to far better use if these children could be educated in the berwick area.

Yes find out why so many people in berwick are sending their children to Eyemouth school.has to be a reason for it Yes closures should not be an option unless absolutely necessary Yes SEND should be at the forefront .it has been overlooked for too long.secondary school buildings are in a very poor state of 

repair and neglect.

5 6 3 2 4 1 Something that could be used for children of all ages and abilities.Something that the kids could take pride in instead of walking 

the streets as there is nothing for them except for the sports centre.

Staff member in a Berwick school TD15 2DU Yes More catch up lessons. Yes Needs are not currently fully met in Berwick. Yes Remove catchment areas. Yes Jjj Yes More Send funding. 4 5 6 2 3 1 Hhh



Other Parent of a child failed by a school in 

the Berwick Partnership with no 

suitable provision available so no 

longer in a Berwick Partnership 

school

TD15 2PS Yes Better quality young person centric teaching - better quality staff

FOCUS on SEND & SEMH

Yes Lets be honest - the SEND offering is poor Yes Surplus places?

Are you referring the the surplus places at schools like Berwick Academy because caring parents don't want their children 

attending a school in special measures - be interested to know how many changes of address have been made the last few years 

so young people can attend schools outside of the catchment ?

So, the reducing numbers are likely to be statistics because parents are moving children away because the offering is below 

acceptable.

Yes no comment Yes Staff and training as opposed to building new buildings and putting the same poor, under performing educators in the new 

building

4 3 2 5 1 6 The LA need to take back and strip the academy status.

Invest in a high school that has been in special measures and which has failed, and continues to,  fail generation after generation 

of young people.

Very little else to say - would have thought this would be obvious!

PS - perhaps sorting the secondary education offering before removing the 3 tier system (to a 2 tier system) may be an idea.

Or, do they just want to create one big "special measures academy that fails even more young people - sort the failing abysmal 

mess before making an even bigger one would be my suggestion or do NCC consider it ok to consider failing on their statutory 

duty of care to provide a fit for purpose education to youngsters in the North of the county.

Never mind failing send provision - just a school to standard for young people with no send requirements may be a starting pint - 

the failing schools are creating SEMH problems in my opinion.

Other Resident interested in improving 

education in the area

Ne66 5pa Yes Focus on children and their learning. 

Greater cooperation between schools in the area, sharing good practice and ensuring smooth transitions for all pupils. 

Reorganising schools to maximise the benefits of capital investment and to reduce the number of times children change schools.

Yes An obvious improvement which could also enable children with SEN to be taught in closer proximity to their peers. Yes Only way to ensure revenue funding is focused on children rather than buildings and capital investment provides an opportunity 

to remove surplus capacity. Some surplus should however be retained to address parental choice and a future rising birth rate.

Yes Fewer schools would improve viability and the financial position makes it even more essential for schools to work together to 

effectively share resources.

Yes £40m won’t go far so investment should be focused on fewer buildings to provide better accommodation for ALL  pupils 2 4 6 1 3 5 21st century schools!

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

TD15 1NX Yes Greater financial support from the government. Better family support services within our community.  More facilities in the 

town for young families. A targeted approach to help children who are falling behind from the very earliest possible point.

Yes It is imperative that some of our most vulnerable and challenging children feel supported and get help within their own 

community.

Yes Do we have figures on the pre school ages and current birth rate so we know what is coming into the system? Yes Any changes need to be sensitively handled and staff protected. School communities should be protected and the special 

cultures of schools maintained.

Yes Bringing all schools up to a modern standard so all children can benefit. Many schools have never had major investment or a 

rebuild.

3 6 5 1 4 2 Quality facilities on both sides of the river. 

Don’t only improve some schools at the expense of others. 

Support our SEND children.

Other child at berwick academy TD15 1LZ Yes pupils spend more time in lessons worrying about their gcses than sitting in and isolation room due to their uniform No not everyone is helped as much as they need to be No not sure No berwick academy has got a name for itself and is not making itself any better Yes sports equipment 6 5 1 3 4 2 making sure that children are being treated correctly and fairly and are in as many lessons as possible, too many children are 

being removed from lessons due to silly things and isolated from the class to sit and write out rules and copy out of text books. 

how is that going to get me my gcses? exactly it’s not!

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

TD15 2DD Yes Better standard of teaching at Berwick Academy.Better support within the area for SEN children. Yes As the parent of a child with SEN needs we have found getting the correct support outside of school extremely difficult with huge 

waits for appointments that often are out of out of the area.

Yes Children should be able to attend school within their local area without having to travel having said that we know a number of 

families that have decided to send their children to different schools over the border.

Yes Any changes must benefit schools long term. Yes Good long term teachers

SEN provisions/support.

1 3 6 5 4 2 Better academy

Member of a Parish Council in area 

covered by Berwick Partnership 

schools

NE71 6QR Yes Two tier, primary and secondary. Either take the academy back into council control or build a new secondary school to give 

competition which should drive up standards.

No At first school age it should be at the school, after that should be central so kids may have to travel. Centralised means more 

specialised teachers in the same location.

Yes Parents send their children to the best, so that means that they cross the border or send them to Alnwick all increase the surplus 

places. In 2000 we had a similar situation with falling numbers but knew that there was a rise in the birth rate which was going 

to cause bigger classes.

Yes Parents need to know what the education route is for their child, closing schools is unpopular but necessary at times. Yes Build a new secondary school and get rid off the academy in Berwick. 2 6 5 1 3 4 Improved secondary education in Berwick, or extend Alnwick and provide buses to Alnwick.

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

NE66 5PT Yes Less focus on inclusion and more focus on individual needs. Too many children and young people are struggling in the wrong 

educational settings because those in power are so fixated on inclusion. 

All children should be entitled to access a good education. However, that does not necessarily come in the same form, setting or 

building for every child.

There is a gaping void in the Berwick partnership when it comes to children with issues such as autism and anxiety. Let me give 

you a simple analogy; you cannot make a sandwich without a filling. At present we have the bread, mainstream on one side and 

specialist setting on the other. The sandwich has no filling!

What happens to those children who find mainstream settings unbearable but who unfortunately do not qualify for a special 

school? you can't fit a square peg in a round hole. 

We NEED schools who cater for children with social and emotional issues. We NEED staff who understand those issues. We 

currently only have one special school for the whole of the Berwick Partnership and it has been at capacity for a very long time. 

The building is not big enough, the outside space is inadequate. There are children who would benefit massively from being at a 

setting like The Grove school but there just isnt the space for the incredible staff who work there to accommodate them.

Yes I currently home educate two of my three autistic children. I do this because they found mainstream and the need to fit in, 

completely overbearing but neither would qualify for the nearest local special school and we are not happy for them to spend 

the time it would take to travel to other schools in the county an hour or more away.

Our middle child attends the Grove school in Berwick. The staff there are absolutely fantastic but they could help the children 

achieve so much more with a suitable building and grounds.

Yes The only way to increase children on roll is to improve the education offered so that parents will not feel the need to send their 

children out of county.

The Berwick high school has gone steadily downhill since becoming an academy. In my opinion the academy needs to be 

returned to its former status and unless that happens parents will continue to send their children elsewhere or families will 

move out of the area altogether.

Yes But it needs to actually happen. There has been too much lip service and not enough action for such a long time. Trust in the 

county and a working relationship between parents and those in charge has degenerated over the years. The parent carer forum 

played a large part in this and hopefully the new PCF can re build some bridges.

Parents and carers MUST be included and consulted {and listened to and reported back to} on all new pathways and planning 

ideas.

Yes A larger building and grounds for The Grove school with an additional unit for children with social and emotional issues. This 

would allow mainstream children less interruption during lessons with more concentrated teaching whilst allowing those with 

other 'high functioning needs' to access the teaching and setting that they need to reach their true potential. This is what is 

desperately needed instead of the  constant focus on inclusion.

2 6 5 4 3 1 A larger special school building for The Grove School.

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

TD15 2DA Yes More teachers teaching their field of expertise. Yes The grove school is brilliant however it could be better if they had a new larger school built to help more children and so the kids 

in Berwick who need extra help can get it here and not be sent to other schools in different towns. The amount of money spend 

on transportation for these kids could then be used elsewhere.

Yes Two tiered system Yes Schools are already struggling in this area. If it’s forecast to only get worse then something has to be done. Yes A new larger grove school firstly to help the most vulnerable children in our area, and as already stated there would be savings 

made on transportation for the kids that are having to be sent out the town as there’s not enough space here for them. Secondly 

the academy needs major improvements made. It’s outdated and I don’t believe it’s being run in a way that is bring the most 

potential out in our children through lack of funding and staff.

4 6 5 3 2 1 I don’t think that there’s just one thing. A new modern larger grove school is needed for the most vulnerable of our children to 

give them the best start. And long term a two tiered school system with a new modern up to date academy. That could be a 

credit to our town’s future by moulding our adolescents minds to their full potential.

Resident/member of the community 

living in area served by Berwick 

Schools

td15 1pw Yes Better dedicated permanent teachers - too many sick days and temporary staff. Too much money spent on bank teachers and 

not enough invested in permanent staff.

Too many teachers teaching crucial subjects with no formal educational qualifications in those subjects.

Take a leaf from Scotland - to teach maths you must have the relevant qualifications in maths.

Does the budget cover School transport ? If so this needs to be drastically reviewed, if parents choose to move to an area where 

there is no School within a 3 mile radius then automatic transport should not be provided.

Yes The current system seems to be a bit of a postcode lottery. Many specialised centres are in the South of the County. The whole 

SEND system is difficult to negotiate for families who are not already known to Social Services for other reasons. EG a child with 

moderate learning difficulties with no other services in put is able to continue up to GCSE level with no formal education plan 

being offered or provided. That surely is a failing

No I feel that if the Northumberland Schools offered a higher consistent education with a good School ethos parents would have no 

need to send their Children to Alnwick, Newcastle, Private or Scottish Schools.

Children are transported to Schools without the area to ensure they  qualify for decent High School education at a later date

Yes The pathway needs to be smooth .

This is currently  not  the case it is  a dis jointed affair.

The Academy in Berwick has a dreadful reputation for poor teaching, poor ethos and generally a couldn't care less attitude to the 

community and it's students . The new system  will need to be rebuilt and strong leadership from NCC will be crucial, it is failing 

as an Academy and needs to be reigned in to the fold of better consistent standards and a better sixth form encouraging pupils 

to remain until the end of their education

Yes Look at School transport and claw money back that is spent on a few to the detriment of the many. Make sure that all teachers 

are fit for purpose with strong leadership and clear accountability to the Local Authority.

The least of the worries in this area is not  the physical state of the buildings but the quality of teaching within them !!

1 6 4 2 5 3 A sense of achievable goals

No need to travel to get the best education, there is no difference in the standards of education between areas within the 

county.

More and better post 16 provision locally,  better adult learning classes which appeal to non academics . 

Every resident is valued and encouraged to   meet their potential with support, dignity and respect.

Other Parent of child living in Berwick area 

but in education out of area (special 

school)

NE70 7EN Yes There is not enough choice at secondary - inclusion does not always work and students' needs are not being met in mainstream 

with SEND.  There is nothing for high achieving ASD students .  Too many students home schooled or educated out of the 

county.   How are mainstream teachers supposed to teach students with such diverse needs.

Can be a lack of understanding at middle school as to why a behaviour is being expressed. Lack of understanding of girls and 

ASD.  First schools often getting it right because of nature of activities.

Yes Too many children travelling out of catchment to receive suitable education, long travelling times and friends not in home area.

Local special schools are good but cover such a range of disability that does not suit all students with SEND

Yes There are surplus places because many parents are home educating their children because of the lack of suitable provision or 

seeking education out of catchment, ie Scotland or travelling to Alnwick.

Yes There is little confidence in the secondary school system Yes Not necessarily improving current buildings (which are old) but creating a new school that was smaller and had less impact on 

the senses.

3 4 6 2 5 1 Improved training and accountability to staff, especially the senior management team.

Resident/member of the community 

living in area served by Berwick 

Schools

TD15 2TQ Yes Berwick Academy has failed students for years. It needs a complete and urgent overall. Should no longer be an academy. Sack 

the governors as they have been ineffective and allowed poor performance to continue for too long.

Yes Schools may claim they have a SEND provision but this is largely not the case, Teachers do not support SENCOs Yes Communities need schools. Clearly village schools cannot sadly continue with low numbers  even though they are capable of 

providing good quality education. If resources are going to be spent in fewer locations there needs to be accountability and 

funds well spent.

Yes These are leading questions that no one will disagree with.  To retain the support of the community the plans need to improve 

the overall education provision in Northumberland

Yes The school buildings are old and dilapidated but a new school building won’t on its own improve the quality of education 2 4 6 1 5 3 Good teachers

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

TD15 2BY Yes High quality teaching. 

Children and Staff having mutual respect for each other - engage positively in lessons.

Yes Some children with SEND are having to travel at least 30miles to receive provision which can add up to 1hour 30mins onto their 

day.

Yes I feel that parents and children should have an equal opportunity to attend local schools of their choice. Yes A huge focus needs to be made to ensure that children engage and stay at school. Why do children need to move schools? What 

are they issues? And how can these be solved?

Yes Yes - other schools in Northumberland and over the Scottish Borders have all had new school buildings to meet the new and 

upcoming needs of child/young people’s development and a more positive learning environment.

1 3 6 2 4 5 Improved engagement in school attainment, alongside better facilities for children moving onto high school.

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

TD15 2NQ Yes A BETTER SYSTEM IN PLACE WITH MORE ATTENTION ON IMPROVING GRADES ETC AND QUALITY OF TEACHING AND CARE 

RATHER THAN FOCUSING ON THE NEGATIVES AND UN ACCEPTABLE UNIFORM

Yes I think if there was more money available  for the wonderful support staff and sen departments within our shool we could 

accommodate  everyone

No I believe if the standard of berwick academy  was improved then the rate of children attending would go up currently there are a 

very large number of children going to Alnwick and Eyemoth who are in the academy  catchment

Yes Unfortunately  we loose a lot of pupils at the end of year 6 to go onto the scottish side as the high school is not good No Invest in better training and equipment, 4 3 6 2 5 1 We have a brand new state of the art sports centre with astro turf, we should be all making the most of this and the schools 

using it. The 3 tier system  in berwick works well I much prefer the 3 tier system as I feel it offers better support and allows our 

children to be children for longer and allows them to develop in the time needed.

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

Td15 2dh Yes More teachers and more support Yes More teachers needed Yes If there are surplus spaces then why are schools below average Yes Don’t know Yes More resources and support 1 2 4 3 6 5 Focus more on education than reprimanding  students for wrong uniform etc

Governor in a Berwick School TD15 2QN Yes An improvement of teaching standards in Berwick Academy Yes Children should not have to travel a round trip of approx 100 miles per day to access their educational needs Yes First Schools could look at having 2 year groups in one class, and schools sharing administration work could be a saving Yes The education provision with in the Berwick Partnership should be of a good standard from Nursery to sixth form Yes A high standard of teaching in fir for purpose buildings, to meet the needs of children of all abilities 1 5 6 2 4 3 The further education offer delivered locally for both manual and academic qualifications to allow students to remain in the 

Berwick Partnership and still obtain qualifications as this would help the local economy and local businesses.

Resident/member of the community 

living in area served by Berwick 

Schools

TD15 1NS Yes Review the 3 tier system which is not compatible with National curriculum.

More rigorous checks on the way SATs are carried out in schools.

Yes As a retired teacher I can say from experience that it is a long drawn out process to get the help children with SEND need and 

recruiting suitable staff is also an issue.

This is particularly difficult if there are behavioural issues as there is a duty of care to ALL children and staff who come into 

contact with the child who has SEND.

Yes Again the 3tier system is not cost effective, a bigger primary school in the north of the town would serve the community better.

Perhaps the people who choose to send their children out of area should be asked why they have made that choice. People I 

have spoken to tell me it is because of the pooor standards of Berwick schools. 

I wasn’t happy with the education my child received especially at Berwick High School and he has succeeded despite the High 

School

Yes Changing to Academy status will not provide financial stability people didn’t want it when the High school changed stubs and 

that is far from a howling success

Yes 2 tier system with good leadership, highly qualified teachers. 2 6 5 1 4 3 The whole community would benefit from having schools staffed by people who know what they’re doing. Less management 

staff, more accountability and I don’t mean testing of children I mean accountability of management staff.

Staff member in a Berwick school Ne661qw Yes More staff to support Yes More money is needed to provide additional spaces and adults for children who require SEN provision Yes Yes Yes 1 4 5 2 6 3

Resident/member of the community 

living in area served by Berwick 

Schools

Ne707nz Yes . Yes . Yes . Yes . Yes . 6 5 3 1 4 2 To allow children from belford to get free transport to Alnwick as well as Berwick

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

. TD15 2hs Yes The middle schools in the area are great and perform well and have good ofsted reports. The problems arise when pupils 

transfer to Berwick Academy. Year on year thus school under performs . Year after year results from pupils at this school are 

very poor. I think this school should go back to being a high school and be accountable to the local authority.

Yes All children should be provided with a school setting that meets their needs. No matter how complex. Children should  not have 

to travel to schools out with the town where they live.

Yes If once children reached Academy age parents  were not sending their children out of the area In search of a better education,  

numbers of pupils in attendance  would be better. A lot of work needs to be done in order to improve the number of children 

attending. This will only improve if The Academy has better exam results, gets a good ofsted report and gives parents  

confidence in allowing the Academy to educate their child. There’s a systemic failure , this is very apparent in the number of 

Berwick parents trying to obtain school places in Alnwick, Eyemouth  and the public school Longridge Towers.  This school had 

been failing for years and nothing seems to change. It’s unacceptable, that just because we live in a rural area our children suffer 

with a second rate education.

No Every child has a right to a education. Finances shouldn’t come  into it . Beteick is too far away from anywhere else , our young 

people need a local school .

Yes Improving facilities, teachers who are experts on their subjects and ploughing  money into improving facilities for year 9-11 

moving into 6th form.  Helping our youngsters pass their exams and give them a good solid grounding for university, 

apprenticeships and the Job Market. Give them something to aspire to. Children go to the Academy often feeling like they’ve 

been written off as the school performs badly year on year . This beds addressing for the future of our young people.

1 3 4 2 5 6 The list of priorities that you’ve just made me fill in is a loaded question, everything on that list is a priority. Everything shroud 

been a top priority. 

We need to retain  the great staff we have already but also attract and retain new staff who are experts in their chosen subjects , 

who inspire young minds and who are truly passionate about improving the outcomes for their school and  it’s pupils.  Perhaps 

the Academy could look at other Academies who ar ex performing well. Ask his they are doing things, can’t a failing Academy 

buddy up with a successful one and share best practices to improve exam results

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

TD15 2tq Yes Investment! Berwick schools are improving and with proper funding and LA support, they will continue to improve Yes Some children have to travel upwards of 3 hours a day just to receive an appropriate education. This has been the case for many 

years yet county have continued to close mainstream schools that were more suitable for a majority or send children. 

My own child travels for 2.5 hours a day to access education and he is always exhausted. We need more SEND appropriate 

facilities and more investment within mainstream schools to ensure those who don’t qualify for an ehcp but still with significant 

needs, also receive an appropriate education.

Yes I was made redundant from the school I worked In for precisely this reason. Rural areas have smaller schools. They cannot be 

pigeon holed with schools from more populated areas. Common sense simply needs to be used by education officials

Yes I agree but only if this means ensuring no more school closures Yes Ensuring no more school closures and more investment in send units within current schools as well as new send facilities. The 

local authorities must petition the education secretary and the PM to overhaul the entire system which penalises rural schools 

and rural communities as well as SEND children who live in these rural areas

3 5 6 2 4 1 SEND provision. Ensuring proper support for those children in mainstream schools with send is an investment in all children in 

mainstream schools. The disruption and lost teaching time caused by lack of send support affects ALL pupils. Along with more 

SEND schools for those who would qualify for an ehcp also means those who can’t cope with mainstream schools have 

somewhere to go, home schooling would reduce and mainstream schools would manage more.

Do not close any more schools. The system on penalising rural schools due to fewer children needs changed. The LA needs to 

challenge the government system rather than removing more services from an already decimated community

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

Td15 1ux Yes Better teachers or at least some consistency in which teachers teach what subjects Yes My son has had next to no help No Don't think so Yes N/a Yes Better teacher 1 4 6 2 5 3 Pay for decent teachers and keep them

Resident/member of the community 

living in area served by Berwick 

Schools

Td15 1lx Yes Not qualified enough on the subject to respond. Yes It looks like it, yes. Going on my limited knowledge though Yes Againn with my limited knowledge of the subject matter I think yes to the question. Yes Certainly looks that way, yes. Yes New modern schools built, current schools are outdated and crumbling. 6 5 3 1 2 4 New modern purpose built high school and two middle schools serving both sides of the River tweed divide

Staff member in a Berwick school TD15 1LA No I believe that currently the first and middle schools are working positiviley to ensure that they improve outcomes for pupils - 

however I don't believe that this is currently being built on in Year 9 and KS4 due to a number of issues that are a caue for 

concern.

Yes SEND specialist provision and external support is not currently fit for purpose - The Grove school is outstanding but does not 

have the capacity or facilities to meet the needs of learners with complex SEND needs. Too often we are told that there is no 

capapacity for us to provide specialist support for ASD/ SEMH pupils and are given minimal funding to allow this to happen in a 

mainstream school

Yes This should not be to the detriment of the education currently provided for Berwick pupils Yes The number of pupils leaving the Berwick school system at the end of year 8 is of concern - Once this is addressed then Berwick 

can move forward -

Yes SEND provision for ALL pupils needs to be a priority - particulary those pupils on EHCP who are unable to  have their needs met 

in a mainstram setting - The GROVE is amazing but it cannot provide it all and we should not have pupils in Berwick travelling 

nearly two hours a day to receive quality teaching in a specialist provision!

Ths schools in Berwick are shabby and need a maintenance team to come in and make them fit for purpose so that those 

working in school can concentrate on providing education and not wondering what the next maintenance issue will be.

A team of specialist SEND workers should be based in Berwick  - and we should not have to wait for them to be able to come up 

to us - and then simply say that there is no capacity - we have some amazing HINT workers but most are based over 30 mins 

away!

4 5 6 1 3 2 Another specialist SEND provision to meet the needs of ASD / SEMH pupils.

Staff member in a Berwick school TD15 2SU Yes The children seem to get lost in the High School and if there is not good parental support, the children do not seem to well. It is 

really sad that we do not have a good High school so children are given the best chance. I did not send either of my children to 

the High School because I did not feel they would get a good education. As a staff member of a first school and a member of 

Berwick's community, I have had very little interaction, if any with the High School. It needs to become a bigger focal point of 

our community and one where the children and parents want to send their children. Children need to feel inspired to do well and 

excited and engaged in their education. We are a small town and we all need to work together.

Yes I see all too often children with SEND in the wrong schools because provision is so far away and this is detrimental to the 

children and the schools which they are in. They need to have the right provision at the right time.

Yes We probably need to combine schools so we are more efficient. This would be a very big step for Berwick-upon-Tweed. I have 

lived here since 1979, attending Horncliffe school and Berwick Middle school, however I went to school in Edinburgh from the 

age of 13 years. My parents sent me to boarding school because the High School was not very good then and it still is not. 

However, people in Berwick have very set views on certain schools which are often just historical and by amalgamating we 

hopefully could break down these barriers, raise aspirations and give the children of Berwick, a better chance. I also think many 

staff do not want to change but it is time, otherwise we are going to be a forgotten coastal town.

Yes Things need to change because at the moment, too many children are being failed. Yes We need to invest in buildings so the education environments look appealing. The current High School (Academy) is so 

depressing, we need children to have an environment that inspires them. Staff retainment is also a big problem in the High 

School and quite frankly I would not want to work there.

We need to offer lots more post 16 too so our children do not need to travel. At the moment everything is mediocre in Berwick 

in terms of education at the upper end and that is the reason I send my children elsewhere.

2 4 6 1 3 5 Improved extra curricular activities for teenagers.

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

TD15 2TE Yes Looking at recent Ofsted reports, my opinion is that the Academy needs a considerable amount of work to get it to a stage 

where the pupils are attaining results in line with both the Northumberland & National averages.

It would seem a general overhaul is required at a teaching level.

Yes It’s well documented that there are more & more children being diagnosed with SEND, even from an earlier age & there needs to 

be better provision to help them locally.  Having to travel longer distances to access adequate help for our children, is both 

stressful & unnecessary in the 21st century.

Yes Possible amalgamation of schools? Yes An odd question & an obvious YES.

Surely there’s no point in improving things if it’s not going to improve schooling in the short & longer term.

Yes Decent teachers are the priority I believe, followed by investment in infrastructure, such as improvements to schools, 

equipment, books etc etc........

After all, you can spend a LOT of money on material things  but if the quality/number of teachers is lacking then there is little 

point.

2 4 5 1 3 6 I believe the council needs to invest more heavily in the Academy, as it’s clearly struggling more than most schools in the area.

I’m not actually convinced that Academies are a success in general.  There has been a lot of negative press both locally & 

nationally around Academies in recent years & I think Berwick would benefit from returning to a state run/funded school system 

where the syllabus is the same as other comprehensives.  It appears to me that the problems that have been developing  over 

the years really began when the Academy was created.

Resident/member of the community 

living in area served by Berwick 

Schools

TD15 2FA Yes Until the academy is performing at a good standard this amalgamation  should not be allowed. The standards of teaching and 

management of the young people is appalling. There needs be a complete retraining of staff in their attitudes towards young 

people. Students with additional learning needs are not supported sufficiently and some of the roles within  the school are 

tokenism with little or no impact on the learners.

Yes The provision for ALL children and young people in Berwick upon Tweed needs to improve - primary schools and the two middle 

schools successfully are doing their up most to support the children not only to learn but also their wellbeing. This cannot sadly 

be said for the academy.

Yes I agree there needs to be work  in this area but i would rather we focus on the children and there learning environment and who

impacts on their lives - why when our children have been failed by our high school for years is it taking so long to find an 

intervention?? Ofsted thankfully listen to the parents and young people in the school and saw and heard for themselves over 3-

4 years ago now the disgraceful environment they weretrying to lesrn in. This plan should not be implemented to save the 

disgrace the school has become and pull our primary and middle schools down  with it.

Yes Yes I agree with this statement but it needs to be noted, there are many surplus places in our schools because parents are 

choosing schools out side their catchment areas, home schooling or private education to avoid the High School education in 

Berwick upon Tweed.

Yes You can word the questions to manipulate the out come of this survey , which is my personal feeling looking at the carefully 

word questions may be the case. Berwick Academy status needs to be removed and returned to local authority where it should 

have remained - irrespective of the 'complicated legal issues' AND the people who support this decision be questioned. I worked 

for  local authority, in the High School at the time the them head ssid there was a possibility the school would be in a 'pilot group 

of schools' for academy status. There was little and no discussion with staff or parents in this decision and clearly the decision 

had already been made.

3 5 6 1 2 4 A new High School building with more community involvement/facilities.

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

TD15 2RD Yes Berwick academy changed back to county school. Hopefully would help with budgeting and get good teachers who are willing to 

stay meaning continuity for pupils

Yes Yes. No child should have to travel 65 miles to school Yes If Berwick academy was improved and getting better ofstead reviews it would alleviate the need to children to travel to schools 

outside of the area.  The academy is often the reason for surplus places in middle schools too as children leave in year 7 to move 

to a 2 tier system outside the are

Yes Comments as per previous question Yes New building for Berwick academy. Building is not fit for purpose 1 4 5 3 2 6 A new high school building

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

Td15 2rd Yes Take Berwick Acadamy back under control of the education authority 

The Academy has failed since it’s inception and gradually gotten worse 

Ofsted rated it inadequate and it wholeheartedly is !!  

It could learn greatly from the both Berwick and Tweedmouth Middleschool’s management teams and being brought back 

under the education authorities governance

Yes Currently there are children travelling by taxi up to 65 miles each way daily to receive the required educational services they 

need 

This is unacceptable

No Fluctuations in school intakes are also influenced by how successful the schools are 

Parents would be more inclined to send their children to the academy if it had a better reputation 

Better results were attained 

Professional people will not be enticed to the town without a good infrastructure 

Schools 

Hospital 

Amenities 

Transport links

Yes Yes 

The first and middle schools seem to manage this really well 

The academy is a complete joke and a failure of the system

Yes Remove academy status and reinstate the education authority control 

Build a new fit for purpose high school and refurbish both middle school updating sporting facilities at Berwick middle school 

including a 4g multi purpose floodlit pitch 

Tweedmouth middle school and Berwick High school could make use of the 4g pitch at the swan centre

1 4 6 3 2 5 Specialist mobile facilities that could be shared between all  first schools 

ie music / science van 

Dedicated PE teacher to cover all first schools allowing teachers to concentrate more on academic education

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

TD15 2DJ No The only school that needs severe action is Berwick Academy which is blatantly failing and has done so since it became an 

Academy.  The primary and middle schools are performing well and above averages so these schools do not need touched.  I 

find the way the above question is asked it is asked to confuse people into saying the wrong answer, the only school within the 

"Berwick Partnership" that needs improved is the Academy.  It needs to be put back under Northumberland County Council 

leadership as soon as possible.  It is disgusting that children's education has been let so badly down in the area, with many 

families forced to take their children over the boarder to other High Schools.

Yes It is disgusting in a town as large as Berwick children with SEND are having to be sent out with their own home location to be 

taught and they should have a right to be taught at a location that they know as 'home' without adding any  further anxiety to 

their daily routine.

No Berwick's housing market within the last year alone has gone through the roof, there are no properties to buy or rent, which 

ultimately will be stopping people from moving to the area as there are no places to live.  We do not know who will be moving to 

the area and figures can not predict the future.  My daughter class has many pupils who are not from the area and travel over 

the boarder to go to the school so they alone will not be part of the statistics.

No although this may be a forecast you are not taking note of: 

* baby booms

*people moving to area

*if we moth ball some of our local schools what happens when we need more space again do we go back to portacabins which 

isn't conducive for positive learning experiences.  This can intern effect attainment and exam results for this generation and 

future generations of Berwick upon Tweed.  We need a sustainable school system we need to attract excellent teaching staff but 

more over the year on year failure of the Academy is something that needs addressing, the majority of our first and middle 

schools are Ofsted rated 'good', The Academy has been Ofsted rated inadequate or special measures since it became an 

Academy in 2010.

Yes The Academy needs a complete over hall from inside to out. It has not worked since it became an Academy and year on year we 

are letting down the children of Berwick that deserve a decent education.  This starts at the top - the leadership who have no 

responsibility to anyone other than its trustees.  A new building alone will not improve learning at this school.  It is a disgrace!

2 4 6 1 5 3 REF: the last question, all of those choices are equally important as the other and feel that that as with many other questions 

within this survey are 'loaded' and may trick people into giving the answer that is wanted rather than what an individual needs.

Once again leave the middle schools and primary schools alone as you have already stated these are doing well and it is only 

when pupils reach the Academy that their education nose dives and they are badly let down.  Give it back to Northumberland 

Council leadership and take away the Academy status which has proven a systematic failure since it began.

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

TD15 1JS Yes More funding. It always comes down to lack of funding. The council will spend lots of money on employing people to figure out 

ways to cut costs for better outcomes but the fact is it isn’t going to get any better unless it is funded properly. More teachers. 

More resources. That’s what’s needed. No changes to the current three tier system. Berwick academy has a horrendous 

reputation and I do not want my sons middle school associated with it.

Yes We need more special school provision locally. Ideally we need an ASD school that can accommodate those children’s specific 

needs.

No There are always new families moving into the area. Even during lockdown we had many foreign families moving into the area! 

Some of those children don’t even speak English. The schools that teach them need more resources not less.

No The council decides how much funding a school should have based on the number of pupils who attend on one specific day a 

year. How on earth is this a sensible approach?! There are many traveller families at my daughters school, they come and go as 

they please. The school may have no funding for them but still accommodates them when they turn up at reception. Give 

schools more funding not less!

Yes Keep the three tier system! Invest in better resources. 6 3 4 2 1 5 Equitable resources and opportunities in this area. Berwick people should not have to travel so far to have their needs met.

Governor in a Berwick School TD12 4QG Yes More accountability for those under performing, sharing of good practice without diluting the system of resources available Yes It is important that students with SEND are supported in their closest school available, mainstream or specialist. There is no 

doubt the SEND system nationally is operating beyond capacity and demand exceeds the capacity

Yes Whilst I agree this needs to be reviewed, I don’t agree with the amalgamation of schools or further pressures on smaller school Yes It is important that children are still offered their most local school and schools are not amalgamated to save money Yes To refurbish existing buildings that are falling into disrepair alongside spend on SEND places 6 2 5 1 3 4 Old buildings

SEND places

Staff member in a Berwick school TD152YB Yes It is the Academy which is the weak link as Berwick and Tweedmouth Middle are above average with their yeast results. The 

Academy needs to be in a position to recruit inspiring staff with vision to motivate the pupils. 

Special education provision needs to be improved with more places being made available for those pupils who need it. A new 

special school to provide these places is needed as the current school is full with no spaces for children who are failing in 

mainstream schools.

Yes We desperately need a bigger, purpose built special school to provide the facilities for these children. Yes The highest percentage of surplus places is at High school because parents are opting to send their children across the border 

where they feel they are receiving a better education. The partnership needs to provide better facilities to encourage pupils to 

stay in schools within the Berwick partnership.

Yes Better buildings, better teaching and better resources will encourage pupils to stay within the partnership. No Build a new special school to provide places for all those children in mainstream schools who are failing and being failed by the 

system.

4 5 6 2 1 3 School buildings fit for purpose 

Special education for those who need it in a building which is fit for purpose 

Staff who are inspiring to motivate pupils

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

Td15 2jn Yes Not sure Yes Mental health issues are often ignored.

Parents worries not always listened too.

Yes Unsure Yes ? Yes ? 4 3 6 1 2 5 ?

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

Glendale Middle School NE71 6EZ Yes I think that a lot of the students get nerves when the word test or exam is mentioned and therefore some may not excel as they 

become anxious. Maybe's more testing but by means of not worrying the students.

Yes In order for a special needs child to attend school suited to their needs and circumstances I believe it would benefit both child 

and parents for it to be in the local area. Less stress on parents either driving or sending their children such long distances 

especially in the long winter months and for the child and parents to meet other families in the locality who they can relate their 

situations to.

Yes Unfortunately the way society is at present the deduction in numbers boils down to the cost of living and to childcare.  Many 

moons ago not all Mums worked and therefore had time to think about Homelife and if they wanted to increase their family e.g. 

larger families supporting the first schools etc. Also living in a rural area is a challenge in itself i.e. weather and distance etc.  

However the rural community at one stage would have been a big part of feeding numbers into first schools and onwards.

Yes Obviously what changes are made now will effected generations to come and hopefully it will ensure that our smaller schools 

are kept opened to serve the wider rural community.

Yes To start to enable to teach correctly you need a safe and reliable building with updated systems such as heating, electrics,IT 

departments, Kitchens to make sure everyone is fed well etc.

Good strong team of teachers normally guided by a good headteacher.

Provide all the relevant equipment such as books, stationery, PE apparatus etc.

2 5 6 3 1 4 Across the board education for all types be it first schools, middle schools and high schools and to give extra support to Special 

Needs teaching.

Resident/member of the community 

living in area served by Berwick 

Schools

TD15 2EA No Changes need to be made at Berwick Academy.  If they are currently graded as Inadequate by Ofsted then teaching standards 

need to be improved.

Yes Whilst The Grove School offers excellent educational facilities for all children with SEND, I am aware that there are a number of 

children from the Berwick area who have to travel to access appropriate educational provision as there is insufficient space for 

them at The Grove.

Yes If pupils are travelling to schools outwith the Berwick Partnership there has to be a reason for this and there should be no 

surplus places in the Berwick Schools Partnership.

Yes If schools of the Berwick Partnership were all on one site, would that mean they wouldn't be in deficit?

We have a duty to the children to provide education for them.

Yes To have accessible buildings for all children irrespective of whether they are SEND or not. 3 6 5 4 2 1 Better school buildings

Staff member in a Berwick school TD15 1EE No N/A No Currently adequate No N/A Yes N/A Yes Health and safety 2 3 6 1 5 4 More funding

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

Td15 2ER No Improvement of Teaching Standards in Berwick Academy (should never have moved to academy status)when children move up 

from Middle School everything they learn falls back due to poor teaching and no structure   , school finds it hard to attract good 

teachers due to location facilities, buildings are in poor state.

Yes Clearly this data above shows this needs to be improved why ask?

Again due to our location not enough there are not spaces in specialist schools locally, if this is to improve having experience 

teaching  staff and supporting pupils and families with SEND needs to be looked at.

Yes It is very clear that this survey is trying to manipulate the outcome to remove the 3 tier system and move the current education 

system away from county council control, and enter another disastrous Academy Status for the schools in the partnership.

The issue with surplus places is mainly due to parents not wanting to send their children to the Local Academy as it is rated 

inadequate by OFStead and choosing to send them over the border into Scotland .

Again the horror stories from the Academy put people off settling in the town having an overall effect on places from reception 

through to High School.

Poor transport links to higher education also play a part.

No Again this question is to support the case to move all schools in the Berwick Partnership to away from the local authority control 

and pass the buck there has been no consistent evidence to suggest that an  Academy schools are better off financially, some do 

well some don’t, until there is an improvement in KS4 education this will not change.

Yes 1.Attractive opportunity for recruitment  of teachers.

2.More specialist support for children with SEND

1 3 5 2 6 4 Teaching

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

Td15 2gw Yes Relationship between teacher and child. Also between teacher and parent.  The kids need to feel teachers are invested in them. 

And get rid of the 3 tier system. Also better support for children with or without learning difficulties

Yes My little girl is on referral to being diagnosed with autism. And although the school and team that work with her do all they can. 

They have alot of restrictions in the way and these situations are hard enough without added extra hurdles. And the members 

that work in the school they need to make sure they have good relationships with the parents and always communicate

No Each area schools are in have different amount of children.  And I don't agree that then means funding is then cut etc. The 

children attending the school deserve the best of the best so yes reducing the amount of surplus spaces should  be done but 

funding cuts should also be looked at

Yes The school system needs rewritten amongst the way kids are teached and what they are teached Yes Resource. Opportunity's for the kids. New learning experiences. And creating a place the kids feel safe and school is somewhere 

they want to be

3 5 6 2 4 1 Berwick system is failing. And has done for years. Children with learning difficulties are not a priority and the lack of 

communication from teachers is terrible. We need a system that wants the children to succeed and we need teachers that truly 

love their job and want to improve how teaching is tort

Other Parent resident of 2 children being 

educated outside the area

TD15 1RR Yes Inclusive practices. Outward looking schools. Yes This should not be a consultation question. It is not a matter of opinion as to wether children with SEND may stay local or be 

sent a long way to school.

Yes Better schools, jobs and housing would increase the school aged population. Yes The two tier system would improve problems with finance. Yes Workforce training 6 5 4 2 3 1 Affordable town centre rents for small artisanal retail

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

TD15 1QF Yes More consistent teaching across different schools Yes SEND children have to travel to schools for up to an hour journey each way, this should be provided locally Yes Yes Yes New buildings as have been provided in all other areas of Northumberland.  Current buildings are old, with some being spread 

over large sites which means that pupils have to move around the school site regularly through the day

2 6 4 3 1 5 Provide a good education for our children in purpose built buildings.  Also provide a choice of establishments.  There is also 

currently a lack of choice, so when a child is struggling either educationally or through being bullied (rife in all schools!), there is 

no option to move them to another school unless we go to Scotland as this is the closest and easiest place to get to, the nearest 

English school being in Alnwick which can take up to 50 minutes to get to and is not feasible for working parents.  The current 

suggestion of a partnership between the 2 Middle Schools and Berwick Academy will make this so much more difficult for 

parents whose children are unhappy.

Also give more choice for further education, as 16 year olds travelling 60 miles by train is not ideal either.  Giving children a 

proper education may help retain them in the town if jobs are made available.

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

TD152JU Yes More availability  to kids option rather normal common  education No There in school long enough Yes Rather have a catchment area let be able to choice as perant choice where there to go Yes It fine way that is No Not sure 1 2 3 4 5 6 More after school club more so for older ones

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

TD12 4XL Yes Berwick academy

The education provision in the partnership is strong until the children get to the academy which is letting the whole of the 

partnership system down and the children are not being a fair chance in life.

Yes Absolutely, why should children with SEND be disadvantaged over mainstream pupils due to the lack of provision. Yes The reason for so many surplus places is due to the poor quality of education provided by the academy. This is also having a 

direct impact on the general population in the area because families do not want to move into the area as a result of the poor 

supervision.

Yes Absolutely, if we invest in our education system, more families will be encouraged to move into the area, thus more funding and 

less surplus school places. it's not rocket science!

Yes Rebuild the academy and provide more enticing facilities to encourage motivation and pride in secondary education in Berwick. 1 5 6 2 3 4 A new building for the academy

Staff member in a Berwick school TD15 2QA No Results and progress across KS1, KS2 and KS3 are good across First and Middle schools. Outcomes could be improved at KS4 

and KS5.

Yes Children who do not meet the requirements of the Grove have no place to go - for example, those with High Functioning ASD etc 

have to travel to Barndale etc.

Also those children who do not cope with mainstream, often SEMH children, attend Engage - a private companywhen it needn't 

be. They belong to the partnership and it should be us who helps them.

No Over years, number on roll naturally rises and falls. We must ensure we have the available spaces for the years where numbers 

are high eg. Tweedmouth Middle's current Year 5 and  6 are at capacity.

No Changes to the system - creating a MAT - may drive parents away. First and Middle schools don't lose children - it's after Middle 

schoolthat they are lost to Eyemouth, Duns and Longridge Towers etc.

No It isn't the whole 'school system' that needs to change - look at the building etc that need the additional money. 6 3 5 2 4 1 Investment in whole community in Berwick area, what would it be?:

SEMH school that could provide excellent provision to meet the needs of local children.

Support for struggling schools (Academy).

Staff member in a Berwick school TD15 2BH No Results and progress across KS1, KS2 and KS3 are good across First and Middle schools. Outcomes could be improved at KS4 

and  KS5.

Yes Children who do not meet the requirements of the Grove have no place to go - for example, those with High Functioning ASD 

etc... have to travel to Barndale etc. 

Also, those children who do not cope with mainstream, often SEMH children, attend Engage - a private company when it needn't 

be. They belong to the partnership and it should be us who helps them.

No Over years, numbers on roll naturally rises and falls. We must ensure we have the available spaces for the years where numbers 

are high e.g. Tweedmouth Middle's current Year 5 and Year 6 are at capacity.

No Changes to the system - creating a MAT - may drive parents away. First and Middle schools don't lose children - it's after Middle 

school that they are lost to Eyemouth, Duns and Longridge Towers.

No It isn't the whole school system that needs to change - look at the building etc that need the additional money. 6 3 5 2 4 1 Investment in whole community in Berwick area, what would it be?:

SEMH school that could provide excellent provision to meet the needs of local children. 

Support for struggling schools (Academy).

Staff member in a Berwick school NE66 5PA Yes I would like to see a  return to the 2 tier system that is found throughout the majority of the UK. This would allow greater 

accountability for the progress of children in Key Stage 2 and would ensure that children aren't making GCSE choices at the 

beginning of their second term at Berwick Academy with teachers who are only just starting to get to know them - something we 

found incredibly frustrating as parents when our child  went through this experience. 

Having been Headteacher of 2 full primary schools I think that changing schools half way through a key stage is un-natural and 

educationally doesn't make sense. For me, as a Headteacher, it's all about accountability for children's learning and progress and 

my experience is that this is better in a 2 tier system.

Yes It makes me extremely angry that when children  need specialist provision this can't always be accessed at The Grove because 

there isn't space or they aren't able to meet the child's needs, e.g. ASD or Social and Emotional and Behavioural difficulties. It's 

ridiculous that Berwick children are being put in a taxi every day to attend The Dales or Barndale (or other specialist provision). 

No young child should have to travel that far for specialist provision.

The Grove is an amazing school and I would hope that this provision can be developed and extended to meet the needs of the 

children in the north of the county.

Yes There are  a number of early years providers in the town and this is having an impact on numbers coming into school nurseries. 

The consultation will need to consider whether school nursery classes are still viable.

The falling birth rate and the low numbers coming into school will eventually have an impact on the 2 Middle schools and the 

Academy and this needs to be carefully thought about. I think we need to be looking at a 2 tier system of schooling, with the 

remaining first schools either becoming full primary schools or possibly becoming infant and junior schools (so that we are not 

splitting a key stage).

My fear is that we will all be forced to become part of a MAT and that will not solve the problem of surplus places, just delay the 

inevitable.

Yes Please see my comments in the previous section (question 11) - There are  a number of early years providers in the town and 

this is having an impact on numbers coming into school nurseries. The consultation will need to consider whether school 

nursery classes are still viable.

The falling birth rate and the low numbers coming into school will eventually have an impact on the 2 Middle schools and the 

Academy and this needs to be carefully thought about. I think we need to be looking at a 2 tier system of schooling, with the 

remaining first schools either becoming full primary schools or possibly becoming infant and junior schools (so that we are not 

splitting a key stage).

I would hope that high quality 6th form provision can be maintained and developed within Berwick - our children should not feel 

that they have to travel to Newcastle or into Scotland to receive high quality post 16 provision

My fear is that we will all be forced to become part of a MAT and that will not solve the problem of surplus places, just delay the 

inevitable.

Yes 1. SEND provision - The Grove needs space to expand its provision

2. Berwick Academy buildings were in poor condition when my child attended the school. Berwick children deserve better.

2 4 6 1 5 3 Improved SEND provision for the children in the far north of Northumberland.

Staff member in a Berwick school TD15 2EB Yes I disagree with the high school academy status and its shown by the results that it was a negative move for the town. Yes The children should be able to access their education within the partnership. Yes Work needs to be done to keep the children we have within the partnership. Yes Depends what changes to the system are made. Yes Buildings must be fit for purpose. 1 6 4 2 5 3 I believe the High School should be taken back into the County System. The local community has been let down and has no 

confidence in the academy. I don't think the numbers attending the academy will improve until this happens. The provision in 

KS1 and 2 is good as can be seen in the data. I do think the provision for SEND needs to be improved with the growing need 

locally. Buildings need to be maintained to meet the needs of the pupils and staff.

Resident/member of the community 

living in area served by Berwick 

Schools

Ne66 1ee Yes Academy go back to being council led Yes Not enough send schools in north children having to travel 30 mile to school. Grove is high end disability and not big enough to 

meet need lots of parents home schooling due to this

Yes Parents send there children over the border it’s shocking the pupil uptake in the academy Yes Merge middles schools but don’t make academies Yes New buildings less middle school in Berwick merge them 6 5 4 3 2 1 Bigger send school 

Merge the middle school

Berwick academy being under council

Resident/member of the community 

living in area served by Berwick 

Schools

NE71 6DL Yes Remove academy status from high school and have fully qualified teachers in the high school teaching their specialist subjects Yes These children are entitled to be educated by those with training in this field and in a suitable environment within a reasonable 

travelling distance of their home,, this could benefit all children as there could be less disruption in classes and teachers and 

class assistants could focus on the teaching of the whole class

Yes Improving the high school outcomes would encourage more parents in the Wooler area to keep their child in our middle school 

for the four years rather than transferring them at the end of year 6 to Alnwick

Yes We need to keep education as local to our communities as possible Yes Quality of teaching staff and provision of appropriate equipment 2 4 3 1 5 6 A nursing home for our elderly (not a care Home)  that could provide employment for our younger population



Staff member in a Berwick school TD15 2YL Yes Reduce the high staff turnover in Berwick Academy which has deteriorated the performance of the school.

The issues surrounding Berwick Academy has not stemmed from the first schools and middle schools in the area. These schools 

are performing well in relation to Ofsted ratings and national average results. 

Any changes to the Berwick Partnership should not change the dynamic of the 3 Tier system that is already in place as this has 

shown to be effective for the area. 

If anything was to need changing, it would be the resources and facilities needed for children with special needs. The lack of 

facilities has seen children from the area having to move south to meet their needs.

Yes The area definitely needs more provision for SEND children. The lack of resources and facilities in the area has seen the only 

special needs school remain full for numerous years. Those children who need the support are unable to receive it due to lack of 

places available and are having to move south in order to receive support.

Yes No comment. Yes Any changes, such as moving from 3 tier to 2 tier, will have a drastic effect on the area. It would be an irreversible change that 

could cause unknown problems for the area. 

Any changes should benefit the system Berwick upon Tweed has and should support children with SEND.

Yes Maintaining the system Berwick has but improving the provision for SEND. 1 5 6 3 4 2 No Comment.

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

TD15 1QY Yes Towards Berwick Academy, taking away the Academy status and returning to County Council. 

Berwick Academy improving on safeguarding and improving on their sen support .

Berwick Academy being able to keep their staff and not disrupt pupils.

Yes At present Berwick middle schools do a fantastic job with sen pupils, sadly I don't feel that way about Berwick Academy, hence 

my children are in the Duchess's Community High School.

Yes Needs addressing Yes Needs Addressing Yes Agreed 3 5 6 4 2 1 A new modern High school.

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

TD12 4TF Yes Schools could improve outcomes by having extra staff who would be able to help the children who struggle in class. Also making 

sure schools have the right equipment to learn.

Yes Children with SEND spend more time having to travel to schools and this can make the day very long for them. Some children 

may not cope with the distance away from him this may affect there needs at school.

Yes I think  children should use the catchment school but this is a problem when school 

Have a bad rep as parents want a good school for their kids

Yes People should support local school Yes To have good school builds that the children would like to go to and be proud of being part of. That has equipment/rooms for 

their lessons ready for them to learn and take part in.

1 6 4 5 2 3 To have an up to date high school where children want to lean. Work on the high school alone to bring it back up to a good 

Ofsted standard so parents will be happy to send the children there. bring it back to a high school not an academy teacher who 

are willing to help the children.

keep the three  tire system so children are happy and safe. 

I do think having a p partnership between three school may be a bad idea as the high school should be worked on and brought 

up to standard so it would bring the middle school s standards down.

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

TD15 2UL Yes Hugh Joicey first school should be converted to a primary school - it is a thriving vibrant school

With good numbers pupils and parents travelling out of the catchment to send children there. The current system where 

children will have to leave and move onto another school for only 2 years, before then moving on to high school concerns me 

and seems counterproductive to their education. I would much prefer my child to remain at Hugh Joicey until year 6.

Yes I can’t comment from experience but to have to travel long distances to access provision is unfair on children and families 

requiring access to SEND facilities.

Yes Anecdotally I know that parents and children are travelling out of the area to avoid a pathway that leads to Berwick Academy 

because it is performing so poorly and has had a bad reputation for many years - thus exacerbating the surplus places at high 

school level. 

At KS1 it would make sense to amalgamate a popular school such as Hugh Joicey with Lowick first school,which has very small 

pupil numbers, thus pooling resources and make it one primary school rather than two first schools.

Yes Yes definitely- see previous comments about the pathway to Berwick academy and also amalgamation of Hugh Joicey and 

Lowick to become a primary school.

Yes Not necessarily in buildings. They do of course need to be fit for purpose, but it is the system in place within the school buildings 

that will affect children’s education and wellbeing. Invest in enough teaching and assistant staff, more access for children to the 

outdoors and nature education, investment in subjects outside of the “core” - music, art, sports, sports facilities - all areas that 

have had budgets cut previously.

1 3 5 2 4 6 A high school that is fit for purpose, that performs to a good standard and that offers a good option for local children. Personally 

for our family I have a child who is only 5 and I am already very concerned about the pathway to Berwick academy. If it doesn’t 

improve dramatically we are likely to move out of the area to access high school provision in the Scottish Borders.

Governor in a Berwick School TD15 1RD Yes Staff turnover is an issue. Promote the success of each year as they pass their exams. Community engagement needs to be 

improved. Explain the reasons in detail why schools / Academy is in the situation they are in. Regular contact with parents about 

the situation and how they are gradually improving. Bring back patent forums to the Academy where parents can address issues 

face to face rather than by email. The partnership needs the support of the parents otherwise it will struggle to improve.

Yes More is needing to be done to help children with SEND. One to one teaching and a greater understanding of what is required to 

improve their education.

Yes A lot of parents speak to other parents who have children in first and middle schools. They don't just rely on what they read on 

the websites. Many children have been taken out or have started a new school before the term started as they weren't 

confident of the level of teaching given to their children. I have spoken to many parents about why they have moved their 

children to different schools. It is the same story feels like they are struggling or being bullied because they are falling behind.

Yes Schools at the moment are all low in numbers. Distance to and from school is a factor. Also again it's wether the schools can live 

up to what is promised on their website.

Yes Schools should be a safe and welcoming environment in which to learn, enjoy, blossom and make new friends. Treat all children 

the same. Encourage them all to be the best they can be. Make sure all all the buildings are safe and warm. Investment in 

teaching staff should be a priority we are losing to many. Materials for teaching should be made available what ever the cost. 

More integration with all other schools to make sure that pupils who move forward from primary to middle and middle to 

academy should all be at the same level.

1 2 5 6 4 3 That all schools have first class teaching. A good strong governing body and more parental engagement.  Bringing in staff from 

the schools that the children will hopefully move onto and liase with parents and pupils explaining what their child can expect.

Staff member in a Berwick school TD14 5JF Yes Increased additional support in class to assist with one-to-one learning and especially for pupils with additional learning needs . Yes The Grove School is remarkable , however the building is too small as is the outdoor space . Children with SEND need many 

different equipped areas to support their learning and also support their sensory needs . A larger school would be so beneficial .

Yes I’ve answered’Yes’ however I’m really unsure as to how this solution can be reached . Always comes down to money …. and 

how each schools budget is spent .

Yes Definitely and hopefully this will build confidence with pupils, parents and staff . Yes SEND and specifically the Grove School in Berwick 4 6 5 2 3 1 A new , larger Special Educational Needs school to replace the Grove School .

Staff member in a Berwick school TD12 4EU Yes I think the children and families in Berwick deserve to have a new build secondary school which they have pride in, and which 

will give a huge boost to the community. I have lived in the Berwick area for 30 years now and sadly in all of that time I can’t 

remember the secondary school having a good reputation, despite changes in management. It seems now that there needs to 

be investment in a new building and facilities so that the community can have a fresh start. I feel that the school community 

needs to have an environment in which learning and well-being can thrive. The surroundings and facilities are so important for a 

child/young person’s learning, and also for the motivation and wellbeing of the staff. Obviously the school wants to be able to 

attract high quality teachers and a new build will help in doing that. Berwick is a lovely place to live and the school will be more 

likely to recruit excellent teachers if the school building and facilities are attractive, and provide a positive learning environment. 

The community should be given a school that is able to provide learning to, and support,  to pupils of all abilities and interests.  It 

should be able to provide a holistic, caring and inclusive approach to education and well-being. This means providing facilities for 

physical and mental health, outdoor sports spaces, as well as indoor/outdoor spaces which cater for children’s mental health. 

The school should have facilities to prepare children for adulthood in practical ways as well as preparing them for 

university/further education. Life skills is important for all pupils. Opportunities and facilities that promote music, drama and the 

arts is important too. A new school would enable the community to have renewed confidence that their children will get a good 

quality education without having to travel over the border into Scotland. Pupils and staff could really have a strong sense of 

pride in their school and with that new outlook, higher expectations of what can be achieved will develop. It would be an exciting 

time for Berwick and cause for celebration. 

In addition to a new secondary school, I feel that the community needs a new school for children with special needs. The Grove 

School is an outstanding school and a credit to the community. However, the school building and facilities are far from adequate 

and fall short of what is needed to provide for the wide range of needs of its pupils. The staff do an amazing job but will struggle 

to maintain the high level of education and care to the children within such a small space. 

 For example -

 *The school has no outdoor green space at all

and limited outdoor space generally - impacting on the quality of outdoor learning

* The school play areas and P.E facilities are not fit for purpose e.g., no gym, no sports pitches, 

* The existing outdoor play equipment does not provide for wheelchair users ! 

 * The classrooms are too small to deliver the range of activities that the children need without the rooms becoming extremely 

Yes Please see my previous answer which addresses this question.

Thank you

Yes To prevent families deciding to send their children over the border into Scotland at secondary stage, a new school must be 

provided to give the community a fresh start and optimism for the future. The community must truly believe that the NCC is 

prepared to invest in the future of their children. The community must have confidence in the school to deliver a quality 

education and I can’t see how this change of attitude will come with the same old run down building.

I don’t have enough information or knowledge to comment on the situation of the first and middle schools.

Yes This is a strange question to include in the survey as it seems unlikely that anyone would say no in response. Is this question 

designed to justify school closures or mergers? There may be ways of making the system more efficient but this should always 

be with the quality of education for the children and young people of Berwick as the priority. It would seem obvious that if the 

quality of education is high at secondary stage then more families will choose the local school, and not send them to another 

authority.

Yes See my previous answers. A new secondary school and special needs school. I don’t have knowledge of the other school stages. 3 5 6 4 1 2 I found it very difficult to do the ranking on the previous page as all of the factors are important and inter-connected. 

As I have said previously, for the community and its children to feel valued and to have ambition then a new secondary school 

seems to me to be vital. To take care of the children who have SEND, a new special school is also vital. If either school is left out if 

any plans going forward then the community will suffer. 

There needs to be a holistic vision for the education provision in Berwick that will give the whole community a boost. I feel 

Berwick has been neglected for far too long and ambitious changes needed to be made to benefit the community as a whole.

1. Clearer educational pathway for children in Wooler and the surrounding area who attend  Glendale Middle School. 

2. Alwnick  High School accept Glendale Middle School pupils at Year 6 but not at Year 8. Berwick Academy accept Glendale 

pupils at Year 8, however both Tweedmouth and Berwick Middle did not discuss forming an Academy Trust with Glendale 

Middle, which is disgraceful, seeing as all 3 of us are feeder schools.  This does not improve relations within our community or 

help families visualise their children's educational journey.

3. The pupils at Glendale Middle School fall between two chairs. Results suffer because of this; it causes a brain drain of capable 

and able pupils. Either let Glendale pupils go to Alwnick at Year 6 AND Year 8 or include Glendale Middle in Berwick Academy 

Trust talks. The community in this area is not being treated well and as a result is causing malaise around education which can 

affect outcomes.

4. Specialist provision for North Northumberland is wholly inadequate and this is an area that has consistently been promised 

for improvement. The Grove School is too small and we are asking our local children to travel miles, early in the morning, to 

either Collingwood or Barndale. 

5. If Glendale Middle and Wooler First School has to become a primary school (if NCC are going to push the Wooler  pupils out of 

Glendale at the end of Year 6 in order for the children to attend Alwnick in Year 7), then there is a very large building and amount 

of land there on which you could build or adapt extra specialist provision along with already trained staff and SENDCos. Let's 

have an off shoot specialist school if we can't keep the Middle School - It has the building! This would improve results across the 

partnership.

6. Academy Trusts become closed shops, only promoting, offering or shifting existing staff around any new jobs. This is bad for 

standards and causes rot and nepotism. Do not allow this to happen.

7. It needs to be accepted that Middle School children leave with a good standard of education which deteriorates when 

entering Upper or High Schools. Therefore, if you are moving to two tiers, you need to pluck 

the excellent teachers from Middle Schools and reemploy them in the High schools. Not only to teach Year 7 and 8 - but offer 

retraining to teach at GCSE and A level standard. It only takes a bit of retraining with regards to exam structure. Most Middle 

School teachers are educated to degree standard in their subject and quite capable of teaching older year groups. Also, these 

pupils would have an existing learning relationship with their old Middle School teachers and therefore behaviour would 

improve.

8. Having come from the south originally as a teacher, I am shocked at how much money has to be funnelled into transporting 

pupils to school and back. This must have an effect on budgets. Also I have been saddened at how little expert and outside 

training is available to schools in the Berwick area. I have organised some guest speakers myself, but the opportunities for 

objective, outside fresh and new training experiences to liven up teaching practice in this area is almost non-existent. We need a 

proper training and development programme for schools/teachers and leaders which reflects new and fresh teaching theory 

(and application) and incentivises professionals to visit and speak in the area.

9. Berwick Partnership also needs to support ALL teachers to make a difference. We need to be careful that this partnership is 

not run by the same men intent on empire building. There are a diverse range of teachers in the Berwick partnership who are 

not recognised because they are not fitting into the current hierarchy or club and this will not transform outcomes unless we 

nurture and recognise those teachers who potentially do not have the loudest voices.

Other NE24 4DN Yes Cohesion between the schools. They should work together, not against each other for the best of the pupils. Yes Northumberland needs more specialist provision for SEND and children with behaviour issues. The current provision is farcical 

and a disgrace.

No If the birth rate starts to increase, the LA will have removed school places for them. No This is a government issue. Funding for schools is a disgrace. Yes 3 tier. With middle and high sharing a site. 3 5 6 4 2 1 School buildings which are fit for purpose in a 3 tier system with send support and intervention from early years. Pupils are 

leaving first school behind where they need to be, even further behind where the need to be by middle and then Berwick 

Academy has to try to pick up the pieces of a failed SEND support system.

Resident/member of the community 

living in area served by Berwick 

Schools

TD15 2FQ Yes I’m my view, good schools rely on excellent teachers, excellent discipline and the ability to teach students in groups that are 

equally able and equally willing to learn. 

Berwick is at the ‘end of the road’ and needs additional financial flexibility to attract and retain the best teachers. 

Disruptive pupils (at high-school level) have for too long impacted negatively on the learning of able students. Discipline needs to 

be better, but more importantly, disruptive students need to be removed from class or taught in streamed groups. Schools need 

the financial flexibility to exclude disruptive students instead of being forced to keep ‘bums on seats’ for financial reasons. 

The good students in Berwick have been unfairly dragged down by their disruptive peers for years. Fixing this is far more 

important than buildings.

Yes Again, we’re at the end of the road for this provision. Long distance travel is a massive negative issue for SEN students. Yes This needs to be addressed, of course, but additional ways to secure funding for rural areas also needs to be addressed. Berwick 

will never see the required improvements in standards if we adopt a self-fulfilling prophecy of cutting schools because of falling 

numbers creating poorer outcomes that cause more students (parents) to find alternative provision - Eyemouth, Longridge, etc., 

which, in turn, means that more cuts are required. And so it goes on.

Yes But we need creativity of thinking about this too. Yes My number one priority would always be securing and retaining good teachers. Supporting them to ensure good discipline is 

next. Then comes buildings. It’s clear that a mew building can also have a transformational impact in delivering the first two 

priorities, so all three need to go hand-in-hand. 

Streamlining the provision from three to two tiers and including additional provision in a new building make obvious sense.

2 6 5 1 3 4 I’m not sure what this question means. If it’s a capital investment and in an education context - obviously a new high school.

Member of a Parish Council in area 

covered by Berwick Partnership 

schools

NE66 4SH No Improve teaching and learning and outcomes at KS4 and 5 Yes Either extend reach/capacity of Special Schools locally or create effective hubs for special needs within existing schools Yes The main problem is parents sending children elsewhere at KS4 - you have to make provision more attractive and reliable within 

the area if parents will continue

Yes Identify the main problem - children leaving after end of Middle School and do something about it. If populations continue to fall 

at earlier ages you will have to look at merging schools in KS1, 2 and 3

Yes Do something to transform the High School and then tackle worst issues at First and Middle schools 2 4 5 3 1 6 Really effective support for new parents and early years provision

Resident/member of the community 

living in area served by Berwick 

Schools

NE716AS Yes More money into schools across the partnership to increase the standard of leaning. Yes All children should have the opportunity to develop there individual skills to the maximum. Yes Perhaps it would be easier to resolve in the schools within Berwick town but very difficult to achieve in the wider catchment. Yes To achieve this the government needs to increase the amount of money per pupil so that it equates to that in the counties in the 

south of the country. If this was done it would in most cases remove  the deficit and improve standards

Yes Raising the standards of buildings across the catchment. 1 5 6 2 4 3 By investing in education you are investing in the whole community.

Other Ex deputy head teacher berwick high LA11 7DE Yes It is essential that the the partnership organisation reflects clear accountability for specific key stages. The three tier system is 

outdated and does not enhance student outcomes.

Yes Broadly it is essential that all youngsters develop grow and learn within their community. Very specific severe disability may be 

better served at specialist provision elsewhere in the county/country.

Yes This issue is always a compromise between going to a local school and receiving a broad and balanced quality education. Difficult 

decisions have to be made but there is no definitive solution.

Yes Very often meeting both criteria is impossible and judgements must be made. Financial sustainability is obviously key. Yes Who could disagree? 6 4 5 3 2 1 Time, support and to help improve perception in the community

Resident/member of the community 

living in area served by Berwick 

Schools

TD15 2JT Yes Urgently need new high school building. Should go to 2 tier system Yes Travelling is never a good option Yes As berwick academy has such a bad reputation, children are being sent to Duns or Eyemouth. Families are also leaving the area 

to be within the catchment area of a better school

No Success is dependent on the decisions made Yes Rationalise the amount of schools in berwick and return to the 2 tier system 3 2 5 4 1 6 School campus fit for purpose

Other Ex Berwick school staff NE66 1BQ Yes Staff are you working alongside young people and their parents rather than against them. 

They should offer a more diverse range of courses at A-Level and be consistent with the choices they make and relay to the 

wider community.

Yes Young people with additional needs have not got the provisions in place both in the community and in schools. They are let 

down with the lack of support in schools - particularly the academy that roughly ration 1 member of support staff to 7 young 

people across 3 year groups. In order to allow students with additional needs and disabilities to reach their full potential, the 

schools should have the necessary amount of support staff and provisions in place.

Yes Travelling to and from school is a major part of a young persons time in education. If the young person has to travel a long 

distance, they are still tired when they arrive.

Yes Schools should be more open to allowing parents and the community to have a say and/or join in woth fundraising efforts so 

that their children can benefit.

Yes Allowing young people to learn credible life skills such as CV writing, personal finance and community values rather than being 

focussed on subjects that have lengthy exams such as Geography. 

Schools should also be responsible to the LA and not just trustees.

4 5 6 3 1 2 Allow the academy to be ran by the local

Authority, bring a new management team in to the Academy, allow more support staff in all schools and updating all the facilities 

so that the academy especially can become more appealing like DCHS. 

Furthermore, the schools could arrange more breakfast clubs for the students that are free as Berwick is a deprived area and 

the amount of students coming to school hungry is rising rapidly.

Other Retired Teacher in Berwick TD151HR No All of First and Middle Schools have been performing well for years. The problem lies squarely at The Academy.

Do not get rid of Middle Schools or their staff. 

Send Academy Staff for compulsory in service training to First and Middle schools to improve their teaching and see how high 

aspirations are in these schools.

I was involved in consultancy work for NCC back in early 2000’s and saw first hand the gap between Middle schools and The 

Academy.

Do not punish high achieving Middle schools when the problem is not there.

No Think it needs to be improved fir some. No Berwick is experiencing an influx of residents and new buildings so population could increase.

What needs to stop is children from Northumberland being educated over the border in Scotland.

I hope NCC refuses to pay for this. It would be immoral to use NCC money in Scotland when there are surplus cases in 

Northumberland.

Yes Stop educating Northumberland children in Scotland.

If parents won’t accept local authority provision let them pay privately for that choice.

Yes Leave First snd Middle schools alone and improve Academy.

Look how well First Middle snd Academy system works in Newcastle and other parts on Northumberland. My grandson is going 

to attend 3 Outstanding schools . That should be possible in Berwick but one school had always let the system down since the 

1980’s.

1 5 6 2 3 4 Improve Academy and leave other schools alone they are all successful.

Other Parent of a child who should go to 

school in Berwick but is transported 

across the border into Eyemouth for 

school

Td152ns Yes High quality teachers, not continual supply cover. No This depends on what the actual “need “ is. Young students who have to continually be in classes with students who have been 

diagnosed with behavioural issues have their education impacted in a negative way.

Yes ??? Not sure I understand the question. No I do not have enough info to make a decision, 

Why is there no unsure option?

Yes That students get high quality education with teachers who care about what happens to them after school. 

Too many young people in the Berwick area are in Education system in Scotland both pre and post 16 due to the poor quality of 

education in Berwick.

Post 16, many students move onto colleges in Newcastle & Gateshead due to poor options for further study in Berwick.

1 3 4 2 5 6 Further and Higher Education.

Improving the qualifications of parents leads to more confident parenting, better role models for students.

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

NE66 5RA Yes Not enough experience to answer Yes Within reason. Cannot expect every small school to have a high standard fo provision for SEND Yes Unable Yes N/a Yes Even distribution of funds across all schools in the area where possible 4 3 6 2 1 5 No suggestions

Staff member in a Berwick school NE665QA No funding Yes more funding No children should not have to travel miles to school. rural schools shpuld be kept open. we need to look at ways to fund them not 

close them and bus children miles to a school that is over crowded and where children are just a number to fill spaces

No children who live in rural areas must be cared for.they should not have to travel miles to school and back every day. we need to 

keep rural schools open Please remember these children .

No invest in rural schools . children need to be happy in order to learn, they need time to play when they get home from school not 

spend hours on a bus traveling miles each day. We need to consider children and families who live in rural areas and there are 

lots in the Berwick area not every one lives in the town

1 3 6 2 5 4 Rural schools such as Wooler first and Glendale middle school and Ford COE First School.  need investment we need to keep 

schools local , it is in the communities best interest.Good schools attract investment ,through jobs and families moving to the 

area   .Rural schools need investment children should not have to travel especially in these time of global warming we need to 

travel less so lets make rural schools the best we can by investing in them

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

TD15 2UD Yes Funding and investment into the education in the north of the county.

I am a strong supporter of the 3 tier system within North Northumberland but issues with Berwick academy results in parents 

being fearful of their children having to attend the school.

This has a 'knock on' affect with parents pulling children out of middle school early to secure places elsewhere in county 

(Duchess). 

This in turn impacts on the funding available to middle schools to carry on with schooling children who remain.

Parents need to see a commitment to their children's long term educational needs by investing money into the high school. The 

school is outdated and needs replacing. Such a commitment to funds would reassure and build trust with parents that every 

effort is being made to support the education of children in north Northumberland.

Yes Those outside north Northumberland often do not fully understand the complexities of the area and how vital it is that provision 

is local and available. when you add SEND into the equation it makes this even more difficult to ensure a child has the support in 

place to meet their needs, whilst being able to ensure ALL children are able to progress to their full potentials.

Yes Children in first school may indeed be reducing but the high proportion of surplus in the high school (berwick) and middle 

schools is a direct impact of parents not being confident in the education available for their children of high school age. 

This comes from a parent who made the decision to rather pay for her child to go private than access the current high school 

that is available. I had every confidence in the middle school and was fortunate enough to be able to make the decision to keep 

my daughter to the very end of her middle school years knowing this was an option for me. For many parents this is not an 

option and for a number of years now they have chose to remove children from the middle school (Glendale) sooner than they 

would of liked as they wish to secure spaces at Alnwick (duchess) as they do not feel Berwick is suitable. 

Children in North Northumberland deserve more than was is available at present time

Yes yes but strongly believe this needs to be something that keeps our middle schools Yes new high school and middle school funding in north Northumberland needs looking at as due to nature of how funding is issues 

at present they are disadvantaged compared to other school and this means our children are!

4 2 6 1 3 5 new high school

more funding for middle schools so they are not put at a disadavantage

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

Td152js Yes Teachers being supportive and not bullying.

Teachers are very verbal and sometime very physical. This has been made aware for over the past 4 years with no improvement

Yes N/a Yes Ev No R Yes R 1 2 3 4 5 6 Better teachers 

Blow the whistle on the violent and abusive teachers amd teaching staff

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

TD152AG Yes Two tier system so there is less disruption to the child.

Years 7 and 8 seem to just get by, when I feel if they were in a secondary school they would  be getting set up for their GCSEs

Yes Grove School needs to be bigger and have more funding Yes Maybe amalgamate some schools Yes Seems increasingly likely that there needs to be more pupils in a school for the budget to work. Two tier seems to be the way to 

go

Yes Try to attract teachers that teach in specialist subjects, I seem to recall a couple of years back the Academy found it hard to get 

people up into this area with the correct skills. Also the whole school structure and buildings in this town are outdated and not 

fit for purpose. When you see the brand new school buildings throughout the Borders it feels as though we are in the land that 

time forgot and the aspirations of the bulk of the children here are low

3 1 4 6 2 5 An amazing sporting facility that has pitches for a range of sports, a  hub that can be used for communities as well as excellent 

changing facilities. Include a skate park a play park as well.

There is plenty of land around Berwick that I’m sure a site could be identified

Governor in a Berwick School TD6 9HL Yes Pupil engagement is key.  Realistic goal setting and opportunities within learning.  Enthusiastic staff who provide creative 

learning opportunities.

Look at Ofstead reports of schools that have made significant improvements - speak to them.

Yes All children have the right to education, especially those with special education needs.  My child was failed in mainstream 

education and did not start to thrive until he attended a Special Education School.

Yes Balancing economics and children’s education will always be a emotive process. Yes Education/Health/Social Care all run in deficit due to years of underfunding by the Government.  If you are going to make drastic 

changes within Berwick Partnership it has to be fir all the right reasons and not just a financial savings exercise.

Yes Children’s education provision and improving their opportunities.  Then look at improving existing sites or the possibility of a 

new build.

3 6 4 2 5 1 All weather training grounds

Resident/member of the community 

living in area served by Berwick 

Schools

TD15 2JH Yes New school with better modern facilities.   Staff who can control the children and have respect from pupils which is greatly 

lacking. Someone who can take charge of the school and enforce the discipline that is required. I'm only concerned about the 

Acadamy as other schools performing ok.

Yes SEND  avaliable to all pupils and ensure they are treated as they should be Yes You will only improve this by starting with the Acadamy. Until that school is up to a high standard of course parents will send 

their children elsewhere where a good education is priority.

Yes As beforw Yes Put the money into the building of new improved Acadamy. Something Berwick can be proud of for the future of our young 

people.

3 5 2 6 1 4 A new High School which accommodates other outside groups etc to use the school and bring income into their funds. To use 

the wasted space of the school field also which could generate income also

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

TD15 2RJ Yes 2 tier system Yes Some facilities and support is based further south in the county so access is nigh on impossible No If you increase the quality of the school the numbers will increase Yes 2 tier system will be financially

More viable by reducing overheads of buildings and fixed costs

Yes A new building for the academy 3 4 6 1 2 5 A school to be proud of

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

Also a governor and a teacher in a 

Berwick school

TD11 3XS Yes More support and funding for teaching and learning in Berwick Academy providing wider options so that pupils stay in Berwick 

for their education. 

More provision for children with SEND in Berwick. Lots of children and young people are having to travel too far to access the 

provision that they need, often at the cost of parents. There is not enough spaces at the Grove to accommodate all of the spaces 

that are needed. Our most vulnerable children are expected to travel for sometimes an hour each way by taxi or bus for their 

education every day. Parents don't get to have face-face conversations with their children's teachers and I think this is 

paramount for all children but especially children with complex needs.

Yes There is not enough specialist provision for our young children in Berwick. As a teacher in Berwick it isn't good enough that if a 

child isn't managing in mainstream education we are having to explain that alternative provision for their child is going to mean 

substantial travel daily for vulnerable children. This causes so much more unnecessary anxiety and pressure on both the 

children and the parents.

Yes I think a wider curriculum offer would attract more children and young people to access education in the town. 

Implications of surplus places as well as budget cuts to schools are making this more and more difficult in our underfunded 

schools. 

The lack of provision for SEND in the Berwick partnership also means that children are travelling out of the area to access 

provision they need. If more funding, support and expertise were available in Berwick we would be able to accommodate these 

children who have no choice but to leave Berwick.

Yes As a parent, I love the current three tier system we have in Northumberland. I have been through the three tier system myself, I 

teach in the 3 tier system and I would prefer the three tier system for my children. Each of our first and middle schools in 

Berwick has it's own character and strengths. I think this gives parents a good choice of initial education for children. If there 

were to be only one middle school we would lose that choice. Presumably viability for our Berwick schools is based on financial 

stability and quality of education. The majority of schools in Berwick are judged to be providing good education and are working 

hard to sustain budgets despite cuts and increasing educational demands. I would say that on the most part our first schools 

have overwhelming support from our parents and I know that the service, care and education that is provided is valued.

Yes A new high school building/ facilities with a wider curriculum offer. 

Much needed SEND provision.

5 3 6 2 4 1 More spaces in special education so that children in our area don't have to travel. 

Greater opportunities for young people so they have something to aim for.

Resident/member of the community 

living in area served by Berwick 

Schools

Td152yr Yes A highly qualified Head teacher and staff to back the head up Yes All children need a well equipped school and teachers to give them a chance in life not shut away Yes A lot of kids that live in berwick Cross the border to school in Scotland fact Yes Get the new school built and running to a high standard and there will be no surplas Yes To build a state of the art school that is fit for future generations of kids in berwick and to build a school that is future proof 1 2 3 4 5 6 The use of sports facilities would benefit the whole community eg the football pitch rugby cricket and tennis courts no use 

having these facilities behind a big steel fence that can't be used by all there should also be youth clubs set up to keep the kids 

off the streets

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

TD15 2PE Yes The Academy should come back in to Council Control as a priority before anything else takes place Yes These children often have to travel very long distances to their education and it is putting extra strain on already challenged 

young people.

Yes I think that following on from the pandemic the numbers might not fall as much as they have done and there may be an increase 

in younger working families in the area as people can work from home rather than having to be close to a big city for decent 

employment.  

It may not be as big a problem as it has been in the past to retain families in the area.

Yes There definitely needs to be improvement in the schooling from year 9 to keep the children within the partnership Yes Staffing 1 3 6 5 2 4 I think we need to keep the 3 tier system and improve the year 9 onward school provision.  I do not like children in village 

schools going from 50ish pupils to a huge senior school.  I think the transition from a school is better to be gradual.

Staff member in a Berwick school Ne68 7yl Yes More choice for a secondary school No More places for children needed locally No Each requires enough money to function the same as any other school regardless the amount of children in each school. No More money needed to be able to deliver an inspirational curriculum so that all children receive a quality education Yes Recognition that Early Years Units need more funding 4 6 2 3 5 1 Small villages need extra curricular activities such as cadets / active / crafts

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

TD15 1PT Yes Bring the town in line with the Government testing at end of key stages therefore two tier. Yes A bigger special needs school should be provided Yes Two tier system, look at which first schools, if any could be combined, thus reducing empty spaces.  No middle schools and all of 

the first school children moving to one secondary school. Fewer schools should mean fewer empty places

Yes Needs to be agreed that money must be spent on a new secondary school which should help prevent the migration of pupils 

outside the Berwick area.  Some money should also be used to upgrade the primary schools on either side of the river

Yes New secondary school

New special school

Fair investment in primary schools to move from first to primary

1 6 3 2 4 5 Attract and retain good teachers

New secondary school

New special school

Investment to change first schools to primary

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

TD14 5JF Yes New SEN school. The Grove is incredible but they need a new building to continue improving the lives of our local children with 

additional needs

Yes New building required Yes Improve teaching so pupils stay in their local catchment area Yes What? Yes New SEN building to ensure disabled and sen children are properly catered for 2 4 5 6 3 1 Hydro pool for school and private use

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

TD151NY Yes I believe a strong leader for Berwick Academy could affectively drive change. Yes A larger, dedicated facility could help. Yes Surplus places must create inefficiency in the system. Otherwise, smaller classes could be justified accepting that surplus places 

therefore could lead to improvement in the delivery of education. Where capacity exists in any system, whether surplus or 

otherwise, the system needs to improve efficiency. I would not necessarily support the grouping of any surplus leading to the 

reduction in the number of schools, nor the creation of any ‘super’ school, particularly in my local area.

Yes Clearly. I would support a financial system which does not create long term viability. Yes You have not provided enough detail - prioritise between what? There has to be a certain capital level of investment, but to the 

extent it provides a safe and stimulating educational environment. Capital investment should not come at the expenses of 

delivering quality education, but this is a complex and balanced question. I am a relatively high consumer of public spending on 

education with 2 children under 7, but less so of other public spending. Therefore Education is high on my priority list and I 

would prioritise it over other public funding areas. Within education, capital investment is important, but so is the pathway to 

creating excellent teachers and brilliant educational standards.

1 4 6 2 3 5 Children’s innovation centre - introductions to technological advancements, business and enterprise ideas/ways of working, 

entrepreneurial thinking, problem solving, teamwork, discussions on the big questions facing societies - broaden minds and 

develop children to innovate when thinking about the future.

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

TD15 1PG Yes Keep the children in groups closer to their development levels. Yes Yes it really is important to do so. Yes Absolutely. Yes True. Yes Without a doubt. 6 5 4 3 2 1 Funds for further development to invest into all that is listed in ‘priority’ questions of this survey. Despite that, obviously, some 

priority points must be selected to navigate the funds, all of those points are very important indeed and deserve much 

consideration.

 

Please do not establish a two tier educational system, three tier is by far the best system for our children.

Staff member in a Berwick school NE66 4LW No First and middle schools appear to make good progress. It is evident that the failing school is the Academy. Yes Many students are in need of specialist education which they do not get in the current system. This is not unique to 

Northumberland and demonstrates the need for more specialised schools across the county and the country.

Yes Population is a variable that is controlled by various social  and economical values. I believe predicted levels are due to a rise 

since Covid has produced a new baby boom. 

Perhaps more use if specially trained staff within schools is a way of ensuring schools run to capacity - keeping students in units 

within schools rather than sending them to outside provision?

No I believe the current system serves the community well and that the business model that is used in Academies is detrimental to 

students

Yes My priority would be to provide more inclusion units within schools (with SEND units integrated) and to provide better buildings 

which can be run economically and ecologically.

4 5 6 1 2 3 Greater freedom for senior leadership within schools to add enrichment activities for students. Many of the students have been 

no further than Alnwick.

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

TD15 2PY Yes More money spent on adequate staffing and better learning resources. also staff training. Yes Yes this is critical and it is important those children with SEND are identified as quickly as possible Yes better forward planning? Yes n/a Yes access to better physical resources - less time spent on electronic devices 1 4 6 2 5 3 improvements to all services and facilities for children

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

TD15 2LY Yes Further investment in school buildings and attracting teaching applicants to the area. Yes The specialist school in Berwick is not big enough and some children have to attend out of the area to have their needs met. Yes We need to make sure people do not leave the area for schooling by making our secondary provision more appealing. Yes What a ridiculous question?! I don’t know what changes are proposed and so can’t possibly comment. Yes What a pointless question?! 1 2 6 3 4 5 Better employment opportunities. Better transport links, more wide reaching extra curricular activities

Staff member in a Berwick school Also a parent to children at schools in 

the partnership.

TD152LY Yes The question above is massively leading. Of course there CAN be improvements across all schools. However, everything below 

KEYSTAGE 4 is performing above the national average. So why cram all the schools into this one question? Could it be you want 

to manipulate stakeholders into answering yes to all schools when that actually doesn’t fit the picture at all? 

Call me cynical, but it certainly seems so. Either that or the question is just appallingly badly written. Maybe we should invest 

more in adult education.

Yes Forcing them to travel isn’t ideal. It’s also expensive which I’m sure is as much of an issue. No This would only even be possible if you can guarantee that numbers continue to fall. After nearly 2 years of lockdown, we could 

be in for a bumper crop of children in the nest few years. And even if not now, then easily in a few years down the line. 

By trying to massively reduce surplus places now, you could be setting up a huge deficit in places in the future. Why not look at 

why the numbers where set as high as they were in the first place.  Has anything changed significantly since then? What other 

global factors need to be considered? As refugees continue to be created by failing nations other than the UK, are we likely to 

have a influx of children there too?

Yes That’s the stupidest question yet. Who writes these things!? Good lord, be direct and transparent and leave your “world salads” 

for your evening soirées at the yacht club you pretentious turnip. 

Of course we need schools to be financially viable. But running them like businesses is a ridiculous notion. What we need is more 

funding for education from the government. Instead we get told to do more with less, teachers are underpaid, overworked and 

stressed - and with constantly added pressures that no-one wants to deal with at any level apart from arbitrarily dangling 

seemingly large sums that’ll get swallowed up and misspent by cretins who haven’t been in education in decades. Hidden behind 

pointlessly long winded questions like this one. Gah!!

Yes You really just want a bunch of “Yes”S don’t you. We need buildings that are fit for purpose. Yes. But we also need investment in 

the people and the children at a classroom level and not just throw money at a large “multipurpose” building that looks shit and 

doesn’t meet the needs of a modern Berwick in 5 years. Just come clean with your plans and stop pretending this questionaire 

does anything for the people of Berwick. This is pointless. And I offended by the inane nature of these questions. I feel 

manipulated and I don’t like it. Expect resistance.

1 2 3 4 6 5 Someone who can communicate honestly and clearly would be a great investment. Then I wouldn’t have wasted time on this 

pointless and awfully worded document you’ve put out in order to push your agenda forward.

I hope you’re hearing that a lot. 

It really is awful. Honestly. Go back and look at question 12 and then try and disagree with me. Go on. I’ll wait. 

Can’t be done can it. 

Your next steps should be to issue an apology for this turgid mess and then spend some time learning to communicate honestly 

and come back to us all. 

You ask for yes / no responses to questions we have absolutely no details about. 

I truly hope this is accidental and not part of the “master plan”. I guess we’ll see when you make your next moves. 

Sigh.

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

NE70 7NU Yes I feel this is detail which should come from professionals within this field. Yes More financial support for schools to appoint specialised teachers in this field. Yes I feel that all schools should be given the same amount of money in a bulk then a further amount per pupil. Yes Schools need to know long term what funds they have so they can secure staff positions and manage their accounts as 

necessary!

Yes Additional after school provisions (although this has massively improved in our area) 

Sport equipment 

Technology for communication between schools and parents such as an app to communicate absences, homework, spellings, 

school reports, payments due etc.

1 2 5 3 6 4 Allow children in Berwick partnership the opportunity to naturally progress to secondary school. For example Belford school is 

now a primary, to ask them to go to a middle school in Berwick for 2 years before going to Berwick academy is not ideal and 

does not fit with the school programming of 2 tier.  Fund the transport and allow children within a 2 tier school system to go to 

Alnwick high school.

Other Parent from Belford NE707DA Yes Improved leadership Yes Yes the facilities and provision required improvement to allow to be available to a wider community Yes Free school transport Yes . Yes Free transport across the board 1 4 6 2 3 5 Yes I feel that free school transport for the duchess high school provision from Belford should be made available

6Yes If educational outcomes were better in our Berwick schools then we would not have the number of pupils that we do moving 

outside of the catchment. At Glendale, we have pupils leaving for Kelso, Duns, Eyemouth, Longridge etc because they do not 

have a clear pathway for either Berwick Academy or Duchess High. Duchess will take our outgoing Year 6 but not our outgoing 

Year 8. They should either do both or none at all! This would cause far less confusion and more trust. The reputation of Berwick 

Academy has severely damaged the whole Berwick partnership, however outcomes at first and middle school level are excellent 

since 2016 - 2019.

Yes At Glendale we continually have cases of families transferring into our middle school because their child has special educational 

needs and they feel that the middle school system is more nurturing due to the smaller school site. This is not good for our exam 

results but good for our numbers and budgets,

Yes Special Educational Needs and specialist provision. 

Protection of Middle Schools.

Protection of all three middle schools (not just Tweedmouth and Berwick) and specialist provision for SEND.12354Staff member in a Berwick school TD15 2QS Yes Yes Recent SEND report shows that pupils in more deprived areas are LESS likely to be recognised as having Special Educational 

Needs and Disability. The Berwick partnership is poorly lacking the funding, premises and SEND provision. We are constantly 

told by NCC Services NOT to refer pupils because they have run out of time, money, staff etc to come to us here in Berwick. 

Many of our SEND children are being sent miles and miles away, early in the morning to Barndale or Collingwood because the 

Grove in Berwick is full and/or too small. If you are going to turn Glendale Middle School into a primary school and reduce its 

size, then put funding into an additional specialist SEND provision on the Glendale premises, expanding accordingly the Berwick 

SEND and specialist services and using the staff already employed at Glendale. Educational outcomes are poorer than the rest of 

the country because the Berwick partnership context is poorer and our SEND pupils are not receiving the provision they deserve.



Governor in a Berwick School TD15 1RZ Yes Academisation has not been a success, in fact quite the reverse, I think there needs  to be investment in Berwick Academy both 

staff and facilities/accommodation. Serious consideration should be given to working with external partners to offer arts / 

sports specialisms in school which would allow pupils of all abilities to thrive. Duchess HS is applying for external funding and 

delivering projects that target pupils that need extra support and are using the arts to deliver that. This sort of work should be 

considered alongside other areas of improvement.

Yes The Grove School is the only school that is ofsted rated outstanding in the area - talk to them - they clearly know what they are 

doing.

Yes There are surplus places at middle school and the academy because of people leaving the Berwick partnership at the end of Year 

6 to cross the border to go into the Scottish system, go to Longridge Towers or travel to Duchess in Alnwick, this has been 

happening for years now - improve the Academy and the trend will reverse.

Yes Of course Yes New high school building 1 2 6 4 3 5 Art rooms, studios, kilns, sewing machines rooms, recording studios, kitchen areas for teaching catering through to high end 

cooking, design studios etc - just amazing creative practical spaces that people of all ages could use to learn skills, during school 

years and beyond.

Staff member in a Berwick school Td15 2yr Yes A bigger special school for children with special needs as there is such a high number  of sen children in mainstream schools , 

they need one to one help which effects a lof time, resources and bodies in school and takes away precious teaching time.

Yes Children should not have to travel so many miles to be entitled to education and care! The numbers are increasing and will only 

get higher in the future so send local locations need to be addressed.

Yes The overall improvement in schools in berwick will help the out come of surplus places. Yes Schools and berwick community need to have confidence in their schools and support over all for years to come. Yes Priority wouldnt be maintenance i understand the children need a aafe place to learn but between the partnerships tbere is so it 

would be to look at the education side.

6 2 3 1 5 4 An place in berwick with a building/ area dedicated to education, children being the main starting point and their education 

aswell as leisure, families, achievements, rewards. A place safe for families and a feeling of security.

Staff member in a Berwick school TD151JA No An improved building, facilities and greater liaison between Berwick academy and other schools. Yes More opportunities to refer children to specialist SEN schools in local area. Bigger provision. Access and better support from 

health visitors to families around additional needs.

No It really depends upon how housing develops in the area. If Berwick academy's reputation improves, demand will grow. No Do not change from 3 tier Yes Yes, but don't break schools that are working well, to improve one that isn't. 1 4 6 2 5 3 More opportunities for further education, tutors and lecturers who live here, tapping into local talent as inspiration and learning.

Staff member in a Berwick school TD15 2AS Yes Funding for early intervention Yes The process of getting support for children with sen is lengthy and there are so many forms to be completed Yes An amalgimation of schools would be an option, however, all schools design a curriculum that meets the needs of the children 

within  that area, taking great consideration of their mental health and well-being .

Yes Parental views must be taken seriously Yes Early intervention, equal opportunities,  high quality teaching, consistent approaches,  minimal transitions 2 5 4 1 3 6 Career pathways

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

TD151PY Yes Further investigation and action to remedy the issues at Berwick Academy. Yes Children should not be expected to travel to other parts of the county each day to get the support that they need. It should be 

available to them in their local area.

No Not if this means consolidating schools. No Getting rid of the 3 tier system at the moment would be to the detriment of our children given the current inadequate rating for 

the Academy.

Yes Improving Berwick Academy to ensure our children are not let down at the end of their education having had a great start in 

their primary and middle school years.

1 6 5 2 4 3 Improvement of the provision at Berwick Academy.

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

Td15 1ny Yes Investment in school buildings and facilities Yes Increased investment Yes Inprove Berwick schools so pupils are not traveling to Eyemouth and redirect some students now being sent to Alnwick Yes Maybe get scoops to work more in partnership ie sharing staff etc Yes Improving buildings and facilities so people not tempted to newer schools in Eyemouth and Alnwick 4 1 3 6 5 2 We are getting nice new indoor sports centre, outdoor facilities are poor could do with large multi sports facilities with multi use 

4 or 5 g sports pitches and athletic track. Possibly working with sports clubs with exsisting grounds looking to inprove /enlarge 

what already exists

Staff member in a Berwick school NE23 8AN Yes Closer working with middle schools to ensure a seamless transition, and stronger grounding at KS3, leading to improved 

progress at KS4 - either on same site, or moving to a primary secondary model

Yes A new build / remodel of the current sites could ensure dedicated space for specialist SEND provision Yes Berwick Schools need to be as attractive as possible, to prevent students travelling outside the area for schooling.  Students 

should have access to as broad a range of courses as possible within the catchment, with the local provision seen as being of the 

highest quality

Yes Education in Berwick should be addressed as a continuous journey, rather than focusing on individual schools Yes A new build that takes into account the needs of all learners 4 6 5 2 1 3 New School, all through middle and high

Staff member in a Berwick school TD15 2QT Yes Increase the quality of facilities and school buildings in the Berwick area. Ensure the 3 tier systems remains as I have been a 

pupil during this system and now teach in this system, and I think it is effective rather than moving to 2 tier. In order for an 

effective partnerships Berwick Academy must continue to improve and raise their standards.

Yes More opportunities need to be available locally to reduce the need to travel. The increasing SEND children need to have the 

chance to thrive in smaller groups with more focused learning at their level.

Yes Continue to improve the quality of Berwick Academy, which will encourage more parents to send their children there. Yes Again continue to increase the quality of education at Berwick Academy which will have a knock on effect for pupil numbers to 

all tiers.

Yes Upgrade all school buildings in the Berwick area. Improve access to technology for all students (e.g chrome books). Increase 

work experience and field trip opportunities. Create larger SEND teams within schools to provide learning opportunities for 

SEND students in smaller groups. Create a specific role to maintain the links between the first schools and middle schools and 

middle school and Academy.

3 6 5 4 1 2 The physical upgrade of all school buildings, we seem to have been left behind in Northumberland, with lack of financial support 

available to upgrade the quality of our buildings. Continue to improve the standards at Berwick Academy and employ specialist 

curriculum teachers and SEND teachers.

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

TD15 2EB Yes More consistency in staffing at Berwick Academy-too many changes of staffing could result in a poorer quality of education 

offered to our children.

More variety in options offered to pupils in sixth form at Berwick Academy.

Yes More provision within the area needed. Yes I agree solutions to help address this surplus places needs to be considered carefully. Yes Long term planning is essential to ensure we have a good quality of education for our children. Yes SEN provision in the area 1 4 6 5 3 2 Not sure

Governor in a Berwick School NE71 6DN Yes Investment in teacher training and resources towards attracting new teachers to the schools. Yes I am not qualified to comment on how you provide provisions for this. Yes Improvements in the Berwick schools, in particular the Academy may then increase demand to attend this school (instead of 

applying for alternative district schools such as Alnwick).

Yes Berwick would be best aligned with other local districts to avoid disruption in this manner. Yes I actually think the teaching staff would be a more important consideration than building changes. 2 5 6 1 4 3 Services for youth outside of school and provisions for isolated elderly.

Governor in a Berwick School TD15 1XJ Yes Question 6 is ambiguous. It needs more than a Yes/No answer as it is two questions in one.  

The feeder schools (First Schools (bar 0ne) and Middle Schools continue to improve and raise their standards each year as an 

expectation. Their work should be enhanced by the Academy.

Outcomes at KS4 need to drastically improve.

Question 7

Schools need to remain within the Berwick Partnership under LA guidance

Good teachers need to be attracted to the Academy.

The Academy needs to consult/liaise with the First, Middle and Special School plus nurseries on how they approach the core 

subjects including behaviour and have a 'joined up' system whereby all teaching techniques are promoted.

The Academy and the community need to 'start again' and look at and promote the positive features of the school to break the 

'bad press' senarios that continue to plague the school.

Pupils from the Academy could visit  other schools through an integration programme to talk about their school and it's 

acheivements.

Finances need to be spent on improving exisitng buildings and teaching resources, art/creative facilities, sports facilities and 

music facilities.

Yes There is an excellent special school in Berwick that meets the needs of children and young people with very specific needs. 

There needs to be a school for children and young people with challenging behaviours whose needs can no longer be met in 

mainstream schools but who are not intellectually challenged. 

All teachers and support staff from Nursery through to Academy to be trained in Nurturing techniques like Thrive that would 

support a child consistently through their educational journey. More training for teachers and support staff in mental health.

Money to be spent on resources to support SEND.

Yes This is an ideal opportunity to reduce classroom sizes and in doing so increase the quality in teaching for all especially in First 

Schools where the stepping stones of education begin.

If this is not possible/viable then First Schools with the capacity could become primary schools. This would give those children 

who need more imput educationally/emotionally  in a 'First school nuturing environment'. 

The middle school buildings could be used for more specific learning hubs.

Yes Any changes need to be innotative and forward thinking and not simply a return to two tier. Berwick underwent a huge change 

and upheaval in 1976 from two tier to the system in place now. A broarder outlook is needed to encompass a wider curriculum 

(art/creative/music), learning hubs (vocational/6th form college/technical/apprenticships).

Yes The investment would depend on the educational model for Berwick.

If First Schools (some/all) were made into Primary schools investment would be needed  in ensuring the school/s capacity. The 

exisiting Middle School buildings would need reshaping into designated learning hubs eg technical or a school for challenging 

behaviour or creative (art/music/drama) or reshaped to be a new special school as the exisiting one has outgrown its base.

The Academy is a tired building and investment is needed to enhance it if Northumberland's finances can be extended into this 

building.

1 6 3 2 5 4 Integrated Learning: so children and young people can see why eg reading, communicaion, technology, maths and other skills 

have value  and relate to the 'real world'.

Mental Health 

e-safety and social media safety

A hub where families can meet and enjoy  organised activities together and seek advice from other professionals eg financial, 

housing, legal

Staff member in a Berwick school TD15 2NQ Yes The academy needs to be taken back over by the council and big changes made there, the children are nurtured and cares for 

until  they get to there and they are lost and forgotten about

Yes At Tweedmouth middle we have offering amazing SENDCO and care for all and every single student is cared for No At Tweedmouth middle we are now have waiting lists for years 5 and 6, we are loosing so many students to Alnwick and 

Eyemouth due to the terrible reputation of the high school

No I think the high school improves we gain more pupils to Berwick and also stop loosing as many amazing children to other schools Yes Yes the school buildings need improved and probably rebuilt but I  feel if we moved into a 2 tear system we will loose the 

individual identity  for the children, also I feel the 3 tier supports our children more and enables our children to stay younger for 

longer

3 5 1 4 6 2 Creating a community again where the parents are proud and involved in their childrens education

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

Td152ea No The academy needs to be reverted to local authority control. If not possible the trust needs held to account. Do not pull the 

other schools onto their mess.

Yes Berwick is too remote to have children need to 'commute such long distances daily for services that meet their needs. No Having surplus space in schools allows for flexibility. Looking at ways to reduce this will hamper long term ability to change. 

Close classrooms not schools.

No The current system is clear and path ways are working fine until the academy. Yes Removing the current academy and attracting better standards there. 1 5 6 2 4 3 Just look at the school with the issue and when it became so bad. This survey is so badly biased it is appalling. Spend money on 

sorting the issue not snowballing other well performing schools into it because it fits someone's agenda.

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

TD15 1QQ Yes Berwick academy needs a complete overall with the teaching team. Needs to focus on education and not on disciplining kids for 

silly things.

Yes The partnership needs to include the staffing that our trained to look after children with special needs. Also specialist schools 

need increased to support the amount of children with these needs.

Yes Priority needs to be the children that outs within the catchment area and not over filling the classrooms. Yes Unfortunately it needs to be looked at why these students are leaving to go elsewhere! 

Since the partnership and academy has been created the schools have all gone downhill!

Yes Whatever works and improves services. 1 5 4 2 3 6 Ensuring that the children coming in to the academy are well looked after and have the chance of a proper education. Berwick 

lacks choice at high school level education. In doing this though ensuring the other schools are not penalised or funding reduced 

for them. The primary and middle schools lay the foundations and then the academy fails the students coming through.

Governor in a Berwick School TD15 2AG Yes Increased collaboration between first/middle and middle/academy to ensure progress and attainment are measured frequently 

and consistently to allow intervention at an early stage.

Yes Every child deserves the opportunity to reach their potential so there should be enough provision within the partnership to 

accommodate every pupil that needs it.

Yes Falling numbers lead to a reduction in funding so in order to prevent unrecoverable deficit budgets change is needed.  At the 

very least, consideration should be given to any resources that can be shared between schools

Yes There would be no point making any changes to the schooling system if it isn't financially viable in the future.  The pupils within 

the Berwick Partnership deserve the best that can be offered at each stage of their educational journey

Yes Current data would suggest that the weakest link is the academy.  Pupils seem to perform well up to KS2 SATS with the majority 

of schools graded good /outstanding by OFSTED.  However sustainability is key and if there is no investment in first/middle 

schools attainment and progress are at risk at this level.

2 6 4 1 5 3 Investing in education will ultimately affect the whole community over time.  If pupils achieve their potential there will be a more 

attractive workforce which leads to the investment from business in the area.

Resident/member of the community 

living in area served by Berwick 

Schools

td15 2ae Yes streamlining the learning across all Berwick partnership schools (eg. children learn the same topics and using the same 

resources across different schools), new school buildinngs (especially Berwick academy), investment into better facilities for 

topics such as ICT suites, music departments and science labs etc

Yes while special needs children already are dealt with well in Berwick, more work could be done Yes closing smaller schools such as St Marys and tweedmouth west and building larger first and middle schools so that the children 

are in the same place.

No a change from the 3 tier system to the primary/secondary system would not be welcome in Berwick. Yes better departments for subjects (eg music, ICT, business, drama, science). and higher quality resources 3 6 5 1 2 4 investment into better resources. not switching to a 2 tier system.

Member of a Parish Council in area 

covered by Berwick Partnership 

schools

NE716AL Yes As a rural resident, the travel to local middle/high schools is a concern on the impact of that on children and their education. I 

believe more funding is needed to improve the current schools. Especially Glendale and Berwick Academy which is currently the 

only  option for children living north of Wooler due to the oversubscription of Alnwick. The current situation and state of 

Berwick Academy does not feel like a satisfactory choice for any parent at the moment.  Glendale unfortunately also desperately 

needs improvement to help the area and children within the area thrive, many parents are choosing other middle schools or 

private education because unfortunately they do not see Glendale as a option because the facilities are not adequate. There 

needs to be equal and fair opportunities and choices across the county which currently there is not

Yes All schools should have appropriate provisions for children with SEND Yes Funding to rural schools and improving education and facilities in these schools such as Glendale will reduce the surplus as 

pupils will be less likely to go to schools outside their area or go into private education. This should be a priority in reducing 

surplus in rural schools

Yes Pupil numbers and progress can be improved by investment in improving the schools and encouraging families to stay in the 

area and system and not move to better school catchments

Yes Investing in Glendale middle and other small local schools and improving secondary options 6 1 5 3 2 4 Reopening Belford middle and investing in glendale middle and completely overhauling Berwick Academy

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

NE71 6RW Yes Standardised teaching with better performing schools within the council area. 

More funding available to improve struggling areas. 

Guest teachers to come in to enthuse pupils and teachers alike. 

More support for teachers having to deal with mundane tasks rather than them being able to actually teach. 

More support for the pupils that are disruptive in classes pulling teachers away from teaching  and also supporting the 

disruptive pupils to aid them more in being able to “learn how to enjoy learning” 

tackle bullying more to reduce pupil absences and keep pupils mental health as good as it can be. 

Support the teachers and stop giving them ridiculous workloads of pointless things and allow them to engage on their planning 

and support their mental health and well-being so that they can put their best efforts in to their teaching.

Yes All children’s needs should be met as locally as possible to reduce travelling time for all children Yes After school care and school holiday clubs provision will have a huge impact on who moves to an area. If there is good childcare 

available, working families will want to move to that area opposed to moving to an area where there are no childcare options.

Yes I don’t understand school funding at all so have no real comment to make. Yes To have all schools in the same county providing education in the same format of schooling, I.e. first, middle and high schools or 

primary and secondary schools. 

Once the decision has been made for the entire county of Northumberland’s education of their children, a plan should be made 

to improve the schools that are going to be used long term. 

I honestly think if you want to make big changes in education that you need to make big physical changes including going to a 

two tier system of education and building new schools so that people can see that changes are happening. 

Nothing like out with the old and in with the new to really put you on the map of being a school that people want to attend and 

keep people living in the area and ensuring the future of the whole of the area.

1 3 5 2 4 6 It’s a county wide decision, have teaching and learning the same county wide whether it be primary and secondary or first, 

middle and high schools.

Quite simply the decision to split the education into different tiers in the county has thrown the whole county into disarray. 

I have children that attend Wooler First School and Glendale Middle School that now most likely won’t be able to get a place in 

Alnwick High School because it is so oversubscribed because of how bad the reputation of berwick high school has gone. 

This is completely unacceptable for the future of my children and many of my friends children. 

We should all be able to have a choice in where our children go to have an education and we should not be forced to send our 

children to school that is basically in special measures. 

All children’s education is important and this really needs to be made clear and a high-priority of the local council and 

government.

I believe that so many children attend Alnwick High School because they have a new building. 

I am certain that building and investing in our children’s future will in the long-term benefit the education budgets for schools in 

the area as the buildings will all be more attractive so more pupils will want to attend and they will all be educating children on 

the same level and they will all be able to be making the same progress with the same goals in mind.

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

NE71 6NY Yes Improve staff

More structure 

Better facilities

More opportunities

More/better lunchtime/after school activities

More school trips

No Do not wish to comment on SEND Yes No comments Yes No further comment Yes Staffing

Facilities

1 2 5 3 4 6 No comment

Staff member in a Berwick school NE65 7PP Yes New school building for glendale Middle School.

Or potentially middle schools turn to primary and high school.

Wooler children should be given the opportunity to attend Alnwick or berwick.

Yes The glendale site could have an autism or send hub where specialist teachers could work with children in smaller groups. Yes Turning into primary school having mixed classes. Yes Unsure. Yes New buildings and infastructure. 5 4 1 6 2 3 Give staff and pupils sufficient notice and a voice. Ensure that all schools in the partnership are listened to and not just the ones 

with the loudest voices. Give the children and families of wooler the best chance at education.

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

NE71 6NT Yes Provided only new premises is not an adequate solution. With pupil score significantly below Northumberland average some 

drastic changes need to be made to all systems at Berwick Academy including staffing, student support, communication 

between parents and teachers, efficient strategies to tackle bullying, all headed up by a strong passionate head teacher who can 

put a plan in place and see if through efficiently and effectively

Yes It is utterly unfair to expect a child with additional needs to travel out of area to receive the help and support required. Clearly 

premises and training for staff need to be available more readily in North Northumberland

Yes It seems like a ludicrous system. As seen from Berwick academy the standards are falling causing more students to attend other 

school seeking a better education, which in turn reduces funding causing standards to fall further. If they are to increase pupils 

attending they need to make the school a more desirable place to learn

Yes Particularly at Glendale school the system is a little convoluted being in-between the 2tier and 3 tier systems. Understandable 

most children want to attend Alnwick high school which has a better ofsted rating. Alnwick however are in the 2 tier system 

meaning some pupils leave at the end of year 6, while other stay on to year 8 and then apply to transfer into Alnwick. With 

places at Alnwick more desirable some pupils are being forced to go to Berwick Academy with lowing ratings which is extremely 

unfair. The system needs to be far clearer for the pupils and parents of Glendale Middle School

Yes Of course suitable buildings are key but the priorities would have to be in staffing and providing a clear structured system for all 

children within the Partnership including the more rural schools that are often not heard

1 4 6 2 3 5 Providing a safe place to find support with mental health issues no matter your age or background would be of huge value.

Resident/member of the community 

living in area served by Berwick 

Schools

TD152TN Yes Middle schools should be more adequately funded. 

Middle school is a vitally important part of young persons education. 

Middle schools tend to be smaller and therfore offer a more nurturing environment to a young person as they gain confidence 

and resilience before moving onto more larger academies.

Yes It's vitally important that children who require SEND have the resources in place for them to achieve very best they can, so in the 

future they are able to have same choices as every other young person.

Yes Although surplus places is an issue which should best addressed. Surplus places should not impact on children having their local 

school which is in their community. School is an extension of their home. Children often spend more waking hours at school 

than at home. Therefore every effort should be made to keep their school local to their homes. If children of different ages need 

to share a classroom, possibly staff will need to be unskilled to enable them to teach children of different key stages.

No This question is poorly written. Yes Invest in our more rural middle schools. 2 5 6 1 3 4 Keep our middle schools open. 

From experience I have 3 grown up sons. The 2 eldest went from primary straight to secondary. Both struggled with this 

transition and although they thrived and excelled at primary , once at secondary their educational needs weren't met and they 

did not achieve academically till they reached adulthood. The youngest went from primary to middle then to secondary. He 

continued to educationally thrive and went on to university and gained a degree. 

I'm convinced it was the extra stepping stone at middle level school that enabled him to keep consistency with his learning and 

education. Middle schools offer a more nurturing environment for children who already feel vulnerable due to physical and 

phsychological changes they are experiencing.  Moving to secondary education at 11 yrs old adds stress and pressure of having 

to travel further, changing your environment,  changing your friendship group dynamics and forming new relationships with 

teachers. This is a lot to ask of an 11yr old. Please keep our middle schools funded and ensure our rural children are well looked 

after emotionally  as well as educationally.

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

NE71 6EN Yes Perhaps better leadership. A change of head teacher. More support from specialists at improving educational standards. Yes People should not have to travel to get the help needed. Yes Schools need to have more funding to help them provide the best education. Yes A clear pathway for the future is needed. We need to do what is best for the children. Yes More staff and better buildings to inspire youngsters. 3 4 5 1 2 6 To improve the high school or let children from Wooler go to Alnwick and give Alnwick the funding to put another class on for 

them. Berwick was never the catchment school for us, but the boundary was moved without consultation with parents. Having 

a choice of schools as we are between the 2 is good, but not when they are being declined places at Alnwick and some when a 

sibling already attends there. It’s not acceptable to be splitting families. It is also not acceptable to force parents to send their 

child to a failing school at Berwick. If the school was improving significantly it would not be a problem, but it doesn’t appear to 

have improved much at all. The building is tired and run down too. More parents would send their child there if it was improved 

now rather than waiting because the funding is withheld until more children attend. It would be a viable school for the future if 

the improvements happened now to attract people back. Berwick would probably be our preferred school if it were achieving 

better standards as we want our children to stay in the 3 tier system from wooler and not have to go to so far to Alnwick at just 

11. An over half an hour bus ride with children as old as 18 is not what parents here want. They are only doing that presently 

because of the state Berwick is in. Therefore, if Berwick had the funding now then people would send their children there,  

Glendale Middle School would have more pupils and be more viable too as they would leave them there until year 8, plus 

Alnwick would not be as inundated other pupils and have the need for extra classes.

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

NE71 6LN Yes Children in Wooler should continue to have the option to go to the Duchess High School in Alnwick and be part of the Alnwick 

Partnership.

More funding to secure the best staff. Focus and encouragement on alternative ways of learning,  e.g. outdoor learning etc..

Yes No further comments Yes Number 10 is a leading question that offers little scope to say "No" to, but it isn't clear to me that surplus places would be the 

only reason for limited viability of a school. I think the focus needs to be on how do we improve the schools, the quality of 

teaching, their reputation and attainment so that children and their parents want to go to these schools rather than avoid them, 

as opposed to finding ways to coercively reduce the surplus. 

Further consideration should also be given to Wooler school becoming part of the Alnwick Partnership if that is where the 

majority of children want to go, rather than being forced to go to Berwick.

No Again an incredibly leading (and frankly convoluted) question - what is the alternative? I have put no, because I don't agree that 

"any" changes would be acceptable. Present people with choices of possibilities and allow them to comment.

Yes Investment in securing the best staff available.

However the above is not clear on what is meant by "public funding" rather than the capital investment mentioned in the 

paragraph info.

1 4 6 2 3 5 Like what? Examples would be helpful here. 

Libraries, community gardens, spaces for hire to hold events and activities. 

As there appears to be no further space for free comment I shall add here that overall I find the questionnaire unsatisfactory. 

The questions are leading, with a clear 'yes' bias. The questions and information are also pretty inaccessible due to the length, 

language and lack of suggestions/options presented - this will minimise responses and limit the scope of the types of people 

willing/able to respond. 

The final prioritisation question is unfair toward the SEND provision. More than adequate SEND provision is a must, not an 

option. Many may be more inclined to deprioritise this due to not having a child or experience of children with SEN. To use the 

outcome of this consultation not to invest in SEND provision because it is not a community priority (if indeed this were the case) 

would be unjust. 

Overall this consultation process needs to be greatly improved, with a greater end user focus.

Other Grandparent of child attending 

Berwick Middle School.

NE687TY Yes Although Middle schools usually tend to suffer in comparison to Primary schools when it comes to KS2 SATs the Middle schools 

in Berwick appear to do well against County and National averages. Therefore it would seem that it is the Academy where the 

focus needs to be.

Yes However this does not mean putting these children into main stream schools. I know this is trendy and saves money but as 

some who was a Primary School Headteacher for nearly 20 years, I do not believe that it benefits either the SEND pupils or the 

other pupils in the main stream school.

Yes School populations have behaved in a cyclical manner for many decades. The trick is to reduce at the moment while maintaining 

the spaces for the future when population increases again. One possible solution is to find groups who could use surplus space 

in the schools and contribute towards the budget.

Yes Please see previous comments Yes To bring exiting buildings up to standard and give them addition spaces for specialist teaching and / or community use (see 

previous)

1 2 5 4 3 6 Mobile I.T. units that could increase access to cutting edge technology for schools and tour the local areas for use by the 

community by night and during the holidays.

Staff member in a Berwick school Ne66 4xu No Higher expectations and aspirations exposing students to a greater diversity of subjects, FE and employment opportunities.  

Behaviour in and outside of school

Greater transparency and collaboration between all feeder schools

Choice

Yes Mainstream school not always a viable option but there are no appropriate local alternatives No We have an extremely fragmented rural population.

Children from local areas tend to be 'younger'. Keeping smaller rural schools protects rural children and allows them to grow at 

an appropriate rate - relative to their environment.

It also protects younger children from long commutes to school.

Yes Not adapting the national two tier system and make adjustments within a largely successful three tier system has been divisive 

amd damaging to the educational system in rural northumberland

Yes Maintain and invest in current schools - spend the money investing in the buildings and improved infrastructure. The Berwick 

schools are incredibly fortunate to have large open spaces for our young people and these would not be replaced with a new 

build.

2 3 4 1 6 5 Use some of the open spaces to grow crops for the community ... Fruit and nut orchards

Too many under nourished children.

Greater after school provision not attached to education to keep our children off the streets

Governor in a Berwick School NE70 7NJ Yes Either a demonstrably believable plan from a strong management team at the Academy that they are moving quickly towards 

providing an acceptable education to at least national and regional standards or the provision of a strong alternative secondary 

provision based on a merger of the two middle schools who are showing good results within their current remit.

Mergers within the First/Primary schools to provide education up to year 6 with fewer spare places and economies of scale that 

allow more resources to be focussed on a wider curriculum and need less overhead costs,

New enlarged premises for more Special School provision in Berwick.

Yes As I said earlier I think that children should not have to travel far from home for special needs education. Yes My main concern is in the First school sector where I am a governor but as a governor I know that every school must have 

enough pupils to be economically viable and I understand that some difficult decisions have to be made to reduce capacity to 

nearer projected demand.

Primary and Secondary, two tier, is likely to be more economical than three tier.

I am sure that facing up to school mergers or closures will cause a lot of difficult anguish but we need to try to make more 

people aware of how school finances work.

Yes Certainly and I am pleased that you have started to lead the important discussion to involve the community in the decision 

making.

Yes The priority is the education of the children within the Berwick area and the investment has to meet the needs of  all ages and 

abilities so it is not just a new High School. Money has to be invested across Primary, Secondary and Special Education. A big 

ask!

4 6 2 1 5 3 Education.

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

TD12 4QG Yes Some facilities are very dated. Feel that comments and experiences of poor education from older generations (at Berwick High 

School in particular) are reinforced to younger generations who then perceive they will do poorly too. New facilities will create a 

fresh start.

Yes No further comment. Yes If funding is solely placed on the number of pupils and that falls resulting in a funding cut, the school is not well equip for the 

future. I don't believe that the resources needed by a school has a completely direct correlation with the number of children, so 

cuts that are based on this will only result in a fall in standards.

Yes Yes - retention of local people in the local area. The area suffers from a lack of ability to retain young people for a number of 

reasons (wages/housing). Good education is the first step to tackle that and retain people in the area instead of losing them to 

urban environments.

Yes School buildings a facilities. There is a point where maintenance and repairs will not work and the standard of facilities will 

remain static at best. At this stage the money is better spent as an investment for new facilities and buildings.

2 3 5 4 1 6 The high streets of towns such as Berwick. It is the heart of every town. Investment would lift the sprit of the town, attracts 

more tourists to spend more money in the area, raise wages and job opportunities to retain those bought up and educated in 

the area, increased wages would enable locals to meet high house prices, etc, etc.

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

NE71 6HQ Yes The buildings the children are learning in are sub standard and are no longer fit for purpose, especially Berwick Academy and 

Wooler first school/Glendale middle school, more needs to be done to rectify this.  The children deserve to have a solid start 

with technology that fits in with the world around them. There needs to be serious consideration into the 2 tier 3 tier system 

aswell.  We are a small area that has been left within 3 tier and while I do agree that it works keeping children at a smaller school 

for longer however this needs to be considered in the future.

Yes Children should not have to travel so far just to be met with the basic educational needs.  More provisions need to be made 

available so these children are able to stay as close to their peers within the communities.

Yes I feel bringing the school up to date and modernisation will keep families within the catchment school, therefore helping the 

surplus places. At the minute the school is failing and the structure falling apart, I understand why so many families are leaving 

and choosing schools which have better facilities available.

Yes Yes Yes More funding needs to be made available for all the schools with the berwick partnership, this includes the outlying areas. 2 5 6 4 1 3 More facilities that can be used by community groups, open spaces.  More activity areas available for children such as parks and 

skate parks.

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

TD15 2YF Yes Better discipline within the academy Yes Children should not have to travel elsewhere Yes . Yes The current situation with the academy is pushing people to take their children out of the school and place them elsewhere. Yes Ensuring adequate staff numbers and ability 1 4 6 2 3 5 Recognise the vast short falls at the academy and assist it to improve

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

Td15 1pw Yes My daughter has just started at Berwick Academy…. Soon she will be expected to choose her GCSEs. I feel the is too soon as they 

will not have had enough time to settle into the school and familiarise themselves with the teachers and the lessons. I believe if 

we were in a two tier system she would have had more time to settle, understand and experience the KS4 curriculum and make 

informed decisions.

Yes My son is at St Cuthberts First and he is autistic. The care and provision he has received there has been outstanding. I have yet 

to experience his care in middle and high school…. However I have heard more negative comments than positive so this is of 

concern to me.

Yes Yes this needs to be addressed! If Berwick had a two tier system they could offer more primary places which would provide 

more security for families knowing their child will be in primary school for longer and not have to move into middle school then 

again to high school.

Yes I think having a two tier system will provide more sustainability within the community as many families move away to find 

alternative schools for their middle school education and higher education.

Yes My priority would be SEND provision to ensure all abilities have equal access to education and not have to wait on a waiting list 

for a place as we only have one special needs school in Berwick. I would like to see more staff in schools available to support 

those with SEND as I feel a lot of children are not supported enough especially in middle and high schools.

2 6 4 3 5 1 To move to a two tier system. Keep the Catholic school as this is the only Catholic school in the area and change it into a primary 

school. Then invest in the provision of primary and secondary schools in Berwick to give children higher chances of higher 

attainment and better outcomes.

Governor in a Berwick School TD15 2ER Yes Allowing years 7 and 8 to be taught or managed in a secondary environment. Given the historic results at end of KS2 questions 

need to be asked across the whole Secondary area to identify where slippage is occurring

More specialist teaching  and sharing of resource at this key stage 3 and also to transition from a primary to secondary culture 

and develop independent learning which is a skill so much needed for years 10 and 11 and then further.

Identifying pupils who need Support earlier and ability to provide alternative curriculum

Leadership and tracking over whole of KS3 and 4 curriculum 

Top down structure so all schools are on same curriculum aiming to follow what Secondary school stage needs so all pupils 

making same progress.

Sharing of resource across all schools so specialist subject teachers can be deployed easier.

Yes More provision for students who struggle in mainstream education to allow some integration in main school environment but 

also alternative curriculum to meet needs. 

Ability to proactively deal with any issues on a local basis

Yes Making a wider offer and integration of Key Stages so families are comfortable with pathway from school entry through all key 

stages and don't feel need to move to different catchments or to Scottish System

Ensuring reputation is improved so confidence is restored to families

Working closely with Rural Schools (including Belford) so all Students in catchment consider Berwick as  a choice

Yes Whilst finance is a very difficult challenge for all schools and class sizes are a key metric to determine funding the Pupil must be 

at the fore of any decision. 

So  a  student in Berwick should be allowed the same choices as a student in south of county and not an offer made by financial 

constraints.

The obvious way to improve financial situation is more sharing of resource such as Administration, Pastoral, Catering and 

Maintenance as well as being able to deploy teachers over a greater number of classes.

Due to aged school buildings no schools in Berwick are efficient to run in modern era so a new build school which is fit for 

purpose educationally first will be cheaper to heat and light etc so giving more of budget to put teachers in front of students.

Yes Investment first and foremost should be a well thought out plan with Pupils at forefront to provide a structure which will 

develop best Educational opportunities.

Education in Berwick should be seen as a 4-18 pathway with everyone feeling as though they area part of it.

Spending £16m on maintenance is not viable and a new build is essential to the area for various reasons but no good building a 

new school without a new structure that is fit for purpose

4 6 5 1 2 3 A facility that is fit for purpose to help provide the best educational outcomes for our students and also prepare them for adult 

life that whole community is proud of and is a hub for the area.

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

TD15 2ER Yes I think that our Middle schools are working as they should be.   The problems seem to start at the Academy.   As a parent, I’ve 

seen my child’s friends behaviours drop within a couple of weeks of moving to the Academy.   What are the Middle schools 

doing right that could be transferred to the Academy?

Yes Absolutely these needs should be met locally.  It’s a no-brainier question! Yes Bring the standard up in the Academy and retain those kids that are travelling elsewhere. Yes The  primary schools and middle schools are supported and valued by the community.  It’s the Academy that needs to achieve 

this

Yes Sports facilities need to be comparable to other  schools in the county.   It’s unfair that our kids DO NOT get the same 

opportunities that other areas in the County do.

1 2 5 4 6 3 Better sports facilities or at the absolute least equal to other schools in the County

Staff member in a Berwick school TD15 2JF Yes not sure Yes SEND pupils should have the option to pursue their chosen field locally. Options are limited in Berwick and this puts vulnerable 

young people at a disadvantage.

Yes Children and parents/carers MUST have access to good schools locally and within their immediate catchment area. Yes The priority should be on offering a good education for all, not on the number of children in each school. Yes Fit for purpose buildings. Continuity within the school system, collaborative working approach. 3 5 4 2 1 6 The emphasis needs to be on wellbeing as well as attainment.

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

TD15 1PW Yes Stability of teaching staff.

Behavioural plans - isolation and exclusion periods don’t seem to work?

More communication on curriculum reporting and individual progress reports and interaction with teachers.

Yes Need a local hub to cover this, children shouldn’t need to travel. Yes Is this due to more pupils moving to other schools out of Berwick or private as not happy with current academy?? Yes Agree, school needs to offer commitment, trust, educational service to keep pupils in same schools and investing is required Yes Facilities- teacher incentives to work in/travel to Berwick. Need stability in staff. 

Upgrade of school, internally and externally- bring up to date like other schools in Northumberland (Alnwick)

4 3 6 2 1 5 A complete new build academy with an excellent reputation.

Governor in a Berwick School TD15 2AA Yes Build a new campus school encompassing the academy and one or both middle schools. Obviously this is only possible if the 

middle schools academise. This should be done by joining an existing trust with a similar ethos.

Stop Northumberland college offering courses that could be run by the academy because that has the effect of taking pupils out 

of the academy's roll and money from the school making it less viable and compromising it's ability to deliver high quality 

teaching.

Do not start a formal consultation on education at this time. The middle schools and academy are currently making progress on 

a solution that could be compromised by the outcome of a council consultation.

Create surveys about education in Northumberland that do not have leading questions.

Yes There is too little adequate local provision for pupils who are not able to attend mainstream schools.

Schools are too small to be able to resource the provision needed for all but the slightest additional needs.

No The PAN numbers which you use to determine surplus spaces are largely nonsense. Berwick middle has a far higher PAN than it 

can accommodate but changing it was so difficult that it was left inappropriately high.

Nevertheless, capacity should be matched, to a reasonable extent, with population data.

It is worth bearing in mind that the pandemic is causing a shift in how people work. Places like Berwick may become more 

attractive for families to move to if they do not have to commute to a city daily, and this could offset the demographic decline.

Yes The academy has been in financial difficulty in recent years. But it is making significant improvements and is expecting, based on 

the demographic bulge currently in the top of first schools and the middle schools, to reach a surplus within a few years.

This should not be ignored or minimised.

Berwick is an isolated area, with Scotland on two sides, the sea on a third and a large, sparsely populated area to the south. This 

creates unique challenges which the English school funding model is not designed to recognise fairly.

Yes A new campus building for the academy and one or both middle schools.

This could accommodate first schools and or the Grove as a modern all through education estate, and or provision for SEND that 

is not currently provided in Berwick and for which the council spends enormous amounts on taxis alone to transport children 

out of Berwick.

4 6 5 2 1 3 Support the improvement of education at KS4 and 5. Do this in cooperation with the academy, not in competition with it. This 

will have the biggest impact on families wishing to move to Berwick and staying in Berwick, which is necessary to ensure healthy 

numbers of pupils throughout the school system.

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

TD152AA Yes Improve in-class room behaviour at Berwick Academy. 

Increase expectations for KS4 students. 

Improve communication between Berwick Academy and the middle schools. 

Stop wasting effort on policing uniform at Berwick Academy. It undermines teacher-pupil relationships and reinforces poor 

attitudes. 

Put in place support plans for SEND pupils at Berwick Academy before transition and confirm immediately after transition.

Yes All Berwick based students should be educated in Berwick, including those who use a wheel chair. (Currently not possible)

If pastoral care was better in Berwick Academy more students could stay in main stream.

No It is not clear, from this information, how the number of surplus places has been calculated. Teaching staff numbers can 

fluctuate to accommodate extra or fewer students. Some schools seem to have buildings that are too big eg Berwick Academy, 

and others have buildings that are too small eg Tweedmouth West First School. Obviously any new build school should 

accommodate the predicted number of students.

It would be better to have education that is consistently good so people don't feel that they have to move their children out of 

catchment.

Yes This question doesn't make sense and despite this is incredibly leading. Obviously the education system should serve the 

community. If you are trying to undermine the three tier system it won't wash in Berwick. The schools estate is totally unsuited 

to two tier and the first and middle schools are well loved and provide generally good education. Sort out the sorry state of the 

buildings, perhaps with a new campus encompassing one or both middle schools and the high school and sort out the woeful 

state of education and behaviour at the academy so that the students don't go into year 9 feeling like school is not going to serve 

them.

Yes Another leading question! 

A new campus of three schools for years 5-13: Combine the middle schools into one,  build a shiny and newly branded high 

school with better leadership, and a new SEND provision to augment that already available at the Grove to plug the gap between 

that and mainstream.

3 6 5 1 4 2 Decent, attractive education at years 9-13 that kept pupils in the catchment and meant that people considering moving to the 

area would not be put off by poor options. Better provision at years 12&13 so ambitious students didn't have to travel to 

Newcastle.

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

TD15 2EJ Yes Consistency, fair teaching, pupils and parents to be listened to and supported if required Yes Send in Berwick upon Tweed is atrocious for having its needs Mets and too many children aren't picked up on and supported 

adequately

Yes No comment Yes No comment Yes Staff trained up to date, better support for struggling students 3 6 5 1 4 2 No suggestion

Staff member in a Berwick school TD15 2YB Yes 2 tier Yes Localised issues Yes Advertising and reduction of pupils going to Eyemouth, Longridge and duchess. Yes 2 tier Yes New facility with less costs 1 4 5 2 3 6 New school site, two tier system

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

TD152EA Yes A new SLT at BA Yes More funding should be made available for SEND Yes More Funding Yes We used to have that in the town.  Because of a collapse that commenced 6-7 years ago, students are now going to schools in 

Eyemouth, Duns, Alnwick, Longridge and further afield.  This was unheard of in the town until then.

Yes More input from NCC and DoE regarding management processes. 5 3 2 6 1 4 A Community College

Governor in a Berwick School TD12 4SW Yes collaboration and sharing of best practice, using expertise of staff and support training Yes more training of local teams No New building will soon bring a need for school places at every level. We need to ride this current storm by supporting what we 

have.

Yes but a new school may not be the answer. Local support is. Yes Offering each school staff team a professional coach 1 6 4 2 5 3 Joined up thinking oportunities

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

Td15 2as No Not sure Yes Needs to be wider access to all children who need the help. Yes Not sure what the solution would be though Yes No comment Yes Everyone has access to the education they need 4 3 5 1 2 6 Better technology

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

TD15 2EL Yes If a parent complains about inadequate teaching or a problem within the school, the staff need to take it seriously as the 

Academy has been inadequate for to long and the children of Berwick deserve a better High School with better teaching, 

especially at A level standards.

Yes Every child's needs should be meet here in Berwick and they should be able to access the support needed at the Academy or any 

other school here in  Berwick not travelling further a field.

Yes If a school is constantly sitting at inadequate, children's parents will not send their child to that school. Improving School's and 

making the town more appealing to younger people to live here would help.

Yes The school's are quite dated in Berwick and need improvement in all area's to help bring pupils back to Berwick. Yes Invest in better and fairer teachers,

make the town and school appealing to a wider arrange of teachers from outside Berwick and a better schooling system overall.

6 2 1 3 4 5 Bring more opportunities to Berwick-upon-Tweed for children ie cinema etc and invest more money into the dilapidating town of 

Berwick-upon-Tweed as the town gets over looked all the time with Northumberland County council.



Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

TD15 1DU Yes person centred s chooling - more communication between school and parents, much better bullying awareness and active 

challenging of bullying, inclusion of mental and emotional wellbeing in schools, positive reinforcement not punishment - this isnt 

rocket science - all the info is literally out there on how to encourage students and its a fact that their emotional and mental well 

being impacts their grades so start there.

Yes |Children who feel safe and supported in school do better academically in school and have improved outcomes for life - so it 

seems like its a no brainer

Yes We cant force the population of kids up - so why are schools and pupils being held to ransom? 

why would a rural school be funded in the same way as an urban school - I feel like this is a joke survey as it seems insane to be 

asking if we should stop strangling schools and punishing children for being in a sparsely populated area....

Yes I dont know but any changes to the school system should be looked at in terms of actual human effects rather than beurocratic - Yes I think that too much emphasis is placed on electronic equipment - I would rather see my son have more educational and 

cultural trips and experieces, Id rather he get more himan contact, more classroom suport, more mental health input, more 

citizen awareness and learning about paying bills and how the infrastrucure of the nation works etc

I would like the kids to do work experience and investigate science and learn life skills and emotional awareness etc

4 1 5 3 6 2 pragmatic community awareness - multi cultural and generational exposure - life skills and community action - values and ethics 

and kindness in action.

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

TD15 2JX Yes Better facilities will rive improved outcomes.  The building stock is quite old which results in raised costs for the schools in just 

maintaining premises.  New buildings and facilities would allow more income to be spent on education of the children.

Berwick has different challenges to the south of the county and other areas in the country due to its remote nature.  My 

recommendation would be that schools look seriously at academising as this would allow them to drive a curriculum that is 

tailored to the area.  I am aware that this has a bad reputation but the concept is sound it just needs effective implementation.  

The academies should partner with local businesses to understand what skill sets will help drive development in the area.  Also, 

through the benefits of scale, this would allow more money to be spent on the education of the children.  Finally I would learn 

lessons from the recent Covid situation.  It can be challenging to hire specialists in rural areas, so outfitting new schools with a 

lecture theatre that could allow them to video conference in specialists from other schools and universities could open up 

opportunity.

Yes We really need improved alternative provision in the area.  This is a deprived area with many children coming from single parent 

families.  Being able to support these young people so that they can stay in mainstream education has to be a priority.  From a 

SEND perspective we also need to teach children life schools so that they can fulfil their full potential.

No My preferred response would have been "it depends on your solution".   The recent situation with Covid has created a definite 

shift to working remotely and more people looking for a different work life balance.  If we have an effective education system, 

targeted strategically to the area.  So that we deliver well balanced qualified potential employees, then work will come to this 

area and reduce the surplus places by bringing more residents.  In this case I would agree.

However I suspect you are trying to drive the conversation towards simply reducing the total number of places available.  This is 

short-sighted and tactical and ultimately lead to worse provision for the area, therefore I have selected "no".  I also suspect this 

comment will either be supressed or ignored.

Yes This will also require a change in how schools are run.  We simply cannot go on running them in the way we have.  Curriculum 

financial planning needs to be key as does amalgamisation to gain benefits of scale.

Yes Start by building new high and middle schools.  The local authority has abandoned the children in these areas for too long.  

Improving standards there will allow for a plan to be developed to either improve 1st schools or move to two tier.  A plan needs 

to be developed that is scaleable enough to drive improvement in the short term for the older children and then expand to 

improve younger years.  Abandoning more generations of young children is simply unethical and shortsighted.

3 5 6 1 2 4 A campus that contained a new high school, new middle schools and SEND provision.  Then re-purpose the current SEND 

provision for alternative provision.

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

Sonny Randall and Willow Randall 

both at Berwick Academy

TD15 2AS Yes The Academy and Middle Schools forming stronger links as in my experience as a previous first school governor in the Berwick 

Partnership and parent of Academy aged children the do no work closely together to achieve positive outcomes for the children.  

First Schools and Middle Schools meet regularly as staff and chairs of governors to offer support

The Academy returning to County Council would encourage and support the closer links required

Yes Support into schools is centralised and therefore not as readily or easily obtainable by schools in the Berwick partnership.  

Children have to travel great distances to access support

Yes I would suggest that the surplus figures in middle and high school in the partnership are influenced by parents moving their 

children to other areas such as Eyemouth and Alnwick so their child does not attend the Academy.

Improvement in the opinion of the Academy would go some way to encourage up take in places further down the school chain

Yes Schools within the partnership working together to share resources to reduce costs Yes Rather than updating some of the older schools thought should be given to building new schools 3 6 5 1 4 2 A wider variety of further education opportunities which negate the need for young people to move away thus investing back 

into the local community

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

NE70 7LZ Yes Better grades for children at Berwick Academy Yes N/a Yes N/a Yes N/a Yes Infrastructure, child learning tools, transport to better schools such as Alnwick 1 3 6 2 4 5 Free travel from Belford to Alnwick

Staff member in a Berwick school TD15 1SJ Yes More teachers for specialised subjects required. Yes Possibly need to have a bigger school to accommodate more children’s needs with send. Yes Need to encourage families to live in Berwick area by creating more job prospects. Feel like we are forgotten about as we are so 

rural.

No What are will be the changes. Not been explained. Yes Buildings safe and secure. Don’t want to see schools being closed though. 6 2 3 5 1 4 Encourage more families to live in area through jobs and investment.

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

NE71 6LW Yes Improved discipline. as disruption in class by others is reflecting on my childs progress. In some classes she feels she would be 

better in a room on her own as the others are causing so much disruption and said teacher is not effective in stopping the 

disruption.

Yes My child does not have special needs Yes Surplus places could be reduced by hiring teaching staff that can deal and recognise quickly when children have problems. 

Perhaps having some one to  one talk to all children individually  would improve the children s experience at the school and 

problems could be delt with in a timely manner.

This would improve the school because if the children's problems are delt with they are more likely to succeed. This would 

improve the school rating. So more children  would want to attend.

Yes In most cases Yes Higher quality teaching staff giving the children the best outcome every day. 1 6 5 2 4 3 Upgrade Berwick academy and make it an update building that everyone would be proud of.

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

Ne665ra Yes Keep the 3 tier system and invest in addition teaching resources to improve attainment Yes N/a No N/a Yes No comment No Keep the three tier system but invest in making the education and buildings better 1 5 4 2 3 6 Just invest and improve the current system

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

TD15 2NG Yes The educational aspirations at the moment, especially and in particular, Berwick high school, are what I would consider to be the 

bare minimum and I and many other parents do not believe they are even achieving that level for our children.

We are having to consider educating our children by transporting them to other areas, just to have the chance to have an 

average educational opportunity.

Yes All children, regardless of their educational needs, should have access to local education and funds for this should be available. Yes Improve the quality of the education on offer, so that parents from outside the Berwick area might be attracted to send their 

children to schools in Berwick.

At the moment, the opposite is happening, parents in the Berwick area are having to put their children in schools elsewhere, just 

to give their children a fighting chance of having an acceptable education.

No The question above is not clear enough to answer with any great certainty.

The changes should not come at any expense.

Smaller class sizes should promote improved educational opportunities, meaning teachers are attracted to work in the schools 

and parents are encouraged to send their children to the school and closing up the vacant spaces.

Yes These questions are so fluffy, of course, anyone would answer yes. Children will perform better in a comfortable safe 

environment, that everyone can feel proud of.

The question is why buildings are allowed to fall into disrepair.

2 6 5 1 3 4 The whole town of Berwick needs to be invested in and improved because at the moment, the whole area as well as the 

education system, with exception to some primary and middle schools, is so under loved and not cared for. This will impact and 

influence the asperations of the general population, in particular the younger generation in the area.

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

Td152df Yes More funding for schools.  I know personally that schools want to do so much but their hands are tied as they don’t have the 

funds or even the premises that they need

Yes Absolutely I have children with additional needs and I am also lucky to work with such children.  I believe that all school do their 

best to provide the correct education for each child but we need a bigger grove school so that more local children that need to 

go to the school can get a place as I know that a few buses from Berwick head south Monday -Friday for children that was not 

lucky enough to get a place at our amazing special education needs school in Berwick

No Yes the number for intake is going down but in some cases that’s not a bad thing.  Some schools was have 28-30 children in 

reception class with only 2 members of staff. Some classrooms are just not big enough for this.  Fewer children will mean a 

better outcome for education and more space for lessons

No Far too many children get lost in out educational settings just now and I am worried that if we cram children into a two tier 

system the outcome will be more damaging for our children in years to come.

Yes Yes I do but please done make our schools a two tier system.  The impact on our children will be damaging.  We need a new 

special educational needs school. We need a half way school for children that find main stream hard but don’t quite fit into the 

grove.

3 2 1 5 4 6 The grove school. They need a bigger school with outdoor garden area a school field   Also a school that fits in between the grove 

and main stream we have nothing like this and I feel that a lot of children in our area would benefit from something like this

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

td15 2jf No The issue seems to be Berwick Academy. Children are doing well up to that point of their education Yes There needs to be communication between the schools to ensure that provision is similar and that handovers are smooth 

between schools

Yes Surplus places mean lower funds for the schools No The question is poorly worded. I'm unsure what the question means Yes Ensuring that each child gets the best education available 1 3 6 5 4 2 Unsure

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

TD15 1HU Yes The High Schools, Academy needs to finally be improved by whatever means necessary. 

I have already moved an older child into the Scottish system and if things don't improve I will be moving my younger child after 

middle school.

Yes Na No Numbers entering a school always change. My son started reception with 23 in his class, but now in Year 2 the class is full. 

Also better schools are full and the less popular schools are the ones with the spaces.

Yes No comment Yes The Academy in Berwick especially as it is the only high school we have here. Some people have no choice but to send their child 

there.

1 3 4 5 2 6 No comment

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

TD15 2DN Yes Improvement to berwick academy. Yes Yes local provision should exist. No Variation cam happen year on year and 3 years is a small snapshot in time. No Greater government funding could help this deficit. Yes Improvement to berwick academy. 6 5 1 4 2 3 Improved berwick academy as first schools operating well.

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

TD15 2QH Yes Berwick Academy should no longer be an acedemy. This school is a failure. Berwick  high schools last ofsted report was good. 

The Academy has never had anything more than inadequate or in special measures . This schools needs to be taken back under 

the county umbrella and a mass overhaul on how the school is managed. 

The middle schools are doing a great job.  Leave them as they are.

Yes These kids should be taught locally. They shouldn’t be expected to travel over an hour to school in other parts of the county . No The resin we have a vast amount of surplus places is due the the inadequate offering at Berwick Academy. If this school was 

sorted out, given some investment in tracking staff and the management was taken back under county control  More local 

parents would be confident in the level of education offered at the Academy. The Academy hasn’t worked. It doesn’t work . It is 

failing year after year. It is failing school age kids in Berwick who have no other option than to attend state school.  This is the 

problem , it has been the problem fir the last ten years. They don’t offer the same  gcse subjects  as other schools in the county.  

No parents from Berwick wish to have to send their children to Eyemouth, Duns or schools in Alnwick. They are doing this to 

ensure they’re children get the best possible education.

Yes It goes back, yet again to the Academy be a poor offering fir senior education. Not all children wish to be a hairdresser, or joiner 

, or tradesmen. A school should nurture and inspire our youngsters to achieve their full potential. I feel more and more that a 

very lazy route is taken with a emphasis on more vocational subjects and less on academic. This is wrong and is in fact writing 

off children  of Berwick year after year.

No I believe that children should be taught in the right way . A school , although it should be viable can’t be run by accountants or 

like a business.. our children are the future. We should invest in them. They shouldn’t be penalised for growing up in Berwick.

3 4 5 1 6 2 The last question is nonsense. They are ALL ARE IMPORTANT AS EACHOTHER!! 

The council need to address the failed Academy. I do not know any other business or organisation that would still be operational 

even though it isn’t working. The proof is plain to see. Over the last ten year not one Good ofsted report.  Atrocious exam 

results. This is quite obviously a problem with the school ( The Academy) The yr six SATA results price this. They’re above 

average at age 11. These same children don’t all of a sudden fail

To learn . The are being badly let down by a failing school.

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

TD12 4QG Yes I'm a firm believer in giving the teachers back their authority. The next step is to instil discipline and assist the teachers in doing 

so. The lack of respect shown in schools is horrendous but at the end of the day the buck stops with the parents and pupils, if 

they want to and are encouraged to learn then they will. There is an alarming rate of parents and carers who rely on schools to 

teach the most fundamental elements of early education and development, so maybe the question is how do we put some of the 

onus back on upbringing??

Yes Reducing the distance that any child needs to travel to received an appropriate education is a must! Yes Schools need to be performing well to encourage "new blood" to the area. It's a never ending circle, poor schools, people 

moving out of the area, surplus places, closing schools...........

This is not rocket science, it's fact and closing schools (especially rural schools) does not help solve the problem.

Yes Yes, but not to the determent of pupil here and now - current pupils must not suffer for the greater good of future generations. I 

will not agree to throw rural schools with functioning facilities under the bus for the sake of the 2 tier system.

Yes New High School in Berwick with the facilities along the lines of Eyemouth or Duns. Attractive education options for new and 

existing families.

3 2 4 1 5 6 .

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

TD12 4TP Yes Stronger Leadership

Move away from background thinking that Berwick is mediocre and therefore will not succeed.

Move away from thought that pupils are being churned out just to fulfill immediate futures in Berwick which is in fact limited in 

scope because of its location.

Far more rigorous pursuit of staff accountability and selection/employment of inspirational teachers

Yes From experience the lower 2 tiers of provision provided very well for a child with SEND. When the third tier was reached it was 

decided to place our child at The Grove School which has exceeded our expectations however once in the SN provision it is as if 

the rest of the world forget about them and the provision becomes too isolated.

No Recent UK events - i.e., COVID - will result in changes to numbers of children being born. There is an increase already of influx to 

the area which progressively will see pupil increases. Therefore a three tier system which serves Social education fantastically - 

very important within a rural community - should be preserved at all cost.

Yes I believe that funding to secure unviable schools should be maintained for the reasons given in Item 11. Yes Buildings and Campuses which are fit for purpose. Integrated learning of SEND units within larger premises could be an answer 

provided safeguarding is maintained at the levels currently experienced with the SN provision.

1 5 6 3 4 2 Do not let finance be the determining factor to go to a 2 tier system the partnership has a malignancy about it that unless 

addressed will fail the pupil outcomes whatever the shape or form the provision might be.

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

TD124SQ Yes Higher quality teaching, more extra curriculum options, more positive and engaging learning environment Yes Every child should have access to a high standard of education, regardless of whether they have SEN or not Yes Yes, however small schools can also be an asset to education as it allow teachers to work more closely with each individual pupil No The focus should be on supporting schools even with lower pupil numbers so communities can hold on to their small , 

community minded schools

Yes Providing an inclusive, caring and high standard education through ensuring good resources and quality teachers 1 3 6 2 5 4 Affordable school swimming lessons that run for more than a term or a shared arts and drama resource to encourage creativity 

and confidence in the school children

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

Td12 4sl Yes Better facilities would encourage more teaching staff to consider working in this area.

Funding for better teaching training opportunities may be an advantage too.

Yes I have no experience of this area so can't really comments Yes The reputation of the schools have a huge impact on this. I know many parents who have chosen schools outwith the area as 

they believe their children will receive a better education

Yes This will only improve when school reputation improves Yes Buildings that are fit for purpose 2 5 4 3 1 6 Improving and promoting Berwick as a desired place to come and live and work. That way you ensure there will always be 

families coming to the area and decent teachers that are willing to work here.

Staff member in a Berwick school Td15 1rp Yes Berwick Academy needs to go back to local authority. Yes Build a larger school for the grove school pupils Yes If Berwick Academy improved, pupils would not go over the border for education. Yes Until local authority take back the academy and overhaul it, nothing will change. Yes It’s not a new school that’s required, it’s investment into decent staff. 1 3 4 2 5 6 Tweedmouth Middle School runs well. I have no experience of Berwick Middle however the academy has failed too many 

children since academisation that it will take more than a new building to sort out the mess. Local authority needs to step in. We 

can’t keep failing the youth of the town. Listen to the town’s people, not the ‘experts.’

Other Foster carer TD15 2jw Yes Do the core lessons but encourage other subjects they are interested in Yes All children needs should be treated within their community with more teachers trained to deal with this Yes Some of the classes will benefit from being smaller due to some pupils getting extra help No They should be able to budget this Yes Equipment 5 4 6 3 1 2 To make all children equal

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

TD15 1QB Yes . Yes . No . Yes . Yes . 3 4 5 1 6 2 .

Governor in a Berwick School TD15 2YG Yes This is a huge question with many, many answers. As an Occupational and Organisational Psychologist and PhD researcher I 

study aspects of organisations that impact performance and wellbeing of both individuals and organisations as a whole. In this 

capacity I understand the impact an individual’s working environment can have on their performance. Therefore I believe that a 

new school building for the academy will be a great place to start. However, alone it is not enough. Aside from physical 

environment we must consider the psychological environment and the culture within the school. Without radical change to this, 

we will be bringing the same attitudes, beliefs and behaviours from one building to another. I would recommend a robust 

diagnostic process to be done by an outside professional within the occupational and Organisational Psychology field. Someone 

who is experienced in culture change. This is not me trying to win business as I am far too busy right now, but I’m simply 

speaking from a professional capacity as I have dealt with many a negative culture in large organisations and it is toxic. You can 

invest in physical buildings as much as you like but it won’t get to the core problems. Therefore I would like to see some of the 

£40 million invested in proper diagnosis of the problem.  Culture change takes time but there must be a scientific procedure 

applied to the process and everyone’s views must be heard and analysed appropriately before scientific conclusions can be 

drawn. We cannot make assumptions about what the problems are, and a survey to ask people’s opinion on how to solve the 

problem or improve outcomes is farcical when we are yet to discover what the problems are or what, indeed, have caused such 

poor outcomes! Therefore I believe that an external occupational and organisational psychologist would work wonders during 

this process and I could recommend some wonderful colleagues within the north east.

Yes Please see my previous comment. It appears that we need to incase the capacity of the current SEND provisions. If this requires 

a larger building for the grove school than it is more straightforward than the academy. However, again, I would not like to 

make suggestions when I have yet to figure out what is causing the problem.

Yes Again, without a robust approach to gathering evidence to base conclusions on, we cannot assume to know the answers to this 

issue either. The main question is; why do we have surplus spaces? 

With follow up possible questions being; why do we have parents and children. moving away from the area? Or; why aren’t 

there as many babies being born in Berwick and how can we solve this? Once we know the answers to these questions we can 

target solutions appropriately and improve family lifestyle offerings in order to promote and encourage young adults to bring up 

their families here.

Yes The above statement was incredibly loaded. I answered “yes”, however it’s unclear what I’m saying “yes” to. I agree something 

needs to be done, but I also want to see the history and culture of many Berwick schools respected and protected. Therefore I 

would not like to see smaller schools closing.  I hope that any pathway from beginning to end can maintain the excellent things 

some schools have to offer our children and future community.

Yes Yes, but this very much depends on what you have in mind. 3 5 6 1 2 4 Robust diagnostic of the problems before we begin fixing things. Otherwise we may be “fixing” the wrong problem. This would 

cost a fraction of the allocated £40 million but would ensure the money was put to best use. External professionals are required 

for this process. Beyond this I would recommend external professionals to consult on the process from the beginning and 

beyond in order to ensure successful culture change which will influence behaviour, community opinion and ultimately the 

confidence, self belief and therefore performance outcomes of all pupils. 

Aside from this I think a new building is required for the academy at the very least.

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

Td152ea Yes I feel that Berwick academy has very disappointing results and I am not feeling very positive about sending my children there . 

There seems to be no rules and lots of things are covered up when they have visits e.g offsted . I read they put naughty kids in 

the gym to hide them out the way . Also suspending the kids just before a visit .

Yes I know through other parents that’s school recieved money for these children but hardly ever used to support these children , 

they are used as an extra member of staff

Yes Schools need to be better ( Berwick academy ) if they want numbers to improve . Yes This needs to be monitored and things need to be addressed sooner rather than later Yes Teachers should be trained in the subjects they are teaching . There are too many that have no clue about the subject they are 

‘teaching’ to children . Too many teaching assistants that are not fully trained too .

1 3 4 2 6 5 Fully trained teachers that have support to do their job .

Other Grandparent & former village school 

governor for over 20 yrs.

Td15 2pt Yes Berwick Academy is undoubtedly the weakest link in the Berwick partnership & major efforts should be made to bring it up to 

standard. The aim should be to achieve an Ofsted rating of at least good within 5 years if not sooner. 

If children are coming out of good first schools having achieved expected levels in most areas their futures should not be 

compromised by having no choice other than to complete their education in an inadequate school, unless of course their parents 

can afford the option of private education. This situation reflects badly on the Academy & indeed on Northumberland education 

provision.

Yes Young children, in particular ,should not have to travel beyond their local area to access education services appropriate to their 

needs.

Yes From my experience the large number of pupils traveling outside the area for their educational needs is directly related to the 

poor reputation of Berwick Academy. I know of many parents who have chosen to send children across the Border for this 

reason. Because of the pressure for places in for example Eyemouth, Duns & Kelso High Schools & indeed Alnwick parents are 

moving their children to the feeder schools for these High Schools in the hope that they will increase their chances of a place at 

said High Schools. This also helps to explain why children are being removed from the middle schools, this doesn’t seem to be 

the case with first schools.

Yes At the present time I would certainly not change the 3 tier system. Most of the parents I know are happy with the first schools & 

indeed the middle schools but dread their children having to go to the Academy. Until the standard of the Academy is 

significantly increased asking children to go 2 years quicker will cause hostility.

Yes Supporting the first & middle schools to enable them to continue their generally good provision & hopefully improve further.

Significant investment in bringing the Academy standard up to at the very least a good Ofsted rating.

1 3 6 2 5 4 Anything that would attract & keep first class teachers to Berwick Academy so that children who work hard & achieve during the 

first 9 years of their education are no longer badly let down in the last 3-5 years. Currently this seriously compromises the whole 

future of many children in the Berwick partnership. They deserve better.

Resident/member of the community 

living in area served by Berwick 

Schools

TD15 2EE Yes Our first and middle schools support our children with their education. The issue we have is that there are too many children 

leaving Berwick and going elsewhere rather than attending Berwick Academy . 

The school (BA)has some really good teachers ( both my daughters attended and achieved well Alevel grades and uni) however 

this was down to particular teachers who supported them to get the grades they needed and the drive of the sixth form lead and 

the dedication by themselves wanting to achieve .  The existing management have had their chance but in my opinion the senior 

managers are not strong enough and the set up in the school quite clearly is not working . The support of outside agencies is not 

making much difference down to the fact that the school are not connecting with the community to provide opportunities for 

the young people who maybe aren’t academic but have strengths in other areas . This needs to be explored and opportunities 

for young people need to be considered further. Young people need to have a fresh outlook on what is out there and there is not 

enough focus on supporting young people who may not be academic.

Yes I am aware that the local special school is fit to burst there needs to be more capacity for children in mainstream as well as 

special schools

Yes Maybe Berwick needs to consider a 2 tier system? Yes Yes we need to plan for tomorrow’s future children and ensure the have access to the best education they can have and not feel 

disadvantaged by other areas

Yes Local places for children 

Send needs supported in mainstream where possible along with the special school supporting those most vulnerable 

Secondary system that works with strong leadership

1 2 6 3 5 4 Employment opportunities for young people 

Facilities for young people - bowling etc even though we have a new sports centre it won’t have all of the community accessing 

it. 

New high school?

Positive opportunities for young people bike track places for them to hang out ?

The high school before it became an academy used to allow the community to access the fields and play this is now all fenced off 

so spaces for young people children and families to play would be good

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

Td15 1jt Yes A two-tier system with primary and high school working closely together to make sure the children are looked after in the same 

way at each level and know what to expect from their next phrase of learning

Yes Further provision or schools for SEND and support or extra curricular groups available Yes Clearly there is a reason children or parents are leaving Berwick and as a parent of a young child, past first school I would also 

look to move to another area because I do not feel that the current provisions outside of my daughters fantastic first school (St 

Mary’s) will prepare for her for future

Yes Clearly a deficit in 9 schools will lead to irreversible changes across Berwick for the closure of schools - something needs to be 

done before it is too late

Yes SEND provisions, another school or setting on the Berwick side of the river to work alongside the wonderful Grove School 5 4 3 1 6 2 Either a primary/high school system or a whole school system that works closely together for a whole education for our children

Resident/member of the community 

living in area served by Berwick 

Schools

TD152NX Yes I think the Academy needs to get sorted out first.  With the reports coming out making not good reading I think this has a 

fundamental decision for parents deciding on where their children will go to school.

Yes i think that the children have already got to deal with the issues they have they surely need to get as much help as possible to 

assist them

Yes i can not understand why any child has to travel outwith the area to get their education.  We have some brilliant schools here 

with some amazing teachers just need to give them some help at times and stop Berwick being the town that always gets 

forgotten

Yes i think the first and middle schools are. being let down. badly by the way the academy is run which is unfair why are children not 

going to these schools answer simple parents do not want their children going to the academy so they don’t get to go to the first 

and middle schools.

Yes my priority would be to bring the schools up date  with their buildings and the resources they have in them.  Why are all our 

schools so far behind compared to other areas ?

1 5 6 3 2 4 To being the schools up to date to be able to attract and keep good teachers and for the children in the area to go on and have a 

brilliant education which is what they deserve.

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

TD124QT Yes I have no first hand experience of Berwick academy but its reputation, dismal Ofted report and lacklustre performance means 

that many children in the area are forced to travel to the Duchess School in Alnwick or into private schools. Why is it that this 

school has been in the doldrums for so long when all of the middle and primary schools in the area are doing well in their Ofsted 

reports and performing along the lines of the national average? It seems that the children in this region who don't have the 

option of travelling or paying for their education are being failed dismally.

Yes Children should not be limited in their access to help simply because they live in a relatively unpopulated area. Yes I agree with the statement above Yes Agree Yes Improvements to infrastructure and general facilities along with employing a group of education experts to find ways to improve 

outcomes for pupils at Berwick Academy.

6 5 4 3 2 1 Improving Berwick Academy

Governor in a Berwick School Td15 2lb Yes A management board representing all schools in the Berwick area who had responsibility for the results and bought into 

improvements as a group.  We will never succeed if each school sees their results as belonging to themselves alone and take no 

responsibility for the overall impact.

Yes The provision should be met locally as far as is possible but if and only if it is in the interest of that particular child.  Children’s 

provisions should not be local if it is simply to keep costs down.  Education should not be a postcode lottery.

Yes As previously stated in this consultation, some of the haemorrhage of pupils is to schools out with their own catchment area.  I 

believe that Parents are naturally exercising their right to take children to alternative schools, and this will continue to happen on 

an increasing basis until the Berwick schools are seen to provide a comparable or better education than the alternatives.   

Perhaps we should be carrying out an in depth survey into why parents choose alternatives so that we can address the issue in a 

more informed manner.

No Question 12 does not make sense.  Please take note and ask someone better at English than you or I to rewrite it. Yes Start with investing in quality qualified teachers to stop the current downward spiral of quality of education provided locally.  

There are some excellent nqt’s but we need experienced teachers to mentor them…..maybe even on a seconded basis.

1 5 6 2 4 3 No suggestion

Governor in a Berwick School TD15 2FQ Yes I believe that the First Schools still should be kept separate from the Berwick Academy.  The school would be too big with 

children from the age of 3 to 18 in one School.

I don't have a problem with with Berwick First Schools and Berwick Middle Schools amalgamating

Yes I think it is important that these children get the one to one teaching that they require Yes The falling number of births in Berwick is a problem at the moment but that may not always be the case with the building of new 

houses etc.

No Members of the Berwick Community tend to feel that young children travelling from the North of Berwick to a large School in the 

south of Berwick of the town is not suitable.

No I believe that the best investment for Berwick would be a two tier system 3 4 2 1 5 6 Feel  that best way forward for Berwick is two tier system and not the current three tier system

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

Td15 1te Yes Investment in individual schools. Giving headteacher a & their staff time & resource to invest in their areas of need on a school 

initiative  level. Not clubbing together to share resource have funds cut, alienate loyal & dedicated teachers which ultimately this 

‘agreement’ would lead to. Why take 2 ‘good’ ofsted rated schools & drag them down

Yes Follow the Scottish Borders system make a ‘send’ unit within one of the schools - whoever has the space to accommodate it. 

Have a stable staffing structure. Make children report to their ‘own’ school for registration & then transport them via 

chaperoned taxi to the ‘send’ unit for specialist & dedicated learning. Doesn’t have to be everyday for every child. Routine, 

understanding & investment is what is needed

Yes We live outside of the catchment area & choose to send our children to Berwick for their education. I have a child in yr 8 of 

tweedmouth middle school & a child in year 5. My son (current  yr 5) was initially refused a place in the same school as his sister 

due to the PAN being achieved within the immediate catchment - so I believe the above percentages to be misleading. Berwick 

academy numbers are suffering as it is failing & parents are seeking education elsewhere. If NCC adopted the academy back into 

its remit - you may find the numbers increasing

Yes Yes. I believe they do but by creating a ‘partnership’ and putting all 3 schools in special measures - I don’t believe is the way out 

of it. Yes you may have more buying power over the price of pencils but at what cost to your staff & the pupils that have no 

other choice but to attend

Yes I’d keep all 3 schools separate. The high school requires investment - no doubt but putting a new coat on a pig doesn’t make it 

any prettier. Invest in your people, create results & the test will follow

1 3 4 2 5 6 Berwick Academy. Make it great, let the kids take pride in their school & make it successful. Resource it, rebuild it. Make 

teachers stay & kids want to learn. Improve the results, show the community the improvement & get involved

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

TD15 1DQ Yes There is always room for improvement.

In order to improve outcomes - pupils obviously need better teaching and resources to allow for this.

Yes Of course provision needs to be improved. You say at the start of the survey:

‘One of Northumberland County Council’s key priorities is to enable every child living in the County to attend a good, local 

school’

Yes Surely if the schools locally were better, people would be less likely to travel elsewhere to attend better schools. Yes Long term planning seems to be key. Again if local schools were better, pupils would be less likely to leave - meaning more 

stability with numbers.

Yes Better facilities, better teachers, more resources to provide more varied learning. Making this accessible to all children, no 

matter their individual requirements.

3 5 4 1 2 6 Facilities for young people - youth club, out of school activities etc - something to keep them occupied in the evenings and 

weekends.

Staff member in a Berwick school NE61 4PL Yes Tweedmouth Middle should become "Berwick Junior High", taking all Year 7 & 8 pupils.  The school is adjacent to Berwick 

Academy so staff there could potentially work across both sites within a new MAT or other joint governance/partnership 

arrangement (optional for existing staff under TUPE; contractual for new). This would facilitate pupils starting GCSE courses 

earlier to boost outcomes at the High School.

Berwick Middle should become "Berwick Junior Middle", taking all Year 5 & 6 pupils.  This would allow more specialised focus on 

KS2 SATs, without the distraction that can sometimes result from the presence of other year groups on the same site - including 

lower year groups within primary school models of course.

Berwick would nominally retain a 3-tier system, although transition at Year 8 would be effectively replaced by a transition at 

Year 6, in line with standard 2-tier arrangements.  Both Junior High and Junior Middle schools would retain middle school status 

within the MAT (or similar).  First schools would remain unchanged but free to join the MAT if they chose to.  NB - this solution 

prioritises educational outcomes at ALL key stages.

The £40 million would be spread over the 3 sites, but mainly targeted at the middle schools, making them properly equipped for 

their new age-specific intakes and more dedicated functions - e.g. conversion of laboratory and technology areas at Berwick 

Middle School to offer more primary-age learning facilities perhaps, with upgrade of laboratory etc at TCMS for more GCSE 

focused learning. 

Despite the prioritisation this arrangement places on teaching and learning outcomes, opportunities for some economies of 

scale in terms of school staffing requirements would still result from combining upper KS2 pupils and lower KS3 pupils as 

described.

Yes It should be feasible for enhanced SEND provision to be accommodated on both of the middle school sites under the proposals 

previously described.  Despite an additional transition stage (from Y6 to Y7) there is recognised benefit to many children with 

special needs remaining in mainstream education.  This would be much easier to deliver (and far less daunting for pupils) in 

schools catering for narrower age ranges.  Children would be able to continue their broader education within their peer groups, 

developing important social and other key skills accordingly.

Yes There is definitely scope for combining the intakes of a number of first schools under one roof - Lowick and Ford are potential 

examples in a more rural context.  Within Berwick itself, St Mary's and Holy Trinity would be one obvious pairing.  Such 

combinations do not imply or necessitate conversion to Primaries of course.  Middle school surplus places are heavily skewed by 

the exodus of pupils after Year 6, as parents seek educational provision elsewhere (Eyemouth, Longridge, Alnwick etc) rather 

than send their children to Berwick Academy.  Both of Berwick's middle schools are at or near capacity in Year 5.  There is then a 

clear knock-on effect with respect to surplus places at Berwick Academy. By improving educational outcomes at KS2 and beyond 

(through the proposals outlined in my previous comments) rather than closing schools (a few first schools with naturally 

declining rolls excepted), the surplus places issue could be solved in a far more sustainable and satisfactory way all round.

No A bizarre non-sequitur of a grammatically erroneous question!  It self-evidently depends on the changes that are implemented 

as to whether or not a sustainable school system is the result.  If the question was supposed to elicit agreement that "changes to 

the school system SHOULD ensure medium to long term viability..." then the answer is clearly "yes". The more pertinent 

question is how this should be arrived at.  Short of a new deal on local authority funding by government, a more imaginative and 

sophisticated approach would be worth trying before a simplistic shunt to 2-tiers.

Yes Well done on a blindingly rhetorical question 14!  Capital expenditure must surely be directed at the maintenance backlog first - 

with the exception of any first schools that might close.  New capex should then be targeted at ensuring additional pupil 

numbers are adequately catered for in "merging first schools".  Beyond this, as previously stated, Berwick's two middle schools 

would benefit from modest expenditure that fits them for the new, age-specific and educationally re-orientated purposes 

described.  Any remaining funds could no doubt be used to enhance facilities at the High School - perhaps in terms of increased 

vocational learning and STEM subject provision.

1 6 5 2 4 3 A more vibrant, aspirational and culturally uplifting Berwick town centre - although NCC will surely need to free Berwick from the 

rentier stranglehold of its dynastic "guilds" first! Compulsory purchase or, better still, asking HMG for permission to pilot a Land 

Value Tax in lieu of Business Rates and Council Tax across the town, with revenues retained locally.

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

TD15 1SN Yes One of the middle schools should have 7 and 8 the other year 5 and 6. They should start their GCSE choice quicker to improve 

the grades. As a parent of 2 children that have been through middle school,  I feel they are not pushed as much in year 7 and 8 

(no homework given in those 2 years but homework every night in year 5 and  6) therefore if they are starting their choices 

earlier they have more time to concentrate on those subjects.

Yes I think children shound be entitled to the education they need , regardless of where they live  they shouldn't have to travel miles 

every day too meet them.

Yes Making sure Yes Ttt Yes Making sure all children's educational needs are met from nursery through to 18. 3 4 6 1 5 2 Play park  scooter  bike parks fir children and somewhere got the teenage children to go

Resident/member of the community 

living in area served by Berwick 

Schools

TD15 1RJ Yes Close the middle schools go to a 2 tier system invest the money saved into better provision of education secondary education 

this will give a better flow of education for both teaching staff and pupils

Yes Yes this would be better for the children and there parents Yes This could be better managed under a 2 tier system Yes By going to a 2 tier system the high school/Academy would be more viable with increased numbers less waist and duplication of 

roles better education all round

Yes Go to a 2 tier system 2 5 3 1 4 6 A New secondary school  fit for purpose for 21st century

Staff member in a Berwick school Td15 2fq Yes More collaboration between all schools. Working together.

2 tier system.

Yes Important to meet their needs Yes Reduce amount of schools in partnership. Thereby reducing surplus places.

Joining schools together, sharing costs ensures schools viability.

2 tier system will assist with viability

Yes If 9 schools are forecasting deficits then the partnership must change to address this. The current system of 3 tier needs to 

change. Overheads can be shared if schools join together.

Yes A new build secondary school, taking in middle schools (2 tier system).

This would ensure better streamlined secondary provision/education. 

Reduce surplus places. Reduce costs.

2 5 6 1 4 3 A new school to meet needs of partnership. (Encompassing middle and secondary) investing in one larger school and closing 

middles will save funds to provide better education for all students in partnership.

Taking into account of community at the same time. Shared facilities eg tennis courts, astro etc

Resident/member of the community 

living in area served by Berwick 

Schools

NE707PQ Yes I believe that a move from a 3-tier to a 2-tier system of schools in the Berwick Partnership can no longer be resisted. There is 

now much evidence to suggest that children benefit from having only one move at 11 years of age (rather than two moves at 9 

and 13 years of age), and that secondary schools find it easier to “even out” the difference in attainment levels of pupils arriving 

from different schools, when they come through their doors at the age of 11, rather than 13.

  I also believe that Berwick Academy needs to come back under the control of the Local Authority, in order to maximise an 

improvement in outcomes for pupils in the local area. It is surely not acceptable that so many parents choose to go out of the 

Berwick Partnership catchment area, to secure what they perceive to be a good secondary education for their children. Berwick 

Academy’s issues have been ongoing for at least 10 years now, and I fear that many children have not reached their educational 

potential in that time, and many have been indeed failed by the school. Children only get one chance at schooling, and they 

deserve the very highest standard of teaching to help them achieve successful outcomes.

  There is also a serious problem in the north of the county (of which the Berwick Partnership is part) regarding the lack of 

suitable educational provision for children with SEND. The Grove Special School, an excellent school, is operating at, even 

beyond, capacity, in buildings no longer fit for purpose. Mainstream schools are struggling to include pupils with increasingly 

complex needs. Consideration needs to be given to how these children can fit into the Berwick Partnership schools system. For 

example, could there be units within existing mainstream schools where their needs could be better met, and they could thrive in 

smaller settings with the specialist teaching they so badly need? Or could there indeed be a separate provision somewhere to 

meet their special needs? Belford Middle School is still sitting there empty! A real travesty, and a chance lost, I fear. Whatever 

the system chosen to accommodate children with SEND, it needs to be flexible, so that those who benefit from discreet 

education in separate settings, are able to move back into mainstream classes, if that becomes an appropriate option for them.

Yes As a Reception Teacher and School SENCO for almost 20 years at Belford First School until December, 2014, I witnessed a steady 

increase in the numbers of children presenting with ASD and SEMH, and a variety of other more complex needs, and discovered 

firsthand how hard it was to ensure successful outcomes for these children in my mainstream classroom, even though I 

considered myself to be a very experienced teacher. 

  Since leaving teaching, I have become involved with running the North Northumberland NAS Branch as a volunteer. The 

situation with regard to SEND provision in the north of the county has become worse, and I hear most distressing stories from 

parents and carers about mainstream school experiences their children have had to endure. A significant number of parents are 

forced into the least desirable option of keeping their child at home, rather than persevere in a mainstream school which is 

unable to meet their child’s Special needs. They often perceive an EHCP as “ the golden ticket”, which will secure a place at a 

Special School, but discover that their child may then have to travel miles out of catchment every day to access appropriate 

provision. 

  I outlined in the previous section how provision for children with SEND might look in the Berwick Partnership. Please do not 

underestimate the crucial importance of Specialist teachers to deliver a suitably differentiated, bespoke curriculum in an 

appropriate environment away from the mainstream classroom. The idea that it is somehow possible to “up-skill” and train 

mainstream teachers to “stretch” to include children with quite complex SEND,  is unrealistic at best. At worst, no one wins - not 

the teacher, nor the rest of the class, but least of all, the children with additional needs. We must somehow replicate what our 

excellent Special Schools offer in terms of a modified curriculum, delivered at a different pace, in a different environment, using 

different teaching methods, but in a provision separate from the mainstream classroom for as long as the pupils need it, 

perhaps even on a time-limited basis.

Yes Reducing the number of surplus school places has been discussed by the Local Authority for a considerable number of years 

now, but very little action has been taken to my knowledge. It is indeed difficult in a rural county like Northumberland to get the 

balance right between school viability and not having to travel many miles to the nearest school, especially for younger pupils. 

One way to do it would be to move to a 2-tier education system, where First Schools became larger Primary Schools to 

accommodate Years 5 and 6. High Schools would become larger Secondary Schools to accommodate Years 7 and 8, with Middle 

Schools disappearing altogether. Having said that, creating such large secondary schools has undoubtedly contributed to the 

increase in the numbers of children experiencing SEMH problems. Anxiety among the very pupils we are trying to “include” in 

huge schools, particularly those with ASD, is having the opposite effect - they find themselves excluded, at home, unable to 

function and flourish in mainstream settings.

  Integral to the problem of surplus places in the Berwick Partnership, particularly at high school level, is the issue of Berwick 

Academy, which fails to provide 13-18 year olds with the good standard of education to which they are entitled, and leads to a 

significant number of pupils moving to Scottish schools and to Duchess Community High School, Alnwick.

  Parental lack of confidence that mainstream schools in the Partnership can provide appropriate provision for youngsters with 

SEND, is forcing them to seek places at schools in other Partnerships too.

Yes The existence of 2-tier education systems in areas adjacent to the Berwick Partnership, north of the border with Scotland and 

the Alnwick Partnership, exacerbates this problem. Pupils leave middle school at the age of 11 to ensure they have a place in the 

high school of their choice. Belford Middle School was forced to close for this very reason. Reorganisation of Berwick schools 

into a 2-tier system, with a clear strategic  plan of how Berwick Academy is going to improve, resulting in more successful 

outcomes for its pupils, will be key in solving viability problems, and making sure that all children in the Partnership have fair and 

equitable access to a good school education.

Yes My priority would without doubt be to ensure that SEND provision in the Partnership is improved. Investment in the Grove 

School to increase capacity, and possibly include more places there for those clearly falling between mainstream and Special 

School provision. Investment, too, in SEND provision at mainstream level to create smaller, separate units or settings which seek 

to replicate the methods of teaching and practice in Special Schools. To ensure a viable and vibrant school system, there needs 

to be a change to 2-tier schooling, and the associated capital investment in buildings to make that a reality.

3 4 6 2 5 1 As children are the future of any community, I would suggest that the school education of those children is of paramount 

importance. Investment in other areas is enhancement, when compared with the priority of investing in ensuring schools are 

able to deliver successful outcomes for children, whether they are in mainstream or Special schools, or any setting in between.

Staff member in a Berwick school Tppfs TD15 2YB Yes Integrated schools No More sen nehlp us needed to assess more quickly No . No . Yes . 3 4 6 1 5 2 .

Other Governor of Ford Primary TD15 2TF Yes The key area of concern is improving the outcome of the Berwick Academy. The Primary and middle Middle Schools in the area 

have a strong track record and going to a two tier system at this stage would be a significant risk. Grades provided within the 

lockdown covid period are not a good benchmark from which to judge performance

No The data clearly points to increasing numbers with SEND. Whether this is a function of better diagnosis or increasing numbers is 

not clear. That said, the principle must be to ensure that the required specialist teaching skills are provided. This is not a clear cut 

totemic issue re location, since teaching specialism rather than localism (the latter is of course desirable), must take priority.

Yes What % surplus is considered acceptable?

There needs to be some flexibility

Greater teaching resource between primary schools / secondary schools is required

The High School vacancy will reduce if standards are raised

Yes This question is really the discussion re a 2 v 3 tier system. If the destination at the end of the school journey is below what we 

all want to see, going to a 2 tier system is not the solution.

Yes Yes...but please see the previous answer. 2 5 6 1 4 3 Raise the standards and educational outcomes of Berwick Academy

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

TD152NZ Yes Perhaps closer links between middle school to academy, it seems that good progress is being made by pupils through first to 

middle and then pupils to not achieve their potential in the academy. Is it the teaching? The environment? Behaviour? 

Expectations?

Yes All children need to be able to access education in their local community regardless of their needs and abilities. Yes Local schools are so important, they are the of the community in many villages and towns. Perhaps smaller schools could work 

together and share resources including staff.

Yes Uncertainty of a school’s future leads to more parents questioning whether or not their child should attend a smaller school. 

There should be a plan to ensure that local schools can thrive and not worry too much about budgets and pupil numbers.

Yes I would like to see pupils thrive in the Berwick Partnership Schools. I believe that children are already given a great start to their 

education in the First and Middle schools. I would hate for the middle schools to be given academy status and for the failing 

academy to bring them down. The academy needs to improve. 

My children are of First school age and we are already considering sending them to a different high school as we are worried 

that they will not thrive and reach their potential in Berwick Academy.

2 5 6 1 4 3 I think going forward there needs to be a better offering of education at the academy, perhaps better links with local businesses 

so that young people can leave school with skills that are required to join the workforce or continue their education in college or 

university. 

I would hope that the council will always be in control of the education in middle schools as I think joining an academy chain and 

losing control would be disastrous for our children’s education.

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

Td152dd Yes Na Yes Not sure No People are travelling out side the catchment areas for better schools 

I no a person who lives in Berwick but sends them outside of Berwick because they feel it’s a better school and more helpful 

with people with health issues

Yes Na Yes Making sure the buildings are looked after for a start and then extra facilities inside too 3 4 6 2 1 5 Na

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

Td152dl Yes Better equipment Yes Perhaps a bigger school for them Yes . Yes . Yes Equipment and modern surroundings 4 5 3 2 6 1 More clubs and places for kids to go of all ages.

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

TD15 2DJ No I feel the Academy need to improve outcomes but I don't think all schools need to, the key stage 2 data is very favourable for the 

Berwick Partnership. This would indicate the first and middle schools are doing a good job. I believe one first school does not 

have a good OFSTED judgement but hopefully this will change in light of the recent inspection.

Yes The Grove is fabulous but not large enough, it needs to be bigger and more needs to be done to ensure there is additionally 

resourced provisions for children who do not meet the Grove's entry requirement across all key stages.

A campus model with a large middle school, high school, large special school (Grove) and an ARP would be my preferred model.

Yes I don't think they need to be the main factor and I think it will always be an issue in a rural community. I think rationalising to 

one middle school would solve a lot of the issues and I'm not sure of the need of so many small rural first schools, for example 

Holy Island - surely google classroom could be used on days the tides were difficult.

Yes Yes absolutely - who wouldn't Yes Maintaining 3 tier, new build and new staffing at the academy with a clear support plan and pathway to improve outcomes. 1 4 5 2 6 3 A campus model with excellent facilities, close to the new sports centre for example so facilities could be shared with the school. 

High standards and expectations across all key stages with excellent pupil outcomes. Different pathways for students not suited 

to purely academic routes and ARP's for children with SEND who need additional support. A larger specialist provision.

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

NE70 7NZ Yes More investment and better links with other schools Yes Better for SEND pupils to be educated locally with more investment Yes Two tier system will make school places more useable Yes Schools in this area should be two tier so children get a steady school education without being moved from school to school and 

out of catchment areas

Yes School buildings upgraded and made more accessible to everyone. Catchment areas and two tier system would be better 2 1 3 4 5 6 Free Transportation for children from Belford primary area to Alnwick high catchment as Berwick catchment is not suitable for 

them to go to after a primary education.



Staff member in a Berwick school NE65 0FA Yes Outcomes at the end of KS4 need to be improved further. Yes There is currently a need to provide additional specialist support for children and young people with ASC, particularly high 

functioning children that have the capacity to achieve well academically.  A general special school setting is not always a good fit 

for these children and they often struggle in a mainstream school.   

There are insufficient places available in The Grove to accommodate the needs of the children in north Northumberland with 

SEND. Children should not have to travel long distances to and from school.

Yes Moving to a two tier system may help with this, but it is a highly complex situation. 

I believe that children should be educated whenever possible in a school local to where they live.

Yes Any change made must be sustainable and viable. Yes SEND provision

A new building for The Grove

1 4 5 2 6 3 Improved provision for children with SEND.

Other Chair of Governors Belford Primary 

School

NE66 3SH Yes Bring the system into line with the overwhelming majority of other schools by devising a two-tier system. Also, move The Grove 

onto the Academy site. There will then be fewer schools, all should be viable educationally and financially, accountability for 

progress and outcomes will be clear, and staff recruitment and retention should be better. Primary schools should be located so 

they have at least 75 children.

Yes Collocate The Grove on the Academy site with a primary school and extend its remit so it can meet the needs of a wider range of 

children.

Yes See above. A smaller number of viable primary schools with the academy as an 11 -19 secondary should ensure viability and 

reduce surplus places. The academy is not viable as a small 13-19 high school, and parents will continue to opt for schools in 

Scotland as long as it remains as it is.

Yes See comments above. The three-tier system is not serving the children, young people, parents and wider community well. Some 

brave and radical change is needed.

Yes New colocated special and primary schools on the academy site, extensions if needed to some primary school, improvements to 

specialist facilities at the academy.

1 6 4 2 5 3 An educational hub on the academy site comprising linked special, primary and secondary schools (one of each, but an 

integrated model) with adult and FE provision using the academy facilities.

Governor in a Berwick School td15 1uh Yes Strict discipline, rigorous teaching, no excuses from students, and no dumbing down or classes. Parental involvement 

encouraged and importance of reading stressed.

Yes Pupils should not have to to travel long distances to attend schools. Yes If the schools had a rigorous education plan and excellent exam results, parents might be induced to move to the area and 

employers would move to ensure a highly educated workforce.

No Schools must be flexible. Yes Quality of leadership and teaching--strict and robust standards. 1 6 5 2 3 4 More choices in curriculum, foreign languages, excellent teachers.

Governor in a Berwick School NE70 7EY Yes Fewer school transitions Yes The current amount of travel required for many is not reasonable Yes Fewer schools with fewer transitions Yes fewer schools with fewer transitions Yes consolidation of existing arrangements into fewer educational settings 4 1 2 6 3 5 co-location of all state funded education in Berwick and a move to 2 tier

Staff member in a Berwick school TD15 1NN No Provide children with a senior school that they are proud to attend and where they can achieve their potential.  Arriving at the 

current Academy is off-putting as it is in a poor state of repair and very fragmented.  If a school is well maintained and run the 

children pick up on this and gain a sense of pride and care.  Although I personally have a limited knowledge of the Academy, 

except for attending meetings there, the staff all seem to be keen to improve things but it must be demoralising to teach in such 

a bleak physical environment.

Yes Not all children with SEND need to attend a specialist school but can continue in mainstream with extra support and provision 

but this needs to be properly funded and monitored to make sure it actually happens.  I had a nephew with SEND and an EHC 

and the Academy did not meet his needs at all as no-one seemed to co-ordinate what was happening whereas the smaller first 

and middle schools he attended did that.

Yes We need to look at whether some of the small rural schools are still viable.  Some children are already transported to these small 

schools so why not just transport them to Berwick schools instead?

If the schools in Berwick were viewed as more successful and attractive people would not feel the need to send their children to 

the Duchess in Alnwick or to Eyemouth High School or Berwickshire High in Duns.

Yes But please bear in mind that education is about much more than purely financial concerns. Yes A new building for Berwick Academy as the current one does not seem fit for purpose.  It seems unbelievable that secondary 

schools over the border have all been updated using PFI money but Northumberland has not managed to find money to do this 

in Berwick.

1 2 6 3 4 5 A new secondary school for the town to be proud of.

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

TD15 1NS Yes Improving the academy or reverting it back to a county run school. Giving the academy the resources and staff needed to 

support the children to gain the results they deserve.

Yes All children with SEND should be able to have their needs met in Berwick and funds and resources should be available for this. 

Children show it have to travel long distances to get their needs met.

Yes Although I assume this results in smaller class sizes which can only be a good thing, I realise the school budget is hugely 

impacted. Can the spare space that schools may have be used for the extra SEND provisions more locally?

Yes I feel that parents really need to be well informed if we are to not loose child to schools across the Border. Yes Yes 1 5 6 2 4 3 The education for secondary pupils

Firstly, thank you for doing this consultation and for asking parents our views. We moved to Berwick in 2015 to start Waypoint 

Church. We are shocked that Berwick Academy has such poor outcomes and that it has seemingly been left, in it's failing state 

for so many years. Our children are aged 6 and 5 and we pray that the school system will be soon changed so that our girls and 

all the other children and young people in Berwick can achieve their best at school. (We have noted that many people from our 

church, who have children, decide to move to Scotland, or send their children to schools other than Berwick Academy. This is a 

travesty as many local families therefore are not contributing to the life of the school.) 

1) CHANGE THE SCHOOL SYSTEM TO PRIMARY & SECONDARY 

As the statistics show, younger children in Berwick are doing well. The system falls down because children are not in a 

primary/secondary system. I believe that 9-11 is a crucial age for identity and educational development. At this stage, children 

would learn better if they remained in a primary school, and did not move. A primary school would offer them the stability of 

relationships, of values, of routine. A primary school is a much safer environment for a 9-11 year old child. In a middle school, 9-

11year olds could well grow up too quickly and become more insecure emotionally due to peer pressure or bullying. Further, we 

would also like our children to remain in their current first school for longer we have chosen to send them to a Catholic school. 

St Cuthbert's would be able to educate them for these crucial years of formative development, within the Catholic framework of 

beliefs which we support as parents. We believe that having two more years at St Cuthbert's would prepare them much better 

emotionally, socially and educationally for the challenges of later years, than if they moved to middle school age 9.

When children start secondary school age 11, they are better equipped to deal with the influences of older children. They also 

have two important years in which to build relationships with peers and new teachers, before they embark on the GCSE years.  

2) CONSIDER TEACHING YEARS 7&8 SEPARATELY 

When I was at school, I attended Highfields School in Matlock, Derbyshire. This fantastic state school had 67% A-C GCSE grades 

on the year I did my GCSE's. We had a really good start to secondary school life in that the school was a split spit site; years 7 & 8 

were taught in a separate building, a few miles from the larger, main 

school site. Years 9-13 were taught together in a more modern building. Teachers drove between the sites and taught all the 

pupils, and so knew all the students. This system allowed me two years in a smaller environment of just year 7-8 pupils, to get 

used to secondary school life, and the teachers, before moving to the main site for years 9-13. Could this system be employed 

here in Berwick, for example by using the Tweedmouth Middle school site for years 7-8, and building a larger, purpose built 

school for years 9-13 on the Berwick Academy site?

3) RETURN BERWICK ACADEMY TO BEING A STATE SCHOOL

Berwick Academy is failing it's pupils and the town. I have heard from locals that Berwick Academy has always had low 

outcomes. It is not good enough to hope for the best that the school gets back on track. How many young lives will be affected 

adversely in the process? Berwick deserves better! The Council needs to return the academy to the Council, and to ensure 

outcomes are well above the national average.   

4) INVEST IN YEARS YEARS 12-13

I know many people who send their young people to Newcastle or Edinburgh to attend college. My mind boggles at the cost to 

families to do so. We would not be able to afford to send our girls outwith Berwick for years 12-13. Why should young people in 

rural areas not be able to access top quality education locally? I would like to see the Council invest in facilities and teaching staff 

to teach A levels in Berwick. 

4) INVEST IN LOACL COLLEGE/APPRENTIESHIPS FOR YEARS 10-13.

Further, there should be more investment in apprenticeships and/or local college provision. I used to work as a Social Worker in 

Berwick, in Children's Services. I was shocked that there were no apprectiships or part time college/school placements for young 

people who wanted to learn a trade from earlier in their school life. I had previously been a Children and Families Scoial Worker 

in Edinburgh, and it was common for the 14/15 year olds I worked with to be on part time school time tables, and part time 

college/apprecticeship placements. This should be an option here. I worked with a young man in Berwick who did not have such 

options. He was, after much misbehaviour at school, permanently excluded from Berwick Academy and had to travel by taxi to 

Amble to a specialist resource which would help him to achieve a maximum 3 GCSE's. It was a travesty that he could not have 

received earlier support to access a local part time college course/apprenticeship to give him practical skills, confidence and links 

to work, going forward.

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

Td15 1rg Yes Requesting adequate funding from council. If not possible, break away from national curriculum & teach life skills and core 

subjects. Test children less to reduce stress and love for learning and allow children to develop whatever natural abilities or 

interests they have. Have better communication systems in place between schools & parents/caregivers. Its difficult to know 

how your child is getting on in school and how to support them especially with subjects they struggle with.

Yes Rather than labelling allow different classes to support sensory differences in children rather than all lessons to be laid out the 

same I.e. all sat in rows on chairs facing the white board.

No Surely reduced spaces and class sizes are a positive as children should be getting more time with their teachers & classroom 

assistants as well as the teacher finding it easier to manage a smaller group of children.  It is also easier to spot those who 

struggle or are gifted in these smaller groups.

No Schools shouldn't be allowed to continue because of amount of students. Burgeoning numbers in schools & classes have already 

shown to reduce potential in students and teachers. The individual cannot expect to do well in school if all labelled the same.

Yes Creating a new curriculum that encourages curiosity, learning and enjoyment. Children are too often regarded as numbers or 

scores rather than on the potential that they can achieve in a system that is too focused on the average.

3 2 6 1 5 4 Nobody ever know what is going on with our children in schools. There is a huge void in communication between council, school 

& parent. 

The schools can be a major asset to the town but instead are failing and it's hard to know what is being done about it. This 

questionnaire,which has hopefully been filled out by many, is lacking in detail on what is to be done and how. The school system 

is failing many and the Covid restrictions has made this glaringly obvious.  The partnership must include many schools and 

therefore could break away from the county council in Morpeth and really focus on the towns needs for education.

Staff member in a Berwick school TD113SB No Look at improving attainment at KS4 Yes More specialist help needed for more children - extra support to the Specialist schools needed. Yes Staffing reductions and a lack of specialisms when reductions happen will impact the curriculum. No Focus on the part o the system which sees Parents choosing other schools outside of the current system - is that weakness KS4 - 

look at that area.

No Invest in the system and staff - 'Good ' schools is not about new buildings, it is the staff, pastoral support, curriculum - 

improving the buildings will enhance that.

3 5 4 1 6 2 Staff and resources within school.

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

Td152nl Yes If children are uncooperative in school parents should be told even if minor, better praise to help kids Yes I think more help is needed for children with educational needs especially outdoors when they mix with other children as, some 

need to understand bullying not ok an others need less to fulfil a good educational day to stay positive

Yes Yes but I think having right staffing training, outside or problem areas of school could better schools chances of gaining more 

pupils

Yes Parents need more involved if thier child unruly to help benifit others an make school more positive Yes Given funding for extra staff also training for help staff during breaks to communicate better with teachers an pupils, an also 

getting a better understanding of pupils from thier home backgrounds

2 4 5 1 6 3 Better resources for children 11 an over outside of school to participate in or get involved in poor class areas

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

TD15 1PT Yes change the image of our secondary school ie the academy as local people seem to have a low opinion of it

revert to 2 tier in line with most of England

Yes no child should need to travel out of their area for education Yes streamline the amount of schools by going 2 tier Yes we have good 1st schools, lets build on that.

we have had a failing high school for too many years so concentrate on sorting it out once and for all

a complete re-shuffle back to 2 tier would help to create a new identity for secondary school education here in Berwick

Yes as per previous comments 1 6 5 2 3 4 A new secondary school instead of three old schools, 2 middle and 1 high.

Governor in a Berwick School TD15 1LY Yes There is room for improvement at every level. However, significant changes are required at KS4 level as identified by Ofsted.  

I have lived in Berwick all my life and the general picture is that BA is not motivating its pupils to achieve and this is reflected in 

the worrying performance data.

Berwick Academy is very large and a ‘one size fits all’ does not work as it does not motivate all of the pupils, learning needs are 

not being met.  

I think the school should be sectioned or split into different parts or units with more targeted and specialised learning 

programmes.  

For example, there should be more vocational courses available for pupils as not everyone is suited to academic learning.

This will of course mean more financial assistance and a good management team. 

Could the Academy learn from Middle Schools and share resources as they appear to be doing much better.

No There is no specialist provision in the North area for children with ASD or social emotional difficulties. Yes We need to reduce the number of pupils having to go out of the area for education by meeting their needs within the Berwick 

area.

Yes Yes we need to ensure that the schools in this area are fully supported so that they can provide an efficient and flourishing 

service.

Yes Start at base level - with repairs and Maintenance to school buildings, - just like Maslows Hierachy of Needs. 3 6 5 1 2 4 More adult learning opportunities.

Staff member in a Berwick school Ne70 7ns Yes All schools within the partnership being in the same tier system so there is a clear path through the system. Yes As a member of staff in school I see daily how resources are stretched trying to meet the extra demands of sen children. Yes No comment Yes As mentioned before the current mixed tier system does not provide a clear pathway and needs to be addressed. Yes Facilities and resources. 1 4 6 2 5 3 Not sure

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

TD15 2NG Yes High quality consistent teaching in all key stages. Requires maintaining teacher retention, particularly in high school.

Aspirational goals for all children set as a norm and not as an exception.

High standards of behaviour management with expectations clearly set in KS1 and carried out consistently through all key stages 

and consistently across all school settings without exception.

Achievement on all levels for all pupils to be rewarded and recognised as a positive with both challenging and motivational 

support from teachers so all children have their achievements recognised to help create a success growth mindset.

Yes All children need to be able to access education locally, whether in a specific setting or with additional support staff provided in 

main stream settings.

Yes Surplus places need to be reduced by having a high quality education system in Berwick which not only retains the local children 

but which is of such enviable quality that it attracts  children from outside of the local area. This is in contrast to the current 

situation where the secondary education is so dire that parents are so appalled by the high school that they are choosing to send 

their children to schools outside of the catchment, over the border or regardless of the cost even resorting to taking on the 

financial burden of funding a private education. Surely, drastic improvement to the education system would naturally begin to 

counter the current situation and is the best all round resolution. I am not in agreement with reducing surplus school places at 

the expense of closing or amalgamating local school settings.

No I am unsure as to what medium viability would entail so cannot clearly answer this question. However, as per my previous 

answer I am not in favour of school closure. Smaller class size is an advantage and should be used as a positive and not used as 

a financial excuse to close educational settings. It should be aspirational to have smaller class sizes and is a clear positive to the 

education in Berwick.

Yes In respect of the above, yes of course I want the investment to be viable for the future, but investment also needs to be 

immediate to ensure that current provision meets expected standards for the children currently in the education system.  These 

children should not miss out on the immediate investment required at the expense of a best value future. This would be further 

failing all school age children currently within the Berwick area who are already suffering from years of  underfunding, 

mismanagement and outdated school buildings in disrepair.

2 5 6 1 3 4 The local area and town centre need investment to provide community spaces and facilities which provide inspiration and 

opportunities where everyone in the local community, but in particular local young people, can see they have a future. The 

community needs something to be proud of and which will have the knock on effect of stimulating aspirations and promoting a 

more prosperous, caring successful community. Currently, the town centre is underloved and rundown. There are no 

aspirations and no prospects. The town has so much potential, yet nothing has really changed in the last 30 years.

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

Ne70 7er Yes My children are both too young to have any experience to comment but I do feel that the score needs improvement Yes So many children with SEND are high functioning and therefore are in the correct place amongst their peers in mainstream 

school. Mainstream schools need a swifter process however to be able to gain additional support where a need is identified via 

COSA. I must also stress that it is additional support by means of additional bodies to provide support. As fantastic as our 

teachers are they in my opinion also have their whole class to educate and cannot do the best possible job whilst having to 

interrupt lessons to personally support children with an additional need.

No Children attending school whether first or high school are still children. I feel these decisions should never be made lightly and 

should always involve the local community

Yes All changes should be reviewed by the local community. We have already lost our middle school in Belford and do not feel that 

there was much involvement from local community until it was too late to make a difference

Yes Ensure the buildings are safe and functional and equally important ensure that the school has the correct staffing level to be 

functional and keep students safe

3 4 5 2 6 1 A pool of support staff who could be shared on a floating basis throughout the area. Trained regularly to meet the local area 

needs

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

TD15 2JZ Yes We need a fundamental change within the Berwick Partnership of schools and I do not believe it will be achieved by the present 

three-tier system. I do hope that the Council are looking at the two-tier alternative for the education system within North 

Northumberland. We need fewer larger schools that have first class educational facilities. I am passionate that state-education 

should be able to provide a good standard of education which inspires the next generation. This is clearly lacking in Berwick 

which will sadly have a lasting impact on the area, unless swift decisions are made. Fundamentally, we all need to remember 

that our children are competing not just with those in their local first school/middle school/high school for places at university 

and eventually jobs but against children across the country.

Yes I believe that it is essential that provision for all children and young people with SEND is met locally.  It does not same fair that 

some children with SEND are required to travel outwith the area to obtain the support they need and deserve. This will make life 

incredibly difficult for these children and also their families.

Yes It is essential that surplus places are reduced. As I have already mentioned, we need fewer larger schools to reduce the running 

and maintenance costs of multiple sites with large surpluses.

The standard of education within the Berwick needs to greatly improve to stop children taking buses to Eyemouth, Duns and 

Alnwick for their secondary education. A-level students are increasingly travelling to Newcastle. The Berwick Academy has been 

in special measures for a number of years with no clear signs of improvement.  Many parents are faced with the dilemma of 

what to do with their children - leave them at a failing school or find the best alternative they can? 

Unless, education standards improve in the Berwick area, numbers of children will continue to fall as the Berwick area will fail to 

attract new families into the area. Also, families living in the area will choose to move to an area where they can live and access 

education of a good standard.

Yes Education in Berwick needs to improve! A good education system is vital to support a community to thrive in the medium to long 

term.

Yes Move to a two-tier education system. Build a new secondary school which is fit for purpose which inspires children to achieve 

their full potential. The Berwick schools are generally aging buildings which do not provide access to many of the facilities that 

children within other areas of Northumberland and in the Scottish Borders have benefitted from for many years.

2 5 6 1 3 4 Investment which leads to a significant improvement in the education and outcomes achieved by children in the Berwick area 

will be of huge benefit to the whole community.  It would be such a benefit to the community if a greater proportion of the 

children living in the Berwick area were educated in this area!

Staff member in a Berwick school TD12 4NS Yes Buildings fit for purpose which enable all children to reach their full potential with appropriate staffing to meet all children's 

needs

Yes Our local special school is currently full with a waiting list. This year alone our nursery intake has identified 2 children who may 

need this type of specialist provision, meaning these families potentially would have to send their child a considerable distance in 

order for their needs to be met.

Yes nothing further to add Yes Having worked in both two and three tier education systems I prefer the 3 tier system and my experience of the system in 

Berwick is that it is working well for the families who see learning as a partnership and do all they can to encourage and support 

their children to be the best they can be. Yes some of the buildings are not fit for purpose and do need significant improvement 

but the education system is working and should remain as so with improvements to facilities and extra SEND capacity.

Yes Extra SEND capacity 5 4 6 3 2 1 Better technology -wifi connectivity a real headache in my current setting!

Staff member in a Berwick school TD152LA Yes Two tier system Yes Not enough facilities for SEND Yes Too many first and middle schools for the size of the population in Berwick is the reason why there are surplus places. Yes Close some of the first and one middle. Sell the surplus buildings. Yes A two tier system, with one feeder primary/middle and students going to secondary after  SATs to begin study for GCSE. 3 5 6 1 4 2 Two tier system in line with the rest of the UK.

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

TD15 2TD Yes Fulfil the OFSTED recommendations in this regard. By consistent with the delivery of a high standard of teaching and support for 

the pupils.

Yes The Berwick area has a high enough population to be able to support all SEND locally and this needs to be addressed. No I am not convinced that the surplus at First School is the heart of the matter here and if children are leaving the community to go 

to another school it is at Middle/High School level. These schools can highlight any surplus issues through existing measures of 

control with budgets/governor oversight. This does not require a one size fits all approach as the numbers could rise the 

following year for various reasons.

To be clear, I do not like the context to this question as it seems very misleading.

Yes I agree that changes have to be future proof but not entirely sure if the main reason for people leaving at certain ages is being 

missed. Quality of teaching.

Yes I agree with the question but the context is not relevant. If buildings need repaired then repair them. Don't let them waste away 

and make them future proof.

1 5 6 2 4 3 A proper place for children to find support for mental wellbeing issues. This is going to be  an issue that in the medium to long 

term will only grow and needs a proper solution for all schools to use and share.

Staff member in a Berwick school TD15 2FQ Yes A two tier system and consistency in approaches. Yes There need be be specialised teams of teachers and support staff in all schools. Yes Not have so many middle schools! Yes Yes, though not sure how to comment. Yes The High school needs to be rebuilt but if there is not a change to a two tier system there needs to be a reduction in the middle 

school and a consolidation of resources.

6 1 3 4 5 2 Other than what has already been mentioned I am not sure. There needs to be a total review of the school system in Berwick. 

The three tier education system does not work and I fail to see why this is not being addressed as a priority.

Middle schools are continuing to let down the older age groups by not having the specialist teachers with knowledge and 

understanding of the KS3 and KS4 curriculum. 

They also do not always instil the rigorous discipline that is needed.

Staff member in a Berwick school NE66 3AH No The data from the first schools and the middle schools stated above shows that they are doing better than nationally.  The 

majority of children leaving the first and middle schools in Berwick are at age related expectations. The data above also shows 

that the low attainment is from Berwick Academy. 

More SEND spaces need made in Berwick. Children that should be in SEND provisions are being left in main stream as there is 

just no space for them in our special needs schools. For some children the closest place for them is Alnwick and for some other 

children the next provisions is perhaps Blyth, Ashington or Cramlington. 

I do believe that opportunities for children moving into high school and moving into sixth form should be widened and improved 

to further improve outcomes.

Yes Some children in Berwick need a different provision to the Grove School. The Grove School is fabulous however it is also full and 

some children are being left behind when the best place for them would be to be in a SEND school. 

Too many children are having to leave the town to access provisions suitable for them.

No Yes there are surplus places but data shows that children benefit from smaller class sizes. Children receive more support and 

time in a smaller class size especially as Berwick does has a large percentage of SEND children, some of which should be in a 

SEND provision. It allows teachers to accelerate children's progress and allows teachers and parents to maintain close and 

positive relationships. The viability of schools should be based on how the schools can support their children and their needs 

and the local community. The schools need to be the centre of the community as many parents often come to the teachers and 

head teachers for support and it is so heart warming that they feel comfortable enough to talk to us.

Yes If changes were to be made I would like it to be a clear school system that supports our local families and promotes high 

expectations. I feel like the current system is valued until the children reach the age to move to the high school or reach the end 

of KS2 to move over to the Scottish side. Children and parents need to be encouraged to use our local high school rather than 

going over the Scottish border or sending their children to Alnwick.

Yes We need better SEND provision in Berwick. This should be PRIORITY.  

Improving outcomes at KS4.

3 6 4 2 5 1 A new SEND school. A one that is twice the size with a behavioural unit. 

GREATER SEND PROVISION.

Staff member in a Berwick school TD151DT No Regarding the above data the children at KS1 and KS2 are above the National Average. The children are leaving the First and 

Middle Schools on track and then are not maintaining their academic achievements when they move into the Academy. Too 

many children are leaving the town in order to access high quality secondary education. 

Changes need to be made in KS3 and KS4. 

- raising aspirations

- wider range of subjects at GCSE and A-Level

- more support/interventions for children who are not predicted to achieve age related expectations

- developing parental engagement

Yes The Grove is an Outstanding School. However, it is very over subscribed and many children are having to travel for an hour or so 

in order to attend a school that meets their needs. Berwick is very remote compared to other areas of the county such as Blyth 

and Ashington. Many SEND are our most vulnerable and they need to be educated closer to home.

No The viability of school should be based on how they serve the needs of the pupils and the local community. The First Schools in 

Berwick are all unique and their small size supports children's individual needs and strengths. Children make accelerated 

progress when taught in smaller classes. Staff are able to form good relationships with the pupils and their families, this is not 

always the case in larger schools. Children also need to be educated close to home. Public transport in Berwick is expensive and 

infrequent. 

The data shows that the surplus places increase in the Middle Schools and Academy. This may also be because many children 

leave after KS2 to attend schools over the border.

Yes Education in Berwick needs to be valued by the local community, however many parents in Berwick remove their children from 

the Berwick Partnership when they finish KS2. This shows that they are happy with the provision for younger children but not 

when they are older. Parents need to feel sure that their children are well supported from the Early Years until they are 18.

Yes More SEND provision to ensure children do not have to travel excessively. 

Better outcomes at KS4.

Maintaining the good practice shown by the First and Middle Schools. 

Ensuring children to not leave the partnership for their secondary education.

3 6 4 2 5 1 Greater SEND provision.

Staff member in a Berwick school TD152JN No I think that data from the First Schools and Middle Schools stated above shows that children are on target by the end of Key 

Stage 1 and Key Stage 2 and lower attainment appears at the end of Key Stage 3 and 4. To improve further resources need to be 

put in to providing support for SEN children, with further places being made available at The Grove School for children who 

require support to access education, a specialist unit needs to be located in the town for children who require behavioural and 

emotional support and parental engagement needs to continue beyond the first school years.

Yes Further spaces need to be made available at The Grove School to support children who have specific learning needs and struggle 

to cope within mainstream school. A specialist behaviour unit for children with challenging behaviour and social and emotional 

issues should also be available within the town as children currently travel for over an hour each day to access this and it is 

extremely expensive. Nurture groups should be set up within schools to support children socially and gain skills for life.

No Data shows that children benefit from being taught in small classes as they make accelerated progress and allows teachers to 

focus in detail on the individual needs of each child in more detail. Schools are a crucial access point for parents and carers as 

they provide support within the local community and should continue to be local to the area.

Yes We need to ensure that the school system from Key Stage 3 onwards is valued by the local community to prevent children going 

to other schools across the border or in Alnwick. The school system needs to ensure that there are high expectations and 

outcomes at all levels throughout the education system so that parents and carers within the community are confident in a 

robust system that supports the individual needs of their child.

Yes There needs to  be a focus on SEND provision so children with additional needs are supported and have access to suitable 

education provision within the local area. To ensure that outcomes at the end of Key Stage 4 improve to be in line with national 

outcomes by building on good practice already within the area.

3 5 4 2 6 1 Greater SEND provision and provision locally for children with behaviour and emotional problems.

Staff member in a Berwick school TD15 2HT No The data shows that children attending the first schools and middle schools in Berwick are on target and achieving by the end of 

Key Stage 2.  They are not maintaining these academic achievements by the end of key stage 3 and 4.

 Provision for SEND children needs improved with limited spaces being available at The Grove School. Berwick has no provision 

for children with behavioural issues.

Yes More spaces available for children with SEND.

Provision for children with behavioural issues who can not access mainstream provision but who also don't meet the criteria for  

The Grove School.

No The viability of schools should be based upon the needs of the pupils and of the local community. Schools are at the heart of 

communities and all schools in Berwick are unique. Smaller class sizes benefit pupils and ensure that pupils make accelerated 

progress.

Yes The local community value the school system in Berwick until children reach the end of key stage 3. Berwick needs a school 

system that has high expectations from key stage 1 to 4.

Yes SEND provision. 

Improvements to provision at key stage 4.

3 4 6 2 5 1 Greater SEND provision. 

A choice of provision at key stages 3 and 4.

Staff member in a Berwick school TD15 2FW No Further work on parental engagement (especially at secondary level)

Support for SEND/PP

Post 16 opportunities

Raising aspirations

Teaching at KS4

Choice/range of subjects available

Yes Children in the Berwick Partnership should not be disadvantaged due to our geographical location. We need more places and 

further outreach work to ensure all needs are met locally.

Yes Viability of schools should be based upon the needs of the pupils and local community. Each school has its own identity and 

ethos.  Public transport is unreliable in Berwick and parents need to have choice.

Yes Education in Berwick does need to be valued by the local community. We need high expectations and a range of choices. We 

need to encourage parents/pupils to remain within the Berwick Partnership and not leave to be educated elsewhere.

Yes SEND provision

Improved outcomes at KS4

Maintain good practice in EYFS, KS1 & KS2

3 5 4 2 6 1 Greater SEND provision

Choice of provision at KS 3 & 4

Staff member in a Berwick school TD15 2XN No More provision should be made for children with special needs and behavioural issues in the Berwick Area.

Children in the first schools and middle schools are making expected or above progress.

Children do not seem to be making expected progress at the academy. This issue needs to be addressed.

Yes Children with SEND and behavioural issues need to have their needs met locally, they should not have to travel outside the 

Berwick area.

No We may have surplus places but children benefit greatly from smaller classes where teachers can focus on the needs of the 

individual children more efficiently.

Yes We need a school system that is robust and works from KS1 to KS4 with high expectations and outcomes at all key stages. The 

system needs to be valued by the local community, if it's not pupils may move across the border to complete their studies.

Yes SEND provision in the local area and improved outcomes for all children. 3 5 4 2 6 1 More provision for children with SEND and behavioural  issues in the Berwick Area.

A choice of provision at KS3 and KS4.

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

TD15 2JL Yes More crossed information Yes No comments Yes no comments Yes no comments Yes no comments 4 5 3 6 1 2 no comments

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

TD15 2JR Yes Continued improvement in English and Mathematics. Liase with other schools in the partnership. More communication with 

parents and carers.

Yes More financial need to help pupils with SEN. Include them in mainstream school as much as possible. Yes Schools performance goes a long way towards pupils choosing the right school. Yes Community engagement needs improvement. Yes Wide range of curriculum needed. Staff need to feel valued. Staff retention abig problem. 1 2 4 3 5 6 Community engagement

Staff member in a Berwick school TD15 2BU Yes I personally believe a two tier system would improve outcomes. Yes My feelings are not enough importance is given to the good job teaching assistants do in supporting children on the send 

register achieve their full potential. We are given small contracted hours and expected to do a lot of different things in those 

hours. I feel undervalued which is demonstrated in how many teaching assistants come into our department but don’t stay long. 

They are looking for full time hours and inevitably a job where their salary reflects the hard work we put in.

Yes The fact school rolls are falling backs up a good argument for having one primary in Berwick and one high school. Yes I believe that change has to happen in order to stabilise the future for our children and grand children. Yes To have a two tiered system with a good send base provision in each school, to invest in the send provisions being run by 

Teachers with a passion for Send and employ experienced/qualified teaching assistants to support the SEN kids properly, 

presently I feel we are just paying lip service to send.

1 4 5 3 6 2 A behavioural unit. A fair amount of students are causing low level disruption in classes and they are not only not interested in 

getting an education for themselves they are preventing other students getting theirs. A fair bit of my time is spent dealing with 

behaviour when I should be supporting SEND students. Or at least students who want to learn.

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

TD152JF Yes The Berwick Partnership as a whole should become federated.  Geographically, this would be a logical change.  The Federation 

or MAT or whatever bracket the merge would come under would unify not just education, but also bring the tight knit, remote 

community closer.  As a local person born and bread who understands and knows the community I know that this has been 

discussed for a number of years since the appalling collapse of Berwick Academy.  The children who have been unfortunate to 

have ended up having to go there because they have had no other options, have been let down for years.  There are still existing 

senior management and trustees who still exist in their positions from those dark days.  The management and running of the 

school will not change until a competent external team is drafted in who know how to effectively bring a dead school back to life.  

Also, specialist teachers should be employed to teach specialist subjects such as Biology, Physics and Chemistry.  Also, why are 

so many supply teachers working at the Academy, and why is there such an appalling roll over of teachers and staff?  This 

should surely ring alarm bells.

Yes Our grandchild attended a local primary school.  We alerted the school before starting school and on the first day that there was 

serious behaviour issues and that we suspected autism.  I would describe it as chronic at the time.  The school just did not 

appreciate the seriousness of this and this resulted in our grandchild going through the entire primary school period without 

adequate support and management.  I am not even sure if the funding had been allocated as it should have been and possibly 

been distributed off into other areas.

Yes The removal of surplus places would be most effective in terms of the potential

savings when it is achieved through the reorganisation of groups of schools to reduce

the number of buildings and the total capacity.

Yes Solution - A Berwick School Partnership Federation or it's own individual MAT, allowing resources and finance to be managed 

centrally.

Yes Tax payers hard earned cash is being wasted every single financial year on building/site maintenance and that is FACT.  In fact if 

the tax payer knew what went on there would be uproar.  Surely spending so much money on aging buildings and sites each 

year is false economy.  I also feel that the Local Authority should have more transparency into the finance management in 

Academies.  Instead of doing annual patch up jobs costing millions, why not even dedicate funds to the overhaul of these 

schools.

2 4 6 1 5 3 In partnership with the DoE, step in and effectively take over the management of the schools to ensure the framework is robust.  

We need specialised, experienced, teachers.  I still feel that our partnership is close and solid enough to federate.  I feel that this 

would make education in the Berwick area stronger.  Perhaps even a Community College for the town.  Bricks and mortar will 

not solve the academic or financial issues.  Teaching and Learning must be maintained at at least a 'Good' level first before even 

one brick is laid.  My children and grandchildren are currently going through the school system in Berwick and it really hurts me 

to say that after being an student in the Berwick system, that I am reluctant and worried for their education and wellbeing.

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

TD15 2YR Yes It appears that the approach in middle schools is effective so suggests there needs to be a continuation of approach/support 

and application in the Academy.

Yes From my knowledge of local schools & special educational needs locally,  Berwick needs a provision that is big enough to 

accommodate a large range of SEN and accommodate a much larger number of children locally.

No I believe that teaching staff that are fully committed to their role are able to provide a broad and balanced curriculum with 

smaller cohorts. If a larger SEN provision was available, would this help staffing in mainstream schools?

No Cohort numbers can only be estimated, therefore budgets can only be estimated, therefore the financial viability of a school can 

only be certain for the current year. There are so many changing factors in children’s lives and society that I believe you need to 

do what’s best for the local children now and ensure that existing plans can adapt in the future.

Yes It would be an ideal world to have all of the current buildings updated/new buildings however in my opinion the priority for 

investment in education needs to be in staffing, staff training, pupil support services and opportunities for children before bricks 

and mortar.

3 6 5 2 4 1 Mental health hub.

Other Parent governor at Belford Primary Ne70 7hn Yes To give the children the support they require Yes Something needs to be done to requirements Yes The improvement of educational results in Berwick schools will decrease the surplus of places. Yes I do agree but action needs to taken now Yes You can throw all the money at a problem but there are many factors needed to make it work like the right kind of staff, correct 

procedures, constant governmental reports and open scrutiny to ofsted

6 4 5 3 2 1 Improve the schools as a whole because until then the problems they have now will not go away. It really needs a complete 

overhaul from what I hear about Berwick schools it doesn’t encourage to send my child there

Staff member in a Berwick school NE66 1BT Yes Move to a 2-tier system. Many Y9 students lack the maturity & behaviour expectations that are necessary for  successful KS4 

learning.  I believe the middle school system is broken, as i hear from many students that poor behaviour is dealt with  by 

students being kept away from lessons, in isolation, rather than learning to be more respectful and socially polite.

At BA I feel we are blamed for the failings of feeder schools to adequately address the problems. I am lead to believe that 

OFSTED inspection focuses on KS2, which misses Y7/8. If we got students at Y7, we have more opportunities to develop a 

stronger student. Subject specialists also provide a greater source of knowledge.

Yes If a local provision is best suited to a student, then yes. However, more extreme cases may benefit from a more specialised and 

resourced environment.

Yes Obviously yes, but how?

Whilst 2-tier may help, birth rate still has an Impact.

Yes This alludes to 2-tier Yes Reduce the number of first & middle schools by going to primary. Develop the BA site to accommodate Y7-13.

The war cry of 'young people shouldn't have to travel too far to school' is usually from those patents who 'have always done it 

this way'.

5 6 1 2 3 4 Make a resilient plan for transition to a 2-tier education system.

The Alnwick transition appeared to be very poorly planned and excuted with respect to the y7/8 building facilities; like an after 

thought.

There are many in Berwick who can only see the bad in everything. In order to end this, please get it right!!

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

TD15 2EA Yes Yes 1) Job creation to retain and attract people to the area. Apprenticeships and college placements could feed into such jobs. 

2) Larger meeting facilities for public gatherings.  (Our church, Waypoint Church, hires Northern View for our meetings. There is 

a lack of alternative, public spaces available at a price we can afford as a charity; the Maltings is far too expensive!)

6142 5 31) Change the system to primary and secondary school, up to year 13. 

2) New building for Berwick Academy

3) Investment in teachers and to improve the curriculum at Berwick Academy-focus on languages, music and the arts.

4) Teach foreign language to pupils age 4 and up. (Berwick has many Polish and Portuguese/Brazilian families. The pupils and 

parents who speak those languages often use the language at school or in the playground. It is important that native English 

speaking children are educated in the languages of their peers to promote understanding and cohesion.)

5) Provide local college/apprenticeship places alongside secondary school for young people age 14 and up.

YesThere should be enough local special school places for every child who needs it locally. There should be a secondary school 

equivalent to the Grove School.

Yes It is a scandal that drastic changes have not already been put into place to make Berwick Academy a top quality school for those 

in the town, and for those commuting here from outwith. That many pupils chose to travel long distances to avoid a local 

education, on the basis of an inadequate school is a travesty. Berwick Academy should be an outstanding school, which attracts 

all the local children, and those coming from the surrounding area. This could be achieved if the school is given extra resources 

to meet staffing needs, and thus turn the school around and attract more pupils.

Yes As I have already stated, the poor educational attainment of Berwick Academy is the main factor that many pupils leave for 

other schools. As a church leader, I know that families from our church either send their children to other schools in 

Scotland/Alnwick, or even leave Berwick-Upon-Tweed to find a school with better educational outcomes. This is a having a 

knock on effect to disadvantage the whole town as local students and families are not participating in community life, or are 

leaving altogether. I believe that Berwick Academy's low attainment levels are also a reason for the falling birth rate. Who would 

want to remain in the town, or move into the town, with the likelihood of their children being failed by the only local educational 

system? Whilst family ties are important, people value education highly enough to move elsewhere to find better opportunities 

for their children. As we know, many people from cities are now moving to the countryside, as they can work from home. I 

know a number of incoming families with children of similar ages to my own, who have done this. In light of this trend, it is likely 

that there will be an increase of incomers, looking for more affordable housing, and a better quality of life in Berwick. Again, if 

Berwick Academy's attainment levels improved, Berwick could attract many more such incoming families. As an incoming family 

ourselves, we could not think of a better place to live. A top quality secondary school would not only retain families, but increase 

the numbers of families with children moving here to now up.



Staff member in a Berwick school TD152JF Yes Berwick Academy need a full SLT change and a team brought in by DE to get Berwick Academy back where it should be, a good 

quality school with teachers who are allowed to TEACH. The SLT have never improved the school since it went into special 

measures and the people in Berwick Upon Tweed deserve a high school where their children have a good education to allow 

them to progress in life. Too many students get excluded or sent to internal exclusion. The SLT have a hidden bullying culture and 

have bullied so many teachers out of the school, we are frightened to speak out.

DE help!!!

Yes Berwick Academy needs to look after SEND students better. Yes Work together to make schooling in Berwick the best it can be, the middle schools look great inside, brilliant for teachers and 

students. We need to keep students in Berwick, give them an education and make Berwick proud. Berwick Academy is not a 

good role model and is letting the people and children down.

Yes Parents are sending their children too far outside Berwick because they have no confidence in Berwick Academy, not the 

teachers themselves but the whole leadership. 

let teachers teach, get Berwick Academy back where it use to be, a good school.

Yes Defiantly, spend money on the schools in the area bur don't let Berwick Academy spend the money on anything they want, 

someone needs to oversee any expenditure at Berwick Academy. The business manger wastes money and the school has no 

structure when planning anything. So many classrooms moved redone then undone then moved again, waste waste waste ££££ 

please don't let the business manger spend it.

3 1 5 4 2 6 The question was so wrong so many needed to be a top choice.

New SLT at Berwick Academy, how long will the DE and NCC close their eyes to a failing school run by incompetent people.

Staff member in a Berwick school TD15 2PL Yes Improvements need to be made at Berwick Academy to bring it line with other schools in Berwick area. Academy should taken 

under local education authority control.

Yes Local provision in one site for this group. Yes Look at first school in Berwick Town with low numbers. No Don't think school system is problem. No More to education than money, will cost more to educate people in rural area. 5 3 2 1 6 4 Improvements to teaching performance at academy.

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

TD12 4TE Yes A Yes A Yes A Yes A Yes A 2 5 6 3 1 4 A better high school/academy with the best staff for the job leading to improved outcomes for all secondary age children.

Staff member in a Berwick school TD15 2GU Yes All schools working together with curriculum planning and resource sharing. Yes All students are entitled to an education locally without travelling miles away. Yes Na Yes Na Yes Resources, staffing and a new building whereby students can access 1 5 6 3 4 2 Better faculties and travel connections. Better AP provisions locally

Staff member in a Berwick school TD15 2JF Yes I think our students are disadvantaged with a 3 tier system in 2021.  Berwick locality is a coastal/rural/isolated  border 

community with workforce challenges with a low skilled population.  We need to attract more business to the Berwick area not 

just build a new sports centre or  refurbish a hospital as these have limited opportunity.

There needs to be more investment in the facilities that our children access and a 2 tier system would provide earlier access to 

specialist teachers and facilities to improve outcomes.  Having a more efficient school estate would provide more funds towards 

education rather than waste funds on trying to keep open too many no longer fit for purpose schools.  There are only 1800 

pupils spread across the Berwick partnership so reducing the number of schools is an obvious solution to support educational 

improvement with all of the key stages.

Yes There are limited facilities and there is a growing demand for SEND provision which we need to be able on the whole to provide 

locally.

Yes We cant just keep schools open for the sake of it!  We need to assess the needs and provide accordingly.   This may result in 

difficult decisions but we need to consider the future of or young people.

There needs to be more done by the LA to attract businesses and increase housing to encourage more families to move to this 

area.

Yes We need a model that is fit for the future and invests in young people.  We deserve better and change needs to happen asap.  

get on with it!!  This debate has been going on for 20 years - please just get on with it!

Yes New school structure and buildings that offer a more viable model for the future 3 4 5 2 1 6 The Council should have prioritized education before building a new sports centre.

Berwick has been neglected for too long, the Council need to get on and invest in the our young people.  Deprivation is only 

going to continue to get worse in the Berwick area if the LA don't take action now.   Just get on with it - consultation. 

consultation, consultation.  We all know what needs to happen - get building a new school or campus asap please.  Don't let 

down more children.

Staff member in a Berwick school TD15 2UA Yes Increased funding Yes Yes.  It places additional pressures on SEND children if they need to travel further Yes Amalgamation of schools will contribute to reducing surplus. Yes The school system needs to change so that the learning process for the children of Berwick and the wider community is more 

streamlined and beneficial to them.

Yes There is a need for a new build that will allow the children of Berwick access to improved schooling facilities. The integration of 

the schools will allow for a more streamlined approach to education where all children are sufficiently geared towards high level 

outcomes.

1 5 6 3 2 4 A new build for the school. This will pave the way for other outcomes listed previously to be met.

Staff member in a Berwick school TD113XZ Yes Moving to a 2 tier system. Greater accountability and monitoring at KS3 will improve outcomes at KS4 Yes Unless children have very profound SEND needs i.e attend the Grove School children in Berwick struggle to have the specialist 

support they require.

Yes This is a difficult as it will undoubtedly cause a lot of anxiety within schools but I think one of the solutions is to merge and pool 

resources.

Yes Merging schools  will reduce capital expenditure  on things such as building maintenance, heating etc. All school building in the 

Berwick area require substantial upgrades therefore merging in to one or two  facilities would be a sensible option and reduce  

overall running costs in the long run. Unfortunately this may not be a popular option as it will impact on both teachers and 

support staff.

Yes Restructuring to a two tier system and then upgrading or rebuilding of designated school buildings. Investing in all current 

school buildings in the Berwick area would be a poor investment in the long run due to falling roles. Why not reduce the number 

of building to maintain by merging schools and investing in an infrastructure that allows all students to access the best resources 

that other students in the country take for granted.

2 5 6 4 1 3 Community education for all ages that enables individuals to grow and develop no matter their age.  Re structuring the education 

system will allow greater accountability.  for all Key stages.

Staff member in a Berwick school NE66 1UY Yes I think that the three tier system does not align with the way pupils are assessed (ie. end of year 6.) In my experience the 

outcomes of pupils in KS4 would be improved if the school they were at in years 7 and 8 were totally invested in their outcomes 

at GCSE level. At this moment in time that is not the case. The solution to this could be to open a secondary school, or to include 

the middle school system in a new academy trust, catering for pupils from year 5 onwards.

Yes The alternative provision for pupils of secondary age (11+) needs to be improved - the funding from NCC providing EHCPs needs 

to be increased and funding needs to be directed towards ensuring class sizes are smaller so individual needs can be met.

Yes Berwick has had recent investment that will attract families to the area. This needs to continue. Yes The investment in new secondary provision will go a long way towards reducing negative perception of the community towards 

the current provision. This is a self fulfilling prophecy at the moment; the lack of positivity is contributing to the experience of 

pupils at the current secondary provision.

Yes As mentioned earlier, a new secondary school or a school for pupils from the age of 9 (year 5 onwards.) 5 3 6 1 2 4 There is already investment planned in retail in Berwick, this should be followed up by the council on the High Street - improve 

the town centre and ensure that housing is affordable so young people can feel positive about staying in the area into their 

adulthood.

Staff member in a Berwick school TD15 2JF Yes Changing to a two tier system.  It is essential that children have a unified education that allows them to see progression form 

year 7 to year 13.  It is essential that experience specialist staff tech these children from 11 years old.

Yes SEND provision is not fit for purpose.  Many children in mainstream settings need to benefit form additional input and support.  

Funding has to be prioritised for this.

Yes It is not as simple as surplus places it is more about education being right.   This is more complex than a group of numbers. Yes I don't think anyone would be able to disagree with this.  The disagreement will be how we achieve it. Yes Two tier.

All children in the catchment are Berwick children so I'm not sure why this would be questioned.  The issue again will be that 

there are so many opinions on how this should look.

6 5 4 3 2 1 The final question is very loaded.  No one would argue with wanting good schools schools but the outcomes are not comparable 

and are misleading.  As is the question.

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

Td15 2qr Yes ? Yes Children with send need to stay in local area for education not to travel to other areas for education as this will make them tired 

and anxious

Yes Smaller class sizes will benefit the children’s education achieving high grades so school goes high up the league table No The three tier education system is brilliant Yes Funding in building maintenance and education continually throughout the years and there would be no deficit 6 1 2 3 5 4 Infrastructure

Staff member in a Berwick school TD15 1BH No Outcomes in Key Stages 1 and 2 are good - above national averages.  Outcome at Key Stage 4 need to be improved. Yes Current SEND provision is poor and the facilities of the Grove Special School are not meeting the current need in the town. Yes One of the biggest issues in the town is the number of pupils living in the town who are being educated outside of the town 

which is only exacerbating the problem.  Speaking to numerous parents who have made the decision to move their children to  

schools out of the town this is done primarily to avoid Berwick Academy.

Also how much data is gathered on potential increases in pupil numbers with current/proposed building of new houses.

No The figures are based upon current levels of funding in education and also based on a continued falling number of children in the 

Berwick Partnership.  However levels of funding in education will almost certainly be different in 2024/25.  There has also been 

no account taken of future pupil numbers increasing in the Berwick partnership with the building of new homes (at least 3 new 

developments have been planned). The housing market in the town is rapidly rising as more people are looking to move to 

Berwick (a large part is the impact of Covid and the ability to work from home).  

I also assume that the original number of places in the partnership where decided based on the size of the town - potentially 

reducing the number of places may ultimately lead to there not being enough places if the population continues to rise.

Yes Up to year 9 the Berwick partnership of schools has excellent educational outcomes - outcomes need to be improved at Berwick 

Academy.

In terms of investment my priority for investment would be the building of a new site for the Grove Special School and a new 

building for Berwick Academy.  

The 3 tier system is extremely important to everyone in the town so another priority would be to secure middle school by the 

creation of 1 large middle school with shared sports facilities with Berwick Academy.

5 1 4 3 6 2 Shared facilities - eg sports centre

Staff member in a Berwick school TD15 1UU No Based on the data outcomes need to be improved in KS4 particular. In the majority of First and Middle schools outcomes are at 

or above national averages. We do not lack drive or ambition in improving outcomes in KS1 and 2 for our children but the 

outcomes at KS4 are not acceptable.

Yes This is a priority as it is not acceptable for children with additional needs to travel long distances because there is not the 

provision in Berwick. The impact The Grove school could have would be enhanced if they had a fit for purpose building.

Yes An improved offer for secondary would reduce the numbers travelling out of catchment and reduce the biggest issue for surplus 

places in the secondary sector. With declining roles and the subsequent impact on budgets solutions do need to be found.

Yes Important that parents understand and are in support of any changes. Yes SEND provision. Ensuring choice and buildings are fit for purpose for whatever model is best for the children in the partnership. 3 4 6 2 5 1 The children have the right to attend a good school in their local community that provides them with the 

education/training/wider opportunities within the local area at all stages/abilities, without needing to travel long distances.

Governor in a Berwick School TD15 1LA No From looking at the data shown, progress and attainment in First Schools and Middle Schools in the Berwick Partnership is good 

and better than NCC averages. This is also true when reading Ofsted Reports for Berwick First Schools and Middle Schools. 

However, the data for Berwick Academy shows that attainment is currently (and this has also been the case historically) well 

below average for the County. 

As a result of this, I can see no argument for making any changes to the Primary and Middle Schools in the Berwick Partnership, 

as they are working well, pupil outcomes are high, Ofsted reports are Good and they are well supported by the communities in 

the area. Change is therefore needed at Berwick Academy in order to improve the outcomes at Key Stage 4 and A Level. 

As well as this, an additional issue is that in order to avoid sending their children to Berwick Academy, once pupils have 

successfully finished First Schools and Middle Schools in the Partnership, many parents are choosing to send their pupils out of 

the Partnership to High Schools in nearby areas. This therefore compounds the problem as there is less money available to 

improve the situation at Berwick Academy. Investment is needed to improve the upper Key Stage 3, Key Stage 4, A Level and 

vocational education offer to pupils in Berwick so that outcomes improve and therefore more pupils/parents choose to stay 

within the Berwick Partnership for 'High School' and therefore more money is available to ensure that all pupils in Berwick 

receive a high standard of education throughout their entire school career.

I strongly believe that there is no need to change the three tier system in Berwick as some of the highest performing areas in 

terms of education in the County are three tier systems. However, Berwick Academy and it's provision does need to be 

addressed in order for the whole system to be effective and efficient and to meet pupils' needs. The majority of stakeholders do 

not want to move away from the three tier system, but do feel the need for change in terms of Berwick Academy's offer and 

educational outcomes.

Yes The Grove School provides excellent education to pupils who are able to attend, but too many pupils who live in the Berwick area 

have to wait until a place is available or have to travel long distances as there are no schools in this area that can meet their 

needs.

Yes As said earlier, because of concerns around Berwick Academy, many parents and pupils choose not to attend Berwick Academy, 

despite having achieved great success at Berwick Partnership First and Middle Schools. This is funding is therefore lost to the 

Berwick Partnership. If this funding were to remain in the Partnership, this could be used to maintain and continue to improve 

the provision for all pupils in the Berwick Partnership. However, in order for this to happen, the provision at Berwick Academy 

must improve so that more parents and pupils choose to stay. This problem is now exacerbated because pupils/parents are now 

leaving the Partnership schools even earlier to ensure that their pupil can get a place in an alternative place (e.g Eyemouth, 

Berwickshire, Longridge etc.) as there have been concerns that these schools will soon not be able to offer places to Berwick 

pupils due to numbers and so parents are concerned as to what they will do, if when the time comes at the end of Year 8, if they 

have no choice but to send their child to Berwick Academy, and so are feeling forced to remove their child from a Partnership 

school earlier in order to guarantee them a place elsewhere for High School.

Yes The community does not currently feel supported in terms of the education offer at Berwick Academy. There have been 

concerns for over 20 years and people in Berwick feel forgotten about and that pupils in Berwick do not have the same offer as 

those in other areas of the community. The community feel somewhat abandoned as they were sold 'Berwick Academy' instead 

of 'Berwick High School' in order to improve the offer to pupils in Berwick and yet the same problems remain. As a result of this, 

the Berwick community feel very negatively about Academies and have very negative connotations around Academies due to 

historical and ongoing issues relating to pupil outcomes at the only Academy in the area.

Yes Continuation of three tier system in Berwick

Improved offer for High School (Upper KS3, KS4, A Level)

Ensuring outcomes improve at Upper KS3, KS4 and A Level

Ensuring pupils in Berwick have the same opportunities and levels of funding as those further south in the County

Improved buildings to ensure the needs of pupils are met and that teachers are able to deliver the best education possible

Ensuring young pupils in the Berwick Partnership do not have to travel far distances to attend school

Ensuring less pupils leave the Berwick Partnership by providing a better education offer at Upper KS3, KS4 and A Level. 

By improving outcomes and reputation of Berwick Partnership High School offer, improve staff retention and ensure quality 

teaching by attracting the best applicant for vacancy roles

3 6 5 1 2 4 Improved SEND facilities and support in Berwick Partnership

Young people's mental health/wellbeing support

Shared sports facilities

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

TD15 1LA No From looking at the data shown, progress and attainment in First Schools and Middle Schools in the Berwick Partnership is good 

and better than NCC averages. This is also true when reading Ofsted Reports for Berwick First Schools and Middle Schools. 

However, the data for Berwick Academy shows that attainment is currently (and this has also been the case historically) well 

below average for the County. 

As a result of this, I can see no argument for making any changes to the Primary and Middle Schools in the Berwick Partnership, 

as they are working well, pupil outcomes are high, Ofsted reports are Good and they are well supported by the communities in 

the area. Change is therefore needed at Berwick Academy in order to improve the outcomes at Key Stage 4 and A Level. 

As well as this, an additional issue is that in order to avoid sending their children to Berwick Academy, once pupils have 

successfully finished First Schools and Middle Schools in the Partnership, many parents are choosing to send their pupils out of 

the Partnership to High Schools in nearby areas. This therefore compounds the problem as there is less money available to 

improve the situation at Berwick Academy. Investment is needed to improve the upper Key Stage 3, Key Stage 4, A Level and 

vocational education offer to pupils in Berwick so that outcomes improve and therefore more pupils/parents choose to stay 

within the Berwick Partnership for 'High School' and therefore more money is available to ensure that all pupils in Berwick 

receive a high standard of education throughout their entire school career.

I strongly believe that there is no need to change the three tier system in Berwick as some of the highest performing areas in 

terms of education in the County are three tier systems. However, Berwick Academy and it's provision does need to be 

addressed in order for the whole system to be effective and efficient and to meet pupils' needs. The majority of stakeholders do 

not want to move away from the three tier system, but do feel the need for change in terms of Berwick Academy's offer and 

educational outcomes.

Yes The Grove School provides excellent education to pupils who are able to attend, but too many pupils who live in the Berwick area 

have to wait until a place is available or have to travel long distances as there are no schools in this area that can meet their 

needs.

Yes As said earlier, because of concerns around Berwick Academy, many parents and pupils choose not to attend Berwick Academy, 

despite having achieved great success at Berwick Partnership First and Middle Schools. This is funding is therefore lost to the 

Berwick Partnership. If this funding were to remain in the Partnership, this could be used to maintain and continue to improve 

the provision for all pupils in the Berwick Partnership. However, in order for this to happen, the provision at Berwick Academy 

must improve so that more parents and pupils choose to stay. This problem is now exacerbated because pupils/parents are now 

leaving the Partnership schools even earlier to ensure that their pupil can get a place in an alternative place (e.g Eyemouth, 

Berwickshire, Longridge etc.) as there have been concerns that these schools will soon not be able to offer places to Berwick 

pupils due to numbers and so parents are concerned as to what they will do, if when the time comes at the end of Year 8, if they 

have no choice but to send their child to Berwick Academy, and so are feeling forced to remove their child from a Partnership 

school earlier in order to guarantee them a place elsewhere for High School.

Yes The community does not currently feel supported in terms of the education offer at Berwick Academy. There have been 

concerns for over 20 years and people in Berwick feel forgotten about and that pupils in Berwick do not have the same offer as 

those in other areas of the community. The community feel somewhat abandoned as they were sold 'Berwick Academy' instead 

of 'Berwick High School' in order to improve the offer to pupils in Berwick and yet the same problems remain. As a result of this, 

the Berwick community feel very negatively about Academies and have very negative connotations around Academies due to 

historical and ongoing issues relating to pupil outcomes at the only Academy in the area.

Yes Continuation of three tier system in Berwick

Improved offer for High School (Upper KS3, KS4, A Level)

Ensuring outcomes improve at Upper KS3, KS4 and A Level

Ensuring pupils in Berwick have the same opportunities and levels of funding as those further south in the County

Improved buildings to ensure the needs of pupils are met and that teachers are able to deliver the best education possible

Ensuring young pupils in the Berwick Partnership do not have to travel far distances to attend school

Ensuring less pupils leave the Berwick Partnership by providing a better education offer at Upper KS3, KS4 and A Level. 

By improving outcomes and reputation of Berwick Partnership High School offer, improve staff retention and ensure quality 

teaching by attracting the best applicant for vacancy roles

3 6 5 1 2 4 Improved SEND facilities and support in Berwick Partnership

Young people's mental health/wellbeing support

Shared sports facilities

Staff member in a Berwick school TD15 2EE Yes N/A Yes N/A Yes N/A Yes N/A Yes N/A 6 3 5 2 1 4 N/A

Staff member in a Berwick school TD15 1LA No From looking at the data shown, progress and attainment in First Schools and Middle Schools in the Berwick Partnership is good 

and better than NCC averages. This is also true when reading Ofsted Reports for Berwick First Schools and Middle Schools. 

However, the data for Berwick Academy shows that attainment is currently (and this has also been the case historically) well 

below average for the County. 

As a result of this, I can see no argument for making any changes to the Primary and Middle Schools in the Berwick Partnership, 

as they are working well, pupil outcomes are high, Ofsted reports are Good and they are well supported by the communities in 

the area. Change is therefore needed at Berwick Academy in order to improve the outcomes at Key Stage 4 and A Level. 

As well as this, an additional issue is that in order to avoid sending their children to Berwick Academy, once pupils have 

successfully finished First Schools and Middle Schools in the Partnership, many parents are choosing to send their pupils out of 

the Partnership to High Schools in nearby areas. This therefore compounds the problem as there is less money available to 

improve the situation at Berwick Academy. Investment is needed to improve the upper Key Stage 3, Key Stage 4, A Level and 

vocational education offer to pupils in Berwick so that outcomes improve and therefore more pupils/parents choose to stay 

within the Berwick Partnership for 'High School' and therefore more money is available to ensure that all pupils in Berwick 

receive a high standard of education throughout their entire school career.

I strongly believe that there is no need to change the three tier system in Berwick as some of the highest performing areas in 

terms of education in the County are three tier systems. However, Berwick Academy and it's provision does need to be 

addressed in order for the whole system to be effective and efficient and to meet pupils' needs. The majority of stakeholders do 

not want to move away from the three tier system, but do feel the need for change in terms of Berwick Academy's offer and 

educational outcomes.

Yes The Grove School provides excellent education to pupils who are able to attend, but too many pupils who live in the Berwick area 

have to wait until a place is available or have to travel long distances as there are no schools in this area that can meet their 

needs.

Yes As said earlier, because of concerns around Berwick Academy, many parents and pupils choose not to attend Berwick Academy, 

despite having achieved great success at Berwick Partnership First and Middle Schools. This is funding is therefore lost to the 

Berwick Partnership. If this funding were to remain in the Partnership, this could be used to maintain and continue to improve 

the provision for all pupils in the Berwick Partnership. However, in order for this to happen, the provision at Berwick Academy 

must improve so that more parents and pupils choose to stay. This problem is now exacerbated because pupils/parents are now 

leaving the Partnership schools even earlier to ensure that their pupil can get a place in an alternative place (e.g Eyemouth, 

Berwickshire, Longridge etc.) as there have been concerns that these schools will soon not be able to offer places to Berwick 

pupils due to numbers and so parents are concerned as to what they will do, if when the time comes at the end of Year 8, if they 

have no choice but to send their child to Berwick Academy, and so are feeling forced to remove their child from a Partnership 

school earlier in order to guarantee them a place elsewhere for High School.

Yes The community does not currently feel supported in terms of the education offer at Berwick Academy. There have been 

concerns for over 20 years and people in Berwick feel forgotten about and that pupils in Berwick do not have the same offer as 

those in other areas of the community. The community feel somewhat abandoned as they were sold 'Berwick Academy' instead 

of 'Berwick High School' in order to improve the offer to pupils in Berwick and yet the same problems remain. As a result of this, 

the Berwick community feel very negatively about Academies and have very negative connotations around Academies due to 

historical and ongoing issues relating to pupil outcomes at the only Academy in the area.

Yes Continuation of three tier system in Berwick

Improved offer for High School (Upper KS3, KS4, A Level)

Ensuring outcomes improve at Upper KS3, KS4 and A Level

Ensuring pupils in Berwick have the same opportunities and levels of funding as those further south in the County

Improved buildings to ensure the needs of pupils are met and that teachers are able to deliver the best education possible

Ensuring young pupils in the Berwick Partnership do not have to travel far distances to attend school

Ensuring less pupils leave the Berwick Partnership by providing a better education offer at Upper KS3, KS4 and A Level. 

By improving outcomes and reputation of Berwick Partnership High School offer, improve staff retention and ensure quality 

teaching by attracting the best applicant for vacancy roles

3 6 5 1 2 4 Improved SEND facilities and support in Berwick Partnership

Young people's mental health/wellbeing support

Shared sports facilities

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

TD152AG Yes Less change for pupils, I think 3 schools by the time they are 13 has had its day Yes More investment, it’s a real shame when some of these kids are lumped in the mainstream Yes Not sure, it’s looks as though the 2021 intake will be very similar to the 2024 intake. If schools are going to struggle financially 

then something will need changed , but likely it’ll be the same

Yes Does this mean fewer staff in the schools? Maybe some in Tweedmouth could merge Yes The middle schools and Academy are outdated , in fact so is every school in Berwick, Building investment 4 3 6 2 1 5 An excellent sports complex, with mini golf and ten pin bowling

Staff member in a Berwick school NE214FP Yes Strong leadership with a plan for how to improve, staff committed to change in order to improve the schools. Appropriate 

pressure on students to accept the changes and improvements.

Yes SEN facilities need to be extended and organised so it meets the needs of the students who need to use it. Yes Rural areas need local schools and they are an important part of the community. Attracting more students to these places will 

help with their student numbers. It has to be accepted in some cases that some schools are much smaller than others because 

of the area they are in.

Yes Yes education facilities have to be run with budget in mind and long term viability. However, money has to be invested in rural 

areas like elsewhere so they can develop and people can have a reasonable standard of living.

Yes Building that are new are well maintained and access for local children to an education that means they can meet their potential. 5 3 4 1 6 2 Setting up a Sports Academy and Performing Arts Academy. Local partners can help sponsor and build these up and facilities can 

be shared between schools and the general public. Setting up a vocational provision for SEN students, not only are you 

educating SEN students but you are helping them get into work as well.

Governor in a Berwick School TD12 4XL Yes Teacher quality Yes However, it would be useful to try to analyse the cause of the steady increase in SEN requirement. Yes However, from experience, numbers do fluctuate considerably over various time scales, so it would be wrong to make decisions 

based entirely on statistics from a short period such as two years.

Yes But don't properly understand the question, which is poorly drafted. Yes Fairly obvious 1 2 3 4 5 6 Improving the reputation of Berwick as a place to live and work, so as to attract quality teachers

Resident/member of the community 

living in area served by Berwick 

Schools

TD15 2UA Yes The coordination of learning between Tiers and phases of education needs to be much more collaborative and agreed by all 

partners for the specific needs and benefit of the students rather than for the schools. Assessment between phases needs to be 

accurately agreed particularly with regard to whether learning that has taken place is compounded & embedded by students 

who understand the subject matter or in reality is it merely a reflection of subject areas covered. Simply covering subject and 

topic areas & curriculum is very different to embedding learning.

Transition needs to be more focused and the emphasis should be on learning throughout the educational period not just 

targeted to achieve KS assessments with a view to demonstrating added value. If this cannot be achieved effectively the 3Tier 

system has to be looked at in detail. Dipping in yr5, peaking in yr6 and eyes off progress in yrs 7&8 does not best serve most 

students who need to hit the ground running as they transition to High School. If this cannot be made to work more effectively it 

must change as our young people, their families and our communities are being failed.

Behaviour management needs serious consideration as learning behaviours and pupil conduct is causing concern across all 

phases. Children cannot learn effectively unless their learning environments are stimulating and conducive to learning. The 

learning environment need to controlled, purposeful and conducive to learning. Learning needs should be accurate assessed at 

the earliest stage and bespoke support provided to meet all children’s individual learning needs. If Education Heath & Care plans 

are necessary provide them stop ducking serious issues that fail those pupils with greatest needs.

Improve teaching and assessment by ensuring teacher training needs are met effectively and maximise the use of technology in 

a constructive way.

Engage communities and communicate with families more openly and effectively to engender increased community and 

business support. Stop seeing schools as a closed entity and embrace and involve families and communities in the education 

process. We are rich in talent, heritage and resources that are repeatedly ignored and are not being used to extend and 

stimulate interest in continuous learning.

Be honest about mistakes and failings as part of resolution of educational issues and use learning from those experiences to 

inform change & improvement of learning experiences and opportunities.

Abort the Berwick Academy process it has failed and cannot continue as an unaccountable, stand-alone entity.

Yes On site improvements to existing provision and new build or adaption of existing buildings on the Berwick Academy site could 

offer significant extended capacity, whilst offering new opportunities to integrate more students adaptively when appropriate 

either in individual subject areas or to better use shared resources and facilities. We are a community that should, where 

possible and appropriate, integrate our young people more effectively to take best care of our own. Clearly this would involve 

specialist training in provision and equipment but it is the responsibility of an effective education system serving these 

communities. This may well require additional specialist support staff, as necessary, but that is part and parcel of modern 

educational arrangements and expectations. We cannot continue to leave learners behind and fail to ensure they are active 

members of our communities with opportunities provided for them to contribute to or society. It is now recognised that 

adaptive educational approaches can massively enhance community engagement and long term integration if there is a very 

clear stated aim & long term commitment. Young people deserve opportunities to succeed & should be supported appropriately.

Yes Make sure that the educational offer being provided for young people is fit for purpose and retains the confidence and integrity 

of young people, parents and the wider communities. This will help to ensure that those who ought to be attending their 

appropriate phase of education in a local school, go to that school. Far too many young people and families opt to pursue their 

education out of area or at alternative provision because they have lost confidence in the local offer. If we start to provide a 

quality educational offer that is fit for purpose most families will use it. Most  young people and their families do not want to 

experience inconvenience and hardship as a direct result of early mornings, longer journeys, higher costs, late evenings and 

inequalities in relation to clubs and after school provision because of poor quality, failing local schools. People chose alternative 

arrangements because they offer enhanced learning experiences and increased opportunities and standards of educational 

achievement. Addressing these issues is key to this problem and will attract others to the area. Some families are moving out of 

communities specifically because of the poor educational offer and their direct experiences. Our children matter and are too 

important, please stop failing them!

Yes Please see previous response to Question 12 Yes Dramatically improved Secondary provision to deliver enhance educational experiences, opportunities and outcomes. Increased 

SEND provision.

Removal of middle schools and alignment with national provision or at least junior / senior high school with bespoke SEND 

provision on a combined site with capital release through asset sale. Not necessarily Middle school sites but more likely multiple 

First schools in close geographical areas (Berwick) and reusing Berwick Middle school site for an enhanced Primary with 

bespoke SEND provision.

3 5 6 1 4 2 Significant redevelopment of the Berwick Academy & Berwick Middle school sites; to rethink education provision in Berwick and 

to provide facilities and educational opportunities that are fit for purpose, reflecting modern expectations and high standards 

associated with 22nd Century learning needs & requirements.

The structure of education in Berwick desperately needs reworking to better reflect local needs for learning, skills and future 

careers. SEND provision could be dramatically improved by better use of existing sites, facilities and new build as required.

Our teachers and schools need to be up-skilled to better reflect our young people’s educational needs, rather than that of the 

school and the teachers. That is not necessarily the case at the moment. Learners should always be the priority in this equation 

and schools and teachers need to rethink their approach, which is less focused of their own priorities and applies their principle 

focus on meeting children’s needs.

Open engagement and honesty with young people and their families will engender wider community support. A quality 

educational experience with dramatically improved learning outcomes has become a matter of absolute priority, if a complete 

loss of confidence is to be avoided. It often appears decision maker’s heads and thinking is so buried in educational / political 

malaise that the principle reason for schools is being cast aside in favour of individual organisational requirements. Stop sitting 

on your hands and really focus on meeting our young people’s needs. Make bold decisions that reflect a clear ambition and a 

genuine desire to see one of Northumberland’s great towns thrive and succeed in keeping with its amazing history, heritage and 

position in this wonderful county. Our most northerly English town and its people deserve your respect and our young people 

represent a potentially prosperous future. In propriety, take action and reverse the recent disgraceful decline in education 

standards and achievement via wholly unaccountable, inadequate educational provision and absent leadership.

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

TD152AE Yes Pupils in years 7 and 8 should be taught by subject specialist teachers.

Students in year 6 should not receive such high support while taking their SATs, this gives them unachievable targets to reach at 

GCSE level.

Yes TA levels are almost double in the middle schools than they are at the Academy, the Academy has far more pupils. 

Also students often have to travel to Alnwick or beyond for specialist services which are not available in the Berwick area

Yes A two Tier system Yes Again a two tier system Yes More modern buildings 4 5 6 2 1 3 Youth projects!

Resident/member of the community 

living in area served by Berwick 

Schools

TD15 2PT No I think that the problem seems to be when children leave KS3 and move to KS4.  The results for first and middle schools are very 

good.  I don't know why there then seems to be a massive dip in results at KS4.

Yes Children with special needs need routine and as little stress as possible.   Why should children with special needs have to travel 

long distances,  they should be able to access the support they need locally

No I think that especially young first school children should not have to travel long distances from rural areas to school.  The 

children's needs need to take priority.   What if the child lives in a remote area where the nearest first school is half an hour 

away, you close that school, meaning the child will then have a longer journey to attend school.  Also you need to take into 

account bad weather conditions.

Yes I do think that a medium to long term plan needs to be on place.  What I think has to be important in this plan is the children's 

needs, they should be a priority.   Too much these days costs seem to be the priority,  where can we cut costs etc.  Remember 

children need a good education,  they are the future.  Look how the children have been effected by home schooling due to 

schools being closed by covid.  Please ensure the children do not suffer further.  We have all had the chance of having a good 

education, the children of today and tomorrow also deserve this chance.  No cutting corners to cut costs.   How about reducing 

the number of pen pushers and give more support and funds to school staff.

Yes My priority would be to.make sure that schools are given a suitable budget so they can educate the children.  Not having to 

worry about what they can and can't afford because they have not been given enough in their budget due to government cuts.  

We are now seeing what these cuts have done in the past, school buildings needing repairs etc.

1 5 6 2 4 3 To stop cutting corners with cost and give the schools the money they need to teach the children.  Cut out the pen pushers, we 

need top class teaching and non teaching staff, so the children get an excellent education.

Parent of child in a Berwick 

partnership school

TD152EH Yes The quality of teaching needs drastic improvement, especially at Academy level. Students would benefit more from being taught 

by subject specific teachers who have studied and trained in that subject rather than ones who are just put into a subject that 

their knowledge comes from basic teaching skills in that area. Berwick Academy has a long standing problem of doing this. There 

is also a big problem with students having a high proportion of supply teachers which again causes huge gaps in learning.

Yes Far too many children are having to travel as far as Newcastle to attend schools that have provision for their needs. For some 

this means travelling from 7:30am to get to school and returning home after 4:30pm. It's simply not good enough, these 

children need more and need provisions closer to home.  For these children it also has a huge impact on their out of school 

experiences, they can't see their friends from school at other times due to the distances and geographical restrictions that this 

brings. This also has a detrimental impact on their social skills and learning about life outside of school in an environment better 

suited to them.

Yes Quite simply, improve the schools and quality of teaching in Berwick schools and people won't feel the need to send their 

children to schools elsewhere.

Yes Find another way and don't penalise schools for falling numbers, help them to provide better education and experiences for 

pupils therfore attracting higher numbers

Yes The priority has to be the quality of teaching but must include the environments in which children are being taught in. Outdated 

and poor conditions does nothing to excite or entice children and young people to learn.

1 5 6 4 3 2 The list is too long, provisions for anything in this area are quite appalling. There are many young people causing anti social 

problems simply because they have nothing to do. No entertainment venues for families. For many families they don't have their 

own transport and are missing out on so much. The area covered by Berwick partnership schools needs serious investment 

before this town is a complete forgotten place.

Resident/member of the community 

living in area served by Berwick 

Schools

TD15 1NT Yes Middle school and the academy fundamentally reformed. Students go from out performing National Average at KS2 to a 

disgraceful outcome at GCSE. This isn't new for Berwick, it's a culture in the community that perpetuates across generations. The 

community values and commends the ability to not succeed academically. Students have low aspirations based on parents who 

thrive on the benefit system and the community fails to provide local role models with all success stories leaving the town for 

good

No Labelling students as SEND because they lack discipline contributes to the low aspirations of the individuals. Whilst I recognise 

there are legitimate SEND students, much of the growth is a result of a poorly educated and employed family base to inspire and 

promote positive education outcomes.

No Fill the surplus space with families claiming asylum in the UK and who value education to improve the statistics and set an 

example to the low aspirations of the local community. Perhaps there should also be an investigation and actions to address the 

brain drain of the community's top talent to Eyemouth, Longridge and Alnwick for a higher standard of education.

No This completely misses the point. Students leave because of low standards in Berwick schools, perpetuating the financial 

problem. Rather than cut cut cut, address the problem with higher educational standards at KS4 and attract people into the 

community. Without good schools, the community is never going to improve educational standards and attract businesses who 

value a skilled workforce who also want to send their children to good schools.

Yes Yes who would disagree with that statement. No one wants to see their taxes squandered. There are of course multiple options 

available to achieve a financially viable improvement to educational outcomes. The options should be shared, not presented as a 

fait a compli by a leading and inaccessible survey. There is a clear agenda presented here and the material and questions are not 

accessible to generations who have been let down by the educational outcomes of the system they are being given the 

opportunity to reform.

2 3 5 1 4 6 A root and branch review of the whole community and economy of the area. A piecemeal approach without consideration of the 

whole society demonstrates a narrow minded and tactical view of the problems, costing taxpayers more. The whole Berwick 

area needs a strategy for reform, which of course education is an underpinning foundation, but there needs to be a way to make 

the area attractive for high skilled business fed by the education system and retaining/attracting talent to the area. It's time to 

stop naval gazing, scan the horizon, have a strategic vision for the future and unlock the potential Berwick could offer 

Northumberland.

Staff member in a Berwick school Ne70 7nw Yes Moving to a 2 tier system would allow outcomes to improve at KS3 (even though not officially assessed) and GCSE as 5 year 

schemes of work could be followed meaning there are no wasted years after KS2

Yes Services are too far from Berwick, children miss out on opportunities that those in other places would get Yes Reducing the schools would help with this as would moving to a 2 tier system Yes Two tier system would mean fewer school buildings to run and repair, saving money in the long run Yes Public funding must be spent in a way that will benefit pupils, pupils would benefit from a new school building that is fit for 

purpose as well as pooling the best teachers in the area to ensure the best outcomes for pupils

5 6 4 1 3 2 A two tier system with a new school building for older pupils

Staff member in a Berwick school Td113jj Yes Less transitions through the implementation of a two tier system, or a hard federation similar to KEVI. 

Students are lost in year 7 and 8, where despite efforts from The Academy to work in unison in preparing students for the 

rigours of level 2 courses.

For example the poor skill in ICT and computing reflects the missing subject specialism at ks2 and 2/3rds of KS3.

Yes As an isolated community, there is poor access to bespoke services or funding. Individual schools do no not have the resources 

or bank of staff to ensure support.

Similarly, the three huge transitions experienced by SEND students, could be minimised in a two tier system.

Yes Surely it makes sense to remove fixed costs associated with the level of individual schools within the partnership and build one 

inclusive system, with in built surplus should the demographics change.

Yes Yes I agree and currently the finically system is only harming the young people which it serves. I should add, it is not the 

pedagogical skills of the teachers, but the financial constraints placed on the organisations, which is currently hampering 

progress.

Yes Two tier or a one organisation from reception to Y13. If it can be achieved I’m Ashington, Bedlingon and similarly in Morpeth 

why not Berwick?

3 6 5 1 2 4 Michaela School in London, is famed for it’s “strict” behaviour system. At the heart of this system, is a tough love approach 

where parents are encouraged to support and push their children. 

If education and aspirations to improve in the partnership, parents need to be supported, in parenting. Social services and other 

organisations need to be on hand to help and support parents in parenting, what are at times very challenging children. 

If parenting is more robust, then the impact on classrooms will be felt and ultimately educational benchmarks such as exam 

grades will improve.

I whole heartedly believe this is the main distinction between KEVI, QE, Pont and Berwick. Teachers in the partnership can teach, 

but they need the help from home too. Especially at the pointy end….


